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It makes our competitors
nervous to discuss these
standard ADM benefits
Up to 60 Microphone
Level Inputs for use on this
2400 Series console

Redundant Power
Supply Status
Indicators

Up to 108 High Level
Audio Inputs available

for use on this
2400 Series console

Built-in Talkback
Microphone with

Four Independent
Submaster Busses
Built-in
Up/Down Timer

level control

Frequencies of Equalizer
Modules chosen accousticallv

Built-in
Five -Frequency
Oscillator with

for optimum effect
on music and voice

assignment switches

Rugged, Totally

Modular Construction

Four Totally
Independent
Monitor

Busses

Remote
Control

Slidex" Attenuators

for six

provide quiet. dependable
performance due to
sealed resistive elements

machines

Two Group Off -On

Logic Functions
Removable Base
for ease of
building entry

Pre -wired Expansion Capability
2400 Series Coil, 1,

Talk to other console salesmen about any of these features and you'll
get a lot of throat clearing and foot shuffling. Query our salemen and
you'll get a lot of facts about ADM features that help you do a better job and
he'll tell you about our exclusive 5 -year warranty. (Yes, we have to build them better,

and we do!)

Learn more about our Series 3200, 2400, 1600 or 800 ADM Audio Consoles.
Contact ADM Technology, Inc., 16005 Sturgeon, Roseville, Michigan 48066. Phone (313) 778-8400.
TLX 23-1114. West Central Sales Representative, Gordon Peters, (817) 467-2990.

AD4I®
The Audio Company

Az"

TOSHIBA'S PR -60 MAKES NEWS...
THE SMALLEST, LIGHTEST
NEWS/PRODUCTION BROADCAST
CAMERA ON THE AIR.
WITH A DIGITAL
IC
MEMORY THAT
WON'T FORGET.
NA -0-3 REMOTE SYSTEM

WILT CA

AL AFfER1

MONITOR /SELECTOR
SET -U' BOX

CABLE I

IT MAX

TRW.
M-)D2M

5" VIEWFINDER

REMOTE

comm.
UNIT

ANALOG TR ;.::
C.:2 FT MAX

EIGrAL REMOTE SYSTEM

MULTI CABLE II DIGITAL
MULTI
1],i F7 MAX CABLE
BASF

STArON

Here's the newest ENG/EFP camera from
Toshiba. Just right and so light for broadcast
news. It's this combination of features that
make the PK-60 a small standout.

21114

,

-

-411110...,%\

\ 114%.

EI 9.4 lbs.

El Small Size

Reduced Power - 20.6 watts
Outstanding Stability
ID Digital Data Loc
El Microprocessor -based Auto Setup Unit
Digital Anclog Base Stations
0 Triax Wireless Transmission
Digital Data Loc is Toshiba's digital memory
that can be preset by the engineer and travel
to the action scene.
Toshiba's versatile PK-60 with advanced new
circuitry, unbeatable overall performance and
... Toshiba's celebrated quality.

Toshiba Arnorizc, Inc:
Broadcast Electronic Systems Division
292 Gibraltar Dr-ve, Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 734-9172

Eastern Sales and Service
2971 Flowers Recd South, Atlanta, GA 3J341
(404) 458-9562

TOSHIBA
In Tbuch with Tomorrow
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Hitachi -5
Competition -0
That's the score in
one -inch VTR technology.
We've gone the first generation of reE C machines fire better
...to help you get all the potential of one -inch out of your video
installation. Here's what the competition doesn't give you.

1. Retracting Tape Guide

Retracts for unequalled ease of threading; reposition:, with one

micron accuracy for up to two million th_-eadings. Provides the reliability of a quad thread system in a one -inch format.

a "PRO" Tape Path

The protective reverse oxide ("PRO") configuration of the tape path
means only the video and audio heads touch the oxide surface. All other
transport mechanisms guide the tape by its reverse side. Resalt: noticeably reduced dropouts; longer tape life.

3. Instant Head Replacement

Pre aligned head design permits easy replacement of video heads in
three minutes. No adaptors or jigs; no adjt_stments required.

4. Audio and Video Confidence

The others only let you see what you're taping. We let you see and
hear everything being recorded...simultaneously.

5. Non -contact Tape Shuttle System

In shuttle and standby modes, tape rides a cushion of air. Increases
heac and tape life immeasurably. Cuts frictonal resistance, y-elding
shuttle times of only 80 seconds end to end.
We could go on. With impressive features like microprocessor control;
broadcastable slow motion; one -touch shuttle and jog; front access circuit
boards; audio spot erase; and on and on. But why run up tie score, when St's -tready
no contest? See the Hitachi HR -200, it's equally impressive portable III -MO
model, and companion TC-200 Time Base Corrector.

avrr

Sr/4.CW

"law. guide retracts, for threading raw Air drum
elimismtest head contact in .hutt le

.tandliv modes

Full audio mill vileeasSdleace
-pit() tape paiarelleces drappala

HITACHI

a0d.

Hitachi Denshi America.Ltd.

110111/01.11

Tomorrow's Technology Today
175 Cr( ssways Park West, Woodbury, N.Y. 11797 (51(i)
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49 Television "Speaks" To Viewers With Poor Hearing
As broadcasters prepare to
go to the 59th Annual
Convention of the National
Association of Broadcasters,
the lineup of new products
and services to be seen in
Las Vegas seems more than
ready to meet their needs in
1981 and the years ahead.
This month, we provide a
preview of the products and
trends likely to capture the
attention of NAB delegates
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Canada. These facilities include AM. FM and TV broadcast stations. CATV systems. ETV stations. networks and studios.
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The Mkll Digital Video Effects (DVE) is a second
generation digital video manipulation system
providing an almost endless variety of live and post

production effects, many previously available only

from separate digital systems or through costly
optical techniques.

The Mkll DVE was designed for the highest
picture quality both in terms of video performance

and subjective factcrs such as smoothness of
motion. Among its standard effects are: contin-

lu minance/chromi nance resolution
Video Mosaic.

control

and

What's more, every Mkll DVE has several unique
standard features: a complete E-MEM effects
memory system, strobe title effects with decay
modes, digital noise reduction and ACTIONTRA K *, a motion freeze effect.

Options to the system consist of extra input
channels (up to four total) and control panel

uous picture zoom from zero size to infinite

mounting alternatives.

expansion, rate control picture positioning, variable aspect ratio, picture slide and split patterns,
programmable multi-.'reeze and montage effects,
programmable picture flips, picture decay modes,

The Mkll DVE system, consisting of the NEC
Video Processor and Grass
Valley Group Mkll Control System, is available in
DVP-16(26) Digital

both NTSC and PAL models.
*ACT IONTRAK is a trademark of CBS, Inc.

THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP, INC.
P.O. BOX 1114 GRASS VALLEY CALIFORNIA 95945 USA
A

-

TEL: (916) 2718421 TWX: 910-5308280

TEKTRONIX COMPANY

Booth 1210 / NAB at Las Vegas / April 12-15 19 81
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NEWS

Top Court OKs
TV Trial Coverage

news crews at trials. The case was

The move to get TV cameras into court-

presence at their burglary trial had violated their constitutional rights.
RTNDA president Jack Hogan was
quick to praise the decision, which he
called ample justification of his organi-

brought by two former Miami police
officers who charged that broadcast

rooms across the country got a major
boost late in January when the Supreme

Court ruled, eight to zero, that states
have the right to permit such access.
In his majority opinion, Chief Justice
Warren E. Burger put his case strongly:

"An absolute constitutional ban on
broadcast coverage of trials cannot be
justified" simply because there is a risk

that coverage may prejudice jurors.

Burger went on to say that just as "The

risk of juror prejudice in some, cases

does not justify an absolute ban on

news coverage of trials by the printed
media," a similar risk is not sufficient
to render TV coverage of trials unconstitutional.

The decision in Chandler v. Florida
does not, however, guarantee TV news
departments the right to televise trials,
but rather leaves that decision to indi-

vidual states. Even so, the ruling is
viewed as a major step toward greater
courtroom access for television camera
crews.
The court was considering a challenge to Florida's rule permitting TV

zation's long contention that "full
coverage of judicial proceedings is not

prejudicial to a defendant's right to a
fair trial." He continued, "We hope
today's decision will encourage other

states to follow Florida's lead" in
adopting similar legislation.

Low Power Proposal
Sparks Filings, Protests
Last fall's FCC rulemaking on low
power TV stations (BM/E, November,
1980) continues to make news. Acting
on a petition from the NAB, the Commission extended the original January
cutoff date for applications into midFebruary. The Broadcast Bureau had
previously denied a similar extension,
but the Commission said that misun-

derstandings of the earlier notices of
interim processing procedures may
have occurred. NAB' s petition had as-

serted that the extension was necessary

because the proceeding had been revised just a week before the original

cutoff date.
Comment dates for the rulemaking

were also extended, with comments
due March 2 and replies April 13.

The procedural revision set an

interim limit of 15 on the number of TV
translator and low power authorizations
that would be granted to a single applicant during the rulemaking procedure.
It followed petitions for reconsideration
from NAB, the Corporation for Public

Broadcasting, and the National Citizens Committee for Broadcasting.

Meanwhile, applications for low power networks have continued to pour

into the FCC. Turner Television Systems, Inc., subsidiary of Turner Broadcasting, filed applications for 25 LPTV
stations in various cities coast to coast.
Programming for the net would consist
of free, advertising -supported, full service, full-time information and public affairs originating at Turner's At-

lanta facilities and other locations
utilizing the services of WTBS and
Cable News Network; final definition
of the programming will wait for the
result of the rulemaking.

NYC Production House Renting Modular Mobiles
A New York City production facility has

come up with an unusual solution to
the problem of meeting the widely varying needs of its customers.

Unite! Production Services' new

fleet of mobile units is designed
around a modular concept that lets
users rent just what they need - from
a small "mini -mobile" roll -around cart
with a single camera and portable VTR
to two trucks outfitted with six cameras
and related gear.
Unitel's Garth Gentilin told BM/E
that the units have already produced

Unite/ VP of technical operations Ed Levine (left) discusses HL 79
with Ikegami's John Chow (center) and Herman Schloss at open
house to introduce the modular fleet

BM/E MARCH, 1981

commercials, corporate communications, and broadcast programming at
locations ranging from Carnegie Hall
to Bloomingdale's to Fordham University. The cart -mounted mini -mobiles
can be taken into almost any indoor
situation, Gentilin said, since all their
equipment plugs into standard ac wall
outlets. Equipment in the big vans includes six Ikegami cameras - four HK
312E studio models and two HL 79
portables - plus portable and studio
one -inch Type C recorders from Sony
and Ampex.

Announcing new AM/F V Stereo Consoles from A3V

THEY DO EVERYTHING
BUT THE
HELICOPTER REPORT

ADM® is proud to announce the ST Series, newest

So confident is ADM of the excellence of the ST

addition to our line of quality professional broadcast consoles. Compact as they are, theYre big on

Series, that theyre backed with an exclusive 5 -year
warranty.

capability and flexibility. They feature the same per-

To find out more about how the new ST Series can
make Audio Broadcasting easier for you, write or

formance excellence, operational simplicity and
reliability you'll find in any product from ADM.

The new ST consoles offer a series of modular
frames that we will equip to your particular needs. A

variety of input, output and signal processing
modules are also available to satisify your present
requirements as well as future expansion. Each ST
frgme offers up to three separate stereo and one
monaural output. All modules are front panel plug -

telephone us today. ADM Technology, Inc.,
16005 Sturgeon, Roseville, Michigan 48066.
Phone 313/778-8400. TLX 23-1114. West Central

Sales Representative, Gordon Peters. Phone
(817) 467-2990.

ins. Electrical specifications set a new level of
excellence for the industry.
The Audio Company

Lewiston, and Augusta, Me. BBI president Robert M. Bennett said that pro-

News
Also filing for LPTV nets were

ABC-TV and Boston Broadcasters,
Inc. , each asking for five stations. The
ABC low -power outlets would be in the
markets of the net's O&O stations and
would broadcast advertiser -supported
programs most of the day and subscription television during prime time. BBI

gramming for the net would not "attempt to duplicate any of the local pro-

gramming" of New England's television stations, but would "deliver pro-

grams that address the region as a
whole." BBI is licensee of WCVBTV, Boston.

stereo proceeding. The companies were

asking the Commission to settle the
question of marketplace involvement
before making a final technical judgement on which of the five competing
systems should be adopted.
In denying the request, the FCC said
it would wait for all technical information to be filed before taking any action.

(The deadline for reply comments is

envisions a New England regional

AM Stereo Review Denied

March 9.) The Commission is still

low -power network with stations in

The FCC early last month denied a re-

system, but says it is remaining open on

Conn.,

quest by Kahn Communications and
Hazeltine Corp. for review of its AM

Springfield, Mass., New Haven,
and

Portland,

Auburn/

Behind every great camera
is a great battery

standing by its decision to select one
the question of marketplace selection.
Any decision, it says, must wait until
all data has been evaluated.

AM Stations To Switch
To Standard Patterns
All AM directional antenna stations
will be required to switch to standard
patterns, according to a recent amenda-

tion of the FCC's rules.

The Commission will accomplish the
conversions which, it says, will permit
the computerization of the antenna patterns, facilitating the processing of applications. Stations built in 1971 or lat-

er, or those making major changes

since then, already use the standard pat-

terns. The decision affects stations
using MEOV (maximum expected
operating values) which were grand fathered when the new regulations were
adopted in 1971.

Cox Buys Interest
In Wold Company
Robert Wold Co., Inc., preeminent arranger of ad hoc satellite networks for
the radio and television industries, has
agreed to sell a 20 percent interest in the

company to Cox Broadcasting Corp.
The $2 million deal includes an option
for Cox to gradually increase its Wold
holdings to as much as 80 percent by

Philips new LDK-14S Camera
The years -ahead, 2/3 -inch field and studio

camera is now greater than ever. Greater
sensitivity, greater flexibility, greater value.
Plus, the LDK-14S offers several design
advantages for battery operation: Pro-

1989.

According to Wold, Cox won out
over several other contenders, all of
whom were insistent upon getting a 51
percent share from the outset. The proceeds from the deal will enable Wold to

vides remote control capability when
operating from battery (snap -on or battery
belt) for studio control in EFP. Exclusive

flat bottom design allows positioning of
shoulder brace for proper balance with or
without snap -on battery. snap -on mount
for battery pack is compatible with Philips
triax adaptor mount for quick conversion.

Snap -00)', the same battery selected by
every major camera manufacturer.

14S, deserves a great battery. The battery

your next battery can you afford anything
but the best?

The engineers who designed the
Philips LDK-14S demanded the best

A great camera, like the Philips LDK- power source available. When you buy

Philips selected as standard equipment

on their camera is an Anton/Bauer Anton/Bauer: The Source of Power

Anton/Bauer Inc.
66 Center Street

Shelton, CT 06484 Telephone: 203-735-3305
VISIT US AT NAB BOOTH #1617
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For Philips Circle 0103

For Anton/Bauer Circle 4315

expand its operations, which already
include transponder space on five satellites. Besides its earth stations in Honolulu and Los Angeles (with four more
under construction in D.C., L.A., and
New York City), Wold has three transportable earth stations that recently saw

duty at the Presidential inauguration
and the return of the Iranian embassy
employees.

Cox president Clifford M. Kirtland
called the Wold investment "a logical
extension" of his company's activities.
"Wold's services in software production for broadcasting and cable TV operations and Wold's ability to provide
live news feeds from around the coun-

try are particularly compatible with
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York New
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Proportions. Minor
of Breakthrough
Broadcast A

has acquired Automated Business Con-

News

cepts and sold its radio transmitter

Cox's interests," Kirkland explained.
Cox is a major group broadcaster and
owns the fourth largest CATV company in the U.S.

Cetec Buys Automated,
Sells Transmitter Business
In a pair of actions described as aimed

toward solidifying its position as a
broadcast systems company, Cetec
Corporation's Cetec Broadcast Group

manufacturing operation.

Automated Business Concepts,
which has been doing business as
Broadcast Management Concepts,
markets a computer -based business au-

tomation system known as MAPS.
Cetec says that the MAPS system is
fully compatible with its System 7000
radio program automation system. Tom
Haag, Automated's president, will stay
on as general manager of the operation,

which will remain at its San Diego
headquarters. Marketing manager

Case History #437

Frank Crane will also continue in his

post.
The transmitter operation was sold to

Elcom Specialty Products of Sacramento, Calif. for an undisclosed

amount about a month before Cetec's

purchase of Automated. The transactions were disclosed simultaneously.

Combo Ad Rates
Require Common Control,
FCC Rules
Radio stations seeking to offer com-

bined ad rates must be commonly controlled, not just commonly owned, the
FCC has ruled.
The action resulted from a complaint

brought by KSOP, Salt Lake City,

against two other stations in its service

area. KRGO, Granger, Utah, was offering combo ad rates with KZAN-FM

Electronic News
Gathering is one of
the toughest
environments a
microphone will
ever encounter.
Every mike we've
seen has compromised the demand for low handling
noise, fine audio quality and virtual
indestructibility.

Electro-Voice
D056
Shock -Mounted
Omnidirectional
Microphone

Credit the NBC Electronic Journalism
Department/Operations and Engineering in New York for putting the
Electro-Voice D056 shock -mounted
omni in the field. Although originally
designed as an on -camera entertainment and MC's microphone, NBC
found the D056 to be the microphone that provides an audio signal
commensurate with video in real -life
crisis situations. In these situations
audio often takes a back seat to video.

resulting in a final
product that doesn t
accurately reflect
the broadcaster's
professional standards. NBC discovered that the
D056 takes the
pushes, the shoves, the rubs and
finger taps in stride. And when
handling really gets rough, the D056's
unique internal shock mount virtually
eliminates the bell -like clang transmitted by other shock -mounted mikes
Congratulations to the NBC Electronic
Journalism Department in New York.
You found the solution - the D056.

For an in-depth description of this
and other case histories, get on the
Electro-Voice "Mike Facts" mailing
list. Write on your letterhead to
Mike Facts, c/o Electro-Voice,
600 Cecil Street, Buchanan, MI 49107.

of Ogden, which serves substantially
the same area. KRGO is 20 percent
owned by KRGO's licensee, Group
Communications Inc., but 80 percent
owned by United Broadcasting Co.
The Commission ruled that the relatively small degree of common ownership was not sufficient to waive its
rules prohibiting combination advertising rates, promulgated in 1963 to en-

courage competition. "Commonly
owned" AM and FM stations serving

substantially the same areas are exempted from the rule, but this exception is
aimed at stations controlled by a single
owner, the Commission said.

Ampex's Anderson
To Head SMPTE
Video pioneer Charles E. Anderson of
Ampex Corporation has been elected to

a two-year term as president of
SMPTE. Anderson's involvement with
the society goes back to 1957. His most
recent post was executive vice presi-

dent; in the past he has served four
terms as governor and headed the soci-

ety's standards committee for four
years.

The new president numbers among
his laurels membership on the original
Ampex design team that developed the
first practical videotape recording sys-

tem. He currently serves as product
planner in Ampex's Audio -Video Systems Division.

Chicago Station Tests
Pay Teletext
Field Communications outlet WFLD,
Ch. 32 in Chicago, has been authorized

Circle 105 on Reader Service Card
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by the FCC to conduct a one-year over the -air test of a British teletext system,
Polyglot C. The 100 subscribers will be
charged for the service, which will consist of news, information, and some
advertising.
FCC rules normally forbid a licensee

Travel with

the compact
color monitor
that looks as good as your
studio's best.
Asaca/ShibaSoku's 10 -inch CMM 10-1 Color Monitor is one small way to
be sure you have the best possible pictures you can get while on remotes.
It's AC/DC, lightweight, and ready to travel. With its special high resolution
in -line tube you'll be looking at pictures that match your studio's best
monitor. Team it up with our ASW-100 Field Production System and you
have a complete mobile broadcast studio with
you. Just add the cameras.
The CMM 10-1 likes to travel. But it's still at
home in your studio. Wherever it is, it's
simply the best 10 -inch monitor anywhere.

A5/11E/1
ASACA/ShibaSoku
Corporation of America
1277 Rand Road, Des Plaines
Illinois 60016
(312) 298-4380
Circle 106 on Reader Service Card

After a three-month technical phase,

News

Philips Buys GTE's
TV Set Business

the project will move into a second

to charge for a service provided in con-

nection with an experiment, such as a
teletext test. A special waiver was obtained from the Commission to permit
the fee, which Field claims will help
assess teletext's marketability but will
not cover expenses. Decoders will be
placed in four private homes, with the
remainder divided between private businesses and public places such as hospi-

tals, schools, shopping centers, and
government buildings.

phase for broad evaluation of the tech-

nical operation and public response.
Teletext information will be transmitted in the vertical interval.

North American Philips, parent company of the Magnavox Consumer Electronics Co., has completed its purchase
of GTE's U.S. television set and com-

More teletext action is coming from

the British Teletext Industry Group,
which is preparing a detailed submis-

ponent business, first announced last
fall.
In the wake of the move, Philips an-

sion to the FCC describing a 525 -line,
60 -field teletext system based on the
UK model. Displays of the system, including material from the BBC and Independent Television teletext services,
will be on display at NAB next month.

nounced the formation of three new
subsidiaries to conduct its enlarged

consumer electronics operations.

N.A.P. Consumer Electronics Corp.,
in Knoxville, Tenn., will manufacture,
market, and administer the Magnavox,
Sylvania, and Philco lines of consumer
products. (Sylvania and Philco are the
lines produced by GTE.) Separate iden-

Announcing
Model 909

tities will be maintained for the three
brands, however.
Philips ECG, Inc., will be a cathode
ray tube operation headquartered in
Seneca Falls, N.Y. with an outlet in
Ottawa, Ohio. The third subsidiary will
be N. A .P Commercial Electronics
Corp. of Waltham, Mass., which will
conduct hotel/motel and hospital services.
.

9" Color For ENG
Rugged/Compact/Portable
In -line Slotmask CRT
AC/DC Operation
Pulse Cross Display
EXT/INT Sync
A/B Input

Blue Only Display
Black Calibration

News Briefs

R -Y, B -Y Outputs For Vector Scope

Three broadcasting companies have
appealed the FCC's designation of 13
of RKO General's licenses for hear-

Color/Monochrome Selector
Twin Units For Rack Mount

ing. Future Broadcasting, Inc., is seek-

ing to acquire KHJ-AM and KRTHFM, Los Angeles; Gold Coast Broadcasting, Inc., is looking at KFRC-AM,
San Francisco; and New South Media

Corporation has its eyes on WHBQTV, Memphis . . . The FCC has ex.

tended Cable News Network's temporary access to its Satcom 1 transponder for another six months
Group W and Teleprompter have re.

.

.

.

ceived a temporary waiver of the
CATV/broadcast crossownership

rules to permit their merger (BM/E,
December, 1980) . . . . The United

Church of Christ has appealed the
FCC's recent radio deregulation decision.

WRBT-TV, NBC affiliate in Baton
Rouge, La., has been sold to Twentieth
Century Fox
. Orion Broadcasting
stations WFRV-TV, Green Bay, Wisc.
.

.

.

and WJMN-TV, Escanaba, Mich.,

will be sold to Midwest Radio -Television, Inc. of Minneapolis as required
by the FCC for the acquisition of Orion

by Cosmos Broadcasting Corp. Two

SHINTRON
Worldwide

other Orion stations, WMT-TV, Cedar
Rapids, Iowa and WAVE -AM, Louisville, Ken., are also expected to be sold
144 Rogers Street
Cambridge, MA 02142 USA
Phone (617) 491-8700
Telex 921497
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.

.

.

. GAF Corp. has announced its

intention to sell WNCN-FM, the New
York City classical music station
.
Satellite Television & Associated Resources, Inc., will buy Universal Subscription Television franchises in Detroit and San Jose.
.

.

.

Picture shows Model 5462/16 TV Audio Console.

PriceFrom 6 in/2 bus to 36 in/16 bus,

Neve TV audio consoles are surprisingly
price competitive and often available
on short delivery. In addition to
attractve pricing, Neve can offer you
the best selection of purpose designed
TV audio consoles to suit your
application. We pride ourselves on building the finest products in the world,
which are simple to operate with unequaled technical performance and
reliability. And we are the only console supplier with factory sales and
service offices coast -to -coast, in New York (Connecticut), Nashville, Los
Angles and Toronto. Please write or call for our comprehensive TV audio
console information package, so you can put Neve in your budget now.
You'll be joining the Neve world of excellence!

Surprise!

Ai Neve
Rupert Neve Incorporated Berkshire Industrial Park, Bethel, Connecticut 06801 Tel: (203)744-6230 Telex: 969638
Rupert Neve Incorporated 7533 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, California 90046 Tel: (213)8748124 Telex: 194942
Rupert Neve Incorporated P.O. Box 120907, Nashville, Tennessee 37212 Tel: (615)385-2090
Rupert New of Canada, Ltd. 2721 Rena Road, Malton, Ontario L4T 3K1, Canada Tel: (416)677-6611 Telex: 983502
Neve Electronics International, Ltd. Cambridge House, Melbourn, Royston, Hertfordshire, SG8 6AU England Tel: (0763)60776
Rupert Neve GmbH 6100 Darmstadt Bismarckstrasse 114, West Germany Tel: (06151)81764
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lence" from the Colorado Broadcasters
Association.

News Briefs
KOMO-TV, Seattle ABC affiliate,

has won first place in the National
Odyssey Institute's fourth annual
Media Awards competition for children's programming
. WHA-TV,
.

.

.

Madison, Wisc., has won three Corporation for Public Broadcasting Awards
for information programming, public
affairs, and news/public affairs documentaries
. KRMA-TV, Denver,
recently won two "Awards of Excel.

.

.

The Eighth Decade Consortium,
made up of WRAL-TV, Raleigh,
N.C., WJLA-TV, Washington, D.C.,
WCVB-TV, Boston, KOMO-TV, Seattle, and KSTP-TV, Minneapolis -St.
Paul, has won an honorable mention
award in the second annual Women at
Work Broadcast Awards, sponsored
by the National Commission on Work-

ing Women. The show that won the
honor, "What Does Your Mom Do?",
was featured by BM/E in the July,

1980 issue

.

.

.

. WNAC-TV, Boston,

garnered nine Emmys at the recent
awards sponsored by the Boston/New

England chapter of NATAS. Other
winners included WGBH, WCVB,
and WBZ . . . . Eric Rosenthal, audio/
video systems engineer with ABC-TV,

won an Emmy for outstanding individual achievement in engineering supervision of TV coverage of the 1980

Winter Olympics (see BM/E, April,
1980, for the full story on ABC's Olympic coverage).

'No New York video artists captured the grand prize in JVC's Tokyo

Video Festival. The prize went to

Go anywhere super- rugged
SMPTEIEBU Edit Code Generator
and Companion Reader that will
give you an instant shot list.
.....;*"o

Keiko Tsuno and Jon Alpert for their
tape, "Third Avenue . . . Only the
Strong Survive" . . . . CBS Radio president Sam Cook Digges has received
the International Radio and Television
Society's Gold Medal for 1981.
FOC '81 East will take place March
24 through 26 at the Hyatt Regency in
Boston. The fiber optics conference is

sponsored by Information Gatekeepers, who may be contacted at 167

c

Corey Rd., Brookline, Mass. 02146,
(617) 739-2022

. . .

. NCTA and CTAM

will co-sponsor the Cable Operators

Programming Seminar (COPS/
EXPO) in New Orleans, October 4

through 6 . . . . A two-day invitational symposium on "Communications

0

in the Twenty-first Century" will
convene at the Philip Morris Operations Center in Richmond, Va., April 1
and 2.

The only portable SMPTE/EBU Edit Code Generators.

Goes anywhere with your ENG crew. 2.0mA max. battery drain.
Very light and rugged. It attaches to your VTR and produces accurate
edit code as you shoot an important scene. More than 500 units in
use worldwide.
Model 640 for SMPTE, Model 641 for both SMPTE/EBU with LCD
constant display and user code capability.

The American Film Institute and
Sony Video Products Co. have announced plans for a National Video

Festival and Student Competition to be
held June 3 through 7 at the Kennedy
Center in Washington
. March 13
.

.

.

is the deadline for the 1981 RTNDA
awards, with new rules in effect this

e
Model 644 Edit Code Reader plus off-line editing printer.
When Shintron builds a new product, we think of our customers' convenience first. Good Edit Code Readers are a dime a dozen today, but which one
can generate an instant shot list? The only one is Model 644 Edit Code
Reader/Raster Display and Shot List printer.

year .

.

.

. The forty-fifth annual Ohio

State Awards, the oldest program
competition in broadcasting, will be
presented at the National Press Club in
Washington March 18.
NRBA gained 412 new members in

1980, boosting total membership to
over 1500 .

.

.

. The spring 1981 cer-

tification exams of the Society of
Broadcast Engineers will be given June
6 to June 10. Applications must be received by April 20; write SBE Certification Secretary, P.O. Box 50844, Indianapolis, Ind. 46250
. "Country
.

.

.

Radio - Nobody Does It Better" will

SHINTRON
Worldwide
Cambridge, MA 02142 USA
Telephone (617) 491-8700
Telex 921497

be the theme of the twelfth annual
Country Radio Seminar, March 13

and 14 at Nashville's Hyatt Regency
Hotel . . . The 1981 annual conference of the National Association of
Educational Broadcasters will con.

vene November 1 through 4 at the Hyatt

Regency in New Orleans. For details
contact NAEB, 1346 Connecticut Ave.

NW, Washington, D.C. 20036, (202)
Circle 109 on Reader Service Card
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785-1100.

BLitt in USA by Scully
When it comes to quality and enduring

performance. nothing beats a Scully
...the original workhorse. For over
20 years. Scully recorders have been
the standard of excellence. Their
exceptioral durability and engineering flexibility allow them to serve
engineers today as well as they did in
1960. Witi cur economical refurbishing service. you can update your
studio without having to buy a new
Scully to Jo it. Call us for an estimate
Our fully stocked parts department,
technical update bulletins and continuing service combine to give you
a recorder that will perform long
after others have to be replaced.
No other manufacturer stacks up
to Scully!

Professional 'Egg pment for Broadcasting Professionals
826 NEVVTOWN-YARDLEY RD . NEWTOWN, PA 16940
(2151 968-9000 - TM 5106672299 CABLE AMPROSCUL NTOW

NAB BOOTH #102
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Satellite Communications Network's

Business Briefs

recently purchased Compact 42 mobile

Coverage of President Reagan's

inauguration was enhanced by the

participation of several broadcast industry companies. Imero Fiorentino

earth station beamed the show world-

wide via satellite. All three Wold

Communications transportable earth
stations were in Washington for the in-

auguration for users that included

Associates designed a special structural

CBS -TV, Post -Newsweek Stations,

complex for CBS to house radio, TV
and other media press at the event. In

UPITN, and others. The Woldcom
transportables were also on hand to

addition, Fiorentino designed the tower
that held the pool camera and coordi-

welcome the former hostages home.

CSI Electronics, Inc., manu-

nated the necessary power requirements. Mobile units from Compact

has been purchased by original founder

Video Sales were leased by ESPN, and

Bernard Gelman and Ft. Lauderdale-

facturer of AM and FM transmitters,

based broadcast equipment suppliers
Ken and Betsy Ebert Cameron. The
company moved into new quarters in

Palm Beach County, Fla. late last
month

.

.

.

Controlling interest in

.

International Microwave Corpor-

ation stock has been purchased by NR
Technology, Inc. of Brookline, Mass.
The corporation will continue to operate as an independent company.

Xedit Corp. has purchased Editel
Corp. of Washington, D.C. and will be
marketing all Xedit and Editel products

under the Editel trademark from
Xedit's Mt. Vernon, N.Y. head-

quarters. The product line includes

Initexarc"snder

" RIDE

Battery System for Portable Cameras and VTRis
Alexander's new 7600 Ride Behind is a recharge-

able nickel -cadmium 14.4v, 4AH replacement
battery pack. But the big news - the pack comes
with three studs for snap -on mounting on any
camera equipped with a keyhole mounting
bracket. Just attach a standard or
short power cable for camera
or VTR connection.

splicing blocks, splicing tape systems,
and a compact drift and flutter meter
.
. Bob Harris's Center for Radio
Sales, Tallahassee, Fla., has been acquired by Louisiana broadcaster and
politician Dick Egle
.
RCA Corp.
has sold its Avionics Systems business
to Sperry Corp. for $44.6 million. The
business will remain at its Van Nuys,
Calif. location.
Team Electronics of New York City
has been appointed the nation's only
stocking master distributor for Javelin
Electronics
Cablewave Systems of North Haven, Conn., is representing the Spinner Co. of Munich, W.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Germany, manufacturer of a broad

' range of RF components.
Graham -Patten Systems is a newly

formed company for the design and
manufacture of television line and terminal equipment. The company's mail-

ing address is P.O. Box 1960, Grass
We have also develop-

ed a special 10 -hour

charger for the Ride Behind - our new CR7600-2
charger. Handles two packs
at once.

Valley, Calif. 95945; its first offering is
.
Ac-

a line of distribution amps .

.

.

rodyne Industries, manufacturer of
low power TV translators and transmitters, has relocated to expand facilities on Township Line Road, Blue
Bell, Penn. 19422 .
The Media
Associates, Dallas, has formed Audience Analysts, Inc. to offer research
and consultation services to radio stations. Both companies are located at
.

.

.

8220 Elmbrook Dr., Dallas, Texas
75247
. . Phase Two Video, Inc.,
.

.

is a new New York City company offering scene -by -scene color correction and

transfer services to filmmakers. Phone
is (212) 246-5940.

And Look al our Deal!
CR7600-2 10 -hour tr,,r6
Battery Pack just
$17541
charger,
just 0U

7600 Ride Behind

Freight prepaid on orders of $100 or more

ALEX/HIDER
Alexander Manufacturing Co.
Box 1645 1511 So. Garfield Pl.
Mason City. IA 50401 515-423-8955

Capitol Broadcasting Co. is upgrading its TV stations in Jackson,
Miss. and Colorado Springs, Colo.
with RCA transmitting systems worth
about $1 million. WDCA-TV, Washington, D.C. has ordered three TK-47
studio cameras, two TK-29B telecine

systems, and two TH-200 one -inch
VTRs from RCA for its new telepro-

duction studio, while Video Production
Services of Kansas City, Mo., has pur-

chased two TH-200s, three TR-600A
quad VTRs, and one TH-50 portable
one -inch model. The company has also

reported sales to Romanian TV (two
mobile production vehicles), the Cana Circle 111 on Reader Service Card
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Introducing the Series1500-1.
four -channel logger

...and

it's a
Scully!
Scully did it again. This time with
the most advanced multi -track
logger on the market. Not only is
it built in the great tradition of
Scully as a workhorse, it features

the unique servo motor drive...a
feature not found in any other
logger. This offers you constant
speed and increased reliability,
eliminating breakdown and failure
common to belt and pulley
systems. Complete modular construction allows ease of
maintenance.
For 20 years we've built the best
in recorders. Now we've built
the best in loggers. For the first
time ever, see the Series 1500-L
at the NAB Show, Booth 4102.

AMPROAScully
Professional Equipment for Broadcasting Professionals
826 NEWTOWN-YARDLEY RD., NEWTOWN, PA 18940
(215) 968-9000

TWX: 5106672299 CABLE: AMPROSCUL NTOW
Circle 112 on Reader Service Card

Business Briefs
dian Broadcasting Corp., and CFCN-

T V of Calgary, Canada (cameras).

RCA announced price increases averaging 8.1 percent on its radio and television broadcast equipment, effective
February 9 .
Calvert Electronics
.

.

.

of E. Rutherford, N.J. has been ap-

pointed distributor for RCA' s broadcast
camera tubes.

WLNE-TV, New Bedford, Mass.,
has purchased over $1 million of video-

tape recording equipment from Sony

Broadcast, including Type C re-

television audio mobile van.

corders, cameras, and editing systems.

Fast action from Harris Corp. put
KCFW-TV, Kalispell, Mont. back on
the air just two and a half days after its
transmitter was destroyed by fire. The
company shipped the 1.3 kW replacement transmitter early in January; later

Also completing a conversion from
film to tape was WPEC-TV of West
Palm Beach, which bought six cameras

and U-Matic VTR gear from Sony
Gaylord Broadcasting Cc. has
purchased 12 Ampex VPR-2B helical
VTRs and two SMC-100 slow motion
.

.

.

.

in the month the station took delivery of

a new Harris 10 kW model. WHJE-

controllers for five of its stations; Home
Box Office Studio Productions has also

FM, operated by an Indiana high

ordered 12 VPR-2Bs. Best Audio has
bought three Ampex MM -1200 multichannel recorders and three ATR-100
Series recorders for installation in its

mation system to help train students for
radio broadcasting careers
. Editel

school, has installed a Harris auto.

.

.

(Los Angeles) has put into operation
the only Quantel/MCI Autoflex unit in

the U.S. The machine compresses a
video signal into many different shapes
and forms without loss of video information.

IT SERVES THEM RIGHT!
CREATIVE PRODUCERS DESERVE A VERSATILE SWITCHER

Scientific-Atlanta has received a
$10 million order from Cox Cable
Communications of Atlanta for CATV
products. The corporation has also sold
two 10 -meter receive/transmit earth stations to MetroSat, an affiliate of Communications Technology Management,
Inc. of Washington, D.C.
. A two.

WIPE BEHIND A CHROMA KEY
WIPE OVER A CHROMA KEY
INDEPENDENTLY POSITIONABLE INSERTS
TWO MIX EFFECTS SYSTEMS
DOWNSTREAM KEYER
MASTER FADE TO BLACK

.

year joint effort by Manhattan Cable
Co. and 3M's Mincom Division has
reached the final installation phase of
what 3M believes to be the first fully
automated programming control system for a cable facility. Also in New
York, Scharff Communications, Inc.
has added 3M 32 -track and four -track
digital recorders to its rental inventory.

Three video broadcast production

41.

r

companies have purchased the Aphex

lag

rrric:filjrr rifTi
FLEFfirfirdiffi

Aural Exciter, including Compact
Video of Burbank, Calif., ITV Ltd. of
Edmonton, Canada, and Rodel Audio
of Washington, D.C.
One Pass
Video, San Francisco, has installed the
DME-1 post -production effects system, developed by NEC.
.

- Cf3X..Effsfirfs.x.1

.

.

Two key appointments have been

announced by ADDA Corp. Jesse

ELEELELLELCELEJ

Blount, Jr. becomes vice president and

general manager, while William H.
Borman rises to director of marketing
The 6124 production switcher affords a great degree of flexibility.
Its two fully independent cascadable mix -effects systems each with a
keyer, enable a large number of complex functions to be performed;
from simple cuts to the most complicated multiple re-entries.

AUTO DRIVE" with its S-100 bus computer is a plug compatible
option, which may be added to any time, to upgrade the 6124 to a
programmable switcher with 225 events. Each event may be set
from one frame to 99 minutes. AUTO DRIVE" controls all switcher
functions simultaneously.
Price N.T.S.C. $13,600.

Model 6124

P.A.L.

14,600.

Chroma Keyer Not Available in P.A.L.

CROSSPOINT LATCH CORP.
316 Broad Street, Summit, N.J. 07901

Tel. (201)273-1090
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.

.

.

.

William H. Butler has been

named president of Fernseh, Inc. The
company has also appointed Douglas
Harrison product manager for digital
products
. Vern Bushway has been
promoted to senior vice president/oper.

.

.

ations for Cinema Products Corp.

Patric Donaghy is the new national marketing coordinator for AKG
Acoustics, Inc.
John J. Myers has been elected vice
president, corporate development for
Harris Corp . . . . James McLane has
been named manager, marketing services of GTE Lenkurt Inc., succeeding
.

.

.

.

John E. Ryan, who is retiring . . .
David Clissold has been appointed
.

general manager of EEV Canada ... .
Donald "Sandy" Schroeder has been
named to the newly created position of
marketing manager, loudspeakers at
Shure Bros.

LGT: 25 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
IN THE P OFESSIONAL T.V. INDUSTRY
Complete range of television transmitters and
transposers using advanced technology for all
transmission standards (many ideas carrying LGT
patents).
program Power: 100 mW to 1 kW.
ti

Frequency: 40 MHz to 900 MHz.

Design studies and development of low power
television stations using solar power and wind solar
power energy scurces.
Remote control systems, telemetry, aerials,
programmes multiplexers, accessories, etc.
More than 8,000 equipments are in service
throughout the world.
The world leader in low and medium power
television stations.

Young and dynamic groups of
engineers are at your service for the
installation, commissioning, training
of your technicians and after
sales services.

laboratoire general des
telecommunications
51, bd de la Republique - BP n 17
78400 Chatou
Telephone : (3) 071.92.60 - Telex : 696 833 F

CONTACT
THOMSON-CSF BROADCAST INC.

37, Brownhouse road
STAMFORD, CONNECTICUT 06902
Telephone : (1.203) 327 77 00
Telex: 57 474 3346 TCSF LAB STD

AMMI,

NAB STAND 919

1.1.
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Thanks To You,

Ampex Looks Back
on 25 Great Years.

As we celebrate our VTR Silver
Jubilee, we reflect back on the growth
of an industry.
The past 25 years have been exciting! Ampex innovation and the talents
of the men and women in broadcasting have made the past quarter
century one of significant achievement.

You made it happen like this.
1956. Ampex introduces the VR-1000,
the first commercial videotape
recorder. Later that year, history is

made with the first videotape delayed coast -to -coast broadcast of
Douglas Edwards and the CBS News.
1957. One of the first videotaped
commercials featured Dennis James
presenting Kellogg's Corn Flakes.
1959. Richard Nixon and Nikita
Khrushchev were videotaped in
Moscow during their celebrated
"Kitchen Debate."
1960. Broadcasters began an Ampex
tradition by capturing the 1960 Rome
Olympics on videotape.

1962. Ampex introduces the first
electronic editor
1964. Ampex introduces a rrajor
breakthrough, high -band co :r videotape recording.
1967. Ampex introduces instant replay.
1972. Ampex introduces an automat c
video cassette recorder.
1976. Ampex introduces an automatic
tracking system.
1980. The VPR-2B becomes the
world's best selling videotape recorder
when Datacommunications takes

delivery of number 2,000, in Paris.
1981. Delivery to McDonnell
Douglas of the 3,X0th VPR-2B con t nues the legacy. The VPR-2B
remains the world's most widely used
videotape recorder

We'll share the future.
Our dedication is as firm today as it
was 25 years ago. Count on Ampex
tomorrow for better ideas in video and
audio technology.

AM PEX
VTR SILVER JUBILEE
Visit Ampex at NAB, Booth 702.
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The VPR-2B Edge,

Creative Editing
Made Simple,

RESET

ENTRANCE

EXIT

SEARCH

gl

FAST, SIMPLIFIED EDITING

The intelligent design of the VPR series
recorders continues. When it comes
to editing capabilities made simple, the
VPR-2B excels.
Editing is frame accurate, and it's as
easy and convenient as pushing one of five
fingertip controls. The internal editor can be
programmed for easy entrance and exit
points by use of the tape -timer system.
Ampex design innovation makes operational simplicity a reality. Even if complex
time code isn't used, our patented tape timer control track update system plus tape
speed override assure accurate editing.
And once an edit is selected, the VPR2B will search to the pre -roll point with the
push of a button.

Film -Like Editing the Ampex Way.
Ampex technology has made possible
frame -by -frame viewing including stop
motion for film -like frame selection. Using
our TBC-2B digital time base corrector, you'll
get high-speed viewing in both forward and
reverse.
And don't forget rehearsal. With the
VPR-2B, entrance and exit points can be
rehearsed. We've included full video
confidence during edit record so you can
see what's being recorded while actually
recording.
PLUG-IN ACCESSORIES

Timed Edits. And More.
The VPR-2B gives you more. Edit points
selected at any tape speed while us ng the
tape timer or the time code reader/generator
are frame accurate.
In addition, he VPR-2B offers standup
editing using our multi -VTR 4 wire
interconnect system. And when you add our
family of editors, RES-1 and HPE-1, you'll
have proven performance.
The Ampex Edge. It's experience. It's
design excellence. It's performance when
and where you need it.
And there's only one place to get it. Call
your Ampex representative today.

Get the Ampex Edge.

M PEX
Ampex Corporation, AJoio-v [Ono Systntris Division
401 Broadway, Redwood City, CA 94063
415/367-2011
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The VPR-2B Edge.

Smooth as Silk
Slow Motion.

The VPR-2B. Its intelligent design and
creative editing give you the edge. But we
didn't stop there.
The Ampex edge really comes through
with our smooth as silk slow motion! The

VPR-2B's special effects-forward and
reverse slow motion as well as still pictures
-are as smooth and free of distortion as
anything you'll find in videotape production.
This flawless performance comes
from our AST'"" tracking system option. After
all, we invented the AST using a flexible bimorph strip to optimize head -to -tape contact
over the entire deflection range.

Include Our Slow Motion Controller
and Cue Locator for the Ultimate in
Special Effects. All From Ampex.
Two accessories from Ampex can really
make a difference in your total production
capabilities. And each are top per'ormers
in the Ampex tradition.
Take our STC-100 Multipoint Search
To Cue. Its memory can store up to 99 auto
cue points or 99 still recordings for quick
recall. In addition, the STC-100 can store its
memory on tape for recall by another
STC-100 in another location.
Now add our SMC-100 Slow Motion
Controller and you've got remote speed
control for operations like normal speed
playback, variable slow motion in forward
and reverse, freeze frame, variable speed
shuttling, and automatic cue point.
The Ampex Edge. It's experience. It's
design excellence. It's performance when
and where you need it.
And there's only one place to get it.
Call your Ampex representative today.

Get the Ampex Edge.

AfA.,
Ampex Corporatior, Audio -Video Systems Division
401 Broadway, Redwood City, CA 94063
415/367-2011
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The VPR-20 Edge.

Total Performance
in the Field.
TAPE TIME

t3
TC
READY

REAL TIME

r- CUE MARK

SEARCH
CUE 1

SEARCH
CUE 2

EXCLUSIVE DUAL -CUE EDITING

BUILT-IN COLOR STABILIZER

Post -production in the field becomes an
option when you take the VPR-20 on assignment. Its capabilities are so complete that
you can return with a finished production.

Advanced Editing Technology.
From Ampex, Of Course.
The intelligent design that went into our
VPR-2B videotape recorder was also applied
to our smart, rugged 1" portable.
For example, our exclusive dual -cue
editing gives you studio -type control. Four
edit -related functions give you the edge:
From "let's see it" reviews, and precise
returns to the next edit point, to tota control
when replacing undesired material, and
even mid -segment edits to new material. All
in one, easy to use portable.
The VPR-20 remembers through its
exclusive tape timer and servo system, so
your "cue -ups" are accurate and fast,
and your ed is are clean and color -frame
accurate.
The VPR-20's performance continues
with a video confidence feature that plays
the picture back from the tape into the
camera viewfinder during recording. You
can use any color television receiver for
playback. And thanks to our exclusive builtin color stabilizer, you can leave the time
base corrector behind and still show full
color in the field.

A Portable Should Be Portable.

PLUG-IN AC POWER PACK

The VPR-20 is. Even with non -battery use
you'll be free of the burden of cumbersome
additional equipment.
Unlike other portable recorders, the
VPR-20 has a simple -to -use, plug-in AC
power pack. It replaces the battery in our
portable and allows you to forget the bulky
external power supplies necessary with
other portaoles.
The VPR-20 from Ampex. Total performance in a 1" portable videotape recorder.
Call your Ampex representative today.
Tell him you're ready for the VPR-20 edge.

Get the Ampex Edge.

M PEX
Ampex Corporationudio-Video Systems Division
401 Broadway, Redwood City, CA 94063
415/367-2011
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Why the BCC -20

Is a Camera
for the 80s.

Full-time digital control makes the BCC -20
Digicam a better camera for the 80s.
Automatic performance. Essentially perfect
registration.And a picture quality that comes
through in the field or in the studio make Digicam
the breakthrough camera you've been waiting for.

Automatic Set -Up You Can Depend On.

ASU INTERFACE
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The BCC -20 deliveis superior registration and
picture quality. Time after time after time.
Using unique digital measurement techniques, Digicam's ASU (automatic set-up unit)
converts video signals from the diascope pattern
to digital signals. It then electronically compares
these signals to its electronic pattern test chart.
This allows the ASU operating with digital
commands from the MSP (master set-up panel)
to measure all important adjustments.
Like tube alignment. Geometry. Registration.
Shading. Black balance. And white balance. All
automatically!
The ASU then sends corrective digital commands to the camera head microprocessor.
There the camera's revolutionary SECS (spatial
error correction system) makes critical adjustments. To geometry. To shading. And, in the case
of registration, incredible adjustments in 210
zones to .05%!
This advanced technology is unique to the
BCC -20 Digicam. It means you can count on a
superior picture with total automatic set-up.
Repeatedly!

Quality You Can Depend On.
We didn't overlook the smallest detail to ensure
Digicam's quality.
For example, the camera's detail processing
electronics and very special coring selectively
discriminate against noise to give startling detail
in all three channels.
This unique Ampex approach results in low
light details with brilliant clarity. You'll get a sharp,
crisp picture without bothersome edge effects.

Are You Ready For The 80s?
Digicam is the most advanced camera for the

LENS DIASCOPE PATTERN

80s. It's not only the ideal EFP camera. It's also
ideal for the studio with the kind of performance
and quality you'd expect in a great camera.
Find out soon. Discover the BCC -20 Digicam
by calling your Ampex representative today.

Get The Ampex Edge.

AMAX
Ampex Corporation, Audio/Video Systems Division
Redwood City, CA 94063 415/367-2011
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ACROSS THE BOARD!
Since 1970, TFT, Inc. has been a pioneer in

state-of-the-art broadcast technology. As
such, we have been able to always keep
one move ahead in cost-effective design to

provide reliable, versatile and innovative
products to the broadcast industry.
TFT was the first to use frequency synthesized circuits in its full line of AM, FM, TV,

stereo and SCA Modulation Monitors.
TFT concepts in Remote Control Systems
now allow expansion all the way to microprocessor based data logging, display and

(TIME & FREQUENCY TECHNOLOGY)

alarm systems. In the relatively new field of

Studio Transmitter Links, TFT has made
major contributions through the use of IF
modulation transmitters and pulse counting discriminators to improve both S/N
ratio and stereo performance.
Even in the Emergency Broadcast System
(EBS), T!FT has taken a leadership role in
the development of both EBS generators
and receivers.
Now, it's your move! Call or write TFT today
for full facts on their winning product lines.

3090 OAKMEAD VILLAGE DR.
SANTA CLARA, CA 95051
(408) 727-7272 TWX 910-338-0584
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Some Old Music, Some New Music
THE "OLD" MUSIC is not so very old (at

least to middle-aged radio fans) and has
a famous name besides: it is none other

than a recreation of Your Hit Parade,

be presented by the vocal artists who
originally made them famous. That is
all fine news for a lot of grown-up listeners. Now if only Fred Allen were

Incidentally, why

the pop -music program with the largest

still alive

radio following for nearly 25 years.
That program is being revived as a
one -hour weekly syndicated radio program from Radio Arts, California syndicator - with the original host, Andre
Baruch, back in person as guide and
commentator! But this is neither a history lesson nor a nostalgia bath. The
big -band music of the '30s, '40s, and

doesn't some radio programmer stir us

'50s and the vocal stars who helped
create it have hung on here and there a few radio stations surveyed by this
magazine in recent years are using such
sessions with fine audience response.
WHO in Des Moines, Iowa, for example, has a painstakingly preserved collection of recordings made in the station
and still active in the programming.
There is now a widespread realization that a sizeable fraction of the "ma-

ture" audience, the age group very
much back in the radio programmer's
sights, finds permanent listening satisfaction in this music. The enormous
success of Al Ham's The Music Of Your

Life (BM/E, January, 1980), in part
made up of the older music, is a current

example. Strong evidence is also seen
in William O'Shaughnessy's WRTN in
New Rochelle, N.Y. Severalyears ago

O'Shaughnessy initiated a personal
crusade for what he pleasantly calls
"old smoothie music - no disco, no

.

.

.

"older" listeners to our depths and
bring a trainload of laughs to the whole
12 to 90 demographic by playing recordings of the Allen programs?
Your Hit Parade will have 12 commercial minutes per hour plus five minutes for news. Programmers who want

more information should call Radio
Arts at (800) 423-2840 (in California,
call collect, (213) 841-0225).

We've
got you
covered!
Cetec CP Antennas
mean superior signal
coverage throughout
your service area!
Television Antennas, both circularly
and horizontally polarized, including The
Spiral omnidirectional CP/TV and ring panel directional CP/TV: horizontally
polarized slot antennas, and corner
reflectors.

FM/Ca Radio Antennas of every type
and power, including very low and very
high -power antennas, the all-purpose
JSCP Series B, and many others, all
customized to your specifications.
JSCP Series B

Finding the newest music
An attempt to uncover and promote

S

talented composers, singers, and

groups across the country who are unknown to the industry, and to give radio
broadcasters a community promotion
that may enhance the station's image
locally, is the "Big Music America
Contest," originated by the Big Music
America Corp. of Houston. The plan,
in brief, is for the local musical talent to
send tapes of the songs or group numbers to the local station joining in the
contest. The best 10 or 12 then go to
Nova Records (a subsidiary of the Big
Music America Corp.) and a record is
issued by Nova for sale in the commu-

nity. Evciy local buyer votes, on the

ballot supplied, for the three best -

rock, no sobbing strings," and he has

been abundantly rewarded, as described in earlier issues.

Larry Vanderveen, president of

Radio Arts, confirmed to BM/E that he

is bringing back Your Hit Parade because he knows there are a lot of people
who want to hear it. This does not mean

that Radio Arts is taking pressure off
the full -program contemporary music
formats that have been so successful.
Your Hit Parade is a weekly hour-long
change of pace, and as such seems a

Ring Panel CP/TV
JHCP High Power

good prescription for the programming
of many radio stations.

C

Baruch will have with him on the
Radio Arts tapes Bea Wain, who has

Cetec Antennas

been a successful pop singer throughout
this period, has been with him on many

radio programs, and is moreover married to him. The hits of the period will

Bea Wain and Andre Baruch are at work on a

recreation of Your Hit Parade

6939 Power Inn Rd, Sacramento, CA 95828
(916) 383-1177 Telex: 377321
Circle 121 on Reader Service Card
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PRACTICAL
LINE

these are the local winners. The contest
progresses through regional winners to

a national winner, with increasing

prizes - "cash or merchandise" -

Ilr PROGRAM LOGGER
Extends the cost savings and
convenience of your program automation system to your program
log, and works with most automation systems.

along the line, ending with a $25,000
national prize.
The intended benefits to the radio
station come in community identification through a logo on the record album
and notice in the retailer promotion for
the record, as well as the station's own

on -air, newspaper, and billboard pro-

motion for the contest. Big Music

America says that recording contracts

"may" eventuate for winners any-

where along the line; obviously there
can be no guarantee of this.
Big Music America points out that
when the Nova records are delivered
locally, some "financially responsible
party" must assume responsibility for

payment for the records delivered.
Radio programmers who are attracted
by the local promotion opportunities
should explore all financial aspects of

the plan carefully. Call Big Music
America Contest, (713) 961-1975, or
write to 4801 Woodway, Suite 301W,
Houston, Texas 77056.
BM/E

BM/ E's Program Marketplace
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DIGITAL TELEMETRY
ADAPTERS

Conversion kits for analog remote controls, offering foolproof

Syndicators:
Where They Are Now

meter readings and one man
meter calibration.

Peters Productions, Inc.
9590 Chesapeake Drive

irr TELEVISION

San Diego, Calif. 92123
Tel: (714) 565-8511

200 stations now take one or another of
the Peters formats - Music Just For
The Two of Us is still a central product,

THE SYNDICATORS revisited in this col-

as are Country Lovin' and The Love
Rock. Peters has since added Cross
Country, a mixture of Country and

AUDIO SYSTEM

Uncompromising fidelity,

in

umn after three years have in nearly

rack -mount modules with easy to -use audio -follow -video as a
standard feature; an expandable
system that can grow with your

every case shown vividly, in their own

needs.

And it has seen the start of a broad -scale

histories, the main trends in radio
broadcasting today. It has been a period

of great expansion, with radio's takehome revenues increasing every year.
move toward audience specialization,

with advertisers more and more inCOMPUTER CONTROL
An automatic transmitter logging
and control system that can do
things your way.

See us at
NAB Booth 514

terested in specific audiences and radio
programming more and more devised
to reach those audiences.
Peters Productions is a particularly
good example. Our first story on Pet-

ers, in September, 1977, reported a
syndication success built initially on Ed
Peters's skill in putting together music
with a strong romantic effect that pulled

audiences extremely well. The first
format was Music Just For The Two of
Us, using mostly male vocals for a pre-

dominantly "one-to-one" quality that

many listeners adopted with en-

& Friends
Suburban Road
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
101

(805) 541-0200
Circle 122 on Reader Service Card
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beginning, and is starting new operations that reflect the new basic trends
running in broadcasting today. Nearly

thusiasm. Then came Country Lovin' ,
The Love Rock, and MOR assemblage
The Great Ones, all showing audience
strength in nearly every exposure.
But Ed Peters soon showed creativity
in broadcast planning that went beyond
putting attractive music together. He

began supplying individual stations
with complete marketing plans involv-

ing every aspect of sales, promotion,
and community activities. This branch
of the operation was also taking off well

at that time.
Three and a half years later, Peters
Productions has moved ahead strongly
on all the fronts Peters opened at the

MOR, Contemporary Country, Adult
Contemporary, Traditional MOR, and
other versions of Beautiful Music in
addition to Music Just For The Two of
Us.

The newest format, which will be
announced and demonstrated at the
forthcoming NAB convention in Las
Vegas, is All -Star Country, a blend of

Country with Contemporary music
aimed specifically at the 18 -to -40
group. This blend, like the others on the

Peters shelf, comes from close obser-

vation of radio markets around the
country and imagination in assembling
the most relevant music.
Redd Gardner, regional manager for

Peters, told BMIE that the All -Star
Country format responds to a change in
Country that has taken place recently.

The older Country, still very strong
with older audiences, tended to emphasize the problems and trials of life,
which older listeners identify with because maturity generally means at least

some experience of life's trials. But
there is a large body of Country now
which is more a lyric folk music, much
more cheerful: younger audiences, still

in general untouched by adult problems, like it especially.

The marketing service has also

grown tremendously, and its character

has come together into a highly
successful plan that Peters calls "The
Total Image Concept." For each station subscribing to the marketing ser-

1118 Dual Spring Reverb
The most cost-effective spring reN.erb on the market
245E Stereo Synthesizer
Convincing c,seudo-stereo from an, Tono source
418A Stereo Compressor/LimitEr
Smooti, undetectable eel anc nign .iaguency control in recording and broadcast
526A Dynamic Sibilance Contrzller
Clean, inaudiole de-essing of vi3C3 s with consisten- action regardless of eve s
6228 Parametric Equa izer
An exceptionally ve-saile EQ which Itizs become the standard in
studios, broadcast, and road showi.

672A/674 Equa izers
A Pararne-ric EQ

grapnic controls, including variable high
aid low-pass fiters Jsable as an electronic circssover (mono or
stereo)

Crban Pro Audio Products are sold through a worldwide dealer
network ::,saJI or writs for the name of the cealer r earest you.

Crban Asso;:ia-es
6.15 Bryart Street
San Franc s:io, Ca. ,c:4107
,415) 957-1367

Program Marketplace
vice, Peters develops a "total image"
that is based on specific promo language and slogans, specific advertising
on TV and in newspapers bought on a

schedule developed by Peters, and a
detailed schedule of community activities.
Some other syndicators covered here

develop marketing services for subscribers; the proof of the quality of the
Peters effort lies in the large number of
stations, both radio and television, that

have adopted it. Peters has done the
work for at least one station in virtually

every large city (in New York, for
example, TV Channel 11, the New
York Daily News station, has been addressing New Yorkers under the slogan

"Eleven Alive!" a Peters creation).
About 60 TV stations have been subscribers.
These services are accomplished by a

staff of in-house artists and animators
who, with their production equipment,
occupy a new 25,000 -square foot build-

ing. Equipment for mastering and
duplicating the program tapes, includ-

ing 24 -track recording equipment, is
also housed here. The permanent staff
numbers more than 30.
Peters is now moving into a brandnew field: developing the "Total Image
Concept" for cable operators. Already
several cable systems have signed up.
The rationale here is in part the result of

the broad trend toward "narrow-

casting," the acceptance of audience
fractionation and development of programming aimed at a specific fraction.
As Redd Gardner pointed out to BM/E,
the cable operator with 20 to 30 channels operates the ultimate in narrowcasting: each channel has a particular
character. Although many cable view-

ers will watch a number of different
channels from time to time, each chan-

DIGITAL

nel in a sense stands on its own as a

REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEMS

system must be particularized to what
the operator has on each channel separately. The channel needs an identity
established through proper slogans and

program offering.

The campaign to promote a cable

MOSELEY OFFERS A FULL LINE FOR ALL APPLICATIONS

NEW MRC-2

BOOTH 505 NAB '81

logos.

Peters has begun to develop such
campaigns to aid cable operators in sell-

ing their programming to subscribers,
either as separate pay cable deals or as
part of the original subscription to the
service. This operation, too, appears to
be headed toward success.
The move toward narrowcasting, of
course, is one main reason for the as-

USER -DEFINED EXECUTIVE
ACTION
CLEAR ENGLISH DISPLAY
MULTI -CONTROL POINT
OPERATION
NON-VOLATILE MEMORY
STANDARD

cendancy of the syndicator in radio

AUTOMATIC MULTIPLE
INTERCONNECT
TRANSFER
The new M RC -2 offers the flexibility that only a high technology, microprocessor -based system
can supply. User -defined programming allows executive action of control functions. The system
provides CRT displays for simplified operator interface of control, telemetry tolerance, status,
and automatic muting. Full fail-safe capabilities and indirect power calibration are standard. Multiple direct commands, multiple CRTs, and multiple automatic loggers are available optionally.

broadcasting. Once a particular audience segment has been identified, the
radio broadcaster needs high skills in
assembling programming to reach that
segment. The syndicator can supply
those skills, whereas the broadcaster
alone would find it prohibitively expen-

sive or completely impossible to get

them together. Just keeping an inWith proven reliability the MRC-1
provides up to 64 command lines
and 32 channels of status and telemetry from up to nine separate re-

mote sites. Comparable only to
much more expensive systems, its
versatile capabilities assure long-

term stability and accuracy with
straightforward microprocessor controlled operation.

ventory of the necessary music, which
the syndicator is already doing, would
be out of reach for many broadcasters.
With programming expertly taken
care of, as Ed Peters noted toBM/E, the
broadcaster can put major effort into the
matters that really count in success in
the community: local news, community

affairs, local promotion, and public
service activities.

The TCS-2A is designed to supply maximum value at minimum cost. With reliability, speed, and
accuracy, it handles the needs of broadcasters, industrialists, ENG system users, and earth station operators. It offers eight command, status, and telemetry functions, affords one -person calibration, and has multi -site capabilities to simplify expansion.

NM Mew
A011112121.1f WU ,116

COMI.11.112 TOMM10.4.

11120.-

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT OUR MARKETING DEPARTMENT.

MOSELEY
ASSOCIATES, INC.
A FLOW GENERAL COMPANY
SANTA BARBARA RESEARCH PARK, 111 CASTILIAN DRIVE GOLETA, CA 93117
(805) 968-9621 CABLE: MOSELEY TELEX: 658-448

Peters also said that he sees the

expansion of radio, and of syndication,
as part of the general expansion in the
role played by electronic media of all

kinds in our society. He noted that in
recent studies of young people's acknowledged sources of life guidance,
radio, television, and films have moved
up close to the top right behind parents,

displacing friends, churches, schools,

and other traditional "guides" that
were more important in similar studies
made 20 years ago. The Age of Infor-

mation is coming; radio, cable, and
with them, the syndicator, are among
BM/E
the central forces in it.
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Cleaner, Brighter,
Louder
OPTIMOD-AM permits progressive AM broadcasters w th quality plants :o broadcast a standcut
signal with improved coverage.
The signal is processed for common automobile, table and portable radios to achieve outstanding speech intelligibility, musical definition and freedom from distortion.

And the 'versatile new O'TIMOD-FM Model 8100A is e'en cleaner, brighter and louder than the
industry -standard Model 8000A it replaces.
The new 8100A was computer designed and refined by hundreds of hours of listening to set the
new quality stanctrd for FM in tt- e 80's.

AM or FM-OPTIMOD creates sound that dominates -he dial. For all the details, call Toil Free
(8001 227-4498, Ii California (L15) 957-1067, or write for the name of the 0 -ban Broadcast Dealer
nearest

you.

orbon
Orban Associates Inc.,645 Bryant Street, San Francisco, CA E:4107 Telex: 17--430 Cable: ORBANAUDIO
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Shot with a Sony BVP-300 camera at f2.5 with approximately two footcandles' light.

)ARK SIDE OFA CITY, YOU CAN'T
KITH BRIGHT LIGHTS!'
Henry Sheppard,
WCCO-TV, MINNEAPOLIS

-There are news -gathering and documentary situations
where the use of artificial light is just too intrusive or difficult
to achieve," says Henry Sheppard, Chief Engineer of WCCO-TV,
the CBS affiliate in Minneapolis.
"That's why our Sony portable BVP-300 cameras are
such a big plus. With them, we can shoot in low -light conditions
and get a lot of detail other cameras might not pick up. We
even get good pictures with as little as two footcandles of light:'
WCCO-TV owns seven Sony BVP-300's, which
the station's photographers use together with Sony BVU-50
recorders. The cameras are used to shoot public -affairs programs and segments of PM Magazine, as well as for ENG
and documentaries.
"We're very particular about picture quality,"says
Sheppard. "And before we committed ourselves to Sony, we
evaluated just about every portable color camera available.
"Sony's colorimetry is excellent, its signal-to-noise
ratio is high, and it always turns out pictures that meet our
standards. Many of our engineers find its quality comparable
to studio cameras. And our photographers like the way
Sony handles. For example, in a helicopter, they can cradle
the camera on one shoulder to reduce vibrations
and get a very steady picture.
"And with the Sony system, each photographer can
operate independently, without a second person along to
monitor sound:'
When asked about Sony durability, Sheppard replied:
"We don't coddle our cameras here. Each one gets handled by
about 15 or 20 different photographers. They come in in the
morning, grab their equipment, throw it into the back of
the car, and they're off. Sony takes that kind of treatment
remarkably well, and it's a good thing, because we can't afford
to have our cameras down."
Of course, Sony makes a full line of one -inch broadcast
equipment, including cameras, recorders, editors and the
BVT-2000 digital time base corrector.
For information, write Sony Broadcast, 9 W. 57th Street,
NewYork, N.Y. 10019. Or call us in New York at (212) 371-5800;
in Chicago at (312) 792-3600; or in
Los Angeles at (213) 537-4300.

SONY
BROADCAST
Sons is registered trademark of the Sony Corp.
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Model Shown: 3106 in the new
American Data Gold. Just
one in a complete line
of quality multi -level
video production
systems. Simple

to operate, yet
advanced in
design and
reasonable
in price.
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401 Wynn Or Research Park
Huntsville, Alabama 35805
Telephone [205) 837-5180
TWX 810 726-2125
A North American Philips Company
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A Cooperative Effort
LIKE THE PHOENIX, Independent Televi-

sion News Association sprang from the

ashes. The ashes were those of TVN,

kind of material previously available
from TVN. "It was clear," explained
Mark Monsky, president of ITNA and

news director at WNEW-TV, New

the defunct news service backed by the
Coors beer people. Six years ago, TVN
announced suddenly that it was going
out of business in 30 days.

thing other than a cooperative effort

For the network affiliates that were

smoothly enough to behave as a re-

buying the service, the loss of TVN was

at most inconvenient. For the non network independents it had the potential to be a disaster. TVN was the only

way those stations could get national
and international coverage. And for
some of the larger independents like the

York, "that in that period of time, any-

was not very likely to get going
placement." Monsky felt that any
commercial attempt to duplicate

TVN's service would have cost entirely
too much money to be financially profitable. A co-op was the only answer.
Ten stations took part in the original
formation of ITNA: KPLR, St. Louis;

Metromedia stations, losing that kind
of coverage put them at a serious competitive disadvantage. Several of the

KTLA, KHJ, and KTTV, all in Los
Angeles; KTVU, Oakland; KTXL,

independents had built solid reputations

and WPIX, New York; and WTTG,

for local news and the TVN service
allowed them to expand their scope.
Something had to be done.

What was done was to form a

cooperative service providing the same

Sacramento; WGN, Chicago; WNEW
Washington, D.C. Those founding stations are now down to seven. WGN and
WPIX dropped out to form Independent
Network News. KHJ dropped out for a
time, but is back as a subscriber and not

TIFFEN FILTERS
ARE THE

INDUSTRY'S
FIRST CHOICE.
Most major' manufacturers of
video cameras install Tiffen filters
as original equipment in the filter
wheel behind the lens.
Most major TV stations and studios
use Tiffen filters in front of the lens.
Why? Because cameras are only
as good as their components.
When quality components are required
Tiffen filters meet all the requirements.
They're rugged, reliable, precision made. And the performance is
always outstanding.
Superior technology and quality
craftsmanship combine to make
Tiffen filters the industry's first choice.
Tiffen Makes Filters For.
Ampex
Harris
Rank Taylor Hobson
Angenieux Ikegami RCA
Canon
Schneider
IVC
Fernseh
Marconi Thompson
Fujinon
Norelco And Many Others
Phillips
GE
Write Dept. RIME for FREE
Professional Brohcure and Price List.

TiFFEN®
900ser Avenue, Hauppauge, N.Y. 11787
(516)273-2500 Telex 96-7748

Charles Novitz (standing), ITNA's managing director, oversees a recent feed from the control
room at WNEW in New York

See Us at NAB Booth No. 1606
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TV Programming

The ITNA Network

as a member of the group's controlling
body. Member stations have the advan-

tage of being able to vote on policy
questions of how the co-op is run but
they also bear the extra cost of unantici-

pated expenses. Stations that are subscribers pay an annual assessment.
There are now about 20 independent
stations in the ITNA lineup. Each station acts as a bureau for ITNA's domestic coverage. Since the stations, for the

most part, are in the top 20 or so markets, it gives ITNA access to just about
every major domestic story. ITNA also
has arrangements with some network
affiliates who sell the service material.
As for coverage in the nation's capital, ITNA has set up its own bureau.
Hal Levenson, who runs the Washington bureau, says, "The basic mission is
to cover Washington, which means the
White House, the State Department,

OtsriWad)

-7. MIK R.

the Capitol, the Pentagon, federal

agencies, and other centers of national
news in Washington." Levenson feels

By Ruth Macy

that his people do an excellent job given
the size of the staff and the scope of the

The ITNA network comprises a total of

Programming Network) receives the
ITNA signal via its own downlink in
Bristol, Conn.

18 U.S. television broadcast stations
plus the ESPN cable network and the

ceived at Western Union's own down-

Canadian Broadcasting Company

link and is then transmitted to the

(CBC) in Toronto.

The signal originates at WNEW

Western Union TOC in Los Angeles,
which is colocated with KJOI-FM. The

New York. It is then transmitted via
AT&T loop to the AT&T toll center in

signal is then carried via Western

coverage responsibilities. There are

only seven editorial people on the
Washington staff. The three reporters,

Barry Cunningham, Patricia Sagon,
and Pat Clawson, have regular beats but
obviously fill in on any hard news story

that is outside their normal assignments. Cunningham covers the White
House, Clawson covers Capitol Hill,

and Sagon covers the State Department.

"I have felt," says Levenson, "that
for the past couple of years what we put

on the air in terms of assignments and
material is competitive with the net -

New York. At the toll center, the signal
is split, with one feed going to WOR in
New York and the other to the Western

Union TOC in New York. Western
Union sends the signal from its TOC to
its uplink in Glenwood, N.J. via its own

TCF (television connecting facility).
The ITNA feed is transmitted via Wes tar 3.

The following stations receive the
feed via their own downlink: WTTG,

Washington, D.C.; WLTV, Miami;
WCIX, Miami; KSTW, Tacoma; KPLR,
St. Louis; KTXL, Sacramento; KMSP,
Minneapolis; KPTV, Portland; WTOG,
Tampa; WFFT, Ft. Wayne; KMEX, Los
Angeles; KWEX, San Antonio. In addition, ESPN (Entertainment and Sports

works." There are some areas in which

ITNA can't compete with the nets,
however. "We do not have," explains
Levenson, "the vast array of electronic
graphics. We do not have a Quantel.
We do not have an extensive character
generator system. We do not have an
extensive electronics graphics department. When they illustrate economic or

legal stories, we can't do it as well."
But Levenson doesn't feel that puts

ITNA behind very often. "We're
where we belong," he says. "Our
Engineer Terry Woll checks the levels on an
incoming feed, director Allen Robertson is
timing the story, and engineer Margery Smith
is coordinating with the technical crew in
Washington
42 BM/E MARCH, 1981

pieces are put together just as well as
theirs are and they look just as good.
We're in the same league as the networks."
While any claims of quality are open

In Los Angeles, the signal is re-

Union TCF to the AT&T Los Angeles
toll for connection to Los Angeles TV
stations KTTV, KTLA, and KHJ.
The ITNA feed also is downlinked in

San Francisco at Western Union's
own earth station. Western Union
transmits the signal to its San Francisco TOC and then to Oakland station
KTVU via Western Union TCF.

Finally, CBC Toronto receives the
ITNA feed via an SSU (Satellite Signals Unlimited) downlink in Buffalo,

N.Y. CBC makes its own arrangements for landlines from Buffalo to Toronto.

Ruth Macy is manager of Information
Services for Robert Wold Company,
Inc.

to very subjective interpretations,
ITNA is included in many of the network pool arrangements.
There are also seven technical people
who work out of the ITNA Washington

bureau. There are two staff crews
equipped with Ikegami HL77s and

Sony BVU 110s. There are two regular

editing stations, both Sony -equipped.
When the news gets a little heated (as
with the recent inauguration and release

of the hostages), Levenson has access
to more crews and editing facilities.

Some of that comes from ITNA's
Washington affiliate WTTG. When
this article was prepared, ITNA fed its
Washington material through the tech-

nical facilities of WTTG. ITNA is

Designed to
put vibration
and resonance
in their place.

n E. professional cpality turritapt, you want musica vibrations, not
mechanical ones. That's why cur Professional Audio Civisior
resents the Techr ics R&B Series SL -1015 turntable a-cl PA -500

nterchangeabletcrearms. The -put vibration and resonance whe-e
-hey belong-out of the audible evel.
The SL -1015 turntable system has a wisco-elastic base that

abEorbs external and mechaliza vibrations instead o'transnittiig
:hem. The extra -heavy platter is camped 3 ways to help cancel p a -ter

-es:nance and acoustic feeib.eck. A higi-torque motor p-ovides
ns-ant starts. And quartz-svnilh-mized pitch lock witdisplay
Drecisely controls speed.
The EPA -500 :onearm system is a series of 5 independent.

nsantly interchangeable titan uri nitride tonearms hat let ycu
match the correct -onearm mass to the correct cartridge compliance.
The result is MUSIC in focus. w th inaudible resonance.
The SL -1015 turntable aid EA -500 bnearms are availacle at
select locations 'i=or one near Jou, call 8D0 -447-470C
Illino s,
30C-322-4400). We challenge ybu to hear anything but -he music

Technics
R&B series

Chicle 130 or Reamer Service Card

FACT!

TV Programming

No one can match
The Complete
Lightning Protection
Systems from LEA.
ANTENNA DISSIPATION

awaiting the delivery of equipment that
will allow them to feed from their offices in downtown Washington. At that
time ITNA will be able to put its Washington material on the feed at a time that
would be more convenient for network
affiliates. There is going to be a push to
interest affiliates in the service. There
are a couple of reasons for this.

The first reason is old-fashioned

ARRAYS FOR AM, FM, TV,
MICROWAVE TOWERS

SURGE ELIMINATORS FOR

competition. ITNA, as with any grow-

ing institution, wants to prove that it
can be as good as any other large news
organization. In order to compete on a
more equal footing with the networks

for new subscribers. If the subscriber
has an earth station, all it needs to do is
pay the fee and point the dish toward the
right bird.
The ITNA service is much like that
of the network affiliate feeds with this
difference - none of what is called the

"A" material is held back. The big
complaint among network affiliates is
that the networks routinely save the best

of their coverage for their own newscasts. Since ITNA does not produce its

own newscast, there is no reason to
hold back anything. Monsky sees this
as a big advantage for potential affiliate
clients. It gives them access to the top

stories of the day in advance of the

change ITNA' s nonprofit status. This is

nightly newscast on the network.
Once ITNA has the ability to feed
directly to the bird from its Washington
bureau, it is felt that the service will be

viewed as a big plus in that any additional revenue is spent on news cover-

able to feed the top national and international stories in time for inclusion in the

COAXIAL TRANSMISSION

age and not on satisfying stockholders.

LINE SURGE ELIMINATORS
1 Kw to 25 Kw

thing long enough and it becomes valu-

early local news.
Aside from its own bureau in Washington, ITNA also has agreements with
both Visnews and UPITN for international material.

MAIN POWER LINES TO
HANDLE ENERGY LEVELS

OF > 8800 JOULES PER
PHASE

KLEANLINE ELECTRONIC
FILTERING SYSTEMS TO
PROTECT AGAINST LIGHT-

NING STRIKES AT >8800
JOULES PER PHASE PLUS

AN RFI/EMI FILTER TO
HANDLE RF INTERFER-

ENCE FOR SENSITIVE
SOLID STATE EQUIPMENT.

TRANSIENT ELIMINATORS
FOR DATA LINES, PHONE
LINES, COMMUNICATIONS
EQUIPMENT WITH A FREQUENCY RESPONSE FROM
D.C. TO 1 GIGAHERTZ.

ITNA needs to expand its financial
base. There is no plan at this time to

The other reason is an example of
Craig's Corollary: "Hang on to someable." When ITNA was first formed,
the only economically feasible way for

"One of the successes of the ser-

feed was via satellite. The cost of telco
lines was prohibitive.

vice," explains Monsky, "is not just its
ability to bring in a major story or major
talking head before the network gives it
to you, but also its ability to give you

the member stations to get the daily

ITNA contracted with Wold Communications for regular access to the
domestic satellites. When ITNA started
the service there were few stations with

their own ground stations. That situation has changed and in fact, according
to BM/E's Survey of Broadcast Industry Needs (see BM/E, February, 1981)
the number two item of interest to both
managers and engineers is earth stations.

What this means for ITNA is that it
doesn't have to make any elaborate new
arrangements for setting up its network

LIGHTNING WARNING
SYSTEMS PROVIDING

1/2

The New York offices for ITNA
(housed at WNEW-TV) coordinate all
the material that comes in and determine what is on the nightly feed. Currently ITNA feeds from 25 to 40 pieces
a night. About 75 percent are reporter
packages. The rest is voice-over mate-

rial and file tape. The feed normally
lasts about an hour, but more time can
be allotted if the news of the day warrants.
Charles Novitz is the managing director of ITNA and handles the day-

ones," says Novitz, "offering the hard
news service that allows an indepen-

OF AN APPROACHING
STORM.

dent to create a basic news program
designed for the audience as they see

it."

SURGE AND TRANSIENT
GENERATORS
GROUND SYSTEMS
CONSULTING SERVICES

This is in contrast to the more specialized services like INN, which feeds
a prepackaged news show in the same
way as the major networks. While there
is clearly a place for both kinds of services, ITNA sees its role as more flexible than either the other news services
or the networks.
ITNA will be six years old this fall.

SEE US AT NAB
LAS VEGAS BOOTH 317
LIGHTING ELIMINATION

When it began many predicted that it
would follow the fate of its predecessor, TVN. Such has not been the case,

ASSOCIATES
12516 Lakeland Road
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
(213) 944-0916
TWX: 910-586-1381

and with the new emphasis on satellites

it doesn't seem likely that it will diProducer Jeff Schneider checks with the
various ITNA stations on possible stories that

Circle 131 on Reader Service Card
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substantive."

to-day operation. "We are the only

HOUR ADVANCE WARNING
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the material that backs that up and
makes your national coverage more

MARCH. 1981

would be available for the nightly feeds

minish. If ITNA makes inroads into the
network affiliates, it seems more likely
that it will grow.
BM/E
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JetRanger III
Bell's jetRanger III is a superior
Get a big story on the early
puts you ENG
platform, offering low noise
news instead of the late night edition
on
top
and vibration, so you get sharper
and you have a tremendous competpictures and cleaner audio. The large
itive advantage. If the viewer watches
of
the
cabin allows shooting from either side
the early telecast, you stand a good
ththroughlarge sliding windows.
chance to hold him all evening.
competition space,
d there s no need to clutter the
And that means rating points!
because there's plenty of
a

The best way to beat the competition is with a Bell JetRanger III.
It gets you into otherwise inacces sible areas. It lets you transmit live
up to 120 miles away, or tape and
transmit enroute. The story can be
on the air before you land.

dg
gn
you
711

e

audience
share.

9

storage room in the baggage
compartment, as well as in other
accessible storage areas.
Bell's JetRanger III. Backed by
the world's most extensive parts
and service system.

Would you like to see what one can do for you?
For more information on Bell helicopters designed for the communications industry,
contact Bell Helicopter Textron,
Department 698, Box 482, Fort Worth, Texas 76101, or call 817/280-2117.
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If we had set out to give you only
the features our competition gives you,
this is where we'd be today.

Most VTR units give you only a fraction of the features you might want from a
video tape recorder. So we didn't stop where our competition did. We kept on adding
features. Until we developed the most versatile 1" machine on the market.
Compare the 3M TT -7000 VTR and NTC-10 Time Base Corrector to the competition.
Nobody puts together more of the features you want than 3M. And once you see
our unit, we think you'll agree that buying anything else is like getting half a machine.
The 3M TT -7000 Video Tape Recorder
gives you:
Auto track following (ATF) 1/4 reverse
through 2x forward (optional).

Video and sync confidence heads.
Three channel audio confidence heads.
Video sync channel.
All DC motor and servo tape transport.
19" rack mountable with full dust cover.
Front panel plug-in modules.
Frame accurate insert and assemble
editing.
Dual tape timer with zero memory.
Tape speed override on front panel.
Stop tone and cue -up (0, 3, 5, 7 sec.
preroll).
Contact closure and TTL external
interface.
Variable speed forward/reverse shuttle.

Still frame jog.
Autochroma and color framong.
Audio 3 record in play mode (built-in
speaker).
Instant stop action from play or slo-mo

Our Time Base Corrector comes
complete with its own list of standard
features:
Sixteen line correction window.
Ten bit quantizing.
Four times subcarrier sampling.
65 dB signal-to-noise ratio.
Velocity compensation.
Digital one line drop out compensator.
Compact size (83/4" high by 171/2" deep
by 181/2" wide).

45 pounds total weight.
Portable cabinet or rack mountable.
And front panel plug-in modules.
Add it all up, and you've got the most
complete VTR/TBC package on the
market. For a free
demonstration, call
(612) 733-7914 or
write 3M/Mincom

(with ATF option).

Instant audio bias level adjust.
Video level calibrate marker.
Preset/Manual tracking select on front
panel.

Fixed precision rabbited drum tape
guide.
And low RF, high temperature and low
voltage alarms.

Division -Video

Products, 223-5E 3M
Certer, St. Paul, MN
55144. In Canada
contact 3M Canada,
Inc., P.O. Box 5757,
London, Ontario,
N6A-4T1. In Alaska

contact 3M
Company, 5331
Minnesota Drive,
Anchorage, AK
9502. Get the
complete picture.
3M Hears You...
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The TV pictures above are real.

CHYRON® IV and creative talent. That's the
combination all three networks and most of the
major TV stations, production houses and industrial
producers depend on for their electronic graphics.

With CHYRON, talent is all you need. Because all
the other ingredients-quality reproduction,
simplicity of operation and broad flexibility-are
built right in...

THEY USE CHYRON!
elHOffalkIl TELESYSTEMS
A DIVISION OF CHYRON CORPORATION

See us at NAB Booth #140'

265 Bethpage-Spagnoli Rd., Melville, N.Y. 11747 516-249-3296 Telex: 144522 Chyron Melv
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TELEVISION "SPEAKS"
TO VIEWERS WITH
POOR HEARING s,, G da
Producers of television programs and commercials now can
enhance their productions with "closed captioning," dialog
captions visible only to viewers with special decoders. This way
of improving television's communication with the 16,000,000
Americans who have poor hearing is a service of the nonprofit
National Captioning Institute, set up by commercial and public
agencies.
THE WORLD OF TELEVISION can be a silent movie without

titles to a hearing -impaired viewer. Unlike the "silents,"
however, television, dependent upon the spoken word,
has not made widespread use of written captions. Open

captions, those seen on all television sets, have been
utilized for years for emergency information and empha-

sis in commercial messages. In some instances, entire
programs have been open -captioned for the benefit of
hearing -impaired persons. This practice has been extremely limited, however, because of the reluctance on
the part of broadcasters to distract the hearing audience.
This reluctance became the impetus behind the development of the closed -captioning service.
In closed captioning, the audio portion of a television
program is translated into captions which are then con-

verted to digital codes and inserted in line 21 of the
vertical blanking interval of the TV signal. The encoded

caption material is transmitted as a part of the video
portion of the program but becomes visible only when
decoded by a special device either attached to or built into

the viewer's home TV receiver.

How it started
The closed captioning process evolved from an experimental concept pioneered by the National Bureau of Standards and the ABC Television Network and demonstrated
at the first captioning conference in Knoxville, Tennessee

in 1971. Developing the closed -captioning service became the responsibility of the Public Broadcasting Service
in 1972. Over -the -air tests of the system were begun in
1974 under special temporary authority of the FCC. Using

Editing system developed for putting closed captions onto
television programs includes an editing console with CRT
readout, electronics system converting captions into digital form,
and floppy disc to hold captions and SMPTE code, for application
to program

prototype decoders placed at selected public television
stations nationwide, PBS transmitted programs with
closed captions to an audience of hearing -impaired persons gathered at schools and institutions for the deaf.
The reactions of these viewers were collected and
Stan Gerendasy was formerly technical director of the
National Captioning Institute.
BM E
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Imagine, an incredibly versatile disc recorder which can animate,

5IMAGE store stills, and record and playback in real time (30 frames per second) to single frame. Or, at the touch of a button, 24 frames per sec-
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standard serial
editing/animation previewer. 0 That's Arvin/Echo's total production tool: The Image Maker. Whether
your requirement is to store still frames, produce exciting animation sequences or preprogrammed

motion loops from 16 frames (or less) to 500 frames, this high band color recorder is capable of
delivering direct or processed video. Rugged, reliable and portable, The Image Maker is the only real

time random access recorder-featuring interchangeable Discassettes®-which doesn't break the bank. 0 Remember, Arvin/Echo

has more video disc recorders operating in the broadcast field than
any other manufacturer. Based on this unique experience, we have
built The Image Maker to meet the rapidly changing challenges of
the professional television industry. Its potential is limited only by
your imagination. 0 Visit us at NAB, Booth #1001

ARVIN/ECHO

--- .4..,,,Aiincv.,.......,-

Echo Science
485 E. MiddlefieldCorporation
Road, Mountain View, California 94043
Telephone: (415) 961-7145, TWX: (910) 379-6499
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Television "Speaks"

Typical television scene
with closed caption across
foot of screen, produced by
decoder on top of television.
receiver

LET S NCT 6ET TOO CASUAL ROUT -H15 THING.

;LOSEO-CAPTIONED PROGRAMS
(JULY-AUSOSI.I9$0).

_ON PAS (THIS STATION).
*ODYSSEY*
*MASTERPIECE THEATRE*
*MYSTERY*
*ONCE UPON A CLASSIC*
*OVER EASY'
SOUNOSTAGE-

*FLAMANDS*
System supplies
full -screen "Infodara"
display with same decoder,
to inform viewer of
upcoming captioned
programs, or for other
information

*FREE TO CHOOSE*
'OLD FRIENDS. NEM FRIENDS'
10R0 MOUNTBATTEN*
HERE'S TO !OUR HEALTH*
Ammo tit niarOMMININNmv-,,

evaluated with the help of Gallaudet College in Washington, D.C., the nation's largest institution of higher learning for deaf and hearing -impaired students. The results of
that study, along with technical information gained from
field trials, formed the basis for a PBS petition to the FCC

programs per week beginning in 1980, and Sears,

in November, 1975. The petition sought permanent
authority to broadcast caption material on line 21.

created to caption programs, and that it would be partially
funded by the department through 1982.

Approval was granted in December, 1976.
On March 23, 1979, the U.S. Department of Health.
Education and Welfare, which had been funding PBS's
closed -caption work since 1972, announced a unique
partnership of various private and public groups. Specifically, three national television networks - PBS, ABC,

and NBC - agreed to pay for and broadcast a total of
approximately 20 hours of prime -time closed -captioned

Roebuck and Co. agreed to manufacture and market the
decoding equipment necessary to receive the closed -captioned programs. HEW also announced that the National

Captioning Institute, Inc. , a nonprofit entity, would be
NCI opened its headquarters at 5203 Leesburg Pike,
Falls Church. Va. , and a branch captioning operations
center at 1443 Beachwood Drive, Hollywood, Calif., in
the fall of 1979. At the start of 1981 it had a staff of
approximately 90 full-time employees and was producing
30 hours of captioned programs for broadcast each week.
In addition, NCI has undertaken captioning of TV
commercials, with about 30 advertisers already using the
BM'E MARCH. 1981
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making the operation self-supporting sometime in the

service for a total of 100 to 125 commercials per month.

So far the network programs have come from ABC,
NBC, and PBS. CBS has not yet come in because of its
emphasis on teletext, but NCI naturally hopes that this
situation will be clarified soon.

The advertisers mainly are national firms such as
Bristol-Myers, General Electric, etc.
NCI is prepared to serve any network, independent
station, or advertiser. A fee is charged for each program or
commercial put through the process. Since federal support
is being gradually reduced and is slated to end next year,
the hope is that the volume of work will continue to rise,

coming year. NCI has also been given some support from
various foundations; this has also been regarded as "seed
money. -

The decoders

The viewer can get the necessary "Telecaption" decoder in two forms, both available from Sears, Roebuck.

Julie Barnathan - The Man Behind Closed Captioning
By Bebe F. McClain
approved it, a way had to be found to get it financed. And
now, thank God, it's off the ground and it's going to go well.

Where did you first see it was even possible?
The National Bureau of Standards came to ABC and they
wanted to transmit time and frequency over the air because

they thought it was very important that the home have

-

accurate time, which is their mission in life. They wanted to
put it on the TV screen where you could see it or not see it
in the vertical interval.
Well, at the same time Leonard Goldenson, chairman of
ABC, had made a speech in Denver about making spaceage technology help the handicapped. Someone wrote him
a letter asking him why he couldn't use all this technology to
get captioning for the hearing -impaired. They sent it to me
at the time and I looked at it. At about that time my engineer
said, "Come down and take a look at this Bureau of Standards thing." So I went down there and saw all these messages being sent. One of the bonuses I could see was that
we would be able to send advisories to our stations in the

vertical interval without anyone seeing them, which is always a problem for us.
So I thought, maybe it could do captioning. I talked to the
people from the National Bureau of Standards, and they
thought we could, so we actually did a simulation. That
December we went down to Knoxville and we showed the
hearing -impaired that it worked, and they had a headline in

the newspaper, "Captioning here in two years!"
After that, we captioned our first program, Mod Squad

-

we did the full show - and we showed it at Gallaudet

College. That was in February of 1972. Next we sat down,
formed the committee at the NAB, and laid down the parameters and guidelines. In June, we gave the guidelines to

Jules Barnathan of ABC, center rear, joins in early
captioning experiment

Ball, volunteered to continue the work that had to be done,

HEW said that they would finance the development, and

Anyone who is remotely connected with either the engineering or operation aspects of broadcasting in this country has

from there it went on. Then of course there was the filing for

heard of Julius Barnathan, president of broadcast operations and engineering at ABC. Barnathan is not only a
competent manager, but also a very outspoken, often controversial figure. His "damn the torpedos - full speed
ahead" attitude has paid off in many cases where hesitation
would have ultimately resulted in missed opportunities. One
outstanding example is closed captioning.
Closed captioning resulted from a series of seemingly
unrelated events happening to one man who was quick
enough to piece them together and farsighted enough to
dream a dream. The following is an interview with that man

When did NBC kick in?
They supported it right before it became official.

- Julie Barnathan.

When did you first think that closed captioning was viable?
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the Commission and to the industry. PBS, through John

it and so forth, and that's where we are today.

What do you feel about the argument that the vertical
interval is the last piece of real estate and you're using it?
Yes, we're using it to help viewers. What is our basic purpose except to help the viewers? And we're helping viewers
here. There's nothing more important than that.

What about the arguments for teletext?
Teletext is five years away. It isn't going to be able to use a
captioning decoder - you're going to have to buy new sets.

At the rate people buy new sets, less than four to five
percent a year, it may never be a viable medium. It may

In 1971 we first saw it was feasible. It took a lot of work
before it became possible. Finally after the Commission

never get off the ground. It's not compatible with any current
television set. All you buy for closed captioning is this device. Sears markets them for $250.

Bebe McClain is president of B.F. McClain Productions,
Asheville, N.C. McClain produces and directs broadcast,
industrial, educational, and commercial productions.

Do you think that closed captioning is your crowning

BM/E MARCH, 1981

achievement?
It's the thing I'm proudest of.

Two Assignments

Canon J13 x9B IE plus Canon J25x11.5B E and your camera
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plus built-in extenders and auxiliary wide-&-nyle

examDle, get grea action shots Df a football
game and also ger player intervbws at
half-time. You can do it with one cameraman
and o.-ie camera -Ike the one shown here -with
Canois amazing E.F.P enses. -lere's how:
Mount our J25 x 11.58 IE on a tripod at
your principal loca_ion. It's 2/3" system was
designed specrficElly to work wilt ENG
came -as, yet this I ins provides a 25 -to -1 zoom
ratio, Dower zoom and focus, automatic iris and
the irrage quality you'd expect from a Canon

broadcast lens Ar other choice s the Canon
J20 x 6 5BIE, with a 20 -to -1 zocm ratio. (Both
these lenses have built-in extenders, too!) With
your ENG camera attached, you ye got full
capability.

Detach your camera from the
fixed lens, mount tie famous

Canon J13 x 98 IE and head for the locker room!
You've gDt a 13X, f1.6 lens now
and can move about freely
for your interview shots.
-he J13 x
IE is unsurpassed as an ENG
lens, with Cable Drive
and auto ins capabilities

Canoe U S A Inc Head Office One
140 Industrial Drive, E mhurst III 6012E (312) 833-3070.13 PaJlanno
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and teephoto accessories arailatle as we I.
Electronic Field Produc ion is a reality A
practical reality because yot. don't have to send
two craws or even two cameras tc a single
locaticn if all you really need is one ENG
camera and two Canon lenses. And, costs
notwiristanding, sometimesyou just don't have
enouch cameras to go around. Selecting the
rept combination of Canon hnse. could
actualy double the utility of tie ENG cameras
you already own. And that's iome hing even
your accountant can apprec ate!
Fnd out more. Use the .-:oupon or write on
your letterhead for the facts Dn the Canon J25 x
11.581E and J20 x 8.5B IE lenses as well as
cur pcpular J13 x 9B IE. Well alsc be happy to
arrange a practical demonstation for you. A
very practical demonstrahor
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The entire captioning
process is outlined in
diagram at right

An adapter for attachment to any television receiver costs

poor hearing if closed captions were added.

$249.95, and Sears says this is a "no profit" figure. A
19 -inch color set with the decoder built in sells for

How it is done

$519.95; this figure does include a normal profit. Sears is
paying a royalty to NCI on each adapter and receiver sold.
At the beginning of 1981, about 32,000 decoders were in
use; sales were rising steadily.

broadcaster must first provide NCI with a 3/4 -inch U-Matic

How viewers like it
NCI gets a large volume of mail from viewers who are
using the service. The mail uniformly carries gratitude for

the captions and urges NCI to continue and expand the
service. To test viewer sentiment on various kinds of
programs, NCI captioned as a public service the Inaugural

Program in Washington and several football "Bowl"
games. A subsequent telephone survey in a number of
cities uncovered strong approval for the test programs.
The NCI management believes that many additional types
of program would draw strong response from persons with
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To have a television program captioned, a producer or
cassette recording of the program with matching SMPTE
time code recorded on both the master videotape and the
cassette. The time code may be recorded on the master
tape and the cassette simultaneously during dubbing; if it

is already recorded on the master tape, it can be transferred to the cassette along with audio and video, using a
time code reshaper or regenerator if necessary. In addition
to the cassette it is helpful if a script of the program can be

provided. If a script is not available, NCI operators can
prepare a transcript from the cassette.
Working with the cassette and script, highly trained
editors compose and time the captions using the SMPTE
time code as reference. These operations are carried out
on caption editing consoles, sophisticated text editing

Just when everyone had their eyes wide open to the
outstanding line of Ikegami broadcast and production
color cameras, Ikegami introduced its color and B&W

monitor line, engineered with the same innovative
technology as its cameras. A great tradition of eyeopening continues with precision, quality and beautiful images.
The Ikegami color monitor line consists of the High Resolution Series RH
Color Monitors and the High Performance Series 8 Color Monitors. The High
Resolution Series RH Color Monitors

14-2RHA featuring plug-in circuit boards for easy
maintenance.
The High Performance Series 8 Color Monitors are
available in the 14" TM14-8RC, 20" TM20-8R and 25"
TM25-8. The Series 8 monitors offer high -lity color
ulse
reproduction, a Shadow Mask Dot Matrix
Cross Circuit, Active Convergence Circuit, low
r
consumption, and more.
Th

&W Monitors are engineered to the same

exacting Ikegami standards and are available in

Triple 5", Dual 9", 5", 9",

are available in the 14" TM 14-2RHA and

12", 17" and 20" sizes.
Ikegami's Eye -Openers

the 20" TM 20-8RH. Both
provide precision color re-

are available at most

production at 600 plu

dealers. For details and

lines for professional s

additional information,
contact: Ikegami Elec-

mu,

dios, control rooms,
mote vans, etc., and

ture a high resolution CRT
with High Density Dot Matrix, a switchable comb filter in the decoder, and the

AFPC (Automatic Frequency Phase Control)

system to maintain excep-

tional color reproduction.

Both models are rack mountable, with the TM

,
NM

Video Products bui It to Ideal Standards

I kegaM1
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tronics (USA) inc., 37 Brook
Ave., Maywood, NJ 07607,
(201) 368-9171; West Coast:
19164 Van Ness Ave., Tor-

rance, CA 90501, (213)
328-2814; Southwest: 330
North Belt East, Suite 228,
Houston, TX 77060, (713)
445-0100; Southeast: 522
So. Lee St., Americus, GA
31709, (912) 924-0061.

Visit us at Booth #817 at NAB

OUR SATs BRING
YOU A NEW SPECTRUM
IN PROGRAMMING
The California Microwave Small Aperture Terminal (SAT) can make
you a superstation in your market. From world news to stereo disco and the MET,
the broadcast networks using satellite technology pioneered by California Microwave
will deliver a new spectrum of program diversity and quality right to your local
studio. And that means delivering audience, economically, anywhere in the country.
Our modular SAT assures you unmatched flexibility at a surprisingly low cost
with features such as these:

Greater than 70 dB audio dynamic range
Impeccable stereo delivery nationwide
Cue, automation, hard copy, and wire service data channels
Multiple channels per carrier (MCPC) for regional sports
The SAT that has set the standard for the broadcast networks and wire services is
available now.
N

CALIFORNIA

CALIFORNIA IVIIRPROWAVE,
990 Air -nano,- Ave. SuWnyvale, Calif. 94086

(409) 732-4000

TWX 910 3399231

For immediate Interest Circle 138 on Reader Service Card
For Information Only Circle 139 on Reader Service Card

output for monitoring video with open captions during

Television "Speaks"
systems on which the editor can "type" the captions for
automatic conversion into digital form.
The final product is a floppy disc containing the digitized caption data and appropriate time and control Codes.

The floppy disc is sent to the broadcaster or videotape
post -production facility, where the data is encoded on line

21 of the video signal. This is accomplished by playing
back the master videotape with time code through an
encoder/disc reader system and recording the output to
produce a closed -caption master. The closed -caption master has the caption data permanently encoded on line 21
NCI has two-inch quad and 3/4 -inch helical videotape

facilities as well as encoding equipment that enable it to
perform the complete process described above. If a client
wishes to have the captioning and the encoding done by
NCI, only the master tape needs to be sent. The original
tape plus an encoded closed -caption master on two-inch or
3/4 -inch U-Matic tape will be returned.

The encoding process

To encode captions, three piecES of equipment are
needed: a simple encoder, a time code reader, and floppy
disc reader. The simple encoder inserts caption data on
line 21. Required inputs are caption data from the floppy

disc reader and SMPTE time code and program video,
both from the master videotape. The simple encoder includes a microprocessor, a waveform generator, a keYer,
a time code interface, and a decoder that provides an

encoding.
The microprocessor synchronizes caption data (serial)
with the time code and requests additional captions from
the floppy disc reader when the encoder memory buffer is
near depletion. The waveform generator shapes the caption data and the keyer inserts the data onto line 21 of the
video. The built-in decoder decodes the encoded data into
visible captions to provide open -caption monitoring.

The time code reader reads and transmits the SMPTE
time code to the encoder from the VTR. Since the microprocessor accepts eight -bit parallel data and the time code
reader transmits 32 parallel lines, the lines must be multiplexed. The multiplexing function is accomplished by the
time code interface module in the simple encoder. Simple

encoders may be purchased with built-in time code
readers as an option.
When dubbing or encoding it is necessary to maintain
the quality of the time code signal. To accomplish this, it
is recommended that a reshaper unit be used in dubbing
time code. The time code reader provided as an option in
the simple encoder provides a reshaped output.
The floppy disc reader consists of a microprocessor and
a disc drive. The reader reads caption data and control
codes from the floppy disc, which can store enough caption data to encode over 90 minutes of programming. The
encoder interfaces with the reader and provides protocol
information on buffer full codes, retransmit codes, speci-

fic time code requests, and start controls. The reader
transmits the requested information to the encoder and
also sends "end data" and "error" codes to the encoder.
Diagram shows field 1
of line 21 data signal
format, with caption
area toward the right

100 BLANKING
LEVEL
50 -PROGRAM
COLOR

IRE UNITS 25 -

20-

7 CYCLES OF 0.503 MHz
(CLOCK RUN-IN)
TWO 7 BIT 4- PARITY ASCII
CHARACTERS

-BURST - -

(DATA)

- 40 -

START BIT

12.90 AS
(0.20 H)

-20--

1
10.074 AS
(0.16 H)

1
3.972 AS
r(0.06 H)

27.452 AS
(0.43 H)

61.342 AS
(0.965 H)

_01

33.764 AS
(0.53 H)

51.268 AS
(0.8 H)

Diagram of field 2 of line
21 has active video area

100 -

at right
9 BIT PSEUDO -RANDOM

50 -

FRAMING CODE

IRE

A
ACTIVE VIDEO AREA

UNITS 20=

0-20-

17.875 AS
(0.28 H)

- 40
10.445 I.LS

(0.16 H)
ati

18.125 AS
(0.285 H)

28.569 AS
(0.45 H)
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TV -120 wins high

Television "Speaks"

ratings.

Form of the line 21 signal

The first film care system designed for the broadcast

industry! Now you can time...preview...edit...inspect...and clean your films in one fast, easy operation. Broadcasters nationwide are finding that TV -120
does the job they need.
"The machine has cut my editing time and time
spent getting film air -ready almost in half. Our on -air
problems have been almost zero now that we use
TV -120." So says WLUK-TV, Green Bay.
Find out more about the TV -120. Write or call us toll free 800/323-7520 (in Illinois call 312/677-3000).

saves time, labor
costs
improves on -air
quality

cuts embarrassing

detects misplaced
cue tabs, film
defects, poor splices

NAB Booth 1112

on -air film failures

The captioning data signal is contained in the television
signal vertical interval on TV line 21, field 1. It consists of
a run-in clock burst of seven cycles followed by a start bit

and 16 bits of data (two- to eight -bit ASCII characters
including a parity bit). Line 21, field 2 (first half only)
contains a fixed code which was included as a possible
decoder aid in locating line 21. Current decoders do not
utilize this signal. The second half of line 21, field 2 may
contain program video.
The waveform conforms to the standard Television
Synchronizing Waveform for Color Transmission given
in Subpart E, Part 73 of the FCC Rules and Regulations
covering the composite data signal. The instantaneous
data rate is 32 times horizontal line scanning frequency
(32FH) for a nominal value of 504,000 bits per second.
After allowance for the duty cycle of the line 21 signal and

start bits, an average data transmission rate of about 480
bits per second is obtained.

Infodata
Typically, program -related captions use only about 25
percent of the capacity of the line 21 system. The remaining capacity can be used to transmit data for other services
such as captions in a second language and full -screen text

displays for news or other non -program -related information. The full -screen text service, called Infodata, is a
form of teletext that provides a continuous scroll of inforResearch Technology International 4700 Chase Lincolnwood, IL 60646

Broadcasting
Dirty Films?
CLEAN UP YOUR ACT!

can decode Infodata signals. Presently, ABC, PBS, and
10 PBS stations are using the text channel to transmit
information about closed -captioned program schedules.
The full capacity of the line 21 system can support Info data in two languages in addition to program -related captions in two languages or reading levels.
Not essential but often useful are the broadcast decoder
and test encoder. The first is a video -to -video device that
may be used to monitor caption transmissions and to
verify that broadcast transmitters are passing line 21 cap-

Lipsner-Smith is out to

tion data properly. Videotape machines, processing

clean. For pennies per

amplifiers, frame stores, and other devices may have to be
adjusted occasionally to ensure that the caption data is not
inadvertently deleted.

keep it clean-literally
reel, our new CF.200TM

Ultrasonic Film Cleaning System provides
clean, static -free film
for telecine. No more

The purpose of the test encoder is to encode a fixed
closed -captioned test message on a video signal. Test
captions may be transmitted on network feeds during
non -captioned program periods; however, local stations
may wish to transmit their own test messages during
non -network periods. The test encoder will sense the
presence of an incoming captioned program (or network
test signal), stop the test transmission, and pass the captioned program to the transmitter. When the captioned
program is finished, the test encoder will resume local
station test transmission.

dirty film-just broadcast quality film. Contact us today for information on the CF2OOTM

Ultrasonic Film Cleaning System.

NAB Booth 1112
FOR FREE FULL -COLOR LITERATURE,
WRITE OR CALL TOLL -FREE
A SUBSIDIARY OF

LIPSNER
4700 Chase

/RTI/

MITH

Lincolnwood, IL 60646

800/323-7520*

In Illinois, Call 312/677-3000.
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mation with 15 lines of 32 characters each on the screen at
any given time. All consumer and professional decoders

BM/E MARCH 1981

Development and implementation of the closed captioning service took almost a decade of work and
required commitment from many organizations. The
years of effort have paid off. The most powerful medium

in our society -- television - now has the technical
capacity to be fully available to the more than 16 million
Americans with poor hearing.
BM/E

or

Broadcast Intercoms limited only by
your creativity, Imagine:
Live Remote P.L. and Cue Systems
Battery Operated ENG/EFP Systems
4 Channel Studio and Post Production P.L. Systems
Mobile Van P.L. Systems
Cameraman's Headsets
lIntercom systems
All NEW from Clear-Com
759 Harrison Street
San Francisco, CA 94107
Send for our catalog on more ideas

OClear-Corn.

and technical information.

(415) 989-1130
TWX: 910-372-1087

See Us at the NAB, Booth #76
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DBX HELPS KMJQ WORK MAJIC.
Majic. It's a black format that's
living up to its name in several
markets across the country.
And perhaps the biggest success story is Houston's KMJQ.
Back in 1977, KMJQ adopted

the Majic format and went
from near bottom to #1 in just
2 short Arbitrons.

Starting with April/
May 1978, KMJQ was

rated #1 in audience

12 + for 5 consecutive
Arbitrons.

Yet KMJQ was the
softest station on
the dial.
"To achieve our
goal," explains Chief Operator
Leroy Dietrich, "we placed a
lot of emphasis on the quality
of the sound. By the day we
started the Majic format, we
had built a technical ability
that we think is probably
one of the best in the country
"We hired an audio consultant to get us started," continues Dietrich. "He installed
P 303 pre -amps
and MC20 moving
coil cartridges on

hard to get. "After hearing how
smooth the dbx 165 compressor/
limiter works, there is no doubt
in my mind that it's the best limiter I've ever heard in
my life. We use it on
voices, and it gives us
the control we need
without sounding like we have
any control."
As you'd expect, KMJQ has
constantly been making subtle technical changes to maintain their leadership position.
"Due to competitive forces in
the market, we've had to crank
our signal up louder. Without
7 dbx tape noise reduction on our
carts, the noise would have
been cranked up, too. Now I'm

happier than ever that we're

fully dbx'ed," says Dietrich. "We
not only get the sound we want,
but the whole system is incredibly reliable - bulletproof."
Dietrich summarizes his
feelings about KMJQ's technical product by saying, "A lot
of this is subtle stuff, psycho acoustics. But people
comment to us that
our station sounds
more like the record
they bought than the other stations do. A psychological thing,

SL -1100A turntables.

Then he recommended dbx
equipment for definition
and dynamics."
KMJQ installed dbx tape
noise reduction on all their
cart machines. Not just for
their program material, but
for their commercials, too.
"That keeps our advertisers
happy because their commercials sound as clean as our
music," says Dietrich. "And
we use a dbx Model
500 subharmonic
synthesizer to
restore the low end.
It makes the station sound
especially well balanced.
Even at low listening levels."
KMJQ also needed a
compressor/limiter - but they
didn't want to ruin the sound
quality they had worked so

agreed. But it all adds up when
you start reading the Arbitrons."
For more information on
dbx's complete line of equipment for the broadcast industry write Professional Products
Division, dbx, Incorporated,
71 Chapel St., Newton, Mass.,
02195, USA. Tel. (617) 964-3210.

Telex: 92-2522. Distributed in

Canada by BSR (Canada) Ltd.,
Rexdale, Ontario.
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dbx®

THE TECHNICAL
TACTICS THAT MAKE
THE TELEPHONE
INTERFACE

SEVERAL SCORE OF RADIO ENGINEERS spent three hours on

the last morning of the recent NRBA convention learning

about the telephone. In an unprecedented open-ended

WORK
By G. Mark Durenberger

Interfacing the studio to dial -up
telephone lines is a many-sided problem
for the radio engineer. In an extraordinary
panel session at the recent NRBA
Convention, three experts supplied a full
complement of nuts -and -bolts solutions
to interface problems: Steve Church,
director of engineering, Liggett Group,
John Higdon, chief engineer, Broadcast
Technical Consultants; and William
Ruck, engineering manager. KFOG, San
Francisco. Moderator Mark Durenberger
has prepared this first part of a two-part
summary of the highly useful
information.

nuts -and -bolts session, we discussed the anatomy of the
telephone, the telephone long-distance network, and how
to Interface phone and broadcast studio. What follows is
an attempt to summarize some of this information to give

readers a working knowledge of the phone and enable
them to install or upgrade their own interfaces.
Rotary or Touch -Tone®, the telephone set consists of
two major areas - the switching and the network/handset. If your telephone has a pushbutton bank, chances are
it is connected to a Key Service Unit (KSU). Most older
KSUs connect to the telephone set via a 25 -pair cable.
Newer systems use serial data and talk path and may use
only two, four, or six wires, but for now we'll deal with
the more popular systems. The terminal blocks between
the KSU and the phone will be wired in line number order

beginning at the top, and will look similar to Figure 1.
In this type of arrangement, you may find four, five, or

six wires per line. Close inspection of your terminal
should tell you which way it's being done. TIP and RING
are the talk path, a dc circuit with a voltage superimposed
by the nearest exchange or KSU. This dc voltage is used to

create talk audio and "side -tone" (the reason you hear
your voice in the receiver) and is also employed to make
the Touch -Tone® pad oscillate. The A circuit, when
switched to ground, operates a KSU relay that switches on
the busy lamp for that line. This circuit is also used to put a
call on "hold" by momentarily opening this A lead while
TIP and RING are still connected. Inspection of the HOLD
button on the phone will show you how it's done mechan-

ically, but it can also be accomplished electrically.
Lamp voltage is 10 V ac against ground. The major
difference among the four, five, or six -wire schemes in
Figure 1 is that in larger systems , grounds are commoned
to save pairs. The TIP/RING path is a dc circuit that must be
completed to pull up the line relay and provide dial tone or

service. Nominal audio impedance of this path is around
750 to 900 ohms. A dc load on TIP and RING of from 250 to

500 ohms will pull up the line relay.

Pushbutton functions
The pushbutton keys on your telephone put three of
these circuits, TIP, RING, and A, onto a bus when a line
button is depressed (see Figure 2). The output of the TIP
and RING bus is fed to the network; it is at this point that it

G. Mark Durenberger is project engineer at KSTP,
Minneapolis, Minn.
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Since what comes into your building is two -wire, let's

Telephone Interface
is interrupted to insert interfacing. The A circuit goes
through the HOLD button so external interfacing would
include a normally closed contact in this series circuit to
permit electronic hold operation.
The other half of the phone is the network/handset. The
network performs a variety of chores. It completes the dc
path necessary to pull up the line relay, provides means of
reducing side -tone below feedback levels, and compensates for varying line characteristics. It may also provide
decoupling for a built-in ringer and some click suppression, as well as a match for the transmitter and receiver in
the handset. You'll note from Figure 2 that this network is
disconnected from the keyset when a high -quality interface is required.

look at ways to interface. First, here is a receive -only
situation in which we want a high -quality recording arrangement. Figure 3 illustrates the basic connection.
Transformer T1 is an isolation coil and in some cases
performs impedance transformation. T1 balances out
common -mode longitudinal circuit noise and metallic cir-

cuit noise and hum. Remember, the TIP and RING path
requires dc current to flow to pull up the line relay. But
most good coils do not like dc in their windings, so C is
added to prevent core saturation. To complete the dc path,
an R or L is added. The inductor presents a high impedance at audio frequencies. The resistor is cheaper if talk

level is not critical. T1 can be step-up if it's facing a
bridging input. The post -equalization suggested by Figure
3 will brighten things up a bit, but you'll quickly reach the

point beyond which you'll just add line noise.

Talk path levels

The two-way interface

Incoming telephone level is usually on the order of -18
dBm or so. (Disconnecting the network improves this by 4

Two-way interfacing is another matter, and there are
three approaches. The most popular is the Speakerphone.
It's easy to interface, allows some post -conditioning, and

to 8 dB.) Outgoing audio is several dB hotter. Losses in
the instrument, the path to and from the exchanges, and
trunk losses are responsible for the disparity. Long-distance calls require amplification in both directions in what
we might call a "full -duplex" arrangement. Most telephone long-distance trunks are four -wire, but great progress is being made in perfecting schemes of bidirectional
amplification for two -wire circuits.

Connections On Key Service Unit
5 -wire fanout
Line 1 Tip
Line 1 Ring

B or B1
R or R1

B or B1
R or R1

Line 7 lamp ground
Line 7 lamp
Line 8 Tip
Line 8 Ring
Line 9 lamp ground or T1

Line 7 lamp ground
Line 7 lamp
Line 8 Tip
Line 8 Ring
Line 9 lamp ground or T1
Line 9 lamp or RI
Line 8 lamp ground
Line 8 lamp
Line 9 Tip
Line 9 Ring

Line 9 lamp or Ill
Line 8 lamp ground
Line 8 lamp
Line 9 Tip
Line 9 Ring

Line 1 'A'

'A' circuit common (gnd)
Line 1 lamp ground
Line 1 lamp
Line 2 Tip
Line 2 Ring
Line 2 'A'
Usually line 9 'A'
Line 2 lamp ground
Line 2 lamp
Line 3 Tip
Line 3 Ring
Line 3 'A'
Usually line 8 'A'
Line 3 lamp ground
Line 3 lamp
Line 4 Tip
Line 4 Ring
Line 4 'A'
Usually line 7 'A'
Line 4 lamp ground
Line 4 lamp
Line 5 Tip
Line 5 Ring
Line 5 'A'
Usually line 6 'A'
Line 5 lamp ground
Line 5 lamp
Line 6 Tip
Line 6 Ring
BL, AG, or spare
SG, LK, or spare
Line 6 lamp ground
Line 6 lamp
Line 7 Tip
Line 7 Ring

4 -wire fanout
Line 1 Tip
Line 1 Ring
Line 1 Lamp
Line 1 'A'

Line 2 Tip
Line 2 Ring
Line 2 lamp
Line 2 'A'
Line 3 Tip
Line 3 Ring
Line 3 lamp
Line 3 'A'
Line 4 Tip
Line 4 Ring
Line 4 lamp
Line 4 'A'
Line 5 Tip
Line 5 Ring
Line 5 lamp
Line 5 'A'
Line 6 Tip
Line 6 Ring
Line 6 lamp
Line 6 'A'
Line 7 Tip
Line 7 Ring
Line 7 lamp
Line 7 'A'

1T3
1R3
1L3

ground
ground
ground
ground
ground
10V

ground

Figure 1. 25 -pair standard telephone color code. See text
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gating allows audio to move in only one direction at a time

so simultaneous two-way conversation is impossible.
This is the reason most talk -show hosts veto the Speakerphone.

A second choice that does permit two-way talk is the
hybrid. One of its forms, the transformer, is described in
Figure 4. The hybrid is also called a "four -wire terminat-

ing set" when used to convert four -wire to two -wire

Bell "Comkey"
6 -wire fanout
Line 1 Tip
Line 1 Ring
Line 1 'A'
'A' circuit common (gnd)
Line 1 lamp ground
Line 1 lamp
Line 2 Tip
Line 2 Ring
Line 2 'A'
'A' circuit common (gnd)
Line 2 lamp ground
Line 2 lamp
Line 3 Tip
Line 3 Ring
Line 3 'A'
'A' circuit common (gnd)
Line 3 lamp ground
Line 3 lamp
Line 4 Tip
Line 4 Ring
Line 4 'A'
'A' circuit common (gnd)
Line 4 lamp ground
Line 4 lamp
Line 5 Tip
Line 5 Ring
Line 5 'A'
'A' circuit common (gnd)
Line 5 lamp ground
Line 5 lamp
Line 6 Tip
Line 6 Ring
BL, AG, or spare
SG, LK, or spare
Line 6 lamp ground
Line 6 lamp
Line 7 Tip
Line 7 Ring

has a fairly consistent sound. But it suffers from the
one-way gating effect that's likened to a see -saw. The

Color
white/blue
blue/white
white/orange
orange/white
white/green
green/white
white/brown
brown/white
white/slate
slate/white
red/blue
blue/red
red/orange
orange/red
red/green
green/red
red/brown
brown/red
red/slate
slate/red
black/blue
blue/black
black/orange
orange/black
black/green
green/black
black/brown
brown/black
black/slate
slate/black
yellow/blue
blue/yellow
yellow/orange
orange/yellow
yellow/green
green/yellow
yellow/brown
brown/yellow
yellow/slate
slate/yellow
violet/blue
blue/violet
violet/orange
orange/violet
violet/green
green/violet
violet/brown
brown/violet
violet/slate
slate/violet

operation. Telephone audio from the two -wire side enters
the hybrid at and appears at the output port, 5/6. Local
mic audio is inserted at 1/2. When the proper conditions are
met, this mic audio is cancelled at the output port and only

telephone audio will remain.
Because the hybrid steals its tune from the Wheatstone
Bridge, the "proper conditions" are that the impedance of
the telephone circuit at 4/4 be balanced by a complementary impedance at the balancing network 78. You can
make this work rather effectively on the bench, using

resistive elements, and a very good null will happen.
Unfortunately, in the real world the telephone line displays a highly complex reactance which changes from line

to line and depends on circuit conditioning, loop length,
and even, in some exchanges, the impedance of the calling party's telephone line. So only an approximate null
can be accomplished. A perfectly complementary balancing network is almost impossible to realize and would be
valid only on a particular line. In the real world, on the
average line, look for a null of from 6 to 15 dB unless you
re -adjust for each call. (Editor's note: For a full discussion
of the telephone -line impedance problems, with actual
measurements of a large number of lines, see "What We

Found When We Measured Telephone Line Impedances," by Harrison Klein on page 71.)
You'll note from Figure 4 that mic audio encounters a
180 -degree phase reversal to be cancelled at the output.
Because of varying reactances within the coil, mic audio
travels to and through 180 degrees at several points in the
audio passband and the result is often audibly hideous. So
a mix -minus scheme may be employed as described in
Figure 5. Mix -minus has been known to us for years in the
recording studio as the echo -send or cue send bus. Mix -

minus allows you to add direct mic audio back to the

NOW YOU GET MORE

THAN MARCONI WHEN
YOU BUY MARCONI!

1111111iim
Take the Marconi IV R2 (pictured above). It's
a a. perbly-crafted machine from one of the world's
most prestigious manufacturers. A 1" C Format
VTR that has proven its quality and durability
time aid again.
Now add AFA. For more tian a decade we've
successfully designed and fabricated total videotape systems and rebuilt and refurk ished hundreds
of VTR machines of every make ani model.

Now, as the exclusive sales representative
for all Marconi Broadcast Products in North
Ameica, we'll service your MR2 and other
Marconi products with all the expertise and
knowledge we'vp, gained over the years. And
we'll supply you with all the spare pars and
components you' I ever need directly from our
headquarters in Northvale, New Jersey.

'3uaranteei!

APR
A.F. ASSOCIATES
100 Stmehu-st Court, Northvale, NJ 07647, (201) 767-1)00
1981 A F Associates. Inc
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VERSATILITY, RELIABILITY AND LOW DISTORTION. THAT'S
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ADJUSTABLE PEAK MODULATION ASYMMETRY FOR AM OPERATIONS.

WHAT THE TRANSDYNAMIC"' PROCESSOR IS ALL
SWITCHABLE HIGH AND LOW PASS FILTERS THAT ATTENUATE EXTRANEOUS
INPUT SIGNALS AND CONTOUR THE SYSTEM BANDWIDTH.

ABOUT. IT TEAMS WITH AUDIO & DESIGN'S EXPRESS OR
COMPEX LEVEL CONTROL AMPLIFIERS TO CREATE A
SUPERIOR TRI-BAND SYSTEM. IT FEATURES:

SENSIBLE SET-UP ADJUSTMENTS WITH LED BAR GRAPH PPM METERS.

TWO INDEPENDENT PROGRAM CHANNELS, FOR STEREO OR
DUAL MONO PROCESSING.

TAMPER -PROOF SOLID STATE AUDIO SWITCHING CIRCUITRY.

NO MYSTERIOUS EPDXY "BRICKS OR SECRET PARTS'.

FIELD TUNABLE BAND -SPLITTING FILTERS (6 OR 12 dB
PER OCTAVE PHASE COMPENSATED CURVES).

No MATTER WHAT YOUR FORMAT, THE TRANSDYNAMIC

SEPARATE CONTROL OF THE COMPRESSOR ATTACK,
RELEASE AND RATIO FOR EACH BAND.

SYSTEM IS THE CLEAR CHOICE FOR YOUR SOUND.
AN AUDITION IS THE ONLY WAY TO FULLY APPRECIATE

WIDE BAND VCA LIMITER AT THE SYSTEM OUTPUT

THE TRANSDYNAMIC. CALL TODAY, TOLL -FREE

FOR ABSOLUTE OVERMODULATION PROTECTION.

800-426-6170 FOR FURTHER INFORMATION.

SELECTABLE 0. 25. 50 OR 75,,S PRE -EMPHASIS
IN THE CONTROL CIRCUITS (NOT THE SIGNAL

SYSTEM INSTALLATION BY FACTORY PROFESSIONALS IS ALSO AVAILABLE.
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Because the telephone line is such a complex impedance,

Telephone Interface

the voltage drop across Rs will be non-linear with fre-

console, masking what's happening to the mic coming out
of the hybrid. Mix -minus also serves to reduce feedback
in certain applications.
The balanced -level mix

Another method that's been around for years is the
balanced -level mix method. This approach requires some

understanding if it's to work properly, but it's likely to
yield best results, is predictable, permits simultaneous
two-way conversation, and delivers a good degree of
fidelity. Here the major change is that mic audio is routed
through the telephone and used again at the console. The
balanced -level method does require some gain -riding,
however, because to make it work, just like the telephone
set, local (mic) audio must be several dB hotter than the
caller audio at the same point. Figure 6 displays the basic
balanced -level mix system. Here we're concerned with
audio going in both directions. It's important to note that

for best announcer -caller mix the ideal condition is
maximum power transfer, and that occurs when the send

amplifier is matched to the transformer. (Because the
receive side is bridged, we'll ignore it for the moment.)
In the old days, when men were men and tubes were the

thing, you simply matched the send amplifier output
transformer to the coil. Because these amplifiers had a
true 600 ohm source, the only thing you had to worry
about was amplifier noise. The match was good and
power transfer occurred. But if you connect a solid-state
device to this coil, its low source impedance will tend to
"short out" the transformer and little caller voltage will
be built up in the windings. So a build -out resistor, Rs, is
added.
And now we have the voltage -divider equivalent shown
in Figure 6 - and we're back to a real -world problem.

quency and mic audio will be altered (although not nearly
as severely as in the hybrid). If Rs is made big enough to
present a real match, high -end loss of mic audio results. A
low value of Rs will flatten out response but swamp the
coil. So a compromise is necessary. As a practical matter,
if an opamp is the send audio driver and T1 is a 600 to 600

ohm coil, Rs should be between 1000 and 2200 ohms.
The coil, by the way, should be a very good low -loss
device. Not more than 1 dB loss should be tolerated. The
ideal match to the telephone side is close to 900 ohms, but
a standard 600 winding works fine. Do not skimp on this
component - it's the most important part of the interface.

A Triad A67J is a good choice, unless you're lucky
enough to have some big ADC coils in your junkbox. The
choke will be 2 Hy or larger with a dc resistance of from
250 to 450 ohms. A wirewound resistor is often added in
series with a low -resistance choke to limit current flow.
In any type of telephone interfacing, remember that the

passband of the system you're dealing with is limited to
about 250 to 3000 Hz. For this reason it's important to
precondition the send audio no matter what type of interface you intend to use. A cookbook 18 dB/octave bandpass filter is appropriate for Speakerphone and hybrid
send audio, while a gentler filter is employed with the
balanced -level system. Post -conditioning includes some
upper-mids peaking EQ to brighten things up a bit. Some
compression will not only help balance caller/announcer
levels but will deliver a more consistent phone sound.
Remember, though, that the amount of mic audio rejection will be degraded by the amount of compression employed.
Handling conferences

So far we've dealt with single -line systems. How do
you tie two or more callers together? Common practice is

PART OF HOLD BUTTON
A"

11-

TIP

-COMMON

(GND)

FROM
KEYSET

KEY 1

LINE 1 TIP
(WHITE/BLUE)
LINE 1 RING
(BLUE/WHITE)

LINE 1 "A"
(WHITE/ORANGE)

RING

L

4R

TO
RECORDER

C

2 MFD-TI,

NON-POL
TI

0 -Figure 3, above, shows connections for receive -only on a

0--

11

two -wire system, when recording is to be made

I

INSERT INTERFACE
AT THIS POINT

KEY 5

LINE 5 TIP

(BLACK/GREEN)
LINE 5 RING

(GREEN/BLACK)
LINE 5 "A"
(BLACK/BROWN)

0-

Figure 2, above, shows connections made by pushbuttons on key set, and also

point at which interface is inserted

Figure 4 shows a typical transformer coupled hybrid,
which allows two-way conversation with reasonable
separation if the balancing network is proper
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The mix -minus circuit allows the user to add direct mic audio back
into the console, masking what is happening to the mic coming
out of the hybrid

Figure 6, above, shows the basic balanced level system, which
allows two-way talk, with some gain riding

CAN BE REVERSE -GANGED
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2
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TEL LINE 1

4
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T17

TEL LINE 2
LINE 17

H600/-

4
TRIAD
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In Figure 7 there are the connections for a two-line
system allowing the callers to hear each other, but with
required isolation in system

to simply push two buttons down together. This works
with a KSU when TIP and RING polarity is consistent. But

it doesn't always work that way outside, and a reversal
means loss of audio from both callers tied together. Remember too that in some exchanges the TIP and RING
battery will reverse when a call out is completed. So the
only sure way to prevent the problem is dc isolation.
Figure 7 expands our scheme to a two-line arrangement.
In this case, if the proper transformer is used, power
transfer occurs from caller 1 to caller 2, and they hear each
other fine. Send resistance Rs is more critical than with the
single -line system, but three callers can be tied together

this way with usable results.
Of course, this hookup can be expanded by inserting a
hybrid in each telephone line for a few dB of gain and
adding a mix -minus scheme, but that layout is a bit beyond the scope of this article so we'll cover it next time.

Figure 8 is a picture of a multi -line system showing
another way to do it. Note complete isolation.
66
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Another method of handling Several lines is shown in
Figure 8, above, with necessary isolation assured

A final note about conferencing. An elaborate system
-can put four or six or 10 callers on the air with each other
when a talk host wants to conduct a "sing -along." But as

a matter of practical communications, most talk -show
people agree that three callers conferenced together is
about the maximum you can deal with and still preserve
coherent communications among the group. So it's not a
matter of how many callers can hear each other but rather
whether callers can carry on a four-sided conversation,
unseen by each other, without stepping on each other. It's
my opinion that a practical talk system can be limited to
three -conference capability and the wise engineer will
design a system to do that well.
Call-dkectors and human -engineered talk -show line
switchers will be the topic of our next article, and we'll
finish reviewing what we learned at the NRBA session. I
hope you were able to attend that unique conference, and I
urge you to lobby your broadcast associations to provide
more of these nuts -and -bolts sessions.
BM/E
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A growing generation of television products
with the same commitment to your signal quality.
If theres cne thing in this business that
doesn't change, its your commitment to
provide viewers a quality signal. Just as
ours is to provide you the products to help
you achieve that goal.
Over the years, Tektronix has consistently prcvicied the test, measurement and
monitorirg Equipment to help raise color
television signal quality.
This year. three new Tek products
exemplify our continuing commitment to
signal quality by providing added
capabilities and improved performance.

690SR Color
Picture Monitor
If there's a monitor you can believe, it's the
690SR. High resolution, precise convergence and stable color make it your best
basis for subjective picture evaluation.
With the 69C1SR, theres no doubt your
picture is a correct rendition of input
signals.
Monitor set-up is simplified. Logical and
non -interactive convergence controls
make adjustment a simple, straightforward procedure. And maintenance
needs are minimal. Modular design
makes troubleshooting easy.
Its adaptibility makes the 690SR a
long-term irwestment that fits future

needs. New modules will become available as needed to meet both your own and
changing industry requirements.

468 Digital
Storage Oscilloscope
Here's digital storage in a portable scope.
You'll know the 468 for its bright, crisp
display, especially of low duty cycle
waveforms. Then look closer. Tneres
stable, sweep triggering of videc waveforms in TV line and field rates. plus field
selection.
The 468 offers a unique envelope
acquisition mode. Ideal for troubleshooting digital equipment. catching glitches.
monitoring changing signals and more.
A Tek exclusive.
For signal analysis, stored waveforms
can be expanded and repositior ed vertically and horizontally. Digital cursors offer
accurate, repeatable time and voltage
measurements of your signal. Storage
makes it all easy.

528A Waveform

Monitor
When you're looking for consistent, reliable monitoring of your video signal.
you're looking at the 528A.
The 528A enhances features of our
widely -used 528. New front panel con-

trols, for example. offer faster, easier
operation.
An internal CRT graticule assures
pa-allax-free viewing from a bright,
easy -to -read cisplay In short. more
accurate overall measurements With ths
wcrkhorse around, you'll know for sure
levels are right.

TSG7 Color Bar
Generator
If you're considering SMPTE Color Bar=_
for easier. more accurate p cture monitcr
alignment, Tektronix is ready with a nevt,
source, the TSG7 Color Bar Generator.
The TSG7 installs in the mainframe of our
1410 Signal Generator and turns the task
of adjusting cclor monitors into a precise,
easy and objective procedure.
Here you have a growinc generation of
television products. Changes have coma
out of our commitment to halp you achieve
better signal quality. That hasn't changed,
and never will.
Our toll -free number stays the same,
too: dial 1-800-547-1512 for the full story
on the products here.

Tektronix, Inc.
P.O.Box 1700
Beaverton, OR 37075

Production switcher is a GVG 1600-7K with Digita
Video Effects and Effects Memory System.
Background photc courtesy of KATU, Pcrtland.
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690SR Color Picture Monitor
General
19V" High Resolution Delta Gun Dot
Shadowmask CRT

Precise Convergence within 0.5 mm
(full screen)-Easy Adjustment in
Lockable Drawer

Stabilized Color BalanceCompensates for CRT Aging

Preset Controls-Wide Adjustment
Range in Lockable Drawer
UL 478, UL 1244, CSA 556B, IEC 348,
IEC 435 (*)

FCC part 15, subpart JElectromagnetic Interference
Control (*)

Rugged Assembly-Resistant to
Shock & Vibration

NTSC (Notch) Decoder

Scan Delay-Pulse Cross Mode
mHz
Luminance Bandwidth
(except subcarrier filter)
Chrominance Bandwidth X1.3 mHz
dB
Input Signal Return Loss
to 5 mHz

Switchable Slow/Fast AFC-Permits
Sync Instability Detection Down
to -c_ 25 Hz

Switchable Residual Subcarrier
Indicator- Permits Detection Down
to <2 2 IRE

Underscan Mode

528A Waveform Monitor
Internal graticule CRT scaled for line
tilt and pulse response (K factor)
measurements
UL 1244 listed and certified to CSA
556B*

AC or DC input coupling
Video output of the displayed signal
Precise frequency response
Selectable internal or external sync
DC restoration (on or off)
RGB and YRGB displays
Dual loop through 7551 inputs with
r46 db return loss to 5 mHz
525 or 625 line systems
468 Digital Storage Oscilloscope
10 mHz Useful Storage BW
100 mHz Non -store BW
Dual Channel, Delayed Sweep
TV Line & Field Rate Triggers
Field 1, Field 2 Selection
Bright, Crisp Display
Cursors for Time and Voltage
Measurements
0 1% Time Base Accuracy
Envelope Mode aids troubleshooting
TSG7 SMPTE Color Bars Generator
High Quality Full Field/Split Field
Color Bars
Color Bars Signals
SMPTE Color Bars

EIA Bars
Full field bars with switchable
components
75% or 100% amplitude
Split field/Y reference

Split field/Red
Split field bars/bars reversed

For further information, contact:
U.S A , Asia, Australia, Central &
South America, Japan
Tektronix, Inc
PO. Box 1700
Beaverton, OR 97075
Phone: 800/547-1512
Oregon only 800/644-9051
Telex 910-467-8708
Cable. TEKTRONIX
Europe, Africa,
Middle East
Tektronix International, Inc
European Marketing Centre
Postbox 827
1180 AV Amstelveen
The Netherlands
Telex 18312

Canada
Tektronix Canada Inc
PO Box 6500
Barrie, Ontario L4M 4V3
Phone: 705'737-2700
Tektronix sales and service offices
around the world:
Argentina, Australia, Austria
Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada,
Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica,
Denmark, East Africa, Ecuador,
Egypt, El Salvador, Federal
Republic of Germany, Finland,
France, Greece, Hong Kong.
Iceland, India, Indonesia, Iraq,
Israel, Italy, Ivory Coast, Japan,
Jordan, Korea, Kuwait, Lebanon,
Malaysia, Mexico, Morocco, The
Netherlands, New Zealand,
Norway, Pakistan, Panama, Peru,
Philippines, Portugal. Republic of
South Africa, Saudi Arabia,
Singapore, Spain, Sri Lanka,
Sudan, Surinam, Sweden,
Switzerland, Syria, Taiwan,
Thailand, Turkey, Tunisia, United
Kingdom, Uruguay, Venezuela,

Zambia.

(') Pending-January 1981

1981. Tektronix, Inc All rights
Copyright
reserved. Printed in U S A Tektronix products are covered by U S. and foreign patents, issued and pending. Information in
this publication supersedes that in all pre-

viously published material Specification
and price change privileges reserved.
TEKTRONIX, TEK, SCOPE -MOBILE, and
are registered trademarks of Tektronix,
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WHAT WE FOUND

WHEN WE MEASURED
TELEPHONE LINE

IMPEDANCES
By Harrison J. Klein

Dial -up telephone line impedances vary
over a large range, as this article
reports. The engineers need a simple
way to measure the impedance of each
line in order to devise the best possible
interface to studio equipment, often a
troublesome problem. The article tells
how to make the measurement with test
equipment found in every radio station.

would wish to make similar measurements.
The data we obtained may be typical of what would be
found in other parts of the country. It is quite different
from what might be expected based on the few discussions
in the literature about phones. It shows tremendous differences in impedance between exchanges, and substantial

differences from call to call on the same line. It also
showed that some actual impedances could not be dupli-

cated with passive, lumped networks, which does not
bode well for hybrid designers.
In order to have a complete knowledge of impedance,
both the resistance and reactance must be determined.
Alternatively, the magnitude and phase angle provide the
same information. There is a new piece of test equipment

ONE OF THE PERENNIAL

problems faced by engineers is
how best to couple a telephone to other studio equipment.

on the market, the Plantronics/Wilcom Model T306
Phasor Impedance Measuring Set, which will measure

The design of any kind of telephone coupler, whether it be
one of the expensive units available commercially or the

these quantities directly on a dial telephone line.

kind of simple, home-brew hybrid used by many engi-

neers today, requires knowledge of the impedance
characteristics of the telephone line. This is needed in
order to design a balancing network that will maximize the
isolation between input and output (the trans -hybrid loss).
Even if one is not designing hybrids but just trying to learn
more about telephones, the basic question is: What does a

line look like?
Yet there is no readily available source for this important information. There have not even been discussions
about general questions such as whether the impedance
changes from call to call, or if it differs from exchange to
exchange.
As a news/talk station, where the hybrid is to us what
the turntable is to a music station, WIND is vitally interested in this information. We therefore set up a program
to measure the impedances of phone lines. The method we
used could be quite easily duplicated by other stations who

Harrison J. Klein is engineering manager of WIND,
Chicago, Group W, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.

Unfortunately. its purchase could not be justified, so we
were forced to devise an alternative method of impedance
measurement based on the conventional test equipment
we had available.
We want to measure the telephone line directly without
going through an isolation transformer so there would be
no question that the impedance of the line itself was being
determined. This complicated what would otherwise have
been a relatively simple matter because connecting something which is not isolated from ground to a phone line

will cause severe hum and will make measurement
impossible. For this reason, many test instruments which
can ordinarily be used to measure the voltage, current, or
phase in electronic circuits were unusable here.

How we measured it
We finally settled on a computational method of impe-

dance measurement that requires only a voltmeter to
determine both magnitude and phase angle (or alternatively, resistance and reactance) of an unknown impedance. This technique was recently described in a Synergetic Audio Concepts newsletter. The required measureBM/E MARCH, 1981
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ments are easy to make and require little judgment on the
part of the measurer, helping to maximize accuracy.
To use this method, a resistor R is connected in series
with the unknown impedance (see diagram). The resistor

should have a value on the same order as the expected
impedance of the unknown, but its exact value is unimpor-

tant. We used a 620 ohm resistor. A sine wave audio
signal of the frequency at which the impedance is to be
measured is applied to the series circuit as shown.
The three voltages VT, VR, and Vz are measured with
an ac voltmeter (preferably digital for best accuracy). The
impedance of the unknown is then calculated using stan-

dard equations. These equations are derived from geometrical considerations of the voltages and currents in the
circuit (see phase diagram).

These formulas can easily be adapted to a programmable calculator so that when VT, VR, and Vz are measured, the calculator will quickly compute the unknown

so that capacitive impedances may rise with frequency
and inductive impedances may fall. Therefore, some
other method must be used to determine whether X is
inductive or capacitive.
The fact that a telephone line is being measured causes
other problems. Since we want the impedance under actual calling conditions, the line must be held off -hook. In
addition, the dc on the line must be blocked to prevent it
from interfering with our measuring instruments.
To take all these considerations into account, we devised a test jig for making the measurements and a data
sheet for recording them (see diagrams). The 10.5 H coil
has low enough resistance to hold the line off -hook, but
has a minimum reactance of 13000 ohms at 200 Hz, the
lowest frequency of interest. The 1500 i.LF dc blocking
capacitor has a maximum reactance of 0.5 ohms at that

frequency. Therefore, these two components have a
negligible effect on the measurements.
The two bridging transformers do not affect the measured impedance, but provide voltage and current samples

that are used to determine whether X is inductive or

impedance.
The equations calculate the value of reactance, X, but

capacitive. The transformer secondaries are connected to
a two -channel oscilloscope. If the voltage waveform leads

do not tell whether X is inductive (positive angle) or
capacitive (negative angle). In a passive, lumped net-

the current waveform, X is inductive. If current leads
voltage, X is capacitive.

work, this can be determined by watching how the impe-

dance changes with frequency. If Z rises with rising
frequency, X must be inductive. If Z falls with rising

Although the scope might be used to measure the phase
angle directly, we chose not to. The telephone line has dc
jitter, which causes a somewhat unstable scope display,

frequency, X must be capacitive.

making accurate measurements difficult. In addition,

Unfortunately, a telephone line is a kind of trans-

measuring the angular difference between two waveforms

mission line, and transmission lines can shift impedances

on a scope is much more time-consuming and requires

UNKNOWN
IMPEDANCE

AUDIO
GENERATOR
x

Z

VA -

The basic measurement technique is shown in diagram above, with resistor
about equal to impedance to be measured. Voltages are measured with an ac
voltmeter

64-- V.

Phase relations of voltages in measurement
configuration are shown on diagram above

TO 2 -CHANNEL OSCILLOSCOPE

The complete test jig, with
values of all components, is
shown at right. The two
samples fed to the
oscilloscope determine
whether impedance is
inductive or capacitive

CURRENT SAMPLE

VOLTAGE SAMPLE

BRIDGING

1500 uF

FUNCTION
GENERATOR
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The new CGE 30 KW TU transmitter,

sophisticated simplicity at its best.
Canadian General Electric's
Broadcast Equipment people have
done it again. We've come up with a
30kW unit that's among the best in
today's television transmission
technology.
As with our other transmitter
models, simplicity of design is at the
heart of our new 30kW unit, which
has a 1500 -watt solid state driver. It's
completely self-contained and there
are only two tubes in the entire
transmitter.
Most transmitters today have solid
state control logic. But not all
transmitters have the added feature
of a control logic bypass panel. Our
30kW model has both.

And if you require 60kW output, rvo
problem. Two 30kW units can be
combined in parallel to give you the
desired result.
As for operating efficiency, our
30kW model lunctions economically
and keeps your energy costs at
a minimum.
When it comes to installation and
maintenance, we have an efficient,
highly qualified field service team
that's very responsive to your needs.
Some transmitters are so complex
that you practically need a full-time
engineer on hand to figure them out.
But the new CGE 30kW is different.
Not that it's elementary. Far from it.
We like to refer to it as sophisticated
simplicity at its best.

We hope to see you at the NAB Convention in Las Vegas, April 12-15 (Booth 431)

CBE

Canadian
General Electric

Canada

Canadian General Electric
Broadcast Equipment
396 Attwell Drive
Rexdale, Ontario M9W 5C3
Telephone (416) 675-7500
Telex 06-939302

United States
General Electric Company
Broadcast Products
777 14th St. N.W.
Washington, D.C.
20005
Telephone (202) 637-4103

We "do it right" when designing and constructing mobile and
fixed television facilities to insure superior technical/mechanical
performance and human comfort.
COMMUNICATION ENGINEERS

Excellence in Telecommunication Systems Design and Engineering.
Circle 147 on Reader Service Card

San Diego. California (7141 560 1578

Telephone Line Impedances
much more operator judgment than reading numbers on a
digital voltmeter.
We chose to make measurements at the standard 1/3 -

octave frequencies between 200 and 5000 Hz. This
covered the 300 to 3000 Hz range of interest while also
indicating the general trends at the fringes.
We made measurements on a representative line in each

of the four telephone exchanges WIND uses on the air.

Each line was measured under several different conditions:

A local call to the same exchange, if possible (two of

used to calculate the averages for Exchange A demonstrate that the biggest impedance change occurs when you

call outside the exchange. The impedance curves measured in the three calls to different exchanges were all
quite similar, but substantially higher than the same -exchange call impedance curve. This indicates that the trunk

leaving the local exchange affects the impedance most,
while succeeding trunks have little effect.
The second set of measurements, taken two months

after the first, showed little difference between corresponding impedance curves. The differences caused by

different calling conditions are much greater than the
differences caused by impedance shifts with time.

the exchanges are incoming -only and cannot place calls);

A troublesome exchange

A local call to a different exchange;
A call to a suburban exchange;
A long-distance call to a different area code.

Our biggest problem has been with the "mass -call -in"
exchange supplied to broadcasters by the telephone com-

In addition, a second set of measurements was taken under

changes during contests, etc. We have never been able to
get good performance from a hybrid on this exchange, and
the impedance graph for Exchange D shows why.
Here the impedances vary so much from call to call that
averages are not helpful. Notice first that each curve has

identical conditions two months after the first set was
made. We wound up with 28 different impedance curves
from a total of 420 measurements.
The staggering results

To make some sense out of all these numbers, we did

some statistical calculations. First, the measurements
were averaged at each frequency over all exchanges and
all calls. The results are shown in the graph showing the
average of all measurements. These results are both staggering and misleading - staggering because of the tre-

mendous range of values. The ±1 standard deviation
range at 200 Hz goes from 450 to 1700 ohms! And
remember, ±1 standard deviation does not include all
measurements. Some are outside even this range. Any
hopes we might have had that all lines would look somewhat alike were dashed when we looked at this graph.
This figure is also somewhat misleading. Often, a mean

pany to prevent us from overloading conventional ex-

areas of rising impedance, yet the phase angle always
remains capacitive. This implies a transmission line effect
that cannot be duplicated with simple lumped networks.
In addition, the peaks and dips in the curves sometimes

Table 1

Vx

will indicate a "typical" result, while the standard de-

=V

l=

viation shows the scatter around the typical result. That is

not the case here. As we will see shortly, none of the
impedances looked anything like the means of either
magnitude or angle shown in the measurements. Other

(VR)2 - (Vz).2
2VR

Vr =

(Vz)2 -

Intermediate
quantities

VR
IR

Z= vz

than the fact that all impedances generally decrease with

increasing frequency, this figure tells us only that the
ranges of Z and 0 are very wide.

= tan -1

( vx
Vr

A "well-behaved" exchange

When individual exchanges are examined, the results

get much more reasonable. The averages of the most
well-behaved exchange are shown in the graph for Exchange A. Here, the results varied little from call to call.
Although the magnitudes are lower than what we expected
in a phone line, they fall gently and continuously with
frequency and the phase angle is capacitive, which is what
would be expected since the magnitude is decreasing.
One might expect that this line could be balanced quite
well with a relatively simple network, and such is indeed
the case. The hybrid on this line had used a simple parallel
RC balancing network with excellent results. The impedance curves suggest that an even better approximation
to this impedance could be made by adding another capacitor in series with the existing network, which would

r

Impedance
parameters

Vr

Vx
X

where VT, VA, Vz = measured voltages shown in figure 1
Vr = voltage across r in the unknown impedance
Vx = voltage across x in the unknown impedance
I
= current through R
Z = magnitude of unknown impedance
() = phase angle of unknown impedance
r = resistance of unknown impedance
x = reactance of unknown impedance

add the low frequency impedance boost shown in the
graph.
The individual impedance curves (not shown) that were

Equations used to calculate impedance
BM E
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Improved In Four Important Ways!
No. 1 Cart Machine
Today, one out of every two broadcast cartridge machines purchased
worldwide is an ITC Premium Line machine.
Now, four new features make this
first -choice line an even greater value.

Removable Head Module
True center pivot design. Azimuth,
zenith and height adjust independently. Locking one does not affect
the others. Steel ball pivots and
longer azimuth arms permit finer tuning.

Improved Frequency Response
The head is new. The open-faced design
is cylindrically shaped rather than hyperbolic. MuMetal laminations are surrounded by epoxy filler impregnated with aluminum oxide particles for shielding and
durability. Core windows are wider tnan
conventional designs. The end result is
greatly improved
frequency response
without low end
humps and bumps.

Improved Tape -Head Alignment
New cartridge positioning system assures
precise, rigid alignment of tape to head
even when insertion is hurried or careless.

New Cart Hold Down

New Head Design

Long -Life Pressure Roller
The 525K pressure roller offers twice the

pulling power and extended life. Tolerates

common cleaning
chemicals. Holds
its durometer even
in high humidity.

New Pressure Roller

New Removable Head Module

To place a no -risk order

CALL TOLL -FREE

800-447-04114
From Alaska, Hawaii, Illinois

call collect; ( 309) 828-1381)

International Tapetronics Corporation,
2425 South Main Street,
Bloomington, Illinois 61701
Marketed exclusively in Canada by McCurdy Radio Industries, Ltd, Toronto

Circle 148 on Reader Service Card

Telephone Line Impedances
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Averages of all telephone line

impedance measurements
show tremendous range of
values found
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The measurements made at
Exchange A, right, showed
relatively "well behaved"
lines that could be matched
reasonably well

*guano,' OW

Measurements on lines into
Exchange D varied so widely

that averages were nearly
meaningless; using these
lines presented great
matching problems

reverse themselves from call to call. This is borne out in
adjusting our present hybrids: an excellent trans -hybrid
loss can be obtained at one frequency, while 250 Hz away
it is 20 dB worse; yet under a different call condition, the
bad and good spots reverse.
Graphs of the other two measured exchanges, B and C,
showed these two exchanges to lie between the "best"

develop a telephone interface that will perform well under

all necessary conditions. Although some lines are relatively well-behaved so that balancing networks are not too

difficult to design, other lines are impossible to balance
with passive lumped networks. The differences between
exchanges are so great that building a device that will

and "worst" exchanges, A and D.
These measurements help provide a better under-

work well with all of them is a major achievement. We can
hope that some of the new telephone interfaces that have
been or are about to be introduced commercially will solve

standing of the problems broadcasters face when trying to

some of these problems.

BM/E
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CB7000 COLOR BAR IDENTIFIER
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CB7100/7200 COLOR BAR IDENTIFIERS PLUS

VSID-81 VIDEO SOURCE IDENTIFIER

6x1 DA VIDEO
DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIER

identify with QS!
Identify and originate a channel with the CB7000 colorbars,
alphanumeric I.D. and tone
Identify, originate, and control, with the CB7100/7200, the
CB7000 with genlock, blackburst and other system controls
Identify your existing channel with VSID-81, a compact loop
through unit that adds alphanumeric characters
Identify with our philosophy of service that carries throughout our broadcast equipment product line all the way to our
compact 6x1 video distribution amplifier
CB7000 Color Bar Identifier

CB7100/7200 Color Bar Identifiers Plus

Standard 525/60 NTSC color bars
EIA-RS-189 split field color bars
Eight ASCII code video characters
Changeable on -board or external programming

1000 Hz audio tone and mic
Switchable and power -down bypass

VSID-81 Video Source Identifier
Loop through, adds alphanumeric characters
8 on -board, quick change, programmable
characters
I.D. in any active or vertical blanking interval
Single board, or up to 16 units in 51/4" of rack
Adjustable size, position, with or w/o

All CB -7000 features plus external functions

Genlock and blackburst
Composite sync and composite blanking
Field indexing
Subcarrier, burst flag
Half and full field, minus I & Q
Color full field and half screen color

6x1 DA Utility Video
Distribution Amplifier
Looped through video input
Six isolated outputs
Excellent transparency
Front panel gain and equalization controls

background surround

These four new system components are just a sample from QSI's extensive line of

equipment for the broadcasting industry.
Come to Booth 1603 at NAB, and see our complete line of Broadcast equipment.

ra

systems,ine.

For more information on QSI System's full line of bt?oadcast equipment, call or write: QSI Systems, Inc,
993 Watertown St., West Newton, MA 02165, (617) 969.7118 or visit Booth 1603 at NAB
Circle 149 on Reader Service Card
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Jump on Our Competi.
...Pete Wood, Prcject Engineer

99

Vidtronics Company, nc., Hollywood
031

Vidtronics' clients are picky. And Pete's a
perfectionist. He wants them to have the best
product possible.
This is what he told us about the Fernseh TD -2
Digital Noise Filter:
"Many of our clients are film -oriented, so they
look for grain and noise. With the TDF-2, we can
reduce the intensity of scratches and random noise,
especially when transferring film to videotape for
integration into a live show or when editing prerecorded videotape.
"The TDF-2 gives us the jump on our competi:ion.
In fact, we thought enough of it at the time of our
original purchase that we immediately ordered a
second unit. And our option package with the
enhancement and chrominence-to-luminence
correction features gives us an extra edge.
"Our clients definitely get a better end product
through the use of the TDF-2."

Tha:'s what the man said.
If you want to improve the SNR of cameras.
videotape recorders and microwave/satellite links
by as much as 18 dB, take Pete Wood's advice.
Call or write us today for complete technical
information. For literature only, call
1-800-821-7700, ext. 701; in Missouri, caL
1-800-892-7655, ext. 701.

FERNSEH INC.
the Video Corporation of

Bell & Howell and Robert Bosch
P.O.Box 15068, Salt Lake City, Utah 84115
(801.1 972-8000, Telex: TM388352 SLC

Chicle 150 on Reader Ser.be Card
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KAKE:
QUALITY ENG
ON A BUDGET
Faced with the classic smaller market
dilemma of how to take advantage of
newer technology without either
assuming the national debt or using
sub -standard equipment, KAKE made a
rapid transition to ENG while saving
money and maintaining quality.
LARRY HATTEBERG is a stickler for video quality. As chief

photographer for KAKE-T V , Wichita, Kansas, he always

insisted that his photographers maintain high standards
while filming. But as with most stations, KAKE saw the
value in being all -electronic in its news department. The
question that Hatteberg and KAKE management had to
answer was how to continue that quality with electronic
cameras and still make the switch to total ENG as rapidly
as possible. With the cost of the better ENG cameras in the

$40,000 -plus range, a rapid change was not financially
feasible under those circumstances.

ENG wasn't new to KAKE, but the station's three
cameras were constantly being rotated among the eight
photographers. Hatteberg felt that it was important for
each photographer to have his own equipment. He believed that when people have a proprietary stake in a set of

equipment they take better care of it. That had been his
experience with film cameras, when individual photographers had everything they needed to function and felt as
if it was "their stuff." It allowed a photographer to
become familiar with the quirks of the equipment and be

able to work effectively around it. It was also easier to
know what was a quirk and what was a real problem.
The arrangement worked fine when the station was
using film cameras that cost a few thousand dollars. Buy-

ing eight new film cameras is well within the budget of
even the smallest television station. But making that same
budgetary commitment with cameras that cost upwards of

$40,000 is another thing all together.
Being practical people, the news department management made the decision to move into total ENG at a much
slower rate. That meant one or two cameras this year, two

The temperature ranges in Wichita makes it necessary to have
dependable equipment

next year, and the rest the following year. That was the
plan until Sharp came to the station to demonstrate the
XC-700. The basic unit costs $12,000 without the lens.
There was a certain amount of skepticism on the part of
KAKE's engineering staff on how good a $12,000 camera
could be for use in a professional broadcast news operation. According to Hatteberg, "Our engineering staff was
all set to pooh-pooh it and say that it was a piece of junk.
They didn't say that. They said that it's a good camera.
It's an amazing camera for the price . After the engineering people got through with the camera the news department took over. Ray Depa, KAKE's
news director, said, "We took it out into the field and used
it and, frankly, we just didn't see a $27,000 difference."
This is not to say that Sharp has built a $40,000 camera
for two-thirds less (they don't claim that), but according to
the engineering staff at KAKE they have built a camera
that is as good if not better than cameras costing twice as
much. That was exactly the market that Sharp was after.
BM/E MARCH, 1981
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Quality ENG On A Budget
The cost of the Sharp XC-700 suddenly presented
KAKE's management with some options that didn't exist
before. When the positive report came back on the camera
Larry Hatteberg faced a dilemma: "Now what do we do?
Here we've got a camera that we could afford to purchase
all at once. We decided at this point to take a chance on
what was an unproven camera.

"We figured that in three years we were going to be
buying all new cameras because of advances in technology. This could not be a long-term investment in cameras.
And at $44,000 dollars a camera we just wouldn't get our
investment back in that three-year period.
"We decided to go with the Sharp camera. It's not as
expensive as a $44,000 camera, but we were able to go

with assigned equipment, a camera with which our
photographers were happy, and we didn't see that great a

difference in the image [for the additional amount of

KAKE has four eIi booths and is in the process of building
another. The sta!ioi is also putting in a room for -nicrowave
reception

money involved].
"Now, I see a little bit of a difference in the image but
I'm a trained observer. My wife can't see it, my friends
can't see it, and people at home, I don't think, can see it.
At this point we are really very happy with the camera."
Assigned equipment eases maintenance

Hatteberg makes much of his photographers having
assigned equipment. "I think the key to keeping a camera
looking good is assigned equipment - having one person

use that camera," Hatteberg explains. "I don't care
whether it's a $2000 camera or a $50,000 camera, that's

the key." Hatteberg feels that for a station the size of
KAKE, that system is the only way to keep ahead of
problems.
Each week, on the photographer's day off, the camera
and recorder (KAKE uses Sony BVU 50s) are left in the
newsroom maintenance shop. During that time, the two

engineers assigned to handle maintenance on news
equipment have plenty of time to check out the gear. A
regular schedule of preventive maintenance has forestalled some of the problems that other stations have had
after the switch to ENG. "A station that does not commit
to a good maintenance program for its ENG operation,"
explains Hatteberg, " is asking for disaster. You've got to
be on top of it all the time."
While setting up a good maintenance program is a
must, there also must be a commitment on the part of the
maintenance engineers to make sure that the equipment is
always in excellent condition. "Our engineers really want
to make that camera look good. They go that extra mile.
I've got to give them credit - they really care and that
makes a big difference," adds Hatteberg.

The Sharp XC-7C0 with the attendant gear has aihwed TV -10 tc
go ENG much faster than originally planned

Cameras are half the ENG equation

Making the transition to ENG involves not only
cameras but also editing equipment. And while there

82

Regular maintenance has kept the KA KE equipment working with
few problems. Hatteberg says good maintenance is the key to a

hasn't been the level of commitment to one brand of editor
as there was with the Sharp XC-700, KAKE is favorably
impressed with the Newsmaker editor from Cinema Prod-

successful operation

ucts, for many of the same reasons the station cited for
buying the Sharp cameras.
"For a news department," says Hatteberg, "it's a fine
little editor. It's inexpensive but it does things that an
editor costing three times as much can do. It's very accurate. We're real happy with it and I think that we're going

there is little doubt that it could become the editor of

BM'E MARCH, 1981

to replace one of our older units with it." If the editor
continues to perform up to the standards set by the station,

choice at KAKE.
The psychology of transition
Dennis Decker is a photographer/editor at KAKE. He
had no physical or technical problem making the transi-

14688

Total Error Corrector
The New Standard
See it at NAB Booth 1815
.

.

Edutron Incorporated
6649 Peachtree Industrial Boulevard
Norcross, Georgia 30092
Telephone (404) 447-4422
Circle 151 on Reader Service Card

Telex: 804822

With 4 models for improved performance
Since 1975, Hitachi SATICON camera tubes

have aided TV cameramen in demonstrating their creative talents. SATICON's well-

known reliability, high resolution, low lag,
and well-balanced, highly sensitive spectral

response have allowed the equipment to

perform up to the abilities of the expert
behind it.

* H9369B - 1 -inch tube for studio camera
with the same fine features of the H9366B.

Once again, Hitachi has helped to make
your broadcasting life a little more beautiful.
To make the picture perfectly clear, drop by
booth No. 1404 at the 1981 NAB show.

Today, Hitachi takes pride in introducing
the second generation - SATICON-II. Thanks

US Registration No. 1047050

to precision technological improvements,

SATICON-II succeeds in eliminating sticking
caused by specular high light. The stars of
the new generation are:
* H8397B, H8398B - versatile 2/3 -inch tubes

which are interchangeable with conven-

tional SATICON tubes.
* H9366B - 2/3 -inch tube for ENG camera
with pin -lead signal takeout (low capacitance) for high S/N, high resolution and low
lag layer.

HITACHI
Hitachi, Ltd.
Electronic Devices Group
6-2, Otemachi 2.chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan
Telephone: Tokyo (03) 270-2111
Cable

:

Telex

:

"HITACHY" TOKYO

J22395, J22432, J24491, J26375
(HITACHY)

For information, write to: Hitachi America, Ltd.,
Chicago Branch Office, P.O. Box 973, Arlington
Heights, III. 60005
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Quality ENG On A Budget

Larry Hatteberg, chief photographer at KAKE, has won many
awards for his film work, but feels that ENG is a necessity in
today's marketplace

tion to ENG. He had used ENG cameras before. But he
was first and foremost a film cameraman. "You know the
old joke," he relates. "Old cameramen never die, they
just fade to black." He tells the story because he had felt

that the change to ENG had taken away some of his
creativity. "There was always that good feeling," he
explains, "of going out on a story and coming back and
saying, 'I got it.' You would screen the film for the first
time and think, 'Boy, that's beautiful.' You'd hit the right
exposure and everything was just perfect. It was a great
feeling. With tape, the way everything is automated it's
hard to mess up."
Decker felt that he had lost the control that made him a
good photographer. He had difficulty in his mind dealing
with a system that only required you to point the camera
and let it do all the work. He even felt that there were just
some kinds of shots that you could only get with a film
camera. Decker didn't like the feeling of operating like an
automaton. But Dennis Decker is not an automaton, he's a
photojournalist, and he best describes his rebirth as an
electronic photojournalist:
"I shot this warehouse fire. It was blazing like you've
never seen it blaze before. As I shot it I had the same
feeling that I had with film. I felt in control for the first
time. I knew that what I was seeing through the viewfinder
was what I was going to get. It was a tremendous feeling.

"When I rolled up to that fire at two o'clock in the
morning I felt independent again. I felt that everything
was working for me; the camera, the BVU, and myself
were working as one like it had been with film.
"I think that some photographers who have made the
transition have yet to feel that. They're doing a good job
but they are not feeling the satisfaction that they once had.

"I think that when 'old photographers' went from film
to tape they thought that they'd died. They have yet to
wake up to the fact that it is a new beginning. And it's time
for them to reassess the skills that they had and how they
can put those into the new era."
BM/E
Fade up.

INSTANT DELIVERY
FROM STOCK!
Stations al.. across the country are 11/
using what might just be the finest recorder
ever built -the fantastic MCI JH-110B.
If you've had a hard time getting delivery, your
wait's over. Control Technology, your

complete source for professional broadcast
equipment, is delivering JH-110ifs
from stock. And we've got complete technical
back-up and spare parts in-house.
Call today. There could be an MCI
at your station tomorrow!

CONTROL TECHNOLOGY, INC.
991 S.W. 27th Ave., Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33312
Phone: (305) 587-2716, (305) 792-7791
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Space Shuttle

Launch of the space
shuttle will be controlled
from this center, which
has been outfitted with a
sophisticated launch
processing system. The
Apollo moon mission
launches were controlled
from here

For broadcasters who remember the first satellite
transmission of a television picture on the night of July 10,
1962 via Telstar I, the promise only imagined then will be

fully realized. For radio broadcasters at popular music
stations who remember the excitement of Telstar captured

by the popular song of the same title, their share in this
satellite age will be just as great as that enjoyed by television. Satellite communications already provide the
distribution of high -quality music programs and television

programs economically superior to terrestrial transmissions at any distance greater than 700 miles. But
demand for satellite channels already outstrips capacity.
Anyone viewing the dramatic coverage of the U.S. hostages held in Iran cannot help but understand the potential,
but anyone who tried to acquire transponder time during
those exciting days in January will also remember the "no

vacancy" response of the satellite operators - if they
were even able to reach the jammed switchboards at
Western Union and RCA. Owners of transponder time,
like Wold Communications, were equally deluged with
frantic requests for time on the birds; all three of Wold's
"flying saucer" transportable uplinks were fully booked.

The situation was similar wherever satellite communications equipment was present. A few lucky stations, like Portland's KATU, which has its own transmit/
receive earth station (and very fortunately happened to
have a reporter in Europe at the time on another assignment), were able to scoop their competition with satellite
reports piggybacked by their affiliated network.
Stations like KATU, which have entered the future with
a vengeance and silenced their critics with results, also
lead the way to the routine use of satellite technology at

the local station level. In last month's "Panels of 100
Survey of Broadcast Industry Needs," earth station
equipment shot out of nowhere on broadcasters' wish -lists

to take seventh place in the minds of radio broadcasters
and second place in the minds of television broadcasters.
Sixty-two percent of radio broadcasters and 80 percent of
television broadcasters stated that earth station equipment
was on their list of 1981 equipment needs. In both cases,
the support for earth station interest came evenly from
managers and engineers. There seem to be few doubters
left.

Cost of communication plunges
NASA's Office of Space Transportation Systems will
be offering the first cut-rate space fares via the shuttle. In
years gone by, launch costs necessarily included the com-

An artist's conception of how two crew members will execute
cargo handling from a special cargo control panel aboard the
Columbia
88
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plete consumption of the vehicle. Cost of the satellites
necessarily included a return on investment period equal
to the life of the bird since repair was impossible. Satellites always used "ultimate" designs, since once orbited,
they could never be upgraded.
With the space shuttle, NASA expects to recover its
investment in the vehicle and ground systems over a

The Only 2" ATR That's
As Advanced As Your 1" VTR
ith the Otari MTR-90, your audio can be
as good as your video. It has all the advantages of one inch video format:
:ompact size, broadcast quality, essential
)roduction features, and fewer dollars.
t's the two inch multi -track producion machine that's earned the repuation for being The New Workhorse.
3ost production houses, networks and
ecording studios are discovering that
t's the new machine that outpaces the
Dig names.

Here are some of the advantages of
The New Workhorse:

Superior Tape Handling - the industry's first three motor, pinch-rollerless
two inch tape transport that can keep
up with your VTR.
Advanced Audio- high slew -rate components, active mixing of bias and audio,
single card electronics, and a 71 dB dynamic range
(24 track).

Advanced Control Circuitry - digitally controlled

LSI circuitry for reliability and ease of
servicing.
-, Superior Editing - digitally timed,
gapless electronic inserts. The capstan speed is continuously variable
from 1 to 400 ips with external control.
The MTR-90 was designed for easy
access to virtually any tape
ccntroller/editing system: EECO,
BTX, ADAM -SMITH, AUDIOKINETICS,
CMX and CVC. And, an optional phase
compensated wide -band amplifier is
available for high speed SMPTE code
reading.
The MTR-90. Stay ahead of your competition with The New Workhorse The frontrunner in video sweetening.

O1I2211 The New Workhorse

Otari Corporation, 2 Davis Drive
Belmont, California 94002
Telex: 910-376-4890
(415) 592-8311

Space Shuttle

LAUNCH
6/15/84
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7/10/84
INC 28.5°
ORB 160 5.81.
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INC 28.5°
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A page from the scheduled flight manifest of the space shuttle outlines the payload of
several 1984 flights

12 -year period and has not included the cost of original
research and development in its freight rate calculations.

A shuttle launch will cost one- to two-thirds less than
launches aboard the non -reusable Delta, Atlas -Centaur,

and Titan rockets that have lifted most previous commercial satellites into orbit. When the shuttle program is
fully operational and is undertaking a planned 50 missions
per year, NASA estimates that launch savings will amount
to half a billion dollars a year, "depending on inflation."
The huge cargo area of the space shuttle measures 60
feet long by 17 feet wide by 13 feet high. The weight of the
payload can be up to 65,000 pounds. These capacious
accommodations will greatly ease the design problems for
satellite manufacturers. Functions and capabilities left out
of pre -shuttle satellites can be built into the new generation. The liberated design potential this presents to the
manufacturer will increase satellite productivity and reduce costs.
In fact, the freedom to design bigger and more efficient
space craft will ultimately save even more than the reduced launch costs. Previously, launch costs have represented about 20 percent of total mission costs, with 80
90 BM/E MARCH, 1981

percent of costs going into the actual payloads. NASA
expects that payload costs can be cut by 30 to 40 percent.
Another unique area for economy stems from the actual

flight characteristics of the shuttle craft. Because of the
extremely gentle acceleration of the shuttle, passengers
and payloads will experience g -forces no greater than 3 g.
This means that the crew can include civilian personnel in
reasonably good physical shape, chosen for the particular
needs of the mission. Employees of commercial satellite

manufacturers can accompany the satellite into orbit to
care for its special needs or be taken into orbit to repair
malfunctions aboard equipment launched earlier. The
gentle shuttle flight also means that design considerations
for individual satellites will not have to include their
ability to withstand the 7 g stress of standard launch.
The Columbia

The shuttle consists of four primary parts: two solid
rocket boosters (SRBs), an external fuel tank that carries

the liquid fuel for the shuttle's main engines, and the
orbiter are reusable; only the external tank (ET) is expended fully during each flight.

Be where the news is happening at NAB. Visit the RCA exhibit and try out our lightwellght new TK-86. It's a
worthy successor to RCA's trusty TK-76, the EN G/EFP veteran that's served beyond the call of duty on
newsfronts around the world. Through hell and high water.
It has the same basic electronics as the celebrated TK-76, but uses 33% less power. And there's the same
ruggedness, reliability and serviceability. But shoulder the TK-86, and feel the difference.
With its form -fitting base, it nestles comfortably and securely on the shoulder. It's nicely balanced. And it
can remain conveniently upright when you set it down.
It has an improved optical system, with a totally -sealed f/1.4 beam
splitter. It's available with low -capacitance versions of the Saticon®
or Plumbicon® tubes. And with a full range of remote control devices.
Of course, it's backed by incomparable RCA Tech Alert
service. See it at
NAB or see your
RCA Representative.
RCA Broadcast
Systems, Building 2-2,
Camden, NJ 08102
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Happy 25th birthday to video tape
from the people who lit the first candle.

'Scotch is a registered tradema

3M Hears You

Space Shuttle
Shuttle
The SRBs are solid fuel rockets that fire at launch and
help the main engines through the first two minutes of
flight. After the craft has reached an altitude of about 24
nautical miles, the SRBs separate from the orbiter and ET

and parachute to a soft landing at sea, where they are
retrieved by ship. The SRBs are returned for refurbishing

and refueling and are expected to be good for up to 50
missions.
The orbiter, which houses the main engines, derives its

fuel from the ET. The fuel is a liquid oxygen/liquid
nitrogen mixture in a six -to -one ratio. The main engines
develop sea -level thrust of 375,000 pounds and burn for

about 8.5 minutes. As the orbiter escapes the earth's
atmosphere and begins to enter orbit, the ET separates and

falls back to earth. The ETs are expected to land somewhere in the Indian Ocean, but no attempt will be made to
recover them.
The orbiter and its crew are expected to remain in orbit
for about seven days on the average mission. The crew
will be maintained in a "shirt -sleeve working environment" with an oxygen/nitrogen mixture and temperatures

equivalent to earth's atmosphere at sea level. Food is
plentiful and interesting if not tasty, but will resemble
food served aboard commercial airliners. In fact, even the
W.C. resembles those used aboard airliners, with the only
apparent difference being the presence of footholds and

straps to keep the user on the seat in this weightless
environment. At present, no on -board entertainment is
planned for the crew, but the 2020 controls on the flight

deck should manage to hold their attention.
After the mission is complete the crew (which can
consist of up to seven persons) begins the reentry process.
The orbiter is slowed by small engines and begins to near
the earth's atmosphere. The flight attitude is somewhat
reminiscent of a "pancake landing" as the orbiter presents its underside to the upper atmosphere where the high
friction temperatures are fended off by specially designed
ceramic -like tiles that can remain cool to the touch on the
inside while the facing side reaches temperatures of 1200
to 1300 degrees Farenheit. (Actually, numerous types of
insulation are used on the various parts of the vehicle with
varying insulative properties depending on the expected

temperature the part of the craft is expected to experience.)
After the orbiter has slowed enough and penetrated the
upper atmosphere, the craft will maneuver like a normal
aircraft, although it will be unpowered flight. The craft
can control lateral flight over a range in excess of 1000

miles. If the launch, as in the case of the first mission,
leaves from the Kennedy Space Center at Cape Canaveral,
it will return and land on a standard airstrip at the Center.
Other missions may be flown to and from Vandenburg Air
Force Base in California.

Just as explorers ventured into the American West in
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the full exploitation of the West's potential could not be realized until the
advent of the railroad. Once again, Americans are on the
verge of tapping vast new resources through the development of an efficient transportation system capable of establishing and maintaining commerce with the new fronBM/E
tier.
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A space shuttle typical mission profile
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An Obscene Phone Call?

Vibrating Earmuffs?
Fingernails On A Blackboard?
What Is Aural Excitement?
APHEX
Mod

602

ALral Exciter,

APH EX
The Aphex Aural ExciterTM gives you sonic realism obtainable by no other
means. Producers of over 4000 albums have relied on this unique effect to
give their recordings true spatiality and detail. Broadcasters around the world
are now turning to the AphexTM to give an added dimension of clarity and
presence without making the sound unnatural or inducing listener fatigue. In Vine or in your production room, give yourself and your listeners the opportunity
to experience the answer to "What is Aural Excitement?' Aphex M.

See us at Booth 330 at NAB

Circle 156 on Reader Service Card

Aphex Systems, Ltd.
7801 Melrose Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90046
(213) 655-1411

TWX: 910-321-5762

HIGH -DEFINITION
TV AROUND
THE CORNER
At last month's SMPTE Television Conference, American
broadcasters got their first in -person look at Japanese high
definition television. The truly superb pictures witnessed by
delegates to the SMPTE immediately inspired discussions of
"when will it come?" The details supplied in this article on the
research done in Japan are a prelude to a discussion of the
demonstrations shown at SMPTE, which will be covered in our
SMPTE report, next month.
RESEARCH INTO HIGH -DEFINITION TELEVISION by NHK -

the Japan Broadcasting Corporation - began in 1968.
Studies on the acceptable picture quality and size, signal
standard, and broadcasting systems were carried out with
simulated film, HD TV cameras, and wide-screen CRT
displays developed by NHK, while transmission tests via
the Japanese BSE satellite have been made to determine
the appropriate transmission system. NHK has now provisionally adopted an HD -TV standard that provides 1125

scanning lines, an aspect ratio of 5:3, and a line interlace
ratio of 2:1, with a field repetition of 60 Hz and a video
frequency luminance bandwidth of 20 MHz.
For the realization of an HD TV broadcasting service,
hardware from the camera to the display device had to be
developed by NHK. Satellite broadcasting may prove to
be the most economical and technically feasible transmission system because of the wideband nature of HD TV.

FM transmission or digital transmission is likely to be
used for the HD TV system of the future. FM, digital, and

Editor's note: The information on high definition television was obtained from papers written by Takashi Fujio,

Junichi Ishida, Taro Komoto, and Taiji Nishizawa of
NHK' s Advanced Television Systems Research Group.

fiber optic transmission methods are described in the
article; one of these techniques, or a combination, will
bring HD TV to Japanese viewers.
Subjective evaluation tests using color transparencies

Experimental television
receiver with 5 -to -3
aspect ratio and 1125
scanning lines gets
viewer test in Japan
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THE FACTS ARE IN...
Thellsi 200 Series with PolyKey

is today's truly advanced switching system.
to -black with pulse proces-

FACT:

Our 200 Series is available in three different configurations (shown) providing

the right size switcher for
any facility.
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Every 200 Series switcher
is built around the amazing
PolyKey effects (PKE) unit.
Unmatched flexibility allows
complex transitions like two
edged title keys over a bordered wipe behind a

chromakey to be performed with speed, accuracy,
and simplicity.
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Whether your facility is a
broadcast operation, pro-

ISI 200-2 Production Switcher

duction house, or industrial

ternal quad split, title key
over/under, video and
chroma keying, black/
white/color key edging, rotary and spin wipes - and
more!
FACT:

The Downstream Transition Unit on the 200 Series

Switchers includes items
you'd expect to pay extra

FACT:
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your application - production, remote, or post promoo
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for - but don't with ISI:
'flip-flop' mixer with auto mix
and cut bar, colorized DSK

.44:1
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ISI 200-1 Production Switcher

with edging, master fade-

duction - we've got the 200
Series Switcher that's just
right. All with ISI's two year
warranty and total commitment to service.

Call us toll free for more
information and the name
of your nearest authorized
ISI professional video products distributor.
Available in NTSC & PAL.

Innovative Switching Ideas.

CSI

INDUSTRIAL SCIENCES INC

P.O. Box 1495 / Gainesville, Florida 32602
Toll Free: (800) 874-7590
Florida Only: (904) 373-6783

See us at Booth 1115 NAB in April
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Table 1 - Required SIN Ratio For

High -Definition TV

HLO-PAL FM Transmission

were carried out to investigate the subjective effects on
picture quality of screen size and the number of scanning
lines. At first, transparencies were projected onto a specially prepared screen formed by two cylindrical lenticular lenses set at right angles to each other and a diffuser.
These transparencies were of printed pictures made by a
screen printing technique. They had varying resolutions
produced by different values of screen or mesh fineness.
It was found that a television picture having scanning

n (lines)

1,125

30 MHz

Signal bandwidth (fb)
Desired S/N ratio (weighted)

53 dB
(for threshold
of detectability)

Weighting value
Required S/N ratio (unweighted)
De -emphasis effevt*

12.0 dB

41.0 dB
2.8 dB

*Expected S/N improvement by de -emphasis processing

lines and a 2:1 line -interlace ratio has the same subjective

picture quality as that of a transparency having 0.6n
0.7n scanning lines. This result agrees well with others
obtained from tests for interlace effects on picture quality
using an experimental television system with various
numbers of scanning lines and interlace ratios.

Table 2

When the screen area was doubled, the subjective value
of the picture quality was improved by about one grade in

Signal bandwidth
Desired S/N ratio (weighted)

a seven -grade scale because of increased "realism" and
the stronger impression produced by a bigger picture. The
30 -inch wide-screen CRT NHK developed in collaboration with manufacturers has a picture area about twice that

of a conventional 20 -inch CRT and about six times the
number of picture elements (2,600,000). It incorporates a
high -resolution electron gun and can resolve more than
1000 TV lines. The video bandwidth of the display is
expanded to 45 MHz at -3 dB. The display is provided
with a zooming -up function that can magnify an optional
area on the picture screen about four times.
Experimental apparatus for HD TV studies

NHK Technical Research Laboratories developed a
range of equipment with 1125 scanning lines for its high definition studies. In 1970, for example, a 22 -inch color
CRT monitor having a shadow mask with a 310 /Am pitch

Required SIN Ratio For Y -C
Separate FM Transmission
n (lines)
Y or C

1,125
Y

C

20 MHz

6.5 MHz

53 dB
(for threshold
of detec ability)

Weighting value
Required S/N ratio (unweighted)
De -emphasis effect*

13.4 dB

9.5 dB

42.6 dB

46.5 dB

9.9 dB for Y signal,
10.1 dB for C signal

*Expected S/N improvement by de -emphasis p ocessing

following year SFIF receivers for HLO-PAL and Y -C
separate FM transmissions were developed for satellite
transmission tests.
In 1974 NHK developed a high -definition color camera, telecine, and color encoder. The color camera, with
resolution of 1125 lines, and a black and white camera
with resolution of 2125 lines both incorporate a new
pickup tube, the Return Beam Saticon (RBS), which has

superior resolution and S/N. Currently a high-

of fineness and an aspect ratio of 4:3 was developed. In
order to obtain good convergence over the entire area of
the display, a digital convergence system was incorporated. The registration of the three -color images was accomplished via stored digital convergence -error signals.
A wide-screen television display measuring 1 m by 0.5 m
(approximately 39.4 by 19.7 inches) was developed the

performance laser beam telecine is under development.
Other equipment includes a signal -processing system that
improves hue stability in the flesh -tone color region
(developed and tested in a 525 -line TV system) and an
HLO-PAL color encoder and processor for Y -C separate
signal time -multiplexed with PCM stereo sound, perfected in 1977.

same year; the unit optically combined three 26 -inch color
CRTs via half -mirrors. The wide-screen display with 30 inch CRT, described above, was developed in 1977. The

tion experiments were carried out with these machines.
The results were as follows:

LINE ALTERNATION

L.P.F.

Cw

0

Studies to test the results obtained from the film simula-

fW

CS- AM

CS-AM

fy

nfh

fs=nfh- fy+ fr,

r-CN

Cw
1

A

CS-AM: CARRIER
SUPPRESSED AM

Fig. 1 shows, left, block diagram of the chrominance modulator
used in experimental high -definition television broadcasts by

fs

fn

cw

CARRIER
COLOR SIGNAL

GENERATOR
fh

f

0

P

I.

A A AAA ,k.1%

I
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IS

NHK, Japanese television authority. On the right is the frequency
spectrum of the color subcarrier signal in the HD system
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at NHK's laboratories. A block diagram for the signal
processing and a frequency spectrum of the signal are

In a television system operating on a 2:1 interlace and
30 Hz frame, 1600 scanning lines are sufficient to obtain
satisfactory picture quality with no line flicker.
In a high -definition television system with 1125 scan-

illustrated in Figure 1. With this signal system, efficiency
in frequency utilization will be reduced a little owing to
multiplexing of the chrominance signals, but there will be
less crosstalk between two chrominance components and
between the luminance signal and the chrominance signal.

ning lines and a 4:3 aspect ratio, a desirable signal

The picture quality therefore will be less degraded by
variations of transmission channel characteristics.

bandwidth is about 15 MHz. In this case, picture quality
deterioration is not perceptible even at a viewing distance
of three times the picture height.
On a 1125 -line system with a 5:3 aspect ratio, desirable
bandwidths for wideband chrominance component and
narrow -band chrominance component are 6.5 MHz and
4.5 MHz respectively.

Y -C separate transmission

Satellite transmission will be one feasible broadcasting
system for future high -definition television. A wideband
FM transmission system is desirable. However, for .FM

transmission of the composite color signal that multiplexes the chrominance signals in the high -frequency
range of the luminance signal, such as in the NTSC and
HLO-PAL system, high transmitter power will be required to to keep a high SIN ratio in the chrominance

HLO-PAL signal

The high -definition television system of the future
should be such that image information can be transmitted
with high stability. However, stable transmission of in-

components. For efficient transmission of the signal with

formation can be achieved by tradeoff with the

low power and narrow bandwidth, the Y -C separate

bandwidth.

transmission system in which luminance signal and line -

A composite color signal named HLO-PAL is one

sequential chrominance signal are transmitted through
individual FM channels is desirable. PCM stereo audio
signal is multiplexed in the horizontal blanking period of

high -definition television signal used for terrestrial broadcasting. This signal has been utilized for transmission test

DG, DP
CORRECTION

LED
DRIVER

LED

OPTICAL
FIBER

OPTICAL
CONNECTOR
PIN

FREQ.
RESPONSE

1,

PRE -AMP

CORRECTION

Fig. 2. Overall arrangement of experimental optical fiber transmission system
used with high -definition television

Fig. 3. Graph shows the S/N ratio in optical
fiber transmission as function of received
optical power

Table 3- Parameters For High -Definition Television Signal Transmission (Tentative)
Parameters

Carrier frequency
Video bandwidth
Type of modulation
Radio frequency bandwidth
Video signal-to-noise ratio*
(unweighted)
Carrier -to -noise ratio
(99.5% of time)

Receiving antenna diameter
Receiver noise temperature
Atmospheric attenuation
(99.5% of time)
Required e.i.r.p. at the edge
of service area (-3 dB)
Satellite transmitting
antenna bandwidth
Satellite transmitter power
*SIN ratio for threshold of noise detectability
98
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Composite Y -C separate transmission Composite V -C separate transmission
color signal
color signal
transmission
Y
C
transmission
Y
C
30 MHz

22.8 GHz
20 MHz

6.5 MHz

FM

FM

FM

FM

FM

FM

100 MHz

25 MHz

100 MHz

75 MHz

25 MHz

40.9 dB

75 MHz
42.6 dB

46.5 dB

40.9 dB

42.6 dB

46.5 dB

25.6 dB

17.3 dB

19.8 dB

25.6 dB

17.3 dB

19.8 dB

1.6 m

1.6 m
800 K
6 dB

1.6 m

1.0 m

1.0 m

1.0 m

800 K
6 dB

800 K
6 dB

1100 K

1100 K

14 dB

1100 K
14 dB

74.7 dBW

65.2 dBW

62.8 dBW

88.1 dBW

78.6 dBW

76.3 dBW

1.0°

1.0°

3.2 kW

360 W

70.8 kW

8.0 kW

210 W
------------,-------570 W

30 MHz

42 GHz
20 MHz

6.5 MHz

14 dB

4.6 kW
-------....---------12.6 kW

pictures
&power
Leddicons

the image, standard for qual ty camera tubes.
The Ledc icon' fami y of 2/3", 1" and 30mm lead oxide
tubes are the best awailable today and include
integral andvariable light bias types, extended

reds, higi resolution greens and HCPs for
anti -comet tailing suppression.

Vidicons

the established imaging tube standard for all
broad cast color teleci nes and caption scanners.
A wide range of pho:osurfaces means that :here
is an EEV vidicon to meet any requirement.

Klystrons...
that pay for themselies in 1 to 2 years. Our 55 KW
high Efficiency klystrons have opera-ed reliably at
over 45°A efficiency for the past two years worldwide
EEV klystrons are awailable from 10 KW to 55 KW.
Powe- tetrodes a complete power range is available
for TV AM and FM t -ansmitters

Vidicols
& Isocon

Registered Tradem3-k of EEV Lead 04ide Camera Tubes

See us at NAB Booth #925

EEV, INC.
7 Wes.thester Plaza, Elmsford, NY 10523, 914-592-6050, Telex 646180
In Canada EEV CANADA. LTD.. 67 Westm pre Drive, Rexdale, Ontario, M9V 3Y6, 416-745-9494, Telex 06-989363
In Euroe English Electric Valve Co Ltd., Chelmsford, England CM1 2QU Tel. 0245 61777, Telex 851-99103
Members of the GEC Grour of Companies
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CREATIVITY TAKES FLIGHT
ON AMPEX VIDEO TAPE.

BROADCASTERS AND PRODUCTION
COMPANIES DEPEND ON
AMPEX TAPE.
From videotape equipment to the video
tape itself, broadcasters and production
companies Throughout the world
depend on Ampex. High quality,
durability, reliability, and prompt service
are just some of the reasons.
Ampex 175 Highband Quadruplex
Video Tape has proven itself under
every conceivable type of operating
condition within every video standard.
Excellent color performance, low dropouts, and a t3ugh durable formulation
with low headwear are features which
have contributed to this dependability.
And now Ampex 196 High Energy
Broadcast Helical Video Tape has been
specifically engineered to fill the
increasing needs of a particularly
demanding group of video professionals-those who have chosen one of
the new broadcast helical VTRs.
No mattar what your video tape
needs are, tere's an Ampex video tape
for you. Anc, once you've tried Ampex
tape, you'll see why broadcasters and
production companies have grown to
depend on Ampex.

AM MX
REFLECTIONS OF REALITY.
AND BEYOND.
Ampex Corporation, Magnetic Tape Division.
401 Broadway, Redwood City, CA 94063 415/367-4463
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High -Definition TV
the luminance (Y) signal. In this system, amplitude peak
after preemphasis is suppressed to an extent of negligible
picture degradation in order to make a large frequency
deviation. Thus, a high SIN ratio can be achieved with a
low transmitter power.
By using the single weighting function for noise affect-

SMPTE
EDIT -CODE
READER AND CHARACTER -GENERATOR

ing television signal which the authors proposed, the
desired SIN ratio for the same noise impairment as in other

television systems can be defined. Table 1 shows the
desired SIN ratio for threshold noise impairment which is
required for the FM -transmitted HLO-PAL signals, and
Table 2 shows those for the Y -C separate FM transmission.

The Y and C signals are preemphasized. The crossover
frequency f1 for the Y signal is 0.8 times the cutoff frequency fp; and the f1 for the C signal is 0.25 f0. The gain in

the high -to -low frequency range is 12 dB.
FM TV broadcasting in 22 GHz, 44 GHz, and 80 GHz

The most economical and practical system for the proposed high -definition television service may be the transmission by satellite broadcasting and reception by home
antennas. The VHF and UHF bands are unusable for the
transmission of the broadband signals of high -definition

television. At present, 12.2 GHz, 23 GHz, 43 GHz, and
86 GHz bands are reserved for satellite broadcasting services. Rain attenuation is very large in the 42 GHz band and
85 GHz band, so the use of the 23 GHz band looks most
feasible.

Typical satellite link parameters are listed in Table 3,
based on the required S/N ratios given in Table 2. The

THE NEW STANDARD OF THE INDUSTRY
FEATURES: The McFadin Window'-'- wide range
digital decoder, highly legible and unique FONT,
1-3/4" rack mounting, vertical interval display, all
front panel controls, drop frame indicator, choice
of Time -Code or User -Bits, regenerated
Time -Code output (DUB). MODEL DR -107A

GRAY ENGINEERING LABORATORIES,
504 W. Chapman Ave.
Orange. Ca. 92663 714-997-4151

Circle 160 on Reader Service Card

radio frequency bandwidth is 100 MHz, and the time
fraction of SIN ratio which does not exceed the threshold

of noise detectability is 0.5 percent during the worst
month of the year. It can be seen from Table 3 that the
satellite transmitter power is 600 W per one degree coverage for the Y -C separate transmission system. This trans-

mitter power is likely to be achieved by the late 1980s.
The use of the 42 GHz band may be impractical since 20

times the power required in the 23 GHz band would be
needed. This is because of large rain attenuation at 42
GHz band.

The Japanese experimental broadcasting satellite
"YURI" was launched in April 1978, and various transmission experiments are now being carried out.
NHK performed a high -definition television experiment with the cooperation of the Japanese Ministry of
Posts and Telecommunications, employing Y -C separate
transmission. A one -channel stereo PCM audio signal was
time -division multiplexed in the hori:contal blanking
period of the Y signal. The satellite link parameters of the

experiment are shown in Table 4. As the result of the
experiment, the SIN ratio of the received picture was
approximately equal to the threshold of detectability when

received with a 2.5 m diameter antenna.

IF YOU NEED
CONSULTING

ENGINEERING
OR DESIGNING
SERVICES
for a specific pl'ouiem or a complete
communications facility, call Jenel
for results. Jenel has many years
of experience and state-of-the-art
expertise to provide the finest in
consulting engineering services.
For more information, write or

CALL ITENEL
Visit us in booth 1813 at
the NAB convention

Digital transmission of high -definition television

It is important to consider not only FM transmission
systems but also digital transmission systems, especially

for future broadcasting systems. Considerable bit rate
reduction can be expected utilizing digital signal process-

ing techniques such as intra-frame coding (DPCM and
block coding) and interframe coding. The total bit rate is

nEf ecniaotation
9550 Forest Ln. Suite 400/Dallas, Tx. 75243

(214) 343 1229

Circle 161 on Reader Service Card
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The C/N ratio degradation is caused mainly by inter symbol interference due to band limiting and the non-

250 Mb/s including a sound channel. Digital satellite
transmission parameters of the DPCM coded signal are
shown in Table 5. The carrier -to -noise (C/N) ratio re-

linearity of transponder. In this case, the required satellite
transmitter power is 1010 W, which is not large compared
to FM transmission.
If interframe coding is adopted, a smaller bit rate can be

quired to keep the bit error -rate (BER) under 10-5 is 18.8

utilized, resulting in the reduction of the transmitting

dB, in which a total C/N ratio degradation of 6 dB is
assumed.

Table 4 - Parameters For Satellite
Transmission Test In 12 GHz Band
Parameters
Video bandwidth
Radio frequency band
Satellite transmitter power
Receiving antenna diameter
Carrier -to -noise ratio
Video signal-to-noise ratio
(unweighted)

Y

C

20 MHz
75 MHz

6.5 MHz
25 MHz

100 W

100 W

2.5 m
16.6 dB

22.0 dB

40 dB

45 dB

bandwidth and transmitter power. Thus digital transmission is competitive with FM transmission.
Fiber optic transmission of high -definition signals

Optical fibers are very suitable as transmission lines fo
broadband high -definition television signals because of
their wide bandwidth and low loss characteristics. NHK
has developed several optical fiber transmission systems.
The first experimental system is shown in Figure 2. With
this system, a baseband high -definition television signal
modulates the light intensity output of an LED. The light
beam is transmitted through a low-cost step -index optical
fiber and detected at the receiving end by a PIN photodiode and high input -impedance amplifier.
Figure 3 shows the received optical power and S/N ratio
of a detected television signal. In the case of transmitting

Table 5 - Parameters For Digital
Transmission Of High -Definition TV
Parameters

Scene in experimental high -definition system shows refined detail

that results from using around 1000 horizontal scanning lines,
rather than standard 525

Bit rate
Type of modulation
Radio frequency bandwidth
Bit error rate
Carrier -to -noise ratio (99.5% of time)
Receiving antenna diameter
Receiver noise temperature
Atmospheric attenuation (99.5% of time)
Required e.i.r.p. from satellite
at the edge of service area (-3 dB)
Satellite transmitting
antenna bandwidth
Satellite transmitter power

Digital transmission (DPCM)
250 Mb/s
40 PSK
150 MHz
10-5

18.8 dB
1.6 m

800 K
5 dB
69.70 dB
1°

1010 W

30 MHz band composite color television signals of

a

1125 -line system, the threshold of noise detectability is 41

dB, so the received optical power must exceed 10 µW.
Input optical power is about 100 p,W, so the permissible
loss in the optical fiber is 10 dB. Recently developed
optical fibers have losses as low as 3 dB/km, and it is
therefore possible to transmit high -definition television
signals over 3 km without any repeater.
Another system using a trans -impedance amplifier was
also experimented with. The output noise of this system

has a flat spectrum. The light modulation index is 50
percent and the S/N ratio obtained with 15 µW optical
power is 43 dB.
A new system in which a laser diode is used with a
transmission capacity of 500 MHz for long-distance trunk

Enlargement of section of above scene about four times
demonstrates that scanning lines just become visible in parts
of picture; detail holds in most parts
102 BM 'E
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line transmission or distribution with a community antenna reception system via the broadcasting satellite is
now being developed. In this system frequency -modulated signals of high -definition television and VHF standard television signals are transmitted by frequency multiplex through graded -index optical fiber.
BM/E
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The cold,
hard facts.

MCI invites you to compare specifications for the JH-110B against those of any oth
tape recorder on the market today. No pretty pictures, no bright copy, just facts. The ,
110B...unsurpassed in a field of professionals. And that is a cold, hard fact.

Unless otherwise specified, the following conditions apply to all graphs:
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Speed: 30 ips
Overbias: 1.0dB I@ 10kHz
Fluxivity: OdBm = 250nWb/m
Speed: 15 ips

Amplitude

Overbias: 3.0dB @ 10kHz

dB

Fluxivity: OdBm = 250nWb/m
Speed: 71/2 ips

Overbias: 3.0dB @ 10kHz
Fluxivity: -10dBm = 80nWb/m
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All tests were performed utilizing Scotch Type 226 Tape.
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RECORDIREPRODUCE RESPONSE
These graphs represent the frequency response of the recorder on and off tape, assuming a constant input level. They demonstrate the flat an
extended response of the JH-110B Recorder.
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REPRODUCE EQ RANGE
A wide range of reproduce equalization adjustment ensures that the
JH-110B will conform to NAB, IEC and AES standard response curves.
There is sufficient range to compensate for head wear and to align to
reference tones on aged or degraded tape copies.
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RECORD EQUALIZER RANGE
The record circuitry of a recorder is aligned to complement the
reproduce response previously aligned to match standard curves. '
JH-110B features a wide range of adjustment to allow alignment u$.
any of the range of tapes available today.
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DISTORTION/PURITY OF SIGNAL
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SQUARE WAVE RESPONSE
are Wave Response demonstrates both transient response and
se linearity throughout the recording process. Response such as
the JH-110B produces excelleri reproduction of live, dynamic
erial and reduces copy to copy degradation.

Both flutter, or variations in tape speed caused oy transport eccentricities, and distortion degrace the purity of recorded signals. Using
latest technology op amp design, the JH-110B minimizes second order
distortion, while maintaining a wide dynamic range and very low noise
floor. This, in combination with the closed loop servo capstan drive
system and starpdard scrape flutter fitter provides purity of signal unsurpassed by ary other professional recorder. Odd order harmonic
distortion and modulation noise are knctions of the tape used.
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COMMON MODE REJECTION RATIO

STANDING NOISE/REPRO MODE
3 is an amplitude versus frequency plot of the various noise
nponents generated internally by the electronic circuitry. Use of
ist technology and high specification components ensures low
se figures on the JH-110B.

Common Mode Rejection is the ability of the electronics circuitry to
reject any signa applied equally to bath sides of its balanced input,
signals such as RF, hum, etc. The JH-110B design ensures a high
Common Mode Rejection Ratio, making it ideal for use in any
operational atmosphere.
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TAPE WALK

REPRODUCE CROSSTALK

asing between tracks is very important and is a function of the
ichine's tape path stability. The JH-110B transport and head
sembly design yield a most stable tape path for maximum phase

Crosstalk is the leakage from one track or channel to another, and is
primarily a functior of the heads. The JH-110B exhibits excellent
crosstalk figures across the frequency spectrum, including minimizing
of the low frequency nodes encountered in typical head design.

agrity.

JH-110B Specifications
Frequency Response

Bias and Erase Frequency

Record/Reproduce
30 ips, AES 40 Hz - 28 kHz +.75/

At 1 kHz better than 80 dB

Input impedance
Output impedance
Output clipping

Signal -to -Noise

Transport

Record/Reproduce, reference to 510 nWb/m

Speeds

Unweighted, 20 Hz - 20 kHz
4TK
66
64
63

Weighted, dB(A)

30 ips, AES 74
15 ips, NAB 70
7.5 ips, NAB 70

(Ref. 250 nWb/m)

Amplifier Electronics

Record/Sync

2TK
66
64
63

30 ips
15 ips
7.5 ips

900 msec
500 msec
500 msec

System Weight

Depth of Erasure

30 ips, AES 50 Hz - 16 kHz +.75/ - 2 dB
15 ips, NAB 30 Hz - 10 kHz +.75/ - 2 dB
7.5 ips, NAB 30 Hz - 4 kHz +.75/ - 2 dB

mono

to 0.1 % DIN 45507 flutter, 10'/2" reels

120 kHz

2 dB

15 ips, NAB 30 Hz - 24 kHz +.75/ - 2 dB
7.5 ips, NAB 30 Hz - 20 kHz + .75/ -1.5 dB

30 ips, AES 70
15 ips, NAB 68
7.5 ips, NAB 67

Start time

Fixed
Variable

10k ohms balanced
120 ohms balanced
+ 24 dBm

Transport unmounted
Electronic drawer, dual channel
Variable profile cabinet (VP)
High profile cabinet (HP)
Power supply

34 lbs.
19 lbs.
73 lbs.
115 lbs.
23 lbs.

7.5, 15 and 30 ips
± 20% around fixed speeds

Configurations
inch
inch
1/2 inch
1/2 inch

Full track
2 track
2 track
4 track

1/4

1/4

71

70

68
67

68

Reel sizes

67

Available with NAB A (3,5 or 7 inch), NAB B
(101/2 or 14 inch), DIN 1000m (111/2 inch)

Distortion

FLEXIBILITY

Harmonic distortion,
510 nWb/m, 1 kHz fundamental
3rd harmonic:
30 ips, AES <.35%
15 ips, NAB <.52%
7.5 ips, NAB <1.6%
2nd harmonic:
30 ips, AES <.10°/0
15 ips, NAB <.10°/0

Tension

7.5 ips, NAB <10%
30 ips, AES 1040 nWb/m
monic: fluxivity 15 ips, NAB 1020 nWb/m
level
7.5 ips, NAB 1000 nWb/m

Wow Flutter

30/0 3rd har-

Distortion is primarily a function of tape
formulation and bias setting used. All
specifications are typical and may vary.

5V2 oz. ±'

at all play speeds, beg nning to

end of reel

Long term speed stability
Better than .02%

30 ips <.022% DIN 45507 weighted
15 ips <.035% DIN 45507 weighted
7.5 ips <.055% DIN 45507 weighted

Rewind time
2400 ft.
4800 ft.

110 seconds
170 seconds

TO MEET YOUR NEEDS.
The JH-110B is available stock in
mono, stereo, 4 -track and 8 -track
formats for use with IA", 1,/2" and

1" tape on reels from 5" up to
101/2" in diameter (14" diameter optional). Ready for mounting in the
MCI variable profile (VP) cabinet
with electronics under the transport
or in the MCI high profile (HP)
cabinet with electronics over the
transport, it can also be mounted in
your 19" rack or custom console.
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PART 1

QUALITY ASSURANCE AND
CONTROL: YOU CANT HAVE

ONE WITHOUT THE OTHER
By John M. Cummuta

While radio management and
engineering spends thousands of dollars
on research and equipment and
thousands of hours on "tweaking" the
operation, a sinking sense of two steps
forward, three steps back often
characterizes the outcome. A quality
assurance program is one way of gaining
certainty that you can get from where you
are to where you want to be.
TODAY'S RADIO BROADCASTER

is a beleagured business-

person bobbing in a marketplace that throbs with nonbroadcast entertainment and information competition. As
the enemy closes in, our protagonist is distracted by the

internal pressures of 9 kHz, FM reclassification, AM
stereo, dissolution of clear channels, ad nauseum.
If these weren't enough, AM radio now finds its onetime understudy, FM radio, shifting into overdrive with
only the taillights still visible. In response, we find
AM/FM combinations returning to simulcasting, a myriad

of technical "tricks" to improve AM response, and a

general demise of spirit as the market further fragments.
It's true that home and auto audio products, cable "FM
services," videotape and disc ware, home computers (and
associated entertainment/information products), and the
disco club down the street are all competitors of ours in
this new multi -faceted market. It is further true that regulatory changes just over the crest of yonder hill will likely
bring more colleagues into the fold. Help from the outside
seems unlikely. Notifying of next of kin of radio's terminal condition, however, would be exceedingly premature.
It's not entirely impossible that many of our troubles
result from a kind of reactionary paralysis. Could it be that

a medium exploding with creativity in its infancy has
stagnated in a sort of structured disarray? We run out and
tell a client that "radio is red hot" and the most innovative
possible avenue for his advertising. Then we dash back to
the station and try to figure out a new improved way to say

"new improved."

The general manager and program director sweat blood
over the rating book, and with bulging :yes and remorse in

John Cummuta is operations manager and chief engineer
at KNEI, Waukon, Iowa. Prior to joining KNEI, Cummuta was quality assurance engineer for the Collins Telecommunications Group of Rockwell International.
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The moving coil replacement
from Stanton Magnetics...
the revolutionary 98OLZS!

Now from the company to whom the professionals
look for setting standards in audio equipment comes
a spectacular new cartridge concept. A low impedance pickup that offers all the advantages of a moving magnet cartridge without the disadvantages of

the moving coil pickup. At the same time it offers
exceedingly fast rise time-less than 10 micro seconds-resulting in dramatic new crispness in sound
reproduction-a new "openness" surpassing that of
even the best of moving coil designs. The 98OLZS
incorporates very low dynamic tip mass (0.2 mg.)

the great sound characteristics of cleanliness and
frequency response long associated with fine moving magnet assemblies.
From Stanton ...The Choice of The Professionals.
For further information write to: Stanton Magnetics,
Terminal Drive, Plainview, N.Y. 11803.
HORIZONTAL SCALE 10 MICRO SECONDS PER DIVISION

with extremely high compliance for superb tracking.
It tracks the most demanding of the new so called

"test" digitally mastered and direct cut recordings
with ease and smoothness at 1 gram
The 98OLZS features the famous StereohedronTM
.

stylus and a lightweight samarium cobalt super
magnet. The output can be connected either into the
moving coil input of a modern receiver's preamps or
can be used with a prepreamp, whose output is fed
into the conventional phono input.
For "moving coil" audiophiles the 98OLZS offers a

new standard of consistency and reliability while
maintaining all the sound characteristics even the
most critical moving coil advocates demand. For
moving magnet advocates the 98OLZS provides one
more level of sound experience while maintaining all

Actual unretouched oscilloscope photograph showing
rise time of 98OLZS using CBS STR112 record.

sTaNTon

THE CHOICE OF THE PROFESSIONALS"'

Circle 163 on Reader Service Card

Quality Assurance & Control

elaborate. The best place to begin is the beginning, so let's

define our two quality functions, and start the journey
explaining their usefulness to the broadcaster.
The sole purpose of having any kind of quality program
is to accomplish some sort of improvement in whatever it

is we're doing. So let's describe the "control" and "assurance" functions in terms of their objectives. The
fundamental objective of quality control is the prevention
of defects, while quality assurance aims to establish for

the customer a satisfactory expectation that he will receive, from the producer of goods or services, the quality
he has specified.
QC and QA - what's the difference?
The differences between these definitions include perspective, chronology, and scope. Quality assurance peers
from the customer's perch, while the perspective of quality control is that of the producer. Chronologically, quality assurance significantly precedes the implementation of
quality control in the proper order of things. In terms of

scope, quality assurance has been described as the
"womb to tomb" function, whereas quality control has a
limited internal applicability.
"What does all this industrial gobbledygook have to do
their souls dispatch the engineer to crank up the loudness.

Fresh from this high level "brain session," the PD, rearranges the hour clocks, tweaks the record rotation,
swaps the morning drive guy with the afternoon drive girl,

and all the troops wait for the verdict of the next book.
All of the above would be considered major changes for

most radio stations today, but are they truly changes?
When we get right down to it, aren't we playing the same
old game with the same old deck of cards - occasionally
shuffling them to gain a poker-faced advantage over the
guy across town?
Management teams at stations all across the country are
working so hard that they dream about commando raids
against Arbitron's Maryland headquarters - a dubious
proposal at best. Are we handcuffing ourselves in management decision -making by limiting the scope of our
imaginations and the depth of our data? Procedures are in
place on several fronts to control the quality of operation
at most radio stations. After a fashion, they're doing a

credible job of "controlling quality" - but who's determining what that "quality" is?
Managers at such a station are practicing a form of
quality control, but do they appear confident about their
latest adjustments? It looks more like Tunis time again,
and the sad fact is that they're doing a reasonably good job
of QC. Why do these radio professionals sometimes feel
as though they're trying to control a forest fire by doing a
rain dance?
While quality control is a necessary function, it's only

moderately effective the way it's practiced in broadcasting today. Most of the above -mentioned adjustments,
both in engineering and programming, generally produce
rating changes within the statistical error range, and therefore of questionable value. Further complication results

when combinations of refinements are implemented
simultaneously, each camouflaging the effect of the
others. The problem is that quality control is only part of
the necessary program. What's missing is a quality assurance function in broadcasting.
Since both terms, quality control and quality assurance, have been borrowed from the manufacturing industry, we'll use industrial analogies and comparisons as we

with my radio station?" you ask. Just this: we are industry. Yes, after a fashion, ours is no more than a producer/consumer situation, and those principles that apply
to hardware manufacturers pertain also to our software
industry. We produce an entertainment/information prod-

uct, and in this caveat emptor world, we can no longer
dictate to the consumer what he or she would like to hear
from us.
"Did the man say dictate?" you screech. "Why, we
spend thousands of dollars on research to find out what our

listeners want to hear."
Do we? Or, more accurately, do we spend thousands of
dollars on research to either confirm our assumptions or
fine-tune our ultimate format? Could it also be possible
that much of our costly research is underutilized? Is the
consumer really the king of the radio marketplace, or are
we basically giving John Doe his choice among different
models of Detroit gas guzzlers? Are we saying "What do

Quality Assurance & Control
you want?" or "What, out of these elements we've already decided to air, do you find least offensive?"
Let's assume for a moment that a deeper understanding

of these two quality disciplines would be beneficial to
your operation. Again, we'll begin at the beginning. In
1924, a very bright man working for Bell Telephone
Laboratories (of course) devised the first control chart.
His name was Dr. Walter A. Shewhart, but you already
knew that, right? What Dr. Shewhart's chart did was
prove that you didn't have to inspect every item coming

off an assembly line to control quality. You could take a
shot at the odds and sample a mathematically determined
number of the final products, ending up with a reasonably
good feeling about the whole lot.
The consequence of this sampling would be information leading management to the proper control points in
the production system to adjust out the causes of defects.
Shewhart didn't tell us where to look or what to look for as
quality indicators - he just said that once it was decided
what standards of quality would be observed, we didn't
have to look at every copy.
This worked fine for a while, and Henry Ford cranked
out shiny new black Model A Fords year after year. Then,

one rainy day on the south side of Chicago, someone
asked for a green Model A. Now Henry's quality control
team had been producing facsimile cars flawlessly - so
their quality control function was working well. But their
customer acceptance was falling off. Why? Because they
were controlling quality, but not assuring it.
Another very bright person, who unfortunately did not

work for the Bell Labs and hence didn't get his name
recorded, decided that industry needed to involve the
customer in establishing quality standards. That way qual-

ity could be assured right down to the user acceptance
level.

In simple terms, what this means to the broadcaster is
that it's possible to have a beautifully sculpted signal, with

resonant -voiced announcers and scientifically chosen
music - and end up with a product few people want.
This should never happen in an industry whose very
nature is communication. Dialogue with our community
is critical - but so is an open mind. All the information in

THE BEST OF THEIR KIND!

THE CASE FOR
SURVIVAL.

Here's a custom case specifically engineered to protect your valuable equipment.
TS -3 INTELLIGENT SIGNAL GENERATOR IDENTIFIER
Provides: bars, black, audio flatness test, count -down with
beeps, ability to type over external video, audio/video bypass,
custom characters and a lot more.

EXCALIBUR cases are

Rugged-the case that can
take it.

Dependable-the case you
can always count on.
r

TS -1 COLOR BAR GENERATOR
A high -quality source of NTSC bars

and tone for a modest price. Will
work on AC or DC. Over a thousand
are in service.

long haul.

equalization, hum cancelling,
clamped, signal operated light

Choose from the finest
materials and hardware
available. Built to your
specs, or you may consult with our designers
regarding your particular needs.

etc., very low distortion, .1 degree
diff. phase typical.

Write or call today for

VPDA-2 HIGH PERFORMANCE
D. A. AC/DC, 6 outputs for video,
pulse, s.c., 2,000' variable cable

FROM THIS

Strong-the case for the

TO THIS

your EXCALIBUR
Survival Kit.

EXCALIBUR

MULTIDYNE ELECTRONICS
P.O. Box 528
Locust Valley, N.Y. 11560

516 - 671-7278
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12251 Foothill Blvd., Lake View Terrace, CA 91342 (213) 899-2547
TWX: 910-494-1233
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Dolby®

a

0

Plug
Better Sound
Into Your
Picture
The Dolby' Cat. No. 155 or 255
module allows you to plug the
benefits of 2 Dolby A -type noise
reduction di-ectly into your Sony"
BVH-1000/-100 or Ampex'
VPR-2 1" VTR* Operation is fully
automatic. And at long last the
audio performance of your VTR
will rival tha- of professional audio
tape recorders.
Dolby A -type noise reduction has
been accep:ed for years throughout the world for high, quality tape
recording and other audio transmission and storage media. It
provides 10 dB of noise reduction
from 30 Hz upwards, increasing
to 15 dB at 9 kHz and above,
without the audible side effects
(such as nose modulation and
overshoot cstortion) associated

_E

will more conventional techniques. Dolby noise reduction can
also lead to lower distortion, as it
permits more conservative
recording levels to reduce the risk
of tape saturation.
Today wide audio bandwidth and
low noise are becoming commonplace in many parts of the television origination/transmission
chain. Contact us to find out how
Dolby noise reduction can prevent the VTR audio track from
being one of the weak links.

Dolby
Dolby Laboratories Inc.

*Outboard Dolby noise reduction
units are available for use with
virtually any other video or audio
recorder.
Circle 166 on Reader Service Card

731 Sansome St.
San Francisco,
California g.41-1

346 Clapham Roac
London SOL; 9AP
England

415-392-3300

01-720-1111

TELEX 34z-09

TELEX 919109

Quality Assurance & Control
the world's computer banks is useless in the hands of
someone with granite preconceptions. A fresh look at who
we are, what we can do, and whom we can do it for would

go a long way toward transfusing anemic radio enterprises.
As critical as the proper data is, knowing how to use it

cannot take a back seat. The quality assurance function
offers a straightforward road map through the forest to
grandmother's house, leaving plenty of management
flexibility for control. You see, quality assurance is only a

tool - but like the lugwrench, an indispensable one.
The foundation of quality assurance

People in our communities have needs and wants that
no one can satisfy as radio can. In some cases FM will
serve better than AM, but the reverse is also true. Taking
stock of our assets and potentials begins a process that
must proceed in an orderly fashion toward ambitious but
realistic goals. What that means, of course, is that we need
a management plan and the resources to effect it. To plan a
course, however, we must first know where it is that we

wish to go. This is the purpose of a quality assurance
program. QA gives management a clear picture of where
they want to be and how to proceed. The resources are no
problem in radio - our personnel and our medium are all
we need.

Radio has elements like immediacy, flexibility, responsiveness, imagery, and economy that completely
outdistance the competition. We can become the people's

diSM

"Remote Broadcast
Unit"

source for information and entertainment, but management must be in control of the process. In Part 2 of this
article, we'll identify both the management tools and the
procedures to get from here to there.
The implementation of a quality assurance function
extends a sense of stability to the broadcast manager. The
philosophy changes from one of reaction to action. Instead of waiting for the next John Travolta movie to see

what the new "hot format" will be, the quality assurance -oriented manager knows he's meeting his target
audience's needs.
Quality assurance should also take a little heat off the
chief engineer because the facts would lead one to believe
that any benefits derived from squeezing, compressing,
slicing, dicing, and punching holes in the signal are shortlived, if they exist at all. Even if there was some way to
make the signal demonstrably more noticeable than the
other guy's, it would only serve to increase the sample rate
of the station. To keep those listeners, the broadcaster
needs to have the product the consumers want.
In the Part 2, we'll take quality assurance, as applied to
broadcasting, from finding out what the customer wants to
sending the finished product out through the antenna.
We'll see how to establish quality requirements in writing
so they can be used as quality control elements for ongoing evaluation. The "control loop" is a process we'll

implement for making quality adjustments. And we'll
examine how the information fallout from a quality assurance program can aid in such areas as sales, news, and
public affairs. As we put together a quality program, we'll
see if it can solidify the quicksand we sometimes seem to
BM/E
tread.
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SYSTEMS
Features:

o 2 Mike Channel
o

THE WINNER

1 Tape Channel

o AC or Battery
o Rugged Case
o Studio Talk Back

When Purchasing/Renting/Leasing/Servicing
Video Communications Equipment
In California, Mexico And Central America

Portable
Lightweight
Easy to Operate

Nothing Extra to Buy

Manufacturers of
Quality Broadcast Equipment
For Complete Information on the "Remote
Broadcast Unit", Audio DA's, and Audio
Monitors, Circle our Reader Service Number
Below. For Faster Service, Call or Write:
2646 E 37th Ave. Spokane, WA 99203
(509) 448-0697

We are the major distributor and factory authorized
service centers for the most respected manufacturers.
SONY, PANASONIC, HITACHI DENSHI, SANYO,
RCA, JVC, VICON, PELCO AND MANY OTHERS.
Four strategic locations fully staffed with the most
qualified sales engineers, and video technicians.

INSTANT REPLAY EQUIPMENT CO
LOS ANGELES (213) 870-9435 390-4417
5520 Westlawn Ave., L.A., Ca. 90066

CHATSWORTH (213) 998-4124 (805) 492-3513
9848 Desoto Ave., Chatsworth, Ca. 91311

ANAHEIM (714) 632-7744
1072 Kraemer Pl., Anaheim, Ca. 92806

MEXICO (905) 536-0607 536-0663 536-0245
San Francisco #1208, Co! del Valle, Mexico 12, D.F.
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"My CADO/Chase Media System
gives me total control of my station..."
says Jay Asher, President, WJDA, Quincy, Mass.
"I looked at eight different computers. For the

money, no one came close to CADO. It's
exactly what I would have designed for the

Learn what Jay Asher learned. Mail the
coupon now. And stop by Booth #119 at NAB.

r

station myself.

"The system flows. It does everything: music

format control, traffic and billing, accounts
receivable, payroll, general ledger, manage-

(2131320-9660

Please send me a free 12 -page brochure on the CADO/
Chase Media Broadcasting Station System.
I

NAME

TITLE

Great service. And they care.
"As long as you're paying all that money for a

STATION

ADDRESS

traffic/billing system, you might as well go
with the best. I did:'

CADO
11)0 Systems Corporation
2771 Toledo Street, Torrance, CA 9050 3

ment reports, spot sales ... everything.
"What sold me is the software. No matter how

you run your station, the CADO System fits
you. Not the other way around.
"We bought it from Northern Data Systems,
CADO's distributor in Boston. Great people.

1

CITI

STATE

ZII'

BME3
L
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We've been
since it was

II

We've believed in video from the beginning. Just like many of the producers we
service today. And as they've grown, we've
grown. Because we always had the best
equipment, and the guys who could help
you work it right. And maintain it to keep
it working right.
Today, nothing's changed. Except now we
have over 100 helpful pros and the most
complete line of equipment available any-

The

where. Everything including video cameras, lenses and accessories, terminal
equipment, processing equipment,
switchers, video projectors, videocassette
recorders, editing systems, etc. We carry
virtually every important equipment
name you could name. And all at competitive prices, whether you buy, lease or rent.
After all, we didn't get big by being small.
See Us At Booth No. 1406, NAB, Las Vegas

Camera Mart, Inc.

456 West 55th St., NY, NY 10019 (212) 757-6977 Telex: 1-2078

Sales Service Rental
Cade 170 on Reader Service Card

Harris' new TC-85 upstages all
other automatic cameras with...

THE 45 -SECOND
MULTI -CAMERA
SETUP
In less time than a
standard commercial
break, Harris' new auto
setup computers can
simultaneously run a preproduction setup of all
the TC-85 cameras in your
studio.

With independent microcomputers
in each camera, fine registration,
black balance, white balance,
gamma and flare are automatically
checked and adjusted in all

cameras-in less than 45 seconds! Full computer setup from a
new tube installation is also accomplished quickly.

The independent microcomputer

concept-a Harris exclusiveeliminates camera interdependence and enhances reliability.
The ASU-85 computer setup
system is standard in the new TC85 camera. It can also be added, at

a surprisingly low cost, to all existing TC-80 series cameras in the
field, and is fully compatible with
the Harris Triax system. You can
teach your older cameras new
tricks!
Compare the cost. The TC-85
camera with full computer setup is
priced well below competitive
models.

Contact Harris Corporation,
Broadcast Products Division, P.O.
Box 4290, Quincy, Illinois 62301.
217/222-8200.

HARRIS
COMMUNICATION AND
INFORMATION PROCESSING

Visit the Harris TV and radio equipment display at the 1981 NAB, Las Vegas
Circle 171 on Reader Service Card

OPTIMIZE KLYSTRON
EFFICIENCY TO SAVE

ENERGY DOLLARS

AND PROLONG TUBE LIFE
By Robert S. Symons

UHF TV transmitter efficiency is not
always what it seems to be. Klystron
efficiency is the largest part of overall
transmitter efficiency. Understanding
how the manufacturer specs klystron
efficiency is useful in achieving
optimized transmitter operation.

phase and amplitude distortion. Figure 1 shows the output
power and the phase of a typical klystron as functions of
the drive power delivered to the tube. Peak -of -sync output
power and peak -of -sync drive power are shown on the
curves. In order to insure low distortion, the peak -of -sync
output power is usually limited to 90 percent of the maximum power of which the klystron is capable with the rated
beam input power. Again, there is a safety factor; in this
case, between the actual distortion the transmitter manufacturer wants in the design and the permissible distortion

THERE ARE AT LEAST four definitions of UHF TV klystron

under FCC regulations. It is usually possible for the
broadcast engineer to adjust a transmitter for increased
distortion in order to obtain higher efficiency. If the increased distortion is within FCC specification, this is
legitimate. However, it is not legitimate for a transmitter
manufacturer to guarantee such an efficiency.

efficiency in use today. Depending on which definition is
used, the efficiency of a given klystron can be expressed
as 40 or 44 percent. The definition chosen will also affect

the specification of overall transmitter efficiency - for
example, a transmitter rated 17 percent efficient by one
measure could be as much as 48 percent efficient by
another.

How these various efficiencies are defined and the
range of efficiencies that can be expected is the subject of
this article. The manufacturer's specified efficiency can
often be obtained by careful adjustment of critical para-

meters. This is especially true if a picture of minimum
quality is acceptable. The first reason for this is that a
specified efficiency always represents the minimum -performance tube a manufacturer is willing to ship, measured

on the channel at which the performance is least impressive. The klystrons shipped by reputable manufacturers must always exceed their specifications, and will

usually exceed them by a significant margin on most
channels.
In addition, a manufacturer of high -quality transmitters
will never operate the klystron at full output power. The

operation at less than full power is done to insure low
Robert S. Symons is program manager for Varian
Associates, Microwave Tube Division, Palo Alto, Calif.

Optimized beam current and cavity loading

Reducing the beam current in older TV klystrons
frequently will increase efficiency. The reason for this is

that bandwidth increases with beam current while efficiency decreases. Most of these tubes were designed to
meet the much wider bandwidth requirements of some
European television signals, which may be as great as 8
MHz. For U.S. television service, the beam current in
these klystrons can be reduced substantially. When this is
done it is necessary to decrease the coupling to the output
cavity. This results in a higher cavity Q, and the impedance at the output gap of the tube is also higher. In any
efficient tube it is always necessary to develop enough RF

voltage across the output tuned circuit to almost stop
electrons. In external cavity tubes, such as the Varian
4KM150LAH shown in Figure 2, the user can adjust the
loading by changing the position of the coupling loop in
the output cavity. Figure 3 shows the dollar savings for
electric power that can be achieved by properly adjusting
an H -suffix tube for minimum acceptable current and
bandwidth when compared to the older corresponding

tube adjusted for maximum bandwidth. This kind of
BM/E MARCH, 1981
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the newer H tubes will be able to eke out the last few
percentage points in efficiency which are difficult to

Kiystron Efficiency

achieve with a fixed coupler. It is important to understand
that the broadcaster can adjust the output cavity loading
and the beam current. Improved efficiencies are obtained
along with unacceptable bandwidths if the current is reduced too much, however. This is particularly true on low
channels where the required percentage bandwidth is the
largest. Therefore, make accurate bandwidth measurements when increasing the efficiency this way.
By using the above techniques, it is possible to obtain a
worthwhile increase in the efficiency of almost any klystron UHF TV transmitter. The picture quality degradation
will be acceptable. However, if such adjustments are
made, it becomes important to understand definitions of
klystron and/or transmitter efficiency and to understand

high -efficiency adjustment is equivalent to that which has

been suggested by the BBC.
Even though the loading of the output cavity of an
internal cavity klystron is not adjustable at present, it
would be a great waste of money for a user of these tubes
to retrofit with external cavity tubes, which are fragile and
subject to breakage due to handling and mistuning. For
internal cavity tubes, the klystron manufacturer can make
the loading adjustment inside the tube. This has been done
in newer klystrons such as the VA -953H, shown in Figure
4. Thus, internal cavity tube users can obtain the advantages of reduced -current, high -efficiency operation when
their klystrons wear out.
In addition, Varian offers special impedance transformers (aural couplers) which permit very low beam-current, high -efficiency operation of klystron in aural service. Savings from the use of aural couplers are shown in

the measurement errors that can be made in trying to
determine each.
Various definitions of efficiency

Figure 5. Varian is also developing variable couplers

Before entering into a discussion of the various definitions of efficiency, it is worth mentioning that most
engineers place the most trust in power measurements
based on the heating of a known flow of water in an RF

(impedance transformers) for internal cavity tubes in visual service so that users of older versions of these tubes
will be able to enjoy higher -efficiency operation. Users of
41
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Fig. 5, above, shows typical annual dollar savings from using
aural coupler to allow optimum operation of klystron

load. This load dissipates the entire output power. They
place less trust in measurements made using directional

Cutler and peak -of -sync efficiency

couplers. Directional couplers are very useful, particularly after they have been calibrated against a waterload, because they permit the measurement of power

proposed using an efficiency relating the average power of
a TV signal (which varies from black to white in a sinu-

while the transmitter is operating into the antenna. However, they have two disadvantages. For example, a onehalf dB error in a directional -coupler coupling factor is
equivalent to a 10 percent error in measured transmitter

output. The directional -coupler coupling factor, expressed in dB, must be known to at least one and prefer-

ably two decimal places. Another disadvantage of directional couplers is that the coupling factor for harmonics
is greater than for the fundamental. If there is no low-pass

RF filter between the klystron and the power meter, one
may adjust a transmitter to maximize harmonic power
while the fundamental power is actually being reduced.
However, if the necessary precautions are taken, average
power can be measured very accurately. Peak power is
more difficult to measure. It is usually inferred from an
average power measurement and the ratio of peak -to average power for a given waveform. This ratio may not
be known. Thus, it is easier to determine efficiencies that
are based on a definition involving constant power rather
than varying power.

As an example, using a waterload, calibrated flow
meter, and thermometers, klystron manufacturers agree
that the saturated efficiency of current klystrons lies in a
relatively narrow range near 44 percent. The peak -of -sync
efficiency is nine -tenths of this. Each is measured with the
klystron operated continuously at that power. So much for

the 40 and 44 percent numbers mentioned in the first
paragraph. It is more important to the broadcaster to
define and measure efficiencies which relate transmitter
output to the electric power bill.
120 BM/E MARCH, 1981

Two such definitions are in common use. Cutler' has
soidal fashion during the visual portion of the signal) to
the average input power to the klystron. The ratio of the
average power of this signal to the peak -of -sync power is
0.352. For a klystron transmitter with no beam current
modulation and using a 40 percent peak -of -sync efficiency klystron, the "Cutler efficiency" will be 14 percent.
With beam -current pulsing, the beam current can be reduced between sync pulses. The average input power is
thus reduced, and the "Cutler efficiency" is raised to 17
percent.
Another definition of transmitter efficiency relates the
peak -of -sync power to the average input power. While
this is not a true efficiency, it is a ratio that relates the most
commonly used transmitter power parameter to the power

usage. It is equal to the "Cutler efficiency" multiplied by
2.84.

On this basis, the beam -pulsed TV transmitter

example with the 40 percent peak -of -sync efficiency klystron has a "peak -of -sync transmitter efficiency" of 48
percent.

Both "Cutler efficiency" and the "peak -of -sync
transmitter efficiency" are difficult to measure. In the
case of "Cutler efficiency," unless the white RF voltage
of the transmitter is exactly 12.5 percent of peak -of -sync
RF voltage and the black RF voltage is 75 percent, the
average power will be a different fraction of the peak -of -

sync power for the same klystron efficiency. Thus, the
measurement will be in error. For example, if the "white
output" is higher than 12.5 percent of the peak -of -sync
'Cutler, C.C., "New Opportunities for UHF Television Transmitters," UHF
Comparability Task Force, Office of Plans and Policy, Federal Communications
Commission, Washington, D.C, Feb. 1980.
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Klystren Efficiency
RF voltage, the measured transmitter efficiency will appear to be higher than it actually is. The detectable video
signal, however, will actually be lower. If there is sync-

pulse compression, higher efficiencies than actual will
also be measured.
The "transmitter peak -of -sync efficiency" is usually
measured by transmitting a black raster for which the ratio
of average to peak -of -sync power is 0.597. The peak -of -

Improve
your field communications
with a \ewsport 300.
The Newsport 300 makes everyone happy - the field
reporter, the sports caster, and you.
The Newsport 300 is a compact, versatile, high
performance field production mixer. This 3 channel mixer
handles 3 microphones and 2 headphones. And with
switch selectable outputs and a built-in cassette recorder,
the Newsport 300 connects to any telephone or 2 -way
radio to feed high level studio equipment, air live
coverage, or record interviews for later broadcast.

And all in one very portable package. The complete
console, tape recorder, headset, microphone, news copy
stand, writing desk, and all cables, fit into a single carrying
case. The Newsport 300 runs on AC, DC or internal power,
so the story is never out of reach.

Find out just how affordable an investment in one or
more Newsport 300's can be. Call us at 408/926-3588 and
let us show you how, no matter where you go in the field or
on the field, the Newsport 300 goes with you.

SALES AND SERVICE

Sound Dynamics Inc.
PO. Box 32055
San Jose, CA. 95152

408/926-3588

sync power is inferred by measuring the average power
and dividing it by 0.597. One possible way of checking
the peak power is to transmit a white raster, for which the
ratio of average power to peak -of -sync power is 0.179,
and again calculate the peak power. If this measurement
differs from the peak power measured with a black raster,
something is wrong with signal levels and the efficiency
measurement should not be trusted.
When beam current pulsing is used, an unrealistically
high "Cutler efficiency" or "peak -of -sync transmitter
efficiency" may be measured. This is so even though the
black, white, and peak -of -sync RF voltages are correct.
This problem arises when the beam current is reduced too
much during the video interval. Although there may be
enough current to support the black output voltage, there
is not enough beam current to support the color burst. It is
possible to calculate, from the simplest theoretical considerations, how much the beam current can be reduced
during the picture interval. The load impedance at the
output cavity of a klystron is constant, and the maximum
RF beam current is very nearly proportional to the dc
beam current. The maximum RF voltage that can exist in
the output cavity will also be proportional to the dc beam
current. The output power will be proportional to the dc
beam current squared. In addition, the output power of the
klystron during a single-sideband color burst signal is
0.66 times the peak -of -sync power. The square root of
0.66 is 0.81, so if the beam current is reduced to less than
0.81 times the current at sync, it is reasonable to assume
that the signal is distorted. If one weights the peak -of -sync
current and the reduced current during the picture interval

by the times the transmitter is operating at each level, the
average beam current will be 82.5 percent of the peak.

Transmitter efficiency will be increased by a factor of
1.21. These calculations are compatible with operating
experience.
Because no klystron used in any production or experimental beam -pulsed TV transmitter has a saturation efficiency much higher than 50 percent at its best channel,
measurements which indicate efficiencies higher than 60
percent are suspect. Even at 60 percent, measurements are
probably made with the klystron saturated at peak -of -sync
output. If the 10 percent margin between peak -of -sync and

saturation is allowed, such a transmitter would be 54

frN

Inc.Inc.

-

From Sound Dynamics
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percent efficient. This would not be unreasonable to expect from a transmitter specified at 48 percent using a
selected klystron on its best channel.
Present-day klystrons and klystron transmitters are
capable of better performance than that for which they are
guaranteed. Nevertheless it is important that broadcasters,
transmitter manufacturers, and klystron manufacturers
remember that specifications are legal documents. This
does not mean that tube and transmitter manufacturers

should not offer assistance in helping broadcasters
achieve optimum equipment performance.
BMX
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TUNING A

DIRECTIONAL ARRAY
WITH NEGATIVE
RESISTANCE TOWERS
By Frank S. Colhgan

Negative resistance towers found in
directional antenna arrays need not be
the headache old engineers' tales once
made them out to be. The calibration
procedure described here makes tuning
negative towers easy.

NEGATIVE RESISTANCE in an electrical circuit? Yes - and
it

is often found in an AM radio directional antenna

system. A negative resistance tower in a directional antenna system is simply a tower that receives more power,
coupled in from the other towers, than it radiates. As has
been well and long known, the impedances at the bases of
AM towers operating directionally are a first -order function of their self -impedances and the current ratios and
phases on the other towers as coupled to any one given
tower through their mutual impedances. A 90 degree

tower may measure 65 + j110 ohms when standing

able adjustment. Tower 5 is known to be of negative
resistance. Let's see if it is. Its height is such that it also
has an inductive base operating reactance. Upon arriving
at the tuning house, we open the antenna feed bus at the
network -output- point or at the ammeter at meter plug A

in Fig. 6. Placing a series RC circuit from the tower to
ground, the transmitter is turned on and we find with
amazing ease that R and C can be adjusted so as to restore

that tower's assigned current ratio and phase. Once this
adjustment has been found, all the other towers will automatically fall back into line with their proper current
ratios and phases. The common point will have changed,
always to a lower value.
When we adjusted the dummy load on the tower to
reestablish the desired current ratio and phase, we gave
this tower the conjugate load impedance that it wanted to
see for that condition. We merely reverse the algebraic
signs of both components of the dummy load and that
gives us the operating impedance of that tower.

Another way of looking at the negative tower
phenomenon is as follows. Suppose we have two towers,
one driven with some power while the other one is idle or

alone. When operated as an element of a directional array,
the base impedance at the same tower may very well drop

detuned. We walk over to the base of the latter and

down to a very low value. Depending heavily on the

across it to ground in order to cause some current to flow.

current ratios and phasings of the other nearby elements,
the base impedance will wander radically as small adjustments to current ratios and phases are made. Quite frequently it will wander through zero resistance and further

Next, we look at the antenna monitor and find that the

into the region of negative resistance. It will radiate a
certain amount of power and will want to dissipate another

amount of power by some means other than radiation.
When the latter quantity exceeds the former, the tower's
resistance is negative. We therefore must give it some

connect an arbitrary value of resistance and reactance
resulting current ratio and phase on that tower just happen
to be the values we need for a desired two -tower antenna
pattern. Then that tower's operating impedance is exactly
equal to the conjugate of the RC or RL dummy circuit we
placed across the tower. Reverse their algebraic signs and
you have it.
The above examples are more than an academic dem-

resistance to work into. For example: assume that a certain
directional antenna system is working in proper and desir-

onstration. The author actually performs the procedure
given in the first example in dealing with one or more
negative towers in a directional antenna tune-up. One of

Frank S. Colligan is an independent telecommunications
consultant based in Washington, D.C.

three negative towers. At the outset, the three negative
towers were conjugately loaded, just as in the first exam-

the easiest applications was a five -tower in -line array with
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Directional Array

Finally, we must recover the negative tower return
power and recirculate it back to the positive towers for

ple, with preset estimates of the operating impedances.
The remaining two positive resistance towers were ad-

radiation. We must eliminate the dummy resistors and set
up what might be called a passive feedback system. The
algebraic sum of all the power values in all of the towers
must equal the power delivered by the transmitter back at

justed to their required current ratio and phase values. The
transmission lines to these two towers were matched up in
the usual way. During these procedures the negative re-

the common point. This procedure is very simple. The
return power must be brought back from a negative tower

sistance towers were totally ignored. Later on when the
buttons were punched up on the antenna monitor for the
negative towers, they were found to have almost automatically fallen in place near their assigned current ratios
and phases. Starting in descending order of power distribution, minor adjustments were made, in sequence, to
the resistors and reactors at each tower base. The nicety of
doing it in this way is that by following descending order
of power distribution, adjustments to any one tower will
have a minimum effect on the adjustments already done
on the higher power towers. After about a 20 -minute
workout with the three negative towers and a very slight
trim on the positive towers, the whole array was done! A
few field -intensity measurements were made to confirm
the pattern formation, but with due allowance made for
the power being lost in the loading resistors on the negative towers. As a historical note, back in the days before
operating impedance bridges and similar devices were
available, the operating impedance and power on a nega-

to the common point or a common point. This return
power then joins the power delivered by the transmitter
and the total feeds the positive resistance towers. The

tive tower were actually easier to measure than on a

is fine, as in Fig. 1.

positive resistance tower. It could be done virtually at a
glance. Power was simply the square of the finally resulting base current times the resistance the dummy load
resistor measured.

In Fig. 3 we redefine things a bit. The load resistance is
that of a positive resistance tower. Generator B, the one
we moved, is a negative resistance tower. In directional
antenna work we always pick a positive resistance tower

negative towers' return power must be brought back into
the system in the proper amplitude and phase to a common

point. The amplitude and phase requirements may be
discussed separately.
Fig. 1 shows two generators feeding a common load
resistance and through a common transmission line 150
degrees long. Naturally, the two generators are and must
be in phase with each other. In Fig. 2 the second generator
is physically moved to another location, at such a physical
distance that it must be reconnected to the line input point,

a common point, with a 70 -degree line. Its phase will
remain at zero degrees, as shown. The -70 -degree line
delays its power by -70 degrees and this must be compensated for. So we put in a +70 -degree phase -shifting
network to cancel the phase lag caused by the line. The
power at A and B is now all back in phase and everything

Fig. 1 shows two
generators feeding a
common transmission
line through equal feeds;
all is in phase

Fig. 2 has one generator at
a greater distance so the
separate transmission line

introduces -70° shift; a
compensating net is
needed, as shown
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IF WE SAID YOU COULD MAINTAIN
HIGH PRODUCTION STANDARDS

FOR LESS THAN $2000,

YOU'D SAY WE'RE UNBALANCED.
By using a -10 unbalanced
system, instead of +4 balanced, we eliminated hundreds
of dollars of line amplifiers,
transformers and balanced
audio cables.
And that's how the Tascam 35-2B
recorder/reproducer can save you
money.
Without compromising your pro-

fessional quality one nanoweber.
Unless you're running cable
hundreds of feet long, there's no
real difference between balanced
and unbalanced. Since input/ouput
levels and impedance aren't factors
in recording quality.
So it pays to use the Tascam
35-2B in production, where you're

not running
long cables.
Which brings us

rugged three- motor

transport system and full

back to quality. We

know the most
important thing in
broadcast production is
the signal that goes on the
tape. That's why the 35-2B
meets NAB standards.
185 nanowebers per
meter.
And with a
switchable 1/4 track playback

head built in,
you get greater
flexibility at no
extra cost.
What's more,
the 35-2B
features a

IC logic transport controls.
Cue and Edit functions and
a flip -up, hinged head cover
help make editing easy and
effortless.
For more details, see your

happy to show you how being
unbalanced can improve your
balance sheet.
Specifications (15 IPS)

Wow and Flutter:
0.03% RMS (NAB weighted)

±0.05% peak
(DIN/IEC/ANSI weighted)

Frequency Response:
40 Hz -22 kHz, ± 3dB at 0 VU
Signal to Noise Ratio:
Reference 1 kHz at 10 dB above
0 VU (650 nW/m) 65 dB A
weighted (NAB) 92 dB A
weighted with integral dbx*
"dbx" is a trademark of dbx Incorporated.

TASCAM

Teac Production Products Group

CS -600 Console

optional.
The 32-2B and the compact 22-2 recorder/
reproducers can save you even more money.
C)1981 TEAC Corporation of America. 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello. CA 90640.
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Directional Array
+ 150°

TOWER NO.1
POSITIVE R
150°

0°

NOTE: POINTS
A AND B ARE
DULY IN PHASE

I

In Fig. 3, generator A starts

at +150°, is delayed by
transmission line to arrive at
Tower 1 at 0°. Tower 2,
negative resistance,
returns power at + 150°,

through two transmission
lines and compensating
net, ending at 0°

3===ennesme
-70°

+ 70°
NET

TOWER NO. 2
NEGATIVE R

+150°
TOWER NO.

-150°
0°

to serve as the pattern reference tower, so we shift the
reference point of the system out to Tower 1 and call it
zero degrees. With this new reference point, the common

point now lags Tower 1 by -150 degrees. Let's say that
for purposes of the radiation pattern, Tower 2 is to be set to

+ 150 degrees by design and intent.
Note very carefully the phase shifts in Fig. 3. Generator
A starts out at a phase of + 150. Its power is delayed by a
-150 transmission line on its way to Tower 1. As shown,
it arrives at Tower 1 at zero degrees.
Generator B , the negative resistance tower, starts out at
its adjusted, pattern -assigned value of + 150 degrees.
Travelling back into the transmitter building, it is first

delayed by the line by -70 degrees. The +70 -degree
network cancels the line delay so the energy at point B is at

a phase of +150 degrees again. Also, it is in phase with
generator A. Together the powers from generators A and
B proceed down the line to Tower 1. The line to Tower 1
cancels the + 150 -degree position they were both at back
at the transmitter house, so now both arrive at Tower 1 at
zero degrees. Going to Fig. 5, we find the more complex
but typical system of a two -tower directional array with
Tower 2 of negative operating resistance. In the left- hand
column we tabulate the phase shifts involved with Tower
1, the chosen reference tower. We arrive at Tower 1 with a

total of - 141 degrees of phase shift, lagging behind the
generator. Since Tower 1 is the reference tower, we call it
zero degrees. This simply means that the generator leads
Tower 1 by + 141 degrees.

On to the negative resistance tower, a second
generator. Its assigned pattern phase requirement is +37.
We start there with a value of + 37 degrees at the top of the
right-hand column of figures. We must plan the phase
shifts so that the negative tower's power goes back into the
transmitter building and right back out again to the positive resistance tower, Tower 1. Starting at Tower 2, at

+37 degrees, we go through the LTU and lose -90
degrees. Proceeding on to the left, we lose another -232
degrees in the transmission line. Continuing to the left,we
gain + 80 degrees in the phase control network and then
lose -14 degrees of incidental phase in the power divider.
Note that at this point in time, literally in time, the power

TOWER NO. 2
0°

+150°

AS SHOWN IN FIG. 2.
SHOWN ABOVE, SETTING
NO. 1 AS REFERENCE

that started back into the transmitter house from out at the
negative tower has been delayed by all these phase shifts
to a value of -219 degrees. The full circle complement of

-219 degrees is + 141 degrees. These two values, -219
degrees and + 141 degrees, are exact equivalents. Their
arithmetical difference is of course 360 degrees. Note now

that the power from the negative resistance tower, a
generator, meets the power from the transmitter exactly in

phase with the transmitter. As noted previously, the
transmitter leads the reference tower, Tower 1, by + 141
degrees. The negative tower power has now properly, in
time, met the transmitter power. They combine and together they proceed out to the reference, positive resistance tower Picking up again at the input to the Tower 1
phase net, we continue on down the right-hand column of

Fig. 5. We gain + 110 degrees through the Tower 1
phasing network. Next we lose -341 degrees through the
Tower 1 transmission line. (Leaving the transmitter building, we are now travelling to the right.) Finally, we gain

+ 90 degrees at the LTU at Tower 1.
To review, power left the negative tower and travelled
around in a near loop or U-turn back out to the reference
tower. Encountering all of the phase shifts, starting with
its own assigned pattern phase, the return power made the
U-turn and arrived at Tower I at zero degrees phase. The
right-hand column in Fig. 5 tabulates all of the phase shifts
that must be planned and allowed for in the entire system.
Note that all of the numbers in that column add up to -360

degrees, which is the same as zero degrees. This is the
condition for proper phase distribution for a negative
resistance tower.
One special note must be added. During the entire
procedure of planning the phase distribution for a negative
tower, not once was the term "180 degrees" mentioned or

used. A 180 -degree phase shift inserted into the U-turn
was not necessary! It never was necessary! It never will be
necessary! It has nothing to do with a negative resistance
tower, nothing at all! This myth was probably born out of

the fact that combining the return power of a negative
tower with that of the transmitter requires that the algebraic sign of the negative resistances involved along the
way must be made and kept negative. Power combining at
BM/E MARCH, 1981
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Directional Array
the transmitter house will be discussed later, including
getting the negative tower return power.

sal in the direction of power flow. After this is made to
happen, we glance at the antenna monitor's phase indicator and notice that the phase angle has shifted a few
degrees, typically no more than 10 or 15 degrees away
from the starting point value. If we believe the myth that

A simple field observation has been made by the author

180 degrees must be inserted in the negative tower's phase

too many times in the past to count. With a directional

distribution (right-hand column of Fig. 5), then the
adjustment to force a positive resistance tower into a

coupler (reflectometer) inserted in the transmission line to
(or from) a low resistance tower (+R or - R), the pattern
parameters for such a tower are observed on the antenna
monitor. Starting off, let's assume that the tower's operat-

ing resistance is about +4 ohms. Because we have a
positive resistance, the directional coupler on its transmission line naturally says that the direction of power flow

is towards the tower from the transmitter. On a negative
resistance tower, a directional coupler naturally shows the
direction of power flow to be opposite - that is , from the
tower and towards the transmitter. Next, an adjustment is

made on the phasor controls for this tower. The most
direct adjustment is to lower this tower's current ratio,
using what is usually labelled a "pdwer" control. The
tower's operating resistance will then drop down, pass
through R=0, and go over to a negative or -R condition.

The directional coupler is a very sensitive device for
indicating this crossover point, the latter becoming obvious when the former indicates a sudden and distinct rever-

negative resistance condition would have also shifted the
phase indication on the antenna monitor 180 degrees away
from the phase indication at the starting point of such a
test. In the countless times that such a test has been made,
180 degrees never has and never will have anything to do
with a negative resistance tower.
We turn now to the process of properly combining the
negative tower's return power back into the system. At the
beginning, we discussed conjugate impedance loading of
a negative resistance tower, and indeed it is the ultimate in
a quick and easy way to handle such a tower right from the
very beginning. Once the antenna parameters (to form the
proper far field pattern) and transmission line matching
have been accomplished, we must remove the resistors
from the negative towers and bring that power back into

the phasor cabinet for combining with the transmitter
power. From there this power and the transmitter power
will be distributed among the positive resistance towers.
TRANSFORMER
+ 1300 W

50 + JO

38 4611

R = 50 + JO
1000 W

TRANSFORMER

- 300 W
B

Fig. 4. Use of power
dividers to adjust power

- 50 + JO

= -166.67!2

into positive tower and from

negative tower, with

(38.46) X (-166.67)

required 1300 W to Tower 1

Fig. 5. Phase shifts in
typical two -tower system,
one with negative
resistance, all referenced
to 0° at Tower 1
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Comark introduces most efficient transmitter design
Comark installs most efficient transmitter plant in the world*
at Tarpon Springs, Florida
Comark scores high in PBS report E8012 nine f9) point criteria for
Optimum Efficiency Transmitter system... seven (7) out of nine (9)
desirable features isn't bad

Comark stuns industry with introduction of Maximum Transmitter
Plant Efficiency concepts
Comark advances Automatic Transmitter System concept with full
local -remote computer control and advanced R.F. switching systems
Comark captures considerable protion of UHF -TV marketplace
through innovative engineering and customer service
'Standard design not using mod anode pulsar or other energy saving features

Comark will introduce the most modern, exciter, compatible,
mod anode pulser available in the industry
Comark will introduce a complete VH = transmitter system
product line

_A_ Comark will continue its on -going &fort to improve
7r the lot of the UHF broadcaster to cc nipete profitably
in the marketplace

Southwick Industrial Park
Phone (413) 569-5939

Southwick, MA 01077
Intl Telex 95-1012
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Directional Array
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Fig. 6. Typical phasing
units and transmission line
to a negative resistance
tower, showing check
points

As mentioned previously, this must be done in descending
order of power on the negative towers. Starting with the
highest power tower we recombine the power from each

recovering the power from a negative resistance tower and

negative tower on a one -at -a -time basis. More on the
details of this procedure later.

loading. Meter plug A is opened up and the RC network is
placed across the tower to ground. An RL network would

Power dividers

First, a note on power dividers in general. They all
share one common characteristic. In dividing a common
source of power, the transmitter, into the various proportions required by the pattern, we are feeding a group of
unbalanced coaxial loads whose impedances are typically
50+j0 ohms. All power dividers, without exception, operate to transform each 50 -ohm load up to other values that

are different for each tower. When these transformed
values are all connected in parallel and then tied into a
common voltage source, power will split in the desired
and precalculated fashion.
In Fig. 4 we find a simplified block diagram of how
power is divided up in proportions required by a two tower directional array. Tower 2 is operating as a negative
resistance tower. The transmitter will supply 1000 W to a

50 -ohm load, the common point. This dictates a
common -point voltage of 223.6 V. Prior computations
predict that Tower 1 will require 1300 W to do its job in
the pattern. Likewise, Tower 2 will be required to handle
-300 W. The sum of these powers is, of course, 1000 W.

By simple arithmetic we calculate that for a fixed

returning it back to the system. As mentioned at the
outset, a negative is best adjusted initially by conjugate

be used if calculation predicted that a negative tower's
operating impedance might contain capacitive rather than
inductive reactance. Again, with the positive towers all in
proper adjustment, R and C are adjusted at the negative
tower to obtain the required current ratio and phase for the

pattern. The reaction of the positive towers to these
adjustments is usually minimal. After the RC network is
in final or near final adjustment, it can be disconnected
and measured in the usual way. Reversing the algebraic
signs of both the R and jX values will give the negative

tower's operating impedance. Close the meter plug at
point A, calculate and set the arms of the "LTU" to the
desired values. Open up meter plug B and place a 50 -ohm

dummy load across the network "input." Turn on the
transmitter and note that if the "LTU" has been set
correctly, there will be no change in any of the antenna
monitor parameters or the common point impedance. We
are well on the road to home.
Turn off the transmitter, remove the 50 -ohm resistor,
close the meter plug at B and then, if you like, open meter
plug C and bridge the same 50 -ohm load across the trans-

mission line "input." Turning on the transmitter for a
moment will show the same result again - everything is

common -point voltage of 223.6 V, delivery of 1300 W
must be made into a resistance of 38.46 ohms. On Tower
2, we find that for the same 223.6 V at the same point,
166.67 ohms must be used for 300 W. Because the power
from the negative is coming in, not going out, this value
must be considered to be - 166.67 ohms. In Fig. 4, these
two resistances are connected in parallel and the common
point resistance is calculated as being the result of connecting +38.46 ohms in parallel with - 166.67 ohms.
The result is 50 ohms. Note that we have combined two
resistances in parallel to come up with a value that is
higher than 38.46 ohms, not lower. There is no mystique
to this at all and, in fact, this phenomenon may be readily
seen in the field. Upon removing the conjugate passive
load from a negative resistance tower and returning the
power back into the overall system, the common point
resistance will go up!

going along just fine! Turn off the transmitter, remove the
50 -ohm load, but leave the meter plug at C open. Place a
directional coupler (reflectometer) into the jack at point C

Going to Fig. 6, we get into the practical details of

Fig. 6, away from the tower and back in towards the
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and observe the standing wave ratio. In the diagram we
have this tower's "phase control" network and power
divider coil to the left of point C. Turn on the transmitter
and adjust the "phase control" network for one and only
one simple singular condition. Adjust to obtain a 1:1
VSWR as shown on the directional coupler. Keep the
directional coupler's forward -reverse switch in the reverse reading position and simply adjust the network
elements to the left of point C for a null condition, which
indicates that the load end of the coupler is seeing 50+ j0
ohms. Caution! When inserting the coupler into the jack at

point C be very careful that its load end points in the
direction of power flow! In the case of a negative resistance tower, the direction of power flow is that shown in

common point. Turn off the transmitter, remove the directional coupler, and place the shorting plug back into the
jack at point C. The negative tower is now properly tuned
and feeding all of its power back into the system. It was all

so simple and easy - and upon returning to the front of
the equipment you will find the antenna monitor readings
to be the same as they were before. You will find that the

common point resistance has gone up! You may now
proceed to give the same treatment to the next lowest

supports You.

power negative tower.

Notice that in the preceding paragraphs, the terms

->,

"LTU" and "phase control" as well as transmission line

"input" were, as they are now, placed in quotation
marks. The fact is that the true LTU (line termination unit)
is not at the tower base in the case of a negative resistance
tower. Attempting to control line matching on a negative
tower by tweaking the tower base network is an exercise in

TV%
k
,11 r

mitifilL

futility leading to chaos. Don't try it! The tower base
network is really the negative tower's share of the phasor.
It is simply located out at the tower base instead of in the
phasing cabinet in the transmitter building. The true LTU

I

V

-

4711

is located in the phasing cabinet and, as in the case of
positive resistance towers, the front panel controls are
marked as phase and power controls. On a negative tower,

line matching must be done, as we just did, back in the
phasing cabinet at the transmitter building. We must conform to the absolute law that the standing wave ratio on a
transmission line can never be reduced or even affected in

any way except at that end of the line that is receiving

Wir

WE SUPPORT YOUR ANTENNAS

power! The controls on the phasing cabinet for a negative

tower trim array parameters while also shaping the far
field radiation pattern. They do it in a way that is different

from that of a positive tower. The negative tower phase
and power controls simply place varying amounts of mismatch on the negative tower's transmission line. This is
reflected back to the base of a negative tower such as to
change the impedance it sees at the tower base. These
changes, usually small ones, naturally change the current
ratio and phase on a negative tower as a result. After final
and precise current ratios and phases have been determined and set on the array for the final pattern and FCC
filing, the transmission lines for the negative towers may
be rematched in a few minutes by the previous procedure
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mentioned at point C in Fig. 6. It will usually not be
necessary to repeat the entire negative tower combining
and matching procedure, starting at the tower itself. A
minor trim at point C should be all that is necessary in the
great majority of cases.
Now that we have unmasked the negative resistance
tower paradox to show that there is no paradox and no
mystery at all and that negative towers are the easiest thing
of all to tune in a directional array, we note again that
180 -degree phase shift in the U-turn has absolutely nothing to do with it. This was proven about 15 years ago by
plucking a phase monitor out of the rack cabinet. With two
matched current sampling probes all of the phase shifts in
an existing system were measured and tabulated in the
same form as on the right-hand side of Fig. 5. Nowhere
was a 180 -degree phase offset found!

Finally, a word about the resistors used to pretune
negative towers. The author uses specially made high -

-

WE SUPPORT YOUR CAMERAS

With QuickSet antenna positioners and
camera support products, you can depend on
reliable performance and economical prices.
Call QuickSet for our complete catalog.

Quickset.A,0
Support Products
S111.111 AS A ROCK

power and noninductive rheostats with the unique feature
of being continuously variable. Readers may feel free to
contact the author regarding these resistors or alternative

3650 Wood head Drive
Northbrook, IL 60062
Telephone: (312) 498-0700 Telex: 72-4362

ways of using fixed resistors to accomplish the same

Visit NAB Booth 1012 for demonstration!

purpose.
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Introducing the first line of
professional recorder care products.
The Proformance Series.TM

Designed and created exclusively
for you, the professional. Who else
but Nortronics could deliver
products like these.
Nortronics, the undisputed world
leader in magnetic heads. We make
the heads others are compared
with. Over 25 years of engineering
skill and expertise are behind every
head. Today, high quality and

technical innovation have become
Nortronics' trademarks.
Now get that same expertise
in recorder care products. -The
Proformance Series. We first
pinpointed the industry's precise
requirements. Designed to meet
them. Established critical
tolerances-tolerances that meet or
exceed any requirement you may
ever have. The key to everything is
simplicity. In short, each product
will exceed your highest

expectations. Because that's the
way we do things-professionally.
Ask your distributor about the
Proformance Series. Or call
1-800-328-5640 'or the distributor
nearest you. In Minnesota, call
612-545-0401.

PROFORMA\CE SERIESTM
BY NORTRONICS..
8101 Ten -.h Avenue North

Minneapolis, MN 55427 U.S.A.
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MANAGEMENT .
PROBLEM SOLVING
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o

A sound management science approach to problem -solving
can go a long way toward avoiding "knee-jerk"
decision -making. When a station is viewed as a total "system"
rather than a collection of unrelated parts, reason can prevail.
JOHN Q. MANAGER has been in radio for a long time. His
old ways are a part of his everyday management behavior.

And when the ratings come in, it shows. They're down.
So what does he do?
Like many other panicky general managers across the
country facing heavy financial losses, he may resort to
several last -resort, illogical activities. According to Quaal
and Brown in Broadcasi Management, he may accept any
commercial client he can get, cut rates, clutter the air with
poorly planned programming, cut personnel, and even try
to get by with broadcast equipment in disrepair. In short,
he may do anything to keep the station out of bankruptcy.
That's when the serious mistakes are made. Irrationality
runs rampant at a time when reason could provide some
solutions.
A system of broadcast management problem -solving is

needed. And that's what the author proposes - a systematic way to avert "knee-jerk" decision -making. It is
an application of management science called general systems theory. The concept is derived from a book by C.
West Churchman titled The Systems Approach.
Quite often, mistakes are made by managers because
they engage in single cause -and -effect thinking rather
than a multi -casual approach. That is, they think one
single person or thing is directly responsible for each
problem they encounter rather than examining a number
of variables that could have contributed to their problem.
What they need to do is "scope the system," or closely
inspect the operations of a station methodically. "Scoping" is nothing more than looking closely at a system of
interrelated, interdependent components. Each component or "mission" within the station (i.e., programming,
sales, engineering, accounting) is measured independently to see how it's producing. A measure is taken of
how each component is adding to or subtracting from the
station's overall objective of profit -making.

Seeing the whole system
First, the general manager looks at the station as a
whole system. Then he or she must remove each component to see how it performs. For example, does programming operate at a levet of maximum output? If not, why?

P. Dale Ware is Associate Professor of Mass Communication at Eastern New Mexico University in Portales .

Is morale a problem? Perhaps poor morale from low pay is

causing talent to perform at substandard levels. Also,
poorly paid talent may be talking to other employees in the

station and pulling their morale down. Sometimes low
morale may be mistaken for a lack of competency. Either
of these evils can result in low productivity.
As one component becomes less efficient in output, it
affects the missions of other components. A problem with
one component of a station usually influences the performance status of adjacent missions. The morale problem of

talent, for instance, may spread to the sales department,
causing disturbed relationships with clients. When people
have problems, they usually like to unload them on anyone who'll listen. When in-house problems like this are
taken outside the system, they affect sales and billing goes

down. The outcome is poor performance.
A wise allocation of resources may prevent problems
like the one with billing. Reallocation may provide a
solution. Resources (money for salaries, equipment, person -hours, etc.) are manipulated for the optimum benefit
of the station. An example of a minimal but effective
reallocation of resources may be moving office desks
around to improve employees' communication patterns.
Perhaps an enterprising radio program director may have
the control room painted a bright color to "zip up" the
spirits of lackluster DJs. In a television station, a program
manager may rotate anchorpersons periodically until the
proper blend of on -air images is found.

The external environment
Another concern for the manager is a system's environment. A manager looking at the station and its components for internal problems needs to look at the external

environment in which it operates. In this case, the environment includes those "fixed constraints" or "givens"
that influence a station's operations. They are the business
climate of a station's market, as well as its competition,
among other things.
Next, it is the manager's job to survey the environment
and keep the system "open" to change. If environmental
data dictate new plans, the system must make internal
adjustments to coexist with its environment. For example,
if the FCC has its way, about 300 new radio stations may

soon spring up in many areas of this country. If this
occurs, existing stations must plan for the new competition.
Systems thinking is based on the notion that all things
BM/E MARCH, 1981
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"Ready when
you are C.B."

Problem Solving
change over time. Most of all, forward -thinking managers

must acknowledge that people's entertainment preferences change and their stations must meet audiences'
changing needs.
Besides surveying the environment, a systems approach presupposes that a manager adopts an ongoing
self -monitoring procedure. This activity involves regular
assessing of feedback. Such feedback provides measures
of a system's performance. Watching ratings or a station's
profit and loss statement regularly are two obvious ways a
manager can monitor a system.

A good general manager schedules regular meetings
with top-level management to "tap" other aspects of the
station's performance. When negative feedback such as
low ratings indicates that changes need to be made, a
manager can follow a systems approach to isolate the
reason for the ratings drop. The manager can compare
talent ratings on a quarter-hour by quarter-hour basis or,
after looking at the overall rating figures, check to see if
the composition of the target audience has changed. If it
hasn't, some other feature of the system may be examined
in finding a solution. The last thing a manager should do is
fire talent without a program analysis.
New opportunities to look at

In looking at the performance of a system, a manager

surveys its "lost opportunities." These include such
things as low billing or low ratings periods - the time
when the station has made operational mistakes. By studying profit trend charts and the factors contributing to past

Christie - The "Burping" Charger/Battery
System That Does It In 20 Minutes or Less.

operational errors, a manager may make better use of
present and future opportunities.
Three questions to ask in examining "lost oppor-

tunities" might be, "Where has the station been?"
"Where is it now?" and "Where is it going?" One also
Whether you're
shooting a
full-length
documentary or news gathering for the
evening wrap-up, you need a battery/charger
system that's ready when you are. Christie has the
only ni-cad battery pack that's completely
rechargeable in 12-20 minutes. The REFLEX® 20
Chargers and sempiternal battery packs provide
90-97% efficiency, while extending battery life up
to 10 times longer than other ni-cads and 50 times
that of ordinary batteries. That's state-of-the-art
technology backed by Christie's 51 -year reputation
for excellence.

When time is money, keep your cameras rolling
with the REFLEX 20 from Christie.

station. An alert manager might inquire why various
commercial clients were lost or why talented personnel
resigned from the staff. Once these data are compiled, the
manager can use the knowledge from past mistakes to
better utilize present resources for maximum performance
results.

When all the preceding steps have been followed in
"scoping the system," the manager looks again at the
entire system. If proper remedial actions have been carried out, immediate improvement should be apparent.
Each component is viewed in its interrelated relationships

with every other component. If everything works

SINCE 1929

smoothly and all missions are performing at the expected
levels, then one can be relatively confident that success

ELECTRIC CORP.

has been achieved. A follow-up "scoping" should be
made every three months to make sure components are

CHRISTIE
20665V Manhattan Place
Torrance, California 90501

producing efficiently.
Additional dimensions of general systems theory can be

(213) 320-0808

studied for greater understanding of its application to

TWX 910-349-6260
(800) 421-2955
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might ask whether adequate learning from the mistakes of
the past has been considered in forecasting for the future.
A good method to discover the details of lost opportunities
is employee interviews. Most likely, these lost -opportunity facts would not be shown in the operating statement of a
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broadcast management. The enthusiastic manager will do

well to pursue that study. It can mean fewer headaches
from management problems in the future.
BM/E

JOIN THE CSI
NETWORK
MOAIXASt 1..511111f11
wOR

tneal

Now you too can become a member of one of the fastest growing networks
in radio broadcasting. CSI's moire than 450 satisfied transmitter owners.
You can share the advantage of superb quality craftmanship and dependable
service others expect from CSI.
CSI ... the network you'll be glad to be affiliated with.

3800 South Congress Avenue Boynton Beach, Florida 33435 Phone 305/737-5626 Telex 513458
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SINGER PRODUCTS
COMPANY. INCORPORATED

ANNOUNCES THE FORMATION OF

SINGER BROADCAST
BOX 5500 CHERRY HILL, NEW JERSEY 08034

FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF

CCA
and

ril-r-co vs EC
AM AND FM BROADCAST TRANSMITTERS
and

VHF AND UHF TELEVISION TRANSMITTERS
SEE US AT BOOTHS 103 AND 126
NAB '81 LAS VEGAS
APRIL 12-15

A member o he Inger Products Group of Companies
875 Merrick Avenue, Westbury, N.Y. 11590
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WITH MORE
Broadcasters planning to "sell out" can
make their properties more attractive to
potential buyers with a little clever
financial maneuvering. Installment sales
and careful allocating of proceeds can
make both buyer and seller happy while still staying on the right side of

By Mark E. Battersby
maximum tax of 50 percent on earned income is a bigger
bite than the present capital gains rates.
For those who cannot see their way clear to accept
anything less than capital gain, a willingness to accept
payments over a number of years may make your business

worth a much higher price. It will also benefit you to be
allowed to spread your income over a number of years;

thanks to a recent change to our tax law, installment

the IRS.

reporting is easier than ever to use.
The Installment Sales Revision Act of 1980 substantially changes the rules for reporting gain under the installment method. What is more, these changes are effec-

THE CURRENT EXODUS from the field by many indepen-

tive for 1980 income tax returns. Among the major

dent broadcasters can be attributed to retirement, the

changes are:

growing numbers who have simply gotten tired of dealing
with the abundance of regulations, or simply our present

economic situation. Generally, those wishing to sell out
have been able to find a buyer and usually have been able
to negotiate a reasonable price for their company and its
assets.

Unfortunately, the Internal Revenue Service has
thrown up the major roadblocks and in more than a few
cases has managed to significantly reduce the sale proceeds through strict application of our voluminous tax
laws.

Elimination of the requirement that no more than 30
percent of the selling price be received in the tax year of
sale in order to qualify for installment sale reporting for
gain from that sale.
Elimination of the requirement that a deferred payment
sale be for two or more payments.
Placement of the installment method on an automatic
basis unless the taxpayer chooses not to have the sale so
treated.

Adoption of special rules for situations involving
installment sales to certain related parties who sub-

Surprisingly, those same tax laws that can swallow

sequently sell or dispose of the property and for situations

such a large percentage of the sales price can also help the
independent broadcaster or station owner make an oper-

involving installment sales of depreciable property between a broadcaster or owner and spouse or certain 80 percent owned corporations or partnerships.

ation much more valuable to a potential buyer. For instance, a buyer who must pay a flat price for the shares in
your closely held corporation might be more agreeable to
higher payments if a tax deduction could be guaranteed for
some or all of the money paid out.
Naturally a higher price for your business would mean

little to you if the added money all went to the tax collector. That is where tax planning comes into play. Tax

planning before - not after - the sale.
We all know that a buyer and seller are free to label the
proceeds from a sale pretty much as they choose. Thus, a
seller who demands a flat price for a business will usually
be able to report the gain at the favorable capital gains tax
rate. The buyer, however, receives no tax deduction for
payments.
A buyer might be willing to offer more money for your
business if you were willing to label it consulting fees or
some other type of expense that the buyer could claim an
income tax deduction for. To accept this arrangement you
would have to have some idea of how these fully taxable

payments would affect your tax picture. Even the
Mark Battersby is a tax and financial consultant special-

izing in broadcast operations. He works in Ardmore,
Penn.

That's right, the long-standing requirement that, in
order for gain to be reported in installments, no more than
30 percent of the selling price be received in the taxable

year of sale has been eliminated. No more hassles over

"inputed interest," "selling price," and "payments"
such as those the IRS pressed in the past.
Although there is no requirement in the tax law that
payments be periodic (i.e., monthly, annual, etc.), the
IRS and even several courts have ruled that two or more
installments payable in two or more tax years were required to qualify such sales for installment reporting. This

informal rule has now been repealed for all tax years
ending after the enactment of this new law. In other
words, 1980 calendar year taxpayers are covered.
With the elimination of this rule, installment reporting
becomes available to broadcasters who receive lump -sum
payments in a taxable year subsequent to the year of sale.
They may now report gain from these sales in the year
payment is actually received rather than in the year that the

sale is consummated.
Under this same new law, the installment method of
reporting gain is automatic unless the broadcaster/taxpayer chooses to the contrary. The election for non -installment treatment must be made on or before the due
BM/E MARCH 1981
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date of the tax return (including filing extensions) for the
tax year of the sale. This election may be accomplished
merely by reporting the entire gain in your gross income
for the tax year in which the sale occurs.
Under prior law, the installment method of reporting a

sale was available only if the taxpayer made a timely

election to report his or her gain on the installment
method. By eliminating this requirement, the new law
puts new rules regarding this "automatic" election into
effect.

Despite the recent dearth of so-called "infra -family"

sales (where the dealer sells the business to a family
member for a sum of money that is to be paid over a
number of years), Congress has seen fit to restrict a
popular tax -saving device that centered around these
transactions. Quite simply, the new law seeks to control
the use of installment sales as a means of infra -family
transfers of appreciable property and certain depreciable
property.

Prior to the Installment Sales Revision Act, intrafamily transactions derived distinct tax advantages
through the use of the installment sales as a tax -planning
device. All that was required was that the seller have no
direct or indirect control of the proceeds received by the
buyer when the property was resold.
The resale rule is directed toward situations in which a

member of a family group makes an installment sale of
property to a related person who, in turn, sells the property
before the installment payments have been made in full.

The person who made the first disposition must report
gain on the installment sale in the year when the related
purchaser sells the property, rather than as the related
purchaser makes the installment payments.

In other words, selling your business to a family
member on the installment basis is acceptable unless your

relative, in turn, resells it. Should your relative resell it
and you be unable to convince the ever -vigilant Internal
Revenue Service that neither of the dispositions had as one

of its purposes the avoidance of federal income taxes,
you, as the first seller, must immediately report your
entire gain even though you still haven't received the total
sales price originally agreed upon.

This new rule is generally applicable for two years
following the first disposition of property other than marketable securities. Thus, if the related purchaser sells the
property (other than marketable securities) more than two
years after the initial installment sale, this resale rule does
not apply.

A related person, according to the law, includes a
spouse, child, grandchild, parent (but not a brother or
sister), controlled corporation, and partnership. Even
trusts and estates can be considered to be related purchasers on occasion.
Since many sales cannot be consummated until the
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market value of the buyer's obligation cannot be reasonably ascertained will warrant the cost -recovery method of
reporting for sales subject to contingencies.
Installment method treatment normally results in reporting income from the sale on apro raw basis for each
installment payment received, using the maximum selling
price to determine the total contract price and gross profit
ratio. Remember, however, that incidental or remote contingency cannot be considered in determining whether
there is a stated maximum selling price.
Should it subsequently become apparent that the contingency will not be satisfied in whole or in part, causing
reduction of the maximum selling price, the taxpayer is to
recompute his or her income from the sale after having
taken this additional information into account. Then, reduced income, as adjusted, would be reported for each
installment payment received in the year in which the
information becomes available as well as in each subsequent tax year.
If the maximum selling price is reduced in more than
one taxable year due to successive changes in the status of
the contingency, each such year of reduction constitutes
an adjustment year. Of course, if the taxpayer has reported
more income from the installment payments received in
the previous tax years than the total recomputed income, a
loss deduction measured by the amount of the excess in
reported income is permitted for the year of adjustment.
Finally, suppose that the business you want so badly to
sell is not a corporation. Forming a corporation specifically to create capital gain from the sale is not acceptable
to our tax enforcers. They can (and will) ignore the socalled "collapsible corporation" you formed.
When an unincorporated business is sold, the proceeds
must be allocated to the various asset categories - capital
assets, ordinary assets, and the ever -popular Section 1231
assets. The principal ordinary assets are inventories and

your equipment. The seller will, without fail, want to
allocate as little as possible of the sales price to this
category of assets because the gain allocable to inventories will be taxed as ordinary income.
The principal capital asset of an unincorporated business is usually good will. For obvious reasons the seller
generally prefers to allocate as much of the sale proceeds
as possible to this item, rather than inventories. However,

since good will is not depreciable, most buyers would
prefer to allocate as little as possible of their investment to
this asset.
Similarly, most buyers would prefer not to allocate any
more than necessary to land, a Section 1231 asset, since
this is also nondepreciable. From the buyer's standpoint,
it is advantageous to allocate as much of the investment as

possible to inventories and to depreciable assets, in that
order.
Quite obviously there is a great deal that you can do in

actual value of assets is confirmed, the new rules governing contingency sales may be quite important. This provision represents a significant expansion of the availability of installment reporting method of computing taxes for

order to make your business worth more to a potential
buyer. Maneuvering within the financial arena - with
one eye on your own tax picture, of course - can often
substantially increase the amount you will receive from
the sale. Naturally, it is the after-tax bottom line you
should be concerned with, so the first step in any sale
should include putting your personal tax situation in or-

these "open" transactions.

der.

With the addition of this deferred payment option to our
tax law, the cost -recovery method formerly in use will no
longer be permitted for sales at a fixed price; instead, only

should enable you to ask and get more for your business. It
should also widen the number of potential buyers you will

rare and extraordinary circumstances in which the fair

be able to attract.
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A realistic idea of what each concession will cost you
BM/E

Select from our range of over 150 standard types,
which features:
Fixed or Variable Capacitance
Ceramic or Glass envelope
Water,Forced A ir or Natural Convection Cooled
R.E working vo_ta.3es r_:rom 3 to 36kV

EEV Vacuum Capaci-ors are installed in leading
manufa.:turers' transmitters in use tiroughout the world.
You can depend on Europe's largest manufacturer of
Professional Electron Tubes to meet your most
exacting requirements.

R.F. workingcurrents from 90 to 500A -ms
Capacitance ranges from 5 to 3000pF
Tell us your specific requirements and we will
send you data, equivalents listand price quotation.
Contact us today.

The Professionals in Electron Tube Technology
EEV Inc.
7 Westchester Plaza, El msford,N.Y. 10523
Telephone: 914 592 6050 Telex: 646 180
IN ENGLAND:ENGLISH ELECTRIC VALVE CO.LTD..CHELMSFORD,ESSEXCM1 2QU TEL:0245 61777 TELEX:99103
IN CANADA: EEV CANADA LTD.,67 WESTMORE DRIVE, REXDALE,ONTARIO M9V 3Y6 TEL 416 745 9494 TELEX 06 989 363
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Editing starts with CMX
If you think you can't grow from absolute simplicity to
total performance look at the world standard for editing.
Editing starts with the CMX
340X because it performs
exactly the same simple
functions competitors' limited

restrict its

have continued to
grow and to lead.
While others have
come and gone, CMX
continues to be the

But for you that's only the

expandability at
any point in your
growth.
Editing starts
with CMX because
every 340X system
installation

beginning. The expandability

includes basic

of the 340X will not restrict
its simplicity at any point in
your growth.

training in operation and
maintenance. CMX has the
world's largest staff of editing
system specialists to keep you
going and growing. These
experts are available to install
and train you on new features
at every point as you grow.
Editing never ends with CMX
because our staff editors
provide complete 340X training
that never stops growing. This
training is supported by

systems do. Two machine cuts
editing, for instance. requires
the same number of keystrokes.

world standard for

advanced seminars,
CMX 340X keys are grouped conveniently,
color coded, dedicated and easy to reach.
That's one reason it's as easy to operate as

most limited capacity editors.

Editing never ends
with CMX because

the 340X is the most

newsletters, an editors'
advisory panel, plus worldwide
experience in post -production
that only the editors at CMX
have.

wir

Editing starts

editing. We have the
ten-year track record
to support you at any
point in your growth.
Editing never ends with CMX
because your initial investment
is protected from absolute
simplicity to total performance.
Before you invest in post production, look at the
difference
in total
investment
PICTURE EDITING
between
com-

petitors'
limited

Time Code

manipulations
not necessary

systems
and CMX.
The 340X has replaced many
other systems; and every CMX
user has stayed with us when
he expanded his system.
Editing never stops with CMX
when editing starts with CMX.

with CMX because it
GISMO
expandable and
did. CMX built the
Provides
both position an
sophisticated editing
first simple,
speed control for
system in the world.
practical,
precise visual
All the new
computer techniques in post assisted
YNC R01
production developed
Cut a
editing
'live" show and
over its five-year
system
revise if
necessar
history have been added to the
over ten years ago.
earliest 340X systems. The
Along with our
simplicity of the 340X does not
original customers we

MOW
-

CMX

Orrox Corporation 3303 Scott Blvd.. Santa Clara, CA 95050 (408) 988-2000 Telex
910-338-0554/Chicago (312) 324-8488/Los Angeles (213) 980-7927/New York (212) 371-1122
International Representatives: Magna Techtronics, Australia/Totsu. Japan/Sight and Sound.
onnoHong Kong/TeknoMerica, Mexico City/Arvid. Argentina/F.W.O. Bauch. United Kingdom/
Thomson, France/GTC. W. Germany/Video Promotion, Belgium/Communications Consultants.
AfricaSouth
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The official theme is "Directions," and the direction that this year's NAB
Convention seems to be looking is skyward. There will be numerous
workshops and sessions dealing with new technology and techniques
but the common thread that binds them together is the satellite.
IT HAS BECOME A CLICHE

to begin previews of upcoming

NAB Conventions with expressions like, "The largest
ever. .Biggest in history. .Most comprehensive,.

.

it can't get any bigger - there isn't any more room left in
the Convention Center." He was wrong. Somehow they

managed to find some more space in the Convention

etc. The problem with cliches is that there is usually some

Center. As this is being written, the number of exhibitors

element of truth to them. This year's convention is the
largest ever, the biggest in history, and the most comprehensive. As last year's convention came to a close, a

commodate the increased number of booths that everyone

foot -weary chief engineer was heard to mutter, "At least

is up by nearly 12 percent. More are expected. To acwill be required to visit, the NAB has made several adjustments. There will be extended hours in the exhibition
BM/E MARCH, 1981
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hall on Tuesday night. The booths will be available until
8:00 p.m. instead of the usual closing time of 5:00 p.m.
Workshops and sessions have been rearranged so that
managers and engineers can attend the exhibits together.
Radio managers and engineers will have Monday afternoon free. Television managers and engineers will have
Tuesday afternoon set aside.
Sessions and workshops for engineers

There may be some changes in the schedule as final
arrangements are made, but as we go to press, this is the
tentative program.

For radio, the sessions will open with the panel on
telephone talk shows. The discussion will center on inter-

facing stations with telco. What's new in telephone
equipment, protection of the switched network, devices
for converting to four -wire, hybrids, bridges, new automatic devices available, conferencing, and RFI will all be
covered.
The satellite session will deal with the latest in high quality audio transmission via satellite. Participants will
look at stereo, noise reduction techniques, small dishes,
and the sharing of earth stations; it promises to be a lively
session.
Aside from the annual FCC panel, some of the other
topics are: radio ENG, audio processing, the development
of a high -quality receiver for AM stereo, the composite
signal, audio recording for the broadcaster, auto switching systems, voltage transmission for audio systems,
radio program automation system maintenance, and the
elimination of stereo phase error.
For the television engineer there will be a concentration

on the ramifications of satellites. There will be three

Some of the other sessions scheduled include UHF TV
measurements by helicopter, high -power RF systems,
remote control for broadcasters, a vertical interval machine control system, a workshop on ENG batteries, and
operational experience with automatic setup cameras.
Another session which will likely draw a good house will
be the one on facility design. The session is tailored to deal

with designing a new or upgraded plant in the climate of
complicated local, state, and federal regulations. Members of the panel will present case histories on the problems that arise when outside forces cause design engineers
to consider other than straight engineering problems. Is
the new tower in the path of migrating birds? Are there
sufficient and readily available ramps and elevators for the
handicapped? Is there compliance with ordinances on
non -ionizing radiation?
Management and engineering sessions linked

There seems to be an attempt this year at the NAB
Convention to have compatible sessions for managers and
engineers. For example, television managers will also get
a session on facility planning. Both radio and television

managers will have sessions on satellite technology. In
fact, the radio managers will get an entire morning session
devoted to nothing but new technology. This is in addition
to other technically oriented workshops.

The annual FCC session for managers promises to be
packed as it will be the first time that broadcasters will
have an opportunity to see the new Reagan appointees to
the Commission. It will also be the first NAB for the new
FCC chairman. It is expected that the chairman's speech
will be the first clear indication to broadcasters of the
direction of the Commission under the Reagan Administration.

The luncheon speakers for both radio and television
seem to reflect the new conservative cast of the adminis-

tration. Monday's television luncheon speaker will be
syndicated columnist George Will, a noted conservative
and early backer of Ronald Reagan.

workshops dealing with STV, MDS, and satellite distribution. The annual SMPTE workshop will focus on a
number of areas; presumably an update on the digital
videotape recorder demonstrated at the winter meeting.
The EIA subcommittee will show the latest in teletext
systems with the continued aim of coming up with one
standard. All the various systems will be represented. For
UHF stations, the latest on transmitter efficiency will be
discussed. And based on BM 1E' s Panels of 100 Survey of
Broadcast Industry Needs (February, 1981) one of the

Howard Ruff, the noted iconoclastic economist who takes
a very conservative approach to economic theory.
News will continue to occupy a key place in the planning of stations. Radio will have a session on improving
ratings with news. Television will have two sessions on

most sought-after items is earth stations. The session
entitled "Practical Considerations in Satellite Earth Sta-

will talk about satellites, helicopters, microwave, and

tion Planning" will no doubt draw a considerable crowd.

Tuesday's speaker at the radio luncheon will be

news. One, "Local News Isn't Local Any More," will
discuss how the limits of local news have been stretched
far outside what was possible several years ago. The panel
other ways of bringing in news from a distance. The panel
will feature BM IE senior editor Stephen Miller, considered one of the country's leading authorities on the appli-

cation of news technology. The other members of the
panel will be drawn from the ranks of broadcast news

Hilton Fire Won't Scorch NAB
February's fire at the Las Vegas Hilton caused serious
damage, but its effect on the NAB Convention will be mini-

mal, according to the Las Vegas Convention Bureau.
Bureau director Robert A. Schmuck informed NAB president Vincent Wasilewski that the damage will be repaired
by the time broadcasters reach Las Vegas, with little effect
on the convention. The damage was caused mainly from
smoke and water in the East Tower of the hotel; renovation
work started as soon as the firefighters left.
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executives.
The other news session will deal with the emergence of
news/informational programs such as PM Magazine. This
new kind of program, in many stations, involves both the

news and programming departments. How can the two
departments work together to produce these kinds of programs without conflict?

To paraphrase the closing of a popular TV show,
"These and other questions will be answered at the National Association of Broadcasters 59th Annual Convention and International Exposition."
BM/E

SUNDAY,
APRIL 12, 1981
JOINT
SESSIONS

2:15
2:30
2:45
3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45

WEDNESDAY,
APRIL 15,

Doors Open

Welcome, Opening Remarks by
Sen. Cannon (at 3:00)

4:00

1981

Keynote Address - VTW

JOINT
SESSIONS

Presentation of DSA
Rich Little & Company

4:15

4:30
4.45
500i

8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10 00
10.15
10 30
10 45
11.00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12 Noon

Round Tables - Radio Only

FCC Commissioners' Panel
(TENTATIVE!!)

Grover Cobb Award
FCC Chairman Address

Luncheon and Bob Hope

MONDAY, APRIL 13, 1981
RADIO
8:00 am
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12 Noon

Opening Remarks & Welcome
Keynote Speaker
(Dick DeVos)

Concurrent Workshops Promotions that Make Money,
Finding Money for Budding, etc.,
Congress (Govt. Rel.),
More Productivity

5 Reasons Why Sales People Fail,

12:30
12:45
1:00
1:15
1:30
1.45
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45

Selling AM in the '80s,
Is Your PD a Pro?
Regulatory Climate (Govt Rel.)

NEW
TECHNOLOGIES
FORUM

SMPTE 'Norkshop

FCC Panel

EIA Teletext Workshop

Development of a High -Quality
Receiver for AM Stereo
The Composite Signal

UHF Transmitter Efficiency

Television Luncheon

Engineering Luncheon

SPANISH
LANGUAGE
FORUM

Radio Engineers' Time Off
High Power RF Systems

Concurrent Workshops - Government Relations (Part I),

STV - Boom or Bust?,
Local News Isn't Local Anymore,
Smart Management for Small Markets,
Effective Planning for Broadcast Facility (Part I)

3:15
3:30
3:45
4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45
5:00
5:30
9:00

Television

Telephone Talk Shows

Opening Remarks & Welcome
"Speak Up''

Concurrent Workshops -

12:15 pm

ENGINEERING

TELEVISION

Practical Considerations in Satellite
Earth Stat on Planning

Remote Control for Broadcasters

Concurrent Workshops - MDS -A Mdlion Dollar Baby?,
Is The Sky Really Falling?,
Newsroom Law,
Effective Planning (Part II),
Government Relations (Part II)

UHF TV Measurement by Helicopter
A Vertical Interval Machine
Control System

Ham Radio Operator's Reception

Midnight - Small Market Legal Clinic

TUESDAY, APRIL 14, 1981
RADIO
8:00 am
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30

9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12 Noon
12:15 pm

Concurrent Workshops - Advocacy Advertising,

5 Reasons .
(repeat),
Manager Wears 5 Hats,
Analyzing Arbitron,
Promise vs. Performance (EEO)
.

Television

Batteries - Do You Have

Satellites for Radio

Trends in Executive Compensation,
Government Relations Roundtable,
Slots open for 2 more

.

A Battery Problem?

TvB Presentation

Concurrent Workshops Earth Stations,
More Productivity (repeat),
Analyzing Your Station's Image,
9kHz: What's the Real Story?

SALES FORUM

Radio ENG

Regulator Problems in the
New Broadcast Facilities

Audio Processing

Operational Experience with
Automatic Set-up Cameras

(Part I)

Concurrent Workshops - Satellite Distribution

FCC Panel

The New Program/News Relationship,
What's New in TV Promotion,
Videotext or Teletext?
Low Power, Higlo Priority

Radio Luncheon

12-30
12.45
1:00
1:15
1.30
1

ENGINEERING

TELEVISION

Concurrent Workshops -

Engineering Luncheon

Television Managers' Time Off

.15

200
2:15
2:30
2:45
3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45
4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45

TV Engineers' Time Off

SALES FORUM

(Part II)

Concurrent Workshops What's Your Station Worth,
Do's & Don'ts for Changing
Formats, Getting Numbers with
News, FCC Rules & Regulations

Audio Recording and the
Broadcaster

Audio Switchirg Systems
Voltage Transmission for
Audio Systems
Radio Program Automation
System Maintenance
Eliminating Stereo Phase
Error
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Our new and exciting co -ax digital remote control system provides
dependable, studio -like remote control to ENG/EFP cameras in the
field at a fraction of the cost of other systems!

It is the most affordable and reliable remote control
system available on the
market today. Easily
interfacing with a full
range of professional
ENG/EFP video cameras
currently in use, such as:
Ikegami HL77 and
FIL79A, RCA TK-76B,
NEC MNC-71 cameras,

and many more.

Outstanding Features
O System consists of mini -CCU, analog -to -digital encoder, and digitalto -analog decoder.
O Permits control of all functions normally required in OB van,
including genlock.
O Digital encoder (19" rack -mounted) designed to accommodate two
mini-CCU's to control two cameras (each equipped with its
own decoder).
O Lightweight, camera -mounted decoder features intercom capability.
O Digitally encoded control data relayed to camera -mounted decoder
through a simple, lightweight and reliable coaxial cable.
O Eliminates the need for expensive, bulkier, multi -core or triax camera
cable, and reduces to a minimum the risks normally associated with
the use of such camera cables.
O Low-cost coaxial cable allows complete remote control and camera
set-up functions from greater distances with greater safety and
utmost reliability.
O System is ideal for all extended shooting situations such as sports
events, live concerts, political rallies, etc.

RCA TK-76B shown with decoder
neatly "sandwiched" between camera
body and door.

For full details, call toll -free: 800-421-7468.

cinema

04

Technology In The Service Of Creatovsty

2037 Granville Avenue, Los Angeles, California 90025

Telephone: (213) 478-0711 (213) 477-1971 Telex: 69-1339

Be sure to visit our NAB booth #1417

Ikegami HI,77 shown with side mounted decoder.

RADIO AND
TELEVISION IN FOR

CMIPUTERI'LKTIOti

Whatever products broadcasters want most this year,
chances are they will be computerized. You can count on it.

TV Trends
CARNAC THE MAGNIFICENT is holding

the envelope to his forehead: "The an-

. microprocessor!" The envelope is torn open; he blows into it,
swer is

.

.

withdraws a slip of paper, and reads the

question: "What will practically every
broadcast equipment manufacturer include in its new equipment design this
year?"
Virtually every 1981 NAB edition of
broadcast equipment will have turned
to the microprocessor for greater control, flexibility, and efficiency. If the

particular piece of equipment doesn't
include a microprocessor, it will prob-

offer more effects and greater ease of
access to those effects. Microproces-

ably interface with some external com-

sors have been dedicated to certain con-

puter control. There is no escaping it.

trol aspects of these machines to help

Editing systems, lighting systems,
videotape machines, production
switchers, test equipment, and just

order the effects sequences and enhance

about every other subsystem for teleproduction and broadcasting has turned
to the microprocessor in order to offer
the user a degree of compatibility and

flexibility never before achieved in
broadcast hardware.

Systems such as digital special ef-

fects, which have always relied on
computer control and processing, will
also extend their intelligence both to

the effective control the operator has
over the effects repertoire. Moreover,

communications between systems,
such as might be needed between a
production switcher, editing system,
and associated record/playback machines, has been handed over largely to

microprocessors able to "understand"
the peculiarities of each machine and
translate operator commands into language appropriate to each node in the
system.
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cations. NEC/3M, Hitachi, RCA are
likely to show their machines this year

While great strides have been made
in the area of machine communication

and operator interface, expected

economies and efficiencies still await
standardization of machine language
and communications channels. Industry committees are working hard on
these problems and the intelligence of
the microprocessor has made it possible
to proceed in limited fashion while the

ultimate breakthrough remains to be
made.

Image pickup and recording trends
In

cameras, the trends to smaller,

lighter, less power-hungry designs continue but the single most notable trend

is computerized setup. The object, of
course, is to obtain consistent image
quality with less time spent in manual
setup. Image pickup is still based on

tube technology, but many more
cameras will offer diode gun Plumbi-

conscf3 this year. Saticonsare in for
significant improvements and one
manufacturer plans to offer a single tube design utilizing a newly designed
Saticon-type tube. If the new single -

tube design meets expectations, a

whole new generation of small, inex-

pensive ENG type cameras could
emerge.
One -inch VTRs will dominate recording technology. The question is set-

tled. Few new wrinkles are expected
beyond yet better operating control
through further microprocessor application. Both Type B and Type C machines will be shown in extended play
versions for use in pay TV or other

"full length -feature film" appli-

with all the promised variable speed
and editing controls implied at earlier
demos. 3M will no doubt show the
TT -7000 VTR operating in SMPTE
Time Code Lock with its own digital

audio recorder. This demo drew
impressive reviews at the recent
SMPTE Winter Television Conference.

While videotape editing has competed heavily for NAB's spotlight each

year since 1978, this year promises a
more rational alignment of VTR capability with controller capability. The
"super editors" (CMX's 340, Harris's
EPIC, Fernseh's Mach One, Sony's
B VE-5000, Datatron's 2000, and super

upgradables like Convergence's ECS
series) will continue to show enhanced
capabilities, most likely in the area of
audio post -production. The real news,
however, is likely to come from the

mid -range edit controllers, where
newly applied microprocessing technology has granted "super -type" edit-

ing capability to machines in the

under -$30,000 range. Off-line and
news editing requirements continue to
drive the development of lower -cost

systems. There is simply no com-

parison between the capability of the

"low-cost editors" of 1975 and the

low-cost editors available in 1981.
One trend that will take place is yet
another attempt at improving the operator/machine interface. CVC (Control
Video Corp.) will show a unique edit
controller (part of its modular control
system) that will allow the operator to
execute decisions by placing a finger on
the appropriate part of a display. The
menus are presented to the editor in a
software -established sequence (i.e., a

search menu, and edit menu). Each

menu can be accessed randomly so the
operator is never dictated to by the display.
Display and operator interface has
drawn a lot of attention from manufac-

turers, and CVC's approach is not
likely to be the only new direction
taken. At least one major Type C/VTR

manufacturer is known to be developing a CRT display interface along
the same lines, while another will have

a new editing system based on earlier
models but with extended capabilities.
Plant equipment: switchers to
transmitter
Once again, computers take the lead
in new approaches to the teleproduction
plant. Digital circuits and microprocessor -assisted task execution have been

included in switchers large and small.
Once again, integration and interconnection of subsystems appear to be a
major objective.
Still stores and character generators
are traveling in parallel tracks toward
better memory management. Elaborate
library systems are now available on the
major mass still storage systems. Character generators continue to add storage

and greater graphics capacity, while a

new breed of "art system" begins to
emerge. Ampex's AVA system has
dazzled trade show delegates on both
sides of the Atlantic in the recent past
and will continue to be a major focus of

the Ampex display. Vital, however,
has recently entered into an agreement

to market a digital art system and as
many as two other art systems may appear in Las Vegas.
Microwave

Microwave systems for ENG will
appear at the show in many places. The

major microwave manufacturers will
be showing new radio and antenna gear
with many systems designed especially

for airborne use. Nurad recently

demonstrated its Mini -Pod for CBS in
New York and achieved impressive results with its Clavin cavity antenna de-

sign. Microwave Associates has several new wrinkles in its approach to
airborne microwave, including advances in tracking antennas.

The other major source of microwave systems will be displayed under
the auspices of ENG vehicle outfitters,
including helicopters as well as vans. A

new company, Strike Systems, will
show both an airborne system and an
American Motors four-wheel drive vehicle equipped with specially selected
microwave gear. The company's pitch

is based on a systems approach to
microwave operation pinpointed to the
market served.

Wolf Coach, ENG Corp., Centro,
Compact Video Systems, ENG Satellite Helicopter Systems, and others displaying mobile teleproduction systems
150
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COMMUNICATION AND
INFORMATION
PROCESSING

1Vtest equipment
from the inventors of
the Plumbicori tube.
At long last a new, reliable source of TV test equipment. One that offers fast, predictable delivery. One with
a name all the world trusts-Philips. Four quick examples:

PM5565 Waveform Monitor
Enjoy the luxury of examining one line and one field
at a time. On top of this, there's a convenient front probe
input so you can use the monitor as a troubleshooting
oscilloscope.

PM5567 Vectorscope
It you want more accurate decoding and the ability to
have an external reference from composite video signals,
choose our vectorscope.
Both waveform monitor and vectorscope mount side
by side, fit all existing hardware and use less power than
the competition.
VM

PM5539 Color Analyzer
Take it on a quick trip through your studio or control
room and adjust all monitors to the same color temperature in a matter of minutes.
With four different memories, there's no problem in
quickly calibrating four different phosphors.
Variable full-scale, from less than set up to more than
reference white, allows measurement of color tracking as
a function of APL.

PM5534 Color Pattern Generator
Our universal pattern contains all the signals needed
to verify overall system operation-directly from the picture. No wonder virtually every set manufacturer uses our
pattern for their TV set alignment.
Of course our TV test equipment line doesn't end
here. Today Philips offers a wide range of equipment including sync and pattern generators, VITS generators and
analyzers, and TV modulators and demodulators.
For nationwide sales and service information call
800-631-7172, except in Hawaii, Alaska and New Jersey. In
New Jersey call collect (201) 529-3800, or contact Philips
Test and Measuring nstruments, Inc., 85 McKee Drive,
Mahwah, New Jersey 07430.

PHILIPS

Test & Measuring
Instruments

PHILIPS
Circle 189 on Reader Service Card

100 survey, as reported last month, will
be plentiful to a very high degree on the

will give the show the air of Transport Expo. But mobile operations will not be
limited to Earth's atmosphere any more

as Wold Communications, Compact
Video, United Video, and others are
expected to point their mobile earth stations skyward.
Interest in satellite communications

is running high throughout the broadcast industry and some 30 manufacturers will show up to demonstrate their

exhibit floor. Consoles, as every year
since the dawn of radio conventions,
will appear in greater number than last
year's greater number. Each old-line
console maker has, almost without exception, redone at least parts of the line,

and preliminary indications are that
prices are well contained, another obvious result of the competition in the

field. The company -by -company
summary in this issue supplies all the
detail available this far in advance of
the show on this topic and the others
covered here.

approach to this heavenly channel.

Up-to-the-minute reel-to-reel re-

Some firms will be showing earth stations while others will explain their services, such as signal coordination, pro-

corders are coming from all the manufacturers who have been supplying us
with tape recorders in recent years, with
a number of new machines to be shown.
Test equipment continues strongly its

gramming, and other related operations. With last month's Survey of
Broadcast Industry Needs ranking earth

station equipment in second place on
TV broadcasters' wish lists, these ex-

hibits could be among the most

trend of recent years toward greater
accuracy and automation. Spectrum
analyzers in particular are apparently
on a no -end movement toward more

crowded.
Realizing that this greatly expanded

sophistication. Audio processors,
number four on the broadcaster's

exhibit cannot possibly be seen com-

most -wanted list, are also on a no -end
advance to easier operation and lower
distortion.

prehensively in the time normally allot-

ted, NAB has extended the exhibit
hours to 8:00 p.m. on Tuesday. But an
enhanced conference program promises to pull broadcasters to sessions in
greater numbers this year, so delegates

Cart recorders and players are also
abundant, and we have them now on

can expect to experience four of the

national Tapetronics and Pacific Re-

about three levels of performance, with

the recent introductions by Inter-

busiest days in their lives at this NAB.

corders of expensive, "all out" machines pacing a sharp upward trend.
There may be more cart machines in

Radio: Advances
On All Fronts

this advance to appear at the show; the
trend will be interesting to watch.
Satellite earth terminals, coming up
from nowhere to make number seven
on the most -wanted list this year, will

At press time the 1981 NAB radio
show did not promise to put on stage
any sweeping new developments in

be available from several firms with
widely known lines, but, at least from
the advance information, a rapidly
spreading body of competitors is not

radio broadcasting, but rather to show a

most vigorous industry supporting a
host of moderate refinements and advances in technology. The manufacturers in the field look extremely active,

with frequent expansion of lines long
established. Every major sector of radio

technology is gaining suppliers, many
with more refined equipment than we
have had in the past. But the suppliers
who have been in each sector for more
than a few years are also updating and
improving their products. So the main
trend is apparent to everyone: intensifying competition in a powerful industry.

This trend has obvious values for

radio broadcasters: more for the

money, more choices, more sophisticated operation (often more cost-effective). In sum, the 1981 NAB Con-

vention will be a shopper's extravaganza for radio broadcasters.

All the items radio executives put
high on their list in BM/E's Panels of

apparent. Perhaps the exhibit floor will
uncover a trend here.

Elaborate intercoms
A strong trend, which must be in
response to market forces, is toward

more elaborate intercom systems,

companies already very strong in pro-

gram automation. Harris has announced its purchase of Automation

Electronics, Cetec of Automated Business Concepts; in both cases there will
be live demonstrations of interface be-

tween the program and the business
automation systems. IGM will also
demonstrate such an interface, between

the CBSI business system and IGM's
own Basic A program system. Such
total automation has been in the works

for a number of years now, with a
moderate number of realizations in
broadcast stations. These corporate
"interfaces" can only accelerate the
trend.

Addressing the telco problem

Telephone -studio interfacing is
another expansion area. This issue contains two comprehensive articles on the

telephone interface problem, by G.
Mark Durenberger and Harrison Klein.
On the exhibit floor a number of com-

panies will show equipment aimed at
alleviating the problems of the telco

interface. Comrex and Studer have
probably the most -used equipment, but
others will appear, including RTS Systems.
In the areas of remote control, STLs
and remote pickup, the companies long
serving the industry are virtually all ac-

tive in improvements, extensions, and
more flexible and cost-effective operation: Delta, Marti, Moseley, Time and
Frequency Technology, Potomac Instruments, McMartin, and Harris are

counted among them. There will be
plenty of FM transmitters on the floor,

too, with a couple of interesting

realignments among suppliers: Continental Electronics, long near the top
for super -power AM transmitters, will

have the full Collins line, bought by
Continental late last year; Elcom Spe-

cialty Products has taken over the
transmitters formerly under the Cetec

banner and originally from Sparta.
Canadian General Electric, a new-

comer to the show, will have a line of
transmitters. Broadcast Electronics,
with a strong start of the last couple of
years in program automation, will have

sometimes overlapping with new wire-

a greatly expanded transmitter line.

less microphone systems. The most

Every other company strong in transmitters last year will be back stronger
than ever.
In an entirely different area, radio

elaborate and resourceful systems have

computer control with a microprocessor at each station for extreme flexi-

bility based on software. Most of the
systems described in advance allow
interfacing to other kinds of intercoms.
Among the companies already scheduled in this area and in wireless micro-

program syndicators will be on the

floor, but only in moderate numbers about a dozen were signed up as this
was written, in contrast to the more than
20 at the last NRBA Convention in Los

phones, as the summaries show, are
Cetec Vega, Ward -Beck, HM Elec-

Angeles. But in all the radio hardware
sectors the 1981 NAB will be easily the

tronics, R -Columbia, RF Technology,
RTS Systems, and Swintek.
A trend opening new perspectives is
toward the acquisition or development

biggest show in history. The radio
broadcasters who come to shop will
find more on the market shelves than
has ever been assembled in one place

of business automation systems by

before.
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Storeel
is dedicated to
conserving energy.
Yours.
Energy conservation is much in the news these
days. Like the weather, many talk about it but few
do anything about it. We haven't figured how to
change the weather, but we do have several systems specifically
engineered for
broadcasters that
both conserve energy and add efficiency.
The very latest
(shown installed) is
called STOR-MAX.Tm

Save energy
(yours) by converting
your overcrowded
libraries
to the new "Instant
Access" high -density
systems engineered
and distributed only
by Storeel. Modular
Rapid Transit Storage"' maximizes units
stored per square
foot of floor space,
minimizes retrieval
time, optimizes energy efficiency.
Our many years
of design and engineering pay off in
solutions to your
storage problems.
Call or write
"The Railriders" at
Storeel today for free
estimate. No obligation, of course.

Illustrated catalog of Storeel's "confusion eliminators"
available upon request. Write on your letterhead
or telephone for your free copy.

See us at the NAB in Las Vegas, Booth 911.
The
CORP.

2050-C Carroll Avenue

Atlanta, Georgia 30341

Space -Saving
Engineers

Telephone (404) 458-3280
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An alphabetical guide to manufabturers and their products,
organizations and their services appearing in Las Vegas. Booth
numbers are noted in parentheses following the company name.
Major new product introductions are boldfaced.

A
Accurate Sound Corp. (214)
Will introduce the AS

-100,

a dc servo -

controlled tape transport for reel-toreel recording and high-speed duplication that supplies speed reference for
both master and slaves. Also showing
the Starbird microphone boom and the
AS -20600 and AS -100 recording systems.

Achro-Video International Sales
(1503)

New to the line of lens and camera

accessories will be the Lite/Mike

adapter for ENG, monopods for

ADC (181)

ENG, script lights for studio cameras,

Will introduce new QCB terminal
blocks and broadcast jackfields and
show its broad range of audio con-

complete lens service and special

adaptation, and a four -speed zoom
control for studio/field lenses. Also
shown will be a long lens adapter for
ENG cameras, studio and ENG lens
controls and cables, color bar
generators, and video and pulse DAs.

nectors for the broadcast and professional audio industries, offering high
reliability, total interchangeability, and

complete compatibility with other
audio connectors on the market.

Acrodyne Industries (1103)

A.F. Associates (1035)

Will introduce a new 10 kW VHF
transmitter with totally solid state
drivers. Also showing a 5 kW UHF

Special feature will be a 45 -foot mobile
television production unit on view outside the convention center. The booth

transmitter, a 6 kW VHF transmitter,
and UHF translators.

will feature one -inch VTRs, reconditioned two-inch quad VTRs, and
BM/E MARCH, 1981
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complete studio and mobile TV systems.

ADDA Corp. (1515)
Will introduce a new low-cost video

compressor with TBC/frame synchronizer. The VIP -2 is aimed at news

and commercial production. ADDA

transmitting antenna sold to Radio Vatican, plus FM transmitters, high -power
transmitters, and Pantel PDM control.

Amco Engineering Co. (409)
Will introduce a styled rack system

Agfa-Gevaert (1223)
Will show its line of audio tape and
videotape; information on new products not available at press time.

FCC electrical interference problems.

Allen Avionics (1633)

American Data Corp. (803)

Microcomputer control is added to the
basic ADDA still -store digital graphics
system. Will also show other configurations of its Electronic Still Processing
system (ESP).

ings to its line of towers and pre -

Allsop, Inc. (1814)
Will introduce cleaning systems for
U-Matic and Beta format video recorders. They employ Allsop's "wet"
system, which cleans the audio head,
video head, erase head, capstan, and

pinch roller. It's non-abrasive and
completes the cycle in five seconds.
Will also display the "Allsop 3" cassette deck cleaner and the "Allsop 3"

assembled buildings.

VHS video recorder cleaner.

Adwar Video Corp. (345S)
Will introduce two new products. The
ARS 170 frame synchronizer converts

Alpha Audio (306S)
Will show for the first time the Sonex
sound -absorbent acoustic foam panels
for installation on walls, panels, ceilings, and other surfaces.

an Apple computer to RS -170 type sig-

nal; a special effects keyer for post production can fade tape to black, colorize titles and key them on, fade key in
and out, and perform key wipes. It fea-

tures joystick operation and a pulse
cross output.

AEG-Telefunken (130)
Will display a turntable -mounted HF

selection of sizes and colors, data input

trimmers. The entire line of video
Allied Tower (115)
Will show its line of towers for broadcasting.

Advance Industries (401S)
Will introduce new generator build-

Also on display will be styled modular

cabinets and consoles in a complete

New items will include the VAR delay

delay lines and filters will be on view.

ADM Technology (1212A)
Showing its line of audio consoles for
broadcast production.

It features a glass door for visual ease in

checking out systems in operation.

and work desks, and interfacing with
computer applications.

will also have its latest ESP electronic

graphics system, the "C" series.

designed to meet specifications for

Will introduce the 3100 Series of production switchers, four -channel video
processors that allow for multiple functions on a single mix/effect amplifier.
The series is designed to interface with

digital effects systems. Also to be
shown is the ACTS (Automated Control Television Switching) system and
the 3200 Series machine control system.

American Image Productions (314)
Will introduce new Popshots ID package for radio and new radio promotion

spots on television with storybook
characters. Also new are the Marketmaker sales and promo package and
the You Make a Difference 90 -second

Amber Electro Design Ltd. (327)
Will introduce an IMD measurement
facility for the Model 3500 Distortion
Measurement Set and a balanced input/output kit, also for the 3500. Also

showing the Model 4400A multi-

purpose audio test set and the Model
3500 distortion measurement set.

syndicated radio show. Will also
demonstrate the series of sales/production libraries and Living the Music,

a television promotion campaign for
radio stations.

Exhibit hours: Sunday, Monday,

Wednesday, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.;
Tuesday, 9 a.m.-8 p.m.

American Telephone & Telegraph
Co. (1981)
Will demonstrate its abilities in end to -end satellite transmission services
for radio and television. Will also describe voice and data communication
systems aimed at solving problems in
all aspects of management, from spot
inventory control to audience research.

Amperex Electronic Corp. (1032)

Stressing its "Dedication" theme,

Amperex will show its Pumbicon®
camera tubes, Diode Gun@ Plumb -

icons, Plumbicon low capacitance
diode gun camera tubes, plus vidicons,
CRTs, rectifier stacks, and transmitting
tubes, including UHF klystrons.

Ampex Corp. (702)
Celebrating its "VTR Silver Jubilee,"
will demonstrate its Ampex Video Art
system, the VPR-2B helical scan video-

tape recorder, the VPR-20 portable
Ambers model 3500 distortion and noise measuring set will be introduced
156
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one -inch VTR, and the BCC -20 portable color broadcast camera.
continued on page 161

TV test gear:
R&S signal success
TV test transmitter SBUF
25 to 1000 MHz (right)
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Video test signal generator SPF 2,
with test line insertion

Noise generator SUF 2
20 Hz to 50 MHz
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AF transmission measuring set
SUN 2. 10 Hz to 100 kHz

New audio, video, noise and RF signal generators for communications system testing

TV dual -sound signal spectrum :

Triangular noise. 0 to 6 MHz

CCIR test line signal

SPF 2

Special VTR test signal

ROHDE & SCHWARZ Sales Co.. Inc.
14 Gloria Lane, Fairfield, NJ 07006
Tel. 575-0750

SBUF

SUF 2

SPF 2

SBUF

SUN 2

High -precision AF sinewave test signal

vision carrier, colour sJbcarrier,
sound carriers 1 + 2

For more information see us at our booth No. 1110, at the
NAB Show, Las Vegas (April 12 to 15)

Rusint Electronics & Sales Canada Ltd.
25 D. North Side Rd.. Nepean (Ont.) K2H 8S1
Tel. 829-3944
Aveley Electric Ltd.

Roebuck Rd Chessington, Surrey KT9 1 LP
Tel 3978771

ROHDE&SCHWARZ
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Broadcasting
Electronic measurements
Radio communications and monitoring

...to be

letter perfect
In the design and manufacture of character generating
equipment whether for automatic alpha -numeric display,

broadcast or teleproduction titling, international
language subtitling, cr especially developing libraries
for font load systems
... we know the display shapes are as much a product
if not more so than any operational featu'e.
This ohilosophy is "penciled" into each new generation
of QUANTAFONT. Our devotion to designing more
perfect graphics takes us to any length
... to be letter perfect.

Be sure to see the full range of QUANTAFONT
Teleproduction Graphic Titlers ... NAB Booth #1305.

'
Teleproduction Graphic Titlers

OUANTAFONT
System Concepts, Inc.
2440 South Progress Drive. Salt Lake City. Utah 84119
Phone: (801) 974-0992 TWX: 910-925-5684

Southwest Sales Office
1535 South Memorial. Suite 124, Tulsa, Oklahoma 74112
Phone: (918) 627-4151

Eastern and International Sales Office
1600:3 Waterloo Road. C'eveland, Ohio 44110
Phone: (216) 692-3410 TWX: 810-421-8192
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For the acoustician. The broadcast
engineer. The recording anc maintenance engineer. The audio educator/
studeat. The
audio manufac-

The UREI

Series 2000

ture r. The pro-

fessional audio
distributor Literally anyone

wh( weds pre-

cision audio instrmnentat ion
to do a myriad of jobs can benefit by
owning U.R.E.I:s 2000 Series

instruments.
The foundation of the 2003 Series
consists of two plug-in main-rames: The
Model 200 X -Y Recorder for bard -copy

graphs, and the Model 201 for use with
scopes or existing X -Y recorders.
Add to either of these rugged
mainframes the following plag-in test
modules:
Model 2000 Frequency Response
Module (shown in 200 X -Y Recorder)
Model 2010 Level & Frequency
Detector Module
Model 2020 D.C. Input
Module and, these

accessory modules:
Model 20 Warble Generator
Model 21 Mic Preamp/Warble
Generator
With the proper combinations of
these easily set-up components, the
audio engineercan perform hundreds
vital technical evaluations.
To name just a few:
Acoustical room analysis
Loudspeaker measurements
Tape recorder measurements
Equalization and filter measurements
Telephone line measurements
Delay line, cartridge/stylus,
optical/magnetic head and complete
audio systems measurements
Check out the inexpensive, precision
Series 2000 building-block audio
analysis system. It could be handling th
majority of your audio measurements
and telling you things you need to know.
From One Pro To Another - Trust all
your audio remirements to Wig.

STAND

model 2000
c-UNItS

r- 1001A.NLY
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CAA
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CAL

SNOW
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M-Ao
From One Pro To
United Recording Electronics In
8460 San Fernando Road, S
ide: Gotham Exp

les
II technical informatio
Hey, California 91352 (213) 767-1000 Telex 65-1389 UREI SNJY co
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Ampro/Scully (102)
Showing the full line of Scully reel-toreel recorders, Model 8300 triple -deck

cart machine, Ampro consoles, and
Ampro single -deck cart equipment.

Amtel (1327)
Will display its line of time code generatom and readers; master clock and dis-

The Ampex
BCC -20 has a

play clock; Q -generator; and timed
event generator.

Amtron Corp. (1830)
Will introduce a new line of high resolution monitors. Will also show a
new comb filter decoder and a waveform display monitor. Will continue

to feature its AM series of color

monitors and the digital video analyzer
introduced last year.

Andrew Corp. (917)
Will exhibit its line of heliax coaxial

microprocessor and
memory mounted in
the head

Anvil Cases, Inc. (1626)
Will stress new concepts in cases for
broadcasting, especially cases for two-

Athans Communications (307S)

single items. New this year is the Anvi-

Asaca/ShibaSoku (1219)
New this year are two triple -standard

inch video systems rather than for
lite line of tubular cases for tripods,

stands, and similar equipment, made of
high density material and available in
several sizes.

Will show all types of towers for broadcasting.

color monitors with high white balance stability and high resolution,
available in 20 -inch and 14 -inch models; a TV signal analyzer that measures

Arrakis Systems, Inc. (209)
Introducing four new series of audio

over 30 parameters; a video sweep
generator, up to 30 MHz; a portable

station antennas.

consoles. The 250 Series, primarily for
newsrooms or medium production, has

available at the show); a safety area

Angenieux Corp. of America (904)
New are a 9-135 mm f/I .5 ultra -fast

five channels, 10 inputs, and single
output mono or stereo. The 500SC
Series adds a number of options, has

cables, rigid coaxial transmission lines,

UHF TV transmitting antennas, STL
microwave antenna systems, and earth

all-weather ENG zoom and a 15:1
zoom for 13/4 -inch cameras, 18-270
mm, f/2 with 2.5X range extender and
optional diascope. Full line of studio

eight or 12 channels, is expandable to
four inputs per channel, may have remote start, 50 W monitor, other options. 500R Series is similar, but with

and field lenses and accessories will be
on view.

remote electronics. The 2000R Series is
modular with eight or 16 channels, can

Animation Video (407S)
Will demonstrate its new AniVid video
animation system for the first time at

channel, has three -band equalization,
submaster buses, many options.

NAB.

Antiope Videotex Systems, Inc.
(1421)

In addition to teletext and program cap-

tioning via the Antiope system, will
demonstrate graphic extensions to the
system and a method of controlling access to teletext information via a microprocessor -controlled credit card.

Anton/Bauer, Inc. (1617)

Showing for the first time the new
LG-30 lighting gun system, a portable lighting head, and various mounting brackets to put light heads on top grade cameras. Also introducing a new
switching -type slow charger. The line
of snap -on battery packs, diagnostic

mix or match up to four inputs per

Arriflex Corp. (1835)
Will emphasize its products for the
video industry. New this year is the
Sachtler Studio 7+7 fluid head tripod,
designed to handle larger and heavier
cameras while retaining compact design. All controls for fully adjustable
pan/tilt and center of gravity compensation are integrated into the head cast-

ing. The lines of Arri daylight HMI
lights, Sachtler fluid head tripods, and
Arriflex motion picture cameras and
production accessories will be shown,
along with the Arriflex Image
Stabilizer.

Arvin/Echo (1001)
Updated for 1981 is the EES-2 video
discassette recorder, now in production. Also on display will be the Slo-Mo

Super "D" battery systems will be on

instant replay video discassette recorder and the EFS-1A framestore

display.

video discassette recorder.

equipment, lighting belt packs, and

production system (details will be

generator; a TV multiplex sound

generator; and a TV signal modul-

ator. The line of monitors, video noise

meters, white balance checkers, and
other items will also be on view.
Audico, Inc. (1900)
Will introduce new system for loading
tape into U-Matic and Betamax cassettes and removing old tape from casset-

tes without dismantling them. Same
system will load audio cassettes and
eight -track and broadcast carts. Also
showing line of other video and audio
loading systems; cassette timer and re winder; hockey -puck splicer for half inch, 3/4 -inch, one -inch, two-inch tape;
impulser producing 50 Hz, 150 Hz, and

1000 Hz cue pulses.

Audi -Cord Corp. (319)
Showing the line of cart machines, including the Modu-Cart 100 Series and
the "A" Series, both with recent improvements.

Audio and Design Recording, Inc.
(424)

Showing for the first time at NAB the
new Transdynamic tri-band processing system for AM/FM/TV; also the
Scamp S25 de-esser module; and the
Easy Rider, new compressor/limiter.
Also exhibiting line of other processing

systems, including the Compex-

Limiter, Vocal Stresser, Voice Over
BM/E MARCH, 1981
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AVL Digital, Ltd.
(booth not available)
Introducing new audio and video rout-

ing switchers and new character

generators. Also showing line of video
distribution amplifiers, video clamping
amplifiers, and a 10 -by -one audio follow -video switcher.

BTX Corp. (1501)
Will introduce a fully intelligent interface for audio and video recording that
provides the production and post -production industries with unprecedented
capabilities for complete, economical,
multi -machine control, according to the
company. Featuring chase interlocking

of machines in wind modes, play
synchronization is precisely controlled

- not only to the subframe, but the
subbit. The system is compatible with
all video/audio editing systems. Will
also introduce a user keypad that allows extensive control over the entire

Animation Video will
show its computerized
animation system

Limiter, FM Express Limiter, the

Automated Music (410)

Scamp line of card modular processing
systems, and the Paragraphic equalizer,
a parametric with graphic display.

Will change name to Sound Communications, Inc. and introduce a new series

Auditronics, Inc. (404)

tion marketing and promotion consulting service. Will also have information on the syndicated formats of-

Showing new consoles Models 206 (six

inputs), 212 (12 inputs), and 218 (18
inputs), all mono or stereo, line or mic
level. Also introducing the 1000-DA6
distribution amplifiers with one -in/
six -out, or two-in/12-out. Introducing a

complete line of broadcast control
room furniture. Also on exhibit: 1,10
series of production consoles with up to
26 inputs.

Aurora Imaging Systems (622)
Will introduce a digital video graphics

and animation system.
Autogram Corp. (415)
Showing its line of audio consoles: the
AC -6, with six channels; AC -8, with

eight channels; and IC -10, with 10
channels; also showing the RS -512 car-

tridge random select controller.

of jingles and IDs for radio and a sta-

fered to radio stations over the past two
years.

Avab America, Inc. (1600)
Introducing the Digital Dimmer and the

Designer Light Controller (manual,
two -scene pre-set, 12 -channel) light
control systems. Also introducing the

FM 800 production sound mixer.

Will also show the 2001 computer light
controller, the HS -1 intercom system,

and the IR-6 infrared wireless remote
control.

Avantek, Ltd. (170)
Will show a new line of GAAS FET
low -noise preamplifiers for satellite
and point-to-point microwave systems.
Also showing down converters, power
splitters, and simultaneous multi -chan-

nel receivers for satellite systems. In
addition will have a line of CATV test
instruments.

interlocking process, providing a complementary alternative to direct external computer control.
Will also show a new interface unit,
the Model 4600 tape controller/editor,
the Model 4500 synchronizer, and the
Series 5000 line, which includes Model
5100 time code generator and Model
5200 time code reader, both with digital

display; Model 5300 time code video
display; and the Model 5400 time code
jam sync generator/reader with digital
display.

BGW Systems, Inc. (403S)
Are showing for the first time the new
Model 150 power amplifier, rated at
75 W per channel. In addition will have
the extensive line of other power ampli-

fiers. As exclusive U.S. distributor,
will show Tannoy products, including
broadcast monitor speakers.

Bankers Trust Co. (1961)
Will describe its financial services for
the broadcast industry.

BASYS, Inc. (1701)
Exhibiting for the first time the Cart
Fury, which prints adhesive labels for
audio carts covering information fed
from the wire services. Also introducing the Wire Fury, which monitors the

wire services, displays stories on a
computer terminal, and allows selected

stories to be printed. Will also show
from their line the News Fury and Mini
Fury full -function newsroom computer
systems.

Audico will introduce a new tape cassette loader for most formats
162
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Bayly Engineering (130)
New products this year include a remote stereo camera control system, a

ollywood, Califom a

JBL 4313 Studio Monitor.

JBL

It flattens the competition.

Introducing the 4313.
Flat frequency response. It
means accuracy. Naturalness.
Reality.

JBL gives it to you without the
bigger box that you'd expect
along with it, since the 4313 only
measures about 23" x 14"x10"!
This new, compact professional
monitor produces deep, distortion -free bass. And does it with a
newly developed 10" driver. Its
massive magnet structure and
voice coil are equivalent to most

12" or 15' speakers. Yet it delivers heavy-duty power handling
and a smoother transition to the
midrange than most larger -cone
speakers.
The 4313's edge -wound voice
coil midrange accurately reproduces strong, natural vocals
and powerful transients.

Up top, a dome radiator provides
high acoustic output with extreme clarity and wide dispersion. A large 1" voice coil gives
it the ruggedness needed in

MIL First with the pros.

professional use.
Working together, these precision matched speakers offer
superb stereo imaging, powerful
sound levels and wide dynamic
range.

Audition the 4313 soon.
We think you'll agree that its
combination of flat response,
power and moderate size
flattens the competition.
Available in Canada through GOIJIC1

Marketing, Montreal, Quebec.

50 100

5K 10K 20K
500 1K
Frequency (Hz)

On -axis frequency response,
4313 monitor

James B. Lansing Sound, Inc.,
8500 Balboa Blvd.,
Northridge, California 91329.

0/980 James B Lansing Sound Inc
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microwave STL radio link, UHF

two-way radio portable mobile and
base broadcast transmitting antennas,
and a radio telephone interface. Also
displayed will be FDM and PCM memo

and stereo program channels (telco
STLs), FM broadcast transmitters,
wattmeters, dummy loads, reel-to-reel

tape recorders, noise reduction sys-

Audio & Design Recording's new Transdynamic Tri-Band processing system

tems, and a VHF two-way radio porta-

ble mobile and base portable audio
mixer.

Beaveronics, Inc. (1041)

Will introduce improvements in its
J&D 712, BI 154, and BI 156 production switchers. Will also show the J&D
705 portable "switcher in a suitcase"
ENG switcher as well as Favag master
clocks and A/V hum bucking coils.

Belar Electronics, Inc. (134)
Showing the line of FM, AM, and TV
monitoring products. (New items will
be unveiled at the show.)

MC715, CV710N, CV720N, CK701,
CK702, CK703, 704, 707. Showing
other dynamic and condenser microphones from the established line.

matched flow and random -select forms;
Adult Contemporary; plus Bonneville's

Bird Electronic Corp. (915)
Will have a live demonstration of the

(1011)

new digital directional RF watt-

meters/power analyzers for on -site or
remote measurement via the IEEE -488
general purpose instrumentation bus.
Will also introduce a new TV model

RF Power Analyst's for black level

special Playlist Management System.

Boston Insulated Wire & Cable
Will describe its line of broadcast TV
camera cables, connectors, and cable
assemblies, including multicore triaxial
and fiber optic cable, and its complete

repair services, available in Boston,
Santa Rosa, Calif., Hamilton, Ontario,

and England. New this year are

proof of performance; and self -cooled

Duraguide fiber optic cables for video
transmission, free from electrical inter-

ference and rugged and lightweight

Belden Communications, Inc. (172)

kW to 80 kW. Will show units from the
complete line of RF power meters, air-

Will show Lee filters as exclusive U.S.
distributor. Also exhibiting the 200 W
hand-held HMI light.

changer loads to 80 kW; field replaceable water-cooled line terminations; digital calorimeters.

ity triaxial cable for TV cameras.

Bell Helicopter (1905)
Will feature its JetRanger helicopter,

Blonder -Tongue, Inc. (1730)
Will introduce a new addressable en-

calorimetric line terminations, 10
cooled and self-contained heat -ex-

with ENG equipment from various

coder and decoder system for sub-

manufacturers and videotapes of ENG
scenes at the booth.

scription television; also a new channel

Berkey Colortran, Inc. (1116)
On display will be the line of TV and

elimination filter. Will also show a
new line of professional antennas for
CATV and MATV. On display will be

enough for portable and studio applications; also a new line of precision qual-

Broadcast Audio Corp. (218)
Will have a new console, System 20,
with up to 20 channels and many options, including seven -frequency
graphic equalizers and pan pots. Also
showing the line of eight, 12, and 16 channel modular consoles.

Broadcast Cartridge Service, Inc.

units from the line of "boost" and

(325)

"super -boost" units, antenna ampli-

Will show line of broadcast carts distri-

cluding lighting fixtures, dimmers,

fiers.

controls (manual and memory), lighting kits, portable controls for television
and motion picture studio and location
applications.

Bogner Broadcast Equipment Corp.

buted - Aristocart, Capitol, Fidelipac
- plus accessories including alignment

Best Audio (602S)
Will introduce their custom audio re-

low-cost antenna for low -power TV
stations. Other items on display will
include high -power UHF TV transmitting antennas (to 220 kW), low and

motion picture lighting equipment, in-

mote pickup truck. Also showing
audio cabling systems.

Beston Electronics, Inc. (BEI) (801)
New this year are the Marquee 2000
high -resolution multifont character

(517)

Will show its full range of TV trans-

mitting antennas, including a new

medium power VHF and UHF slot and
dipole transmitting antennas, circularly

polarized FM transmitting antennas,
and MDS and ITFS antennas.

generator and the all -electronic Data -

Bonneville Broadcast Consultants

CG -800 low-cost weather character
generator and the regular line of tele-

Will have information on new special
series, with demo in hospitality suite,
The Sounds of Sinatra, weekly twohour program of music plus interviews

prompter character generator teleprompter. Also on view will be the
cine light controls and teleprompters.

Beyer Dynamic, Inc. (1906)
Will introduce new microphones, a

studio condenser line: MCE5.1,
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(321)

with Frank Sinatra and his friends,
hosted by long-time friend Sid Mark.

Also showing format syndication
series: Just Beautiful Music in both

tools, storage systems. Information
also on cartridge reloading service.

Broadcast Center (211)
Will exhibit for the first time a radio
promotion game with a scratch and
match game card for audience promotion, and Amerithon, a Fourth of
July radio special program. Also hold-

ing a series of radio sales seminars.
Will have information in addition on
Opus 81, a "top 100" special of the
year, and Epic 81, a year-end countdown Country music special. Will offer
radio management consulting.

Broadcast Controls (312)
Will demonstrate the new Model 1601

sequence controller with microprocessor control, primarily for live assist
applications. Will also have the new
RS50 random selector for multi -cart
continued on page 169
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The digital effects system that will
turn your head around.
Rotate it 360 degrees.

Manipulate it into an infinity of
forms.
Flip it. Tumble it. Spin it.

But because not every broadcaster
needs all these capabilities now,
we've built the DPE 5000 to grow.
Endlessly.
You can buy the basic single channel

Zoom expansion to four times
picture size.
"No -Blank" noise reduction with
blanking correction.
"Autosequence" effects recall system.
"Digiflip" flip, tumble, and spin.
"Autoflex" effects package for special
shapes.

system and generate an array of
optical quality digital effects. Infinite
compression. Variable picture positioning. Freeze. Border generation.
Position, size, and transition rate
preselect. Horizontal and vertical
squeeze. Key tracking.
Later, as your requirements change,
you can add to your basic system.

Picture rotation.
And up to four additional channels
to give you effects on five pictures
sinuilta
All these options can be added to
your basic DPE 5000 at any time.
And this goes for any DPE 5000all the way back to serial number 1.
We want your digital effects system
to grow, not become obsolete.
Even if you don't want your head
turned around this year, who knows
about next year?
Call your nearest MCl/Quantel
representative. Or get in touch with
us directly. Micro Consultants, Inc.,
P.O. Box 50810, Palo Alto, California
94303,915/856-6226.

IVICl/QUANI I EL
The digital video people.
"Autosequer4x:'
MCl/Quentfd,
and "Autoflex" are ,raiit,rndrks of Micro Consultants, Inc.

See us at NAB Booth 1207
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THIS MAY BE
THE ONLY WAY
TO GET A BETTER
WEATHER PICTURE
THAN OURS.

*Weatherrnation is the exclusive agent for ESD, Inc.

Our new Weathermation Satellite Digital Color System II*
delivers a weather satellite picture unlike anything you've ever seen
on broadcast TV.
In fact, it's such an incredible picture, the only way you're going
to be able to get a better one is to go up into space and take one
yourself.
Like most weather radar systems, (even our own industryleading Color Radar System I) our Weathermation Digital System
II translates GOES images of clouds into color digital display of
selected geographical areas of North America.
Weatheriiiation System II receives a fully digital signal more
precise than any weather picture ever possible before.
It lets you acquire and display this more precise image of the
weather in any area of North America within 15 minutes of when it
happened.
Obviously this allows your local television station to produce
weather reports at a technological level you've never been able to
achieve before.
But System II also includes display options that can make the
weather broadcast of any local station the equal of any network.
You'll have a choice of numerous colors and levels of shade,
and different areas of North America that can be as large as the
whole continent, or as small as your own county. There's also the
capability for animation and a floating enlarger that will enable
your weathercaster to pinpoint precise conditions.
But perhaps the best feature of the Weathermation System II
is that all these capabilities can be accomplished in a local phone
call that won't last more than 21/2 to 3 minutes.
Yet, a system that can change the shape of your weather
reporting forever is not all that expensive.
So call us at 312/263-6921 or write Weathermation, 190 North
State Street, Chicago, Illinois 60601, for details. Or better yet, come
by our Booth 41625 at the NAB Convention, and we'll show you a
weather satellite picture unlike anything you've ever been able to
see before.

The new Weathermation Digital Color System II.

It lets the folks at home see what tv

.

only an astronaut could see before.

INTRODUCING OUR DIGITAL COLOR SYSTEM II
Circle 196 on Reader Service Card

The Harris
630 Frame Synchronizer:
er & digital
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Now with compressor/positi
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Digital still store ... digital graphics ... real time picture
analysis ... whatever the future holds, the HVS-630,
with its built-in digital I/O interface, is ready.
And, for today's needs, the 630 has both frame and
field freeze, plus a built-in TBC that outperforms the
best stand alone units. RGB (in and out) is also standard. Use it to do something special.
The key to the 630's performance is a unique system
that processes the video signal in component-instead
of composite-form. This technique is inherently immune to H -picture shift, cycle jump and color phasing.

HARRIS

As a result, edits and hot switches are handled smoothly.
Chroma and luma are processed sepz rately to make
maximum use of picture improvement technology.
An opt onal Compressor/Positionei/Effects unit
provides even more versatility. Choose pushbutton
and/or jcystick controls. Also optional is a plug-in
digital ncise reducer that reduces noise by 12 dB, without moticn artifacts and resolution loss.
So, for the best return on your synchronizer investment, invest in the synchronizer with a future: the
HVS-630. For a demonstration, call or write.

COMMUNICATION AND
INFORMATION PROCESSING

HARRIS CORPORATION Harris Video Systems
1255 East Arques Avenue Sunnyvale, CA E-4086 (408) 737-2100
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machines and the new "Audiomate... a
compact single -channel unit for pro-

CHEAT!

The Answer:

duction studios with all controls for
gain. processing, equalization.

Broadcast Electronics, Inc. (304)
Introducing a new 1.5 kW FM transmitter, the FM -1.5; also the FS -30
stereo generator and the FC-30 SCA
generator, plus a new phono
preamplifier. Also showing 30 kW
and 3.5 kW FM transmitters; FX-30
FM exciter; Control 16 program automation system; single -deck, triple -

deck, and five -deck cart machines;
Series 150, 250, and 350 five to 10 channel consoles; QRK turntables;
Rek-O-Kut tone arms; audio and RF
accessories.

The Question: How do I get 8 audio lines from

point A to point B on one microphone cable?

Broadcast Music, Inc. (148)
Will have literature and other full information on licensing of BMI music,
on rights, etc. Will answer any questions on operation of BMI.

Cheat with Edcor's Multiplex
Snake. It encodes 8 channels of audio on one
microphone cable up to 1500 feet cost effectively.

Broadcast Marketing Association

EDCOR 16782 Hale Avenue, Irvine, CA 92714

(437)

(714) 556-2740

Manufacturer's representatives for
video products.

Circle 269 on Reader Service Card

Broadcast Programming International (316)
Emphasizing (and demonstrating in its
suite) the all -new, remastered and reprogrammed Concert Overtures and

Encores classical format, back announced by Bob Concie, available in
three sizes, from a 11/2 -hour block each

Saturday evening to a six -hour block
for Sunday afternoon. Custom copy
voicing allows stations to sell the program as a complete unit with program
opens, institutional copy, and closes by
the program announcer. There will be
mini -booths with listening equipment
and pushbutton panels allowing visitors

to sample any of BPI's major formats.
Each will be set up with spots, promos,
etc. for an on -air sound. The main formats are Album Rock; Classic Rock;
Adult Contemporary; Announced Contemporary MOR; Bright
Beautiful;
Country Living; Easy Listening. Several are available announced or unannounced.

Broadcast Systems, Inc. (1701)
Will describe its services as a one source supplier for vendor items from
many major manufacturers and rep for
over 50 major support lines of electronic equipment.

THE ATHENA® 6000
For On -Line and Post -Production
A new 16mm telecine projector
with everything, but a high price!
Multi-Frequency-Multi-Voltage-Multi-Use!
The new Athena 6000 telecine projector
follows the L -W tradition of slo-mo, freeze-frame,
instant stop/start and unlimited hold time, but also
offers much, much more ...

Automatically syncs

to camera frequency

Multi -voltage for use

world wide
Slo-mo and freeze-frame
instant stop/start

Cueing device
Easy "turn -key"
installation
Designed for easy
maintenance and
long life

There is no other projector available at any price
which offers all the features of the ATHENA° 6000
-yet the ATHENA' 6000 is priced well below what
you might expect to pay.
Rate pulse generator for interlock is standard,as
is synchronization with any frequency source between 35 and 70 Hz, which locks with NTSC, PAL or

SECAM sync frequency to avoid shutter bar. The

shutter drive motor will accept NTSC standard
video sync, blanking and vertical drive signals.

The projector is totally modular, with each removable module containing all related electronics.

Dual lamps with automatic change -over and
flashing warning light make life a little less frantic
in the control booth and cueing device and instant
"SHOW" function definitely make life easier for the
busy ergi neer.

L -W INTERNATIONAL

Ask us about the ATHENA 4000-used world-

wide for years as a post -production tool, for editing,

transfer and on-line. Available in 110V or 240V

NAB program schedule on page 147

models -

6416 Variel Avenue
Woodland Hills
Woodland
__(9lizs
CA 91367 USA
'Ir'',ENk- CC,'"
Telephone: 213/348-8614
TWX 910/495-1714 LW INTL LSA

/,.
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Cambridge Products Corp. (1614)
Will show the line of coaxial connectors.

The Camera Mart, Inc. (1406)
Will display its broad line of video
equipment from many major manufacturers.

Canadian General Electric Co. (431)

Will show a new 30 kW VHF TV
transmitter available in models for
low and high channels, using only two
tubes (one visual and one aural). The
driver is a 1500 W solid state amplifier

with built-in redundancy capability;
unit is completely self-contained. Also
new is a 2 kW UHF transmitter, com-

pletely self-contained in two racks.
Will show a 30 kW high -channel

Beyer's MCE-5 is the
world's smallest electret
microphone

Broadcast Technology, Inc. (1023B)
Will show a series of audio processing
modules, including three -band multi frequency equalizers, mic preamps,
switching modules, DAs, and audio
routing.

Broadcast Video Systems Ltd. (1631)
Will introduce the Cox 339J color balance corrector, which provides a wide

range of color correction to any encoded video. SIN is not impaired as

video is not decoded. Joystick control
provides direction and level of correc-

tion at both high and low luminance
values. Built-in proc amp allows control of luminance and chroma levels as
well as luminance set-up. Will also introduce the Electronic Visuals EV4060

waveform/vector monitor which
combines both in single, 51/4 -inch half-

rack width case.

C
CCA Broadcast Transmitters (103)
Showing the lint of transmitters, including the ST245 single -tube 25 kW

FM transmitter; FM 20,000E; FM
S5000R; CTU 55 55 kW UHF TV
transmitter; and 10 kW AM transmitter.

CEI (1109)
The Americam will be shown at NAB
for the first time. The camera is, ac-

cording to CEI, the most practical
alternative for high-performance,

low-cost studio applications. Comes
complete with tubes, lens, and VF at
under $30,000. Options include a full
line of lenses as well as triax. The regu-

lar product line will include the 310
series of modular television cameras
170
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transmitter and a 2 kW UHF transmitter

from the general product line.

and the 330 and single -piece 340
cameras, sporting new S/N characteristics as well as other improvements.

CMC Technology Corp. (1622)
Will highlight its extensive video head
refurbishing service (company says it
refurbishes more models of quad video

Candex Pacific, Inc. (1700)
Will introduce a Source and Message

System (SAMS), Vertical Interval
Picture Source (VIPS), and Vertical

Interval Source Encoder (VISE)
which will enhance VIMACS (Vertical

Interval Machine Control). Will also
introduce a new line of lighting control

heads than any other manufacturer in
the industry). Will also show its line of
video accessories, including a velocity
error corrector, auto equalizer, and a
DG channel amplifier.

systems and six plus 12 output video
equalizing amplifiers. Featuring the
complete VIMACS line and its television distribution amplifiers.

CMX/Orrox (1209)
On display from the line of computer assisted post -production gear will be
the 340X editing system, "The Edge"

Will highlight its zoom lenses, including 25x and 18x lenses with diascope

for microprocessing cameras, 12x

Memory, and a film editor.

for ENG cameras.

CSI Electronics, Inc. (106)

Capitol Magnetic Products, Inc.

videotape editing system, Motion

Will show the complete line of AM and
FM broadcast transmitters.

Canon U.S.A., Inc. (902)

lenses for microprocessing cameras,
and 13x lenses with built-in extenders

(506)

Cablewave Systems, Inc. (1323)

To exhibit the Audio PAK A2 and AA3
audio carts for radio and television stations. Also showing the Q17 high -out-

Will introduce a new model in its

seven-inch reels.

high -power transmission line. Also
showing the line of coaxial cables, con-

nectors, elliptical waveguide, pressurizing equipment, accessories.

Cado (119)

Will show the Cado/Chase Media
broadcast station computer system with

music format control, traffic, billing,
accounting, and all broadcast functions.

California Microwave, Inc. (156)
Will show Small Aperture Earth Terminals (SAT) for radio. Will have an
operating satellite terminal on the parking lot outside the convention hall.

put, low -noise tape, on hubs and

CaVox/Tape-Athon Corp. (164)
Will introduce a new cassette

playback system, Model 750, with
I6 -hour capacity and automatic pro-

gram intermix; it has two speeds, 15/16
ips and 17/8 ips. Also showing from the
full line the Programmer IV, complete
background music center in a compact

cabinet (useful for SCA); the Model
702, a portable automatic reversing
tape playback system; and the Messenger III, to insert messages in a background music system. In the hospitality
suite will demonstrate eight syndicated

formats, including Good Music, Con-

servative Tempo, Beautiful Music.
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MILAM AUDIO IS WHERE YOU'LL FINDM1a
AND ALL THE FINEST NAMES IN THE BUSINESS.
TAPE RECORDERS AND
REPRODUCERS
\

\

BIC
OTARI
REVOX

TASCAM
TEAC
TECHNICS
TELEX

CONSOLES AND MIXERS

tt

AUDITRONICS
AUDIOARTS
ELLA
INTERFACE
NEOTEK
QUANTUM
SOUNDCRAFT
SHURE
TANGENT
TAPCO
TASCAM
UREI
YAMAHA

SPECIAL EFFECTS
*WV SMPTE / EBU SYSTEM
AUDIO & DESIGN RECORDING
AUDIOARTS
BTX SYSTEMS
DELTA -LAB

REVERB SYSTEMS

POWER AMPS

AKG
ECHO -PLATE
EMT
LAWSON INC.
LEXICON DIGITAL
MIC-MIX
ORBAN
TAPCO
THE PLATE

BGW
CROWN

SPEAKER SYSTEMS

LIMITERS

AURATONE
BIG RED / SUPER RED
DAHLOUIST
ELECTRO-VOICE
JBL
KLIPSCH
REVOX
SHURE
UREI
YAMAHA

AUDIO & DESIGN RECORDING
DBX
EVENTIDE
ORBAN
SCAMP SYSTEM

MICROPHONES

AUDIOARTS
AUDIO & DESIGN RECORDING

AKG
AUDIO-TECHNICA
BEYER
CROWN PZM
ELECTRO-VOICE
HME WIRELESS
NEUMAN
SENNHEISER
SHURE

EVENTIDE
LEXICON
MARSHALL ELECTRONICS

HEADPHONES

MXR

KOSS

AKG

BEYER DYNAMIC

OMNI-CRAFT
ORBAN
PULTEC

SCAMP SYSTEM
VALLEY PEOPLE (ALLISON)
WHITE

PHONO
PHASE LINEAR
ORK
REVOX

SHURE SME
SHURE CARTRIDGES
STANTON PRE -AMPS
STANTON CARTRIDGES
TECHNICS

SENNHEISER
TECHNICS
TELEX

STUDIO ACCESSORIES
ANNIS DEGAUSSER
ATLAS STANDS
AX -MAX DIRECT BOX
BEYER STANDS
CUSTOM CUE SYSTEMS
CUSTOM DIRECT BOXES
ROBINS
TABER
MRL ALIGNMENT TAPES
STL ALIGNMENT TAPES
XEDIT SPLICE BLOCKS
AMPEX TAPE
3M TAPE
REELS
BOXES
BULK PRODUCTS

JBL
PHASE LINEAR
REVOX
TAPCO
TECHNICS
UREI
YAMAHA

UREI

VALLEY PEOPLE (ALLISON)

GRAPHIC EQUALIZERS
AND FILTERS
CROWN

SCAMP SYSTEM
SOUNDCRAFT
TAPCO
UREI
WHITE

YAMAHA

NOISE REDUCTION
DBX
DOLBY

TTM-TELEFUNKEN

HARDWARE
WIRED PATCH BAYS
MICROPHONE PANELS
CUSTOM CABLING
SWITCHCRAFT PRODUCTS
WEST PENN WIRE
BELDEN WIRE
CUSTOM RACKS AND CONSOLES
OMNI-CRAFT CUSTOM DESIGNS
ITT CANNON CONNECTORS
RUSS LANG CONSOLES

THE CHOICE OF THE PROS SINCE 1967
FOR COMPLETE SALES, INSTALLATIONS AND SERVICE

MILANI AUDIO
1504 NORTH 8TH STREET / PEKIN, ILLINOIS 61554 / 309.346-3161

Easy Listening, Contemporary MOR,
Standard Pop, Adult MOR #1 and #2,

CaVox Country. Also showing the
CaVox Library with wide variety of
selections; information on equip
ment/music for radio stations and back
ground -music operators.

Ceco Communications, Inc. (1014)
Will feature its 24 -hour -a -day, seven
day -a -week off -the -shelf supply ser

vice for power tubes for all transmitters, camera tubes, and solid state replacements, plus replacement parts for
all RCA transmitters.

Central Dynamics Corp. (1015)
Will introduce a one -bus quad unit
that can be fitted to any switcher and
provides a wide range of patterns and
soft color borders; the second stage of
the APC 900 automation system, the
APC 920, which increases the memory
system to 300 events (from 40); a com-

plete range of new video and audio
amplifiers; and the latest addition to

the CD480 family of production

switchers, the model 10. Also featured
will be CD's line of production switch-

ers, including the VS 10 and VS 14
range and the 7 -model CD480 series;
the MC990 master control switcher;

Canadian General Electric will be showing a new 2 kW UHF transmitter

and the APC 910 automation system.

Centro Corp. (2147)
Will introduce an all -digital test signal

generator and exhibit its line of EFP
remote production vehicles.

Century 21 Programming, Inc. (313)
Will introduce new "cross-country"

programming and new custom -

announcing features on album -ori-

ented rock. Also describing and demonstrating in hospitality suite the complete programming services for automation and live -assist radio operations.

Cetec Broadcast Group, Inc. (305)

Cetec Vega (1621)

Will show for the first time the new
QT -1 and QR-1 wireless intercom systems. Also new will be the QX-2 wire-

less mic system, supplying multiple
duplex operation, with two stations
supplied and up to four more optional,
plus interface to all popular hard -wired
systems.

Cezar International Ltd. (1718)
New to the editing product line is the
EA -2X 1995 microprocessor -based
editor, which will operate with most
popular makes of 3/4- and half -inch
VTRs. Also new is the Editing Center,

tion system, Model 1200R, totally

a microprocessor -based editor with
such options as SMPTE time code
reader/generator, auto fade to black,
CRT display, decision lister, and perfect pitch. The EA -3X microproces-

interfaced with the Cetec Model 7000
program automation system. Will also

several new features, incorporating

Having purchased Automated Business
Concepts, makers of business automation systems for radio, Cetec will show
the latest version of the MAPS automa-

introduce the "De Luxe" console,

Model 8000, with 16 modules, three
inputs per module, digital count -down
clocks, etc. From the regular line show-

ing the 2000 Series consoles, audio
turntables and studio gear, and the AM
and FM antennas.

sor -based editor will be on view with
manual and auto animation plus an optional decision lister. All units are fully
upgradable.
]NAB program schedule on page 147

Chase Media, Inc. (119)
Will show the- latest version of the
Broadcasting Station System, a total
in-house computer system that has traffic, billing and financial (including ac-

counts payable, payroll, and general
ledger) functions. The system also offers music format control with music
library and rotation capabilities.

Christie Electric Corp. (1002)
Will bring Reflex -20, a 20 -minute
"burping" charger and Ni-cad battery,
and an automatic sequencer for sequential charging of one to eight Reflex -20s.

Chyron Corp. (1407)
Will show its range of video computer
graphics systems, including the RGU
remote graphics unit (introduced last
year), transportable in cases or small

mobile vans, and the Chyron IV

graphics/animation system with extensive editing capabilities.

Cine 60, Inc. (1037)
Will introduce new lightweight, compact universal four -channel charging
BM E
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See us
at NAB
Booth#1327

/ Time
Innovative
Code

Generators
for the 80's

Both Models 3700 and 3800
provide for the recording of
old or discontinuous time
code into user bits of new
generator time code.
Model 3700 features simultaneous
display of user bits and time code.
Model 3700 enables an NTSC color frame
identification code to be recorded as part
of SMPTE. This data can be read by either
the Model 3700 or the 3800.

Model 3700 incorporates an optional RS 232 I/O
to allow for the insertion of alpha numerics in the
user bits of the time code generator output.

Investigate the Amtel difference - the company
to look to for high performance Time Code
Generators/Readers that do twice the job in half
the space, and at a considerable savings to you.

systems
Inc.
101 Pine Mill Circle, Doylestown, PA 18901 215/345-0750
11001 Donneita Dr., Huntsville, AL 35810 205/852-0362
Circle 199 on Reader Service Card

Available on GSA Federal Supply Schedule.

systems, an inverterless car fast

charger, on -camera ac adaptors, and
expanded VTR and on -camera batteries. Cine 60's complete line of batteries, belts, lights, chargers, and other
accessories will be shown.

Cinema Products Corp. (1417)
Clear -Corn's CS -200K
rack -mount dual
channel main station

Will introduce the CP Co -Ax Digital
Remote Control system for Thomson-CSF MC 601 and 701 ENG/EFP
cameras and for Sony BVP 300 and 330
ENG/EFP cameras. Will also be showing the Newsmaker video edit control-

ler, an editor that offers many of the

Clear-Com Intercom Systems (174 &

Colorado Video (1029)

features available on more expensive
models and is aimed for newsroom edit
needs. The company will also display
its EFP Matte Box, a swing -away type
matte box for EFP video cameras pro-

176S)

New this year to the line of slow -scan

Are introducing a new four -channel
studio intercom and a new bell -pack
for TV operating dynamic or carbon

video transmission equipment is the

viding filter control for the "film
look." CP will also show its complete
line of video products and accessories.

Circuit Research Laboratories

headsets for two -wire or balanced systems, with numerous options. Also new
is a video camera operator's headset.
Showing in addition the extensive lines
of other intercom systems.

Columbine Systems, Inc. (227, 229,
332, 334)
Will highlight development of traffic,
billing, and accounting systems based

on IBM computers. Other broadcast
computer systems included film amor-

(126A)

Will introduce a new FM audio processor and limiter. Also showing the
earlier AM audio processor/limiter.

model 290 slow -scan transceiver.

tization, a music system, cart inven-

Cohu, Inc. Electronics Div. (900)

tory, demographics, and a global data

Will display the 1550B telecine film

analysis system. Display will feature

chain.

System 34 and four terminals.

"REFLECTIONS OF YOUR SOUND JUDGEMENT"
Vq-f. tR,4

ICI MON .1111(

.....
4

111131
141,

Cll.

a 7-I

I

The "DN60 REAL TIME ANALYSER" is the heart of a new audio measurement system from the engineers at KLARK-TEKNIK. Using Micro Processor basec circuitry, the DN60 is capable of performance checks on virtually Cny audio eqOpment, and is especially well suited for
aligning audio tape recorders. On -site performance verification, whether of a 10,000 seat arena, or a studio control room, is easily fac litated
with the DN60; and is an excellent method of building your customer's confidence.
If you're a recording or broadcast studio, include the RT60 Option and provide a quick and accurate alignment for your reverberation systems
(plates, springs, digital). The DN60 incorporates a pink noise source internally, and c ccupies only 3 .Y."(2 U) in a standard 19" rack.

If you take your sound on the road, the DN60 can help make that 5 p.m. sound check go easy, leavirg enoLgh time for a quick dinner before
showtime. With the inclusion of Three Memories, and a Peak -Hold function, you can Expand the scope of your sound check, and provide that
extra edge of excellence.

For a complete description of all the DN60 features, including "A" Weighting, Average or Peak Reading, Selectable Response Time,
please contact us and get our DN60 data sheet and related literature on the available optic ns

OPTIONS
Calibrated microphone

Ili

'Li

3114

1

U.S.A.

262a Eastern Farkway, Farmingda e,

U.K.

New York 11735, U.S.A.
(5161249 3660
Walter Nash Road West, Kidderminster,
Worcestershire, England.
(05621741515 Telex: 339821

I

RT60 (Reverberation time) package

X/Y Plotter and oscilloscope interface
Dot matrix printer interface

Circle 200 on Reader Service Card
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Comark Communications, Inc. (515)
Will unveil new remote control systems for transmitters, energy -saving
devices, and automatic switching systems. The general line of UHF transmitters, UHF exciters, and demodulators will be displayed.

Comex Corp. (217)
Company will describe its broad range
of broadcast equipment sold to Latin
American broadcasters. Se hablara Espanol.

Compact Video Sales, Inc. (1525)
Will display its mobile video units, including the Compact 42 transportable
earth station, the Compact 27 television
production truck, the Compact 17 and
19 ENG/EFP vans, and the Compact 40
top -of -the -line television production
unit.

Cinema Products will be introducing a new matte box for EFP cameras

Compact Video Services, Inc. (1525)

telecine, sound services, film sound
transfer, and duplication and tape or

Will highlight its new satellite services; the company's lease of a transponder on Satcom 1 will broaden the
range of production and post -production services it can offer. Other ser-

vices described will include production

(with a mobile location fleet), post production (computer -assisted editing);

film stock.

Comprehensive Video Systems
(1910)

As exclusive distributor, will introduce

several new products from Pag Power:

on -board Ni-cad replacement batteries to replace Sony batteries; 250 W

and 350 W sun gun kits; 12 V/12

amp -hour, 12 V/20 amp -hour, 30 V/12

amp -hour Ni-cad power boxes. Other
new products will include a video test
center for bench technicians or ENG/
EFP crews, the VTC 100, for troubleshooting and analyzing video gear; the

"It's unbeatable..."
"When we decided to build one of the
most modern radio stations in the country,
we did a lot of shopping around for equipment. LPB had the best designed 'meat
and potatoes' console we looked at. And
for ease of installation and maintenance,
my engineering staff all agreed, it's unbeatable. To top it off, LPB set up my
entire three studio setup with the latest
state-of-the-art gear including Technics'
Otari, Sennheiser, Belar, Orban Optimod,"
Orange County and U.M.C."
,

Gary H. Kleiman
Vice President/General Manager

Johnstown, Pennsylvania
LPB S-20. 10 mixer dual stereo Signature II
audio console installed in WGLU air studio.

LPB

AM or FM. Large market or small, there's an LPB audio console to fi: your
® requirement. Talk to the people that use them. Then talk to vs.
LPB Inc. 28 Bacton Hill Road Frazer, PA 19355 (215) 644-1123
Manufacturers and Distributors of Broadcast Equipment since 1960
.C 1981 LPB Inc
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SEE BROADCASTING'S MOST COMPREHENSIVE LINE OF AUDIO CONSOLES AT LPB'S NAB BOOTH .402

A strong statement for a strong system. The
Image System"' is the most comprehensive
system ever invented to correct predictable
deficiencies in color under video tape formats
and the first to do it automatically.
Traditionally, image improvement systems have
attempted to recover and rebuild information
already lost or degraded in production and post production stages. Further, these attempts have
been based upon an operator's subjective
judgements about picture quality on a particular,
and not necessarily accurate, playback monitcr.
The Image System is different. It consists of a preprocessor called Record
and post -processor
called Playback 1:"
Record 1 boosts small details which will be
predictably degraded or lost in all color under VTR
formats. Further, Record 1 encodes the original
video signal with a non visible, fully compatible
pilot signal which will later control Playback 1 to
set detail levels automatically without operator
error based upon monitor performance.

rrrrrr
FN

a

I

The Image System - Record 1 and Playback 1- a
bold new idea from Faroudja Laboratories, for ten
years the pioneer and leader in processing
technology for better television pictures.

Portable
RECORD 1

Playback 1, the second part of the Image System,
is utilized just before time base correction for
broadcast. It reduces noise and ringing,
eliminates chroma/luminance delay and sharpens
details; automatically. The resulting picture does
not have the cartoon effect or plastic appearance
of color under formats-it looks as if it comes; from
a mor,, expensive VTR.

;;
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FAROUDJALaboratories
Faroudja Laboratories Inc.
946 Benicia Avenue
Sunnyvale, California 94086
Telephone 408/245-1492
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Comrex Corp. (105)
Will exhibit its telephone talk show
interface system, low frequency extenders for telephone remotes, ENG van

cue system, TV aural monitors, and
ENG wireless microphones.

Comsearch (1604)
Will feature its new channel selection

and application preparation service
for low -power broadcast stations. Also
described will be services for satellite

earth station placement, frequency
coordination, and RFI measurements;
CARS band microwave assignment;
point-to-point microwave frequency
coordination; and computer systems
software development.

The Newsmaker is the
new low-cost edit
controller from
Cinema Products

C41 and C42 ENG cart/backpack
combinations; and an inexpensive
special effects keyer. Will also feature
the Bilora tripod line, the CVMM-15
ENG mic mixer, a reconfiguration of
the Unicol line of dubbing, editing, and
video playback centers with modular
components, and the full line of cables,
connectors, adapters, and general video
supplies.

Concept Productions (326)
counting for radio, TV, and network
use.

Computer Video Systems (188S)
Will introduce the Compuvid series of

Will demonstrate their syndicated pro-

grams for automated and non -automated radio stations, including Adult
Contemporary, Adult Rock, Album
Rock, and Country.

data display systems, including a

low-cost titler and a telephone public
access system. The microprocessor -

Conrac Corp./Conrac Div. (809)

based systems feature bubble memory.

Will introduce a new line of computer

Compucon, Inc. (1902)
Will describe its communications engi-

neering services, including new low -

power television engineering services. Other services include satellite
earth station frequency coordination

from preliminary site evaluation to
FCC filing; protection services; RFI

field measurements; and many others,
all with complete systems design capabilities and computer system software
design.

Computer Concepts Corp. (168)
Will describe its ability to increase
radio station profits with a proven,
time -tested computer system. New this

year is a playlist control program that
controls up to 20,000 titles in up to 20
categories created by the program director. Company will also display the
Broadcast System, a traffic/accounting
minicomputer system based on Wang
hardware.

Computer Graphics Lab (1982)
Will describe its computer animation
services and introduce the Image Maker

electronic pallette system.

Computer Management Systems
(421)

Will have a new version of broadcast

management system, BMIS II, for

automated sales, traffic, and ac178
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Cinema Products will also be showing its portable cueing system

WHEN
IS LESS

ANTENNA
MORE
ANTENNA?

Finally, here's the answer to the reed for nigh
power antennas using a minimum number of bays.
Each of the three models in our new series of
circularly polarized FM antennas features much
lower 0 than the previous designs. And, each
has massive 31/8 inch two -tube baluns
which provide much wider match oandwidth than loop coupled designs.
These new antennas actually offer a
VSWR of 1.1:1 for approximately 500 KHz, two and one
half times the bandwidth
of standard, circularly polarized low power
and high power antennas. What's more,
increased bandwidth minimizes the impedance change due to icing.
Can we tell you more? Write today for all the details:
Phelps Dodge Communications Company, Route 79.
Marlboro, New Jersey 07746.
(201) 462-1880

WHEN IT'S
OUR NEW
SUPERPOWER
FM BROADCAST
ANTENN

PhEIP5
doff He
Communications Compady
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graphic color monitors. Also on view
will be a complete line of professional
color monitors, including the 6142, a
19 -inch modular master monitor with

comb filter separator; the 5322, a
moderately priced 19 V professional
broadcasting -type monitor; and the
5742 compact high -resolution 13 V
color monitor with comb filter sepaCOLORADO VIDEO INC
?9k

+Eh

*

SLOW

114.

MY

11111

Ill..

Continental Electronics (100)

POW (

101111

Colorado Video will introduce its Model 290 slow -scan transceiver

rator for VTR over -console mounting.
Monochrome monitors, including DZB
and SNA series, will also be shown.

ID

Having bought the radio transmitter and

console line of Collins from Rockwell
International, Continental will display
the following units now under Continental brand: 50 kW, 20 kW, and 2.5
kW FM transmitters; 510r-1 FM exciter; 5 kW AM transmitter; 10 -channel
stereo consoles; eight -channel stereo
consoles. Will also show the 317C-2 50
kW AM transmitter and the 316F 10
kW AM transmitter.

Continental Plastic Card (179S)
Will show the line of plastic cards for
broadcast promotion use.

Control Video (1733)

Will introduce the new Lightfinger

editing system, which allows edit
commands to be given by touching the
appropriate section of the video screen.

Will also introduce a two -machine
VTR synchronizer. Will show the
regular line of SMPTE readers, time
code generators, and keyer generator.

Continental Electronics will show its line of transmitters and stereo consoles

Convergence Corp. (1101)
Will introduce a new model ECS-104
list management system that incorporates full list management capabilities
including direct control over 600 edits
internally. Will also show some new
interface products for half -inch and
one -inch VTRs. From the regular line,
improvements in ECS-103B and ECS-

103C microprocessor -based editing
systems and the ECS-90 models.

Cool Light Co., Inc. (1831)
Will introduce the Starbrite lighting
system, a 2000 W unit that operates
both ac or dc and puts out 25 percent
more light than a 5000 W fresnel unit.

Also will introduce the Mini -Cool,
which operates at 25 W 120 V, 200 W,

30 V, 100 or 50 W, 12 V by merely
changing a bulb. The company says
that Mini -Cool delivers 100 percent
more illumination than any comparable
system.

Coreco Research Corp. (158)
Computer Concepts will show off the latest in business automation
180
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Showing a therapeutic vibrator and an
FM wireless intercom set.

Today From

IANIRO

Five on the Floor!
Now, from floor level, you can light your production with
Strand Century/laniro pole operation syslem. Available on
Fresnels, Cyc Lights, Softlights, Bambinos and HMI's.

Pole -ip arli hook for easy

align itent- f-om tt-e floor

1. Pan side tc side -frcm the floor.
2. Tilt top to bottom -f -om the oor.
3. Focus-full range on a I units
4. Rotate anc adjust barndoors - and double lock
5. Save time and money.
Fine tune .,,.our lights safely and efficiently
from the floc-. Overcome scenery obstructions.
Poles are available in all lengths. You can
update exist ig fixtures :c Pole -Op tomorrow.

And for the ultimate-optional motorized contra
of all Pole -Op functions. Inquire today the
INFO-REQ way.

POLE -OP

STRAND CENTURIds
.

A Subsidiary of Rank Irdustries America Inc.

Strand Certury Inc. 2C Bushes Lane, Elmwood Park, New Jersey 07407, Tel: (201) 791-70CC (212) 564-6910, Telex
Strand Certury Inc. 5432 West 102nd Street, Los Angeles, California 90045, Tel: (213) 776-4600, Telex: 653508

.

130322

Strand 'Genital Company, Ltd. 6520 Northam Drive, immigammuseimmis,

46
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Also showing the line of other processing and control systems, including the
power controller, modulation controller, coaxial transfer switches, antenna
monitors (in a working demo), digital

panel meters, and TCA RF ammeter
system.

Bill Daniels Co., Inc. (1717)
Will announce a new total in-house
press capability, operating through
pre -press and all printing. Showing the

line of illustrated trade references,
broadcast equipment and services master lists, dealer and manufacturer custom catalogues, service and operation
manuals, spec sheets, sales brochures,

general printing and production services.

Data Communications Corp. (2145)
Will introduce the Network Control
System® for station automation; a
central computer system manipulates
local and remote information sources
vital to station operation. Also new are

Comrex will show its Model 202 composite mixer for telephone interface

the Feature Filmy film inventory,
amortization, and program management system; the Master Control®
program log automation system; and
Digifex, an inexpensive digital special

Corporate Communications Consultants (2009)

D

effects generator that allows the station to use creative graphics for logos
and trademarks in screen transitions.

New products this year are the System
60 SL color corrector for Bosch's FDL
60 and a tape -to -tape color corrector
with noise reduction. The general line
of color correctors for various applications will also be shown.

D -B Electronics, Inc. (140)

Crosspoint Latch Corp. (2111)

ble phase correction and new telephone

New to the line of production switchers
are an editor -controlled video

cart machines.

cost SP -710 reader, a full -speed

switcher and an editor -controlled

DBX, Inc. (416)

video character inserter, and the SP -710

audio switcher. Also shown will be the
6112,6114,6124, and 6142 production
switchers; the 6118 production
switcher with automatic camera lock;

Will introduce the new Model 941

and the 7200 Auto Drivel' computer
controller for 6112 and 6124 switchers,

sync generators, color bar generators,
and chroma keyers.

Crown International, Inc. (190S)
Will show its line of power amplifiers,
including some new ones to be unveiled
at show. Also new will be a prototype

of a computerized system for audio
measurements to determine acoustic
characteristics of spaces. Will show
and demonstrate various applications of
the line of pressure -zone microphones.

Custom Business Systems (308S)
Will demonstrate a new custom soft-

ware package for its radio business

computer systems. New model Wang
computers will also be on view.
182 BM E
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Will introduce new one- and three -deck

cart machines with Hall Effect motor,
fast forward, easy conversion of mono

to stereo. Will also introduce a new
turntable preamplifier with switchaanswering interface for use with the

dual -channel encode only Type II and
Model 942 dual channel decode only
Type II noise reduction modules, both
with +24 dBm drive capability and active balanced inputs; up to 16 channels

of noise reduction can be assembled
with the modules in a 51/4 -inch high
rack frame with switch -selectable decoding of DBX-encoded discs. Also introducing the Model 140 dual channel
encode/decode Type II noise reduction
system in 11/4 -inch rack mount, with 24

dBm drive capability and switch-

selectable decoding for DBX-encoded
disc. Also on display will be the line of
other signal processing and noise reduction equipment, including "over easy"
compressor/limiters, signal enhancers,
de-esser, parametric equalizer.

Delta Electronics, Inc. (400)
Will show for first time at NAB the new

RCS -1 remote control/ATS for AM,
FM, and TV, in a full working model.

DCC will also highlight its BIAS® traf-

fic system and Buy Line® system that

links a station, its national rep, and
other stations.

Datametrics, Inc. (1612, 1612A)
Will bring a new line of SMPTE time
code equipment, including the lowframe -accurate decoder with integral

generator, including jam sync functions. Also new will be the SP -760
reader, a multi -function state of the art

reader and character generator with

provisions for decoding and displaying
time and user data simultaneously via

LED display or video character insertion. The new SP -9000 series of
readers and generators based on vertical interval time code will also be on
view. Other products at the show will
include the SP -722A SMPTE reader/

generator/character generator, the
SP -733 reader for ENG/EFP, the
SP425 rackmount series, and the lowcost SP -700 character generator.

Datatex (1227)
Will display its line of video and audio
distribution equipment, including the
D-2000 video/audio routing switchers;

the D-4300 video/audio switching

units; the D-701 TV transmitter color
phase equalizer; distribution amplifiers
for video pulse, subcarrier, audio, and
continued on page 186

Do you know the score?

NEW STATIONS

UHF TV
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BaNER

WMDT

WXAO

WHMC

WRTS

KCWY

WFTI

WLYJ

KTBO

WOGN

WVGA.

KAUT

WFUM

KOKI

WPDE

KNBII

WTJC

WX-V

WLRE

WBTI

KADN

WSF..

KMXN

KNDU

WOOD

WUHF

WTVE

WCGV

MOW

ANTENNAS
,

WHMMI

ALL OTHER
ANTENNAS

If you're involved in broadcasting systems you know us. But are yoL. aware that in UHF
we're now also the biggest as well as the best! The fact that a vast majority of all new
1980 UHF TV stations use a Bogner antenna is only part of the story. Since 1964 we have
put into broadcast use more than 600 slot arrays, with over thirty 55kw to 2001(w slot antennas

during the past three years alone. Antennas that are all still meeting their promise - trouble free, dependable operation with solid coverage.
Put together all the qualities you want in your antenna: exceptional performance, proven
durability, economy and on -time delivery, and you'll know the score about Bogner. We have
competitors but no equal.
Prove it to yourself. Talk to the stations listed above (or call Len King for the names
of all TV stations using Bogner manufactured antennas). Find out first hand why Bogner is
the champion of UHF antennas. Bogner Broadcast Equipment Corp., 401 Railroad Avenue,
Westbury, New York 11590, (516) 997-7800.

BOGNER
CHAMPIONSHIP BROADCAST ANTENNAS

WBTI-Cincinnati. OH. KMXN-Albuquerque. NM. KADN-Lafayette, LA, KNDU-Yakima. WA. WSFJ-Newark. OH, WDDD-Marion. IL. WMDT-Salisbury. MD: WFTI-Poughkeepsie. NY. WXAO-Jacksonville, FL. WLYJ-Clarksburg. WV, WHMC-Conway SC. KTBO-Oklahoma City. OK. WRTS-Spartanburg, SC, WGGN-Sandusky. OH. KCWY-Casper. WY. WVGA-Valdosta. GA. WHMM-Washington, DC. WUHF-Rochester. NY. WCGV-Milwaukee
WI, WTVE-Reading, PA. WOOW-Eau Claire. WI. KAUT-Oklahoma City, OK, KNBNDallas. TX. WFUM-Flint. MI. WTJC-Springfield. OH. KOKI-Tulsa OK. WXTV-Greenva.e. MS. WPDE-Florence, Sc, WLRE-Green Bay. WI
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Introduced by Ramko
in early 1975, DC control

of all audio attenuation an
a
switching has since proven
itself so superior to conventional methods of audio control
that most manufacturers of consoles
are still trying to catch up.
The three major advantages are:
1. The DC controlled console
exhibits far less susceptibility to
RF pickup and external interference than conventional consoles
that control audio directly. The
conventional console must route
all of its audio from the inputs to
the various controlling elements
(mixers, switches, etc.) and then
finally to the console output. The
DC controlled console, on the
other hand, eliminates all of this
audio wiring and thus reduces the
pickup of outside interference.
2. It is also less prone to be affected
by mechanical malfunctions or
problems such as those from
scratchy pots or noisy switches.
3. Since all audio switching is done
through DC control ( +6V or
-6V), all internal and external
functions (mute, on air lights,
remote equip. start/stop) are
programmed by simply setting
internally located switches. Only
one pot is needed to control
both left & right channel audio
simultaneously (stereo ); thus the
tracking error normally associated with dual ganged pots is
eliminated.

decimal point, which lights whenever
that mixer is potted down into CUE, is
also a blinking warning light whenever
this channel has a live microphone
No soldering or internal wiring is
activated. The second function of this
necessary to set up or change the "ON
display tells the operator whether he is
AIR" light relay, muting, or AUX
in the Program (P), Audition (A), Cue
MUTE relay. All of these functions are (C) or Off (blank) mode. It is important
programmed through internally located to note here that the operator has 2 sep
switches, which can be changed at
arate means of initiating the Cue mode.
any time.
One in the normal fashion of potting
down and one via the output mode select
switch (C). Thus he may go directly to
Cue by pushing (C) without having to
change the mixer setting.
The exclusive patch panel for selecting
input gain offers extraordinary flexibilit.1
At any time, any input can be made to
accept anything from a mic level througla line level signal. Not just mic or line
level but anywhere in between. Thus on
What's happening. At a glance.
our 10 mixer model you have a minimurr
The labeled, computer -type, pushof 4,194,304 combinations of mic througl
buttons and corresponding back -lighted line level inputs. And you can accomdisplays afford the operator instant
modate mics and high level inputs or
recognition of the next happening, which the same mixer simultaneously. You
one to push, and what is happening
simply plug in the prescribed resistor(s I
now or what has already occurred.
which are included with your console,
Although we automatically send you a and that's it.
form (at time of ordering) that enables
All the push -buttons on the console
you to tell us how you would like your
are super -quiet. Not the usual loud, clanl
console labeled, your unit comes with a
ing, short-lived mechanical switches.
full set of additional labeling so that you The push -buttons switch and route the
may easily change at any time desired.
audio through solid-state logic, errorThe large LED output mode display
free, in less than 2 tenths of 1 millionth
has two separate functions. The lighted of one second. No pops, clicks or momer

superior console.
-- M. as
:t, sts

SW

:!:
pill III'
1111 - "
Features
Dual channel
5, 8, & 10 mixer versions
4 inputs per mixer
Patch panel gain select inputs
Back -lit status displays
Built-in talk back
Solid state led VU meters
Mono/phase meter on stereo consoles
Mono output on stereo consoles
Custom lettered input push buttons
'Pwo cue modes (push button and/or pot down)

Plug in electronics
Differential balanced inputs and outputs
DC control-no audio on front panel
Zero tracking error on stereo consoles
3 power supplies w/AC line filtering
High Z bridging inputs
Switch selectable cue and mute on all inputs
Optional digital clock and production timer
Optional remote equipment start/stop
4 year parts and labor warranty
2 week trial period

cal meter you can't. Couple this with the
electronic circuit that gives the SSM
"VU" ballistics on the decay and you
end up with a tighter, cleaner sound than
ever before. At the same time, your
normal audio power level is still maintained. In addition, the bright red and
yellow LED display is legible up to 30
feet away.
Although the mono DC -38's have a
meter for each output, we took the stereo
Adift
ANL
All
44101
versions a step farther. In addition to
the left meter and the right meter
The pure clean difference.
(switchable, Aud. or Prog.), we included
It all comes down to a marked differ- a third to monitor the stereo mix
ence in reproduction.
(mono) output.
FIRST, all inputs and outputs are solidBy throwing a switch located next to
state balanced. Unlike transformers
it, this meter is converted to a phase
they are quite insensitive to impedance check meter and may be used to check
mismatches. In fact the mismatches can the stereo phasing of any and all of the
be millions of times. And can be more
console input sources.
than the specified impedance without
any noticeable effect on distortion or
response. Not so with the average audio
transformer as even a couple times
mismatch can invalidate the console's
performance.
SECOND, our solid-state devices
exhibit far less distortion and flatter
response than even the finest transReliability particulars.
former available today.
All of the LED's and lamps have a
THIRD, since the solid-state devices
life expectancy of 11 years. The pushare purely resistive they are much less
button select switches are spec'd by the
susceptible to hum, RF and other
manufacturer at 20,000,000 operations
external interference.
A FOURTH and very large consider- (1 actuation every 30 seconds, 24 hours
ation is the LED "VU" meter. This solid- a day for over 19 years). The mixer pots
state meter ( SSM) has an exceptionally are a custom design using glass -hard,
conductive plastic. The mechanical
fast response and you can actually see
overmodulation peaks. With a mechani- construction of these pots is so sturdy

tary feedback with partially actuated
switches.

tRamko Research 1980
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that they tolerate even the heaviest
handed operator.
In addition, all of the quad operational
amplifiers are burned in for 3 days to
insure reliability. Since the power supply
is the backbone of your console, you
will find not one, but three separate
supplies! One for the main audio, one for
the monitor amplifiers, and one for the
displays. These supplies are fully protected against shorts and over -heating
and utilize massive heat sinking rated
much higher than necessary.

The two week trial.
Put the DC -38 on trial for a full 2

weeks. Put it through a battery of tests
or on the air, or both. You'll find that
with all that sophistication it's a breeze
to use and amazingly rugged.

Write Ramko Research,
11355 Folsom Blvd., Rancho
Cordova, CA 95670. Or if you
can't wait for the mail, con-

tact your nearest rep or call

(916) 635-3600 collect and
arrange for a 2 week free trial.

RAMKO

SMPTE time code; and audio preamplifiers, line amplifiers, and monitor
amps.

Datatron Inc./Video Systems Div.
(1205)

Will introduce a redesigned and repackaged line of SMPTE code in-

struments, including generators,
readers, jam -sync generators, and

character generators. Also scheduled
for introduction is the new SmartScan
option for the Vanguard editor; this
allows the editor to memorize and repeat complex edit motion sequences,
including slow mo, fast motion, and
freeze-frame edits. Also featured will
be the Tempo three- VTR SMPTE/
control track editing system, the Vanguard five -VTR SMPTE/control track
editing system, Editt '1 two -VTR

microlock editing system, and a

Datametrics' SP -722A SMPTE time ccde reader/generator character generator

SMPTE synchronizer.

Datatronix (103S)
Will introduce new audio patch field,
10 -band graphic equalizer, and self powered amplifier shells to its automated processing line.

Dictaphone Corp. (110)
Will show for the first time the Series
5600, a new multiple -pass recorder
for radio station logging. Also introduc-

Introducing the Silver Anniversary edition of the History of Rock and Roll, a
52 -hour special. Also showing and de-

controlled high -channel capacity voice

monstrating in a hospitality suite its
syndicated formats: Contempo 300,

ing the Series 5000 microprocessor
logger for users who need more than

Delcom Corp. (1843)
Will introduce the AE -3 interface be-

tween the ISI 902 video production
switcher and the Convergence ECS103 editor, plus the VO-2860D 3/4 -inch

recorder/player/editor with audio
monitor, pulse cross, tape shuttle,
audio tone generator, power supply
presence, easy access fuses, and head
hour meter. Display will also feature
editing systems consisting of Convergence ECS- 103 and Hitachi one -inch
VTRs, linked with the AE -3 and ISI
902 switcher.

Delta Electronics (400)
Will show the new RCS -1 remote con-

trol system in a working demonstration. Also showing power controller,
modulation controller, coaxial transfer
switches, antenna monitor, and TCA
RF ammeter system.

DeWolfe Music Library (1618)
Has just released 20 new production
music albums for the radio broadcast

producer, with many openings and
closings, that are easy to edit; also musical beds to support narration. In addi-

tion two new sound effects albums
have interior and exterior crowd atmospheres.
186
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Drake-Chenault (116)

four channels.

Great American Country, XT -40, Contemporary MOR, SuperSoul, Beautiful

Music, Big Band.

Dielectric Communications (1507)
Showing the line of RF switches, RF
loads and wattmeters, waveguide, coax
transmission line.

Digital Video Systems (704)

Promises to introduce a completely
new line of products. Will introduce
some devices that do not exist yet in the
marketplace. Will also show its present
line, including the Phaser TBC/framestore/synchronizer systems.

Di -Tech, Inc. (1408)

Victor Duncan (1110A)
Will describe its full line of cameras,
including models from Ikegami, NEC,
Cinema Products, and JVC; the com-

plete line of Bosch recorders; the
Ampex VTR -20 one -inch C format recorder; and the full JVC line of cameras
and 3/4 -inch editing equipment. Information will also be available on the line

of production gear, a complete selection of lenses and optics for Duncan's
camera lines, character generators, and
other equipment.

Will introduce new alphanumeric
control panels. Also showing the line

of audio/video routing switchers,

audio/video pulse distribution amplifiers, video detectors, video equalizers
and clampers, seven-day computer controller, audio monitor amplifiers.

Dolby Laboratories (1031)
Will show the line of "A" type noise
reduction units for recording on STLs,
telco lines, etc. Also showing dual -

channel "A" type noise reduction
modules for one -inch Type C VTRs,
and the Model 334 FM broadcast noise
reduction unit.

Dynair Electronics, Inc. (813)
Will introduce new machine control
units and machine control switching.
Also showing the line of audio and
video routing switchers and audio and
video pulse distribution equipment.

Dynacom International (1134)
Will unveil a new addressable encode/
decode scrambling system, addressable
MDS system, and a multi -channel de-

code box. Also on view will be the
Ticket Module decoder.

.
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ANTIOPE
See Antiope in action at the NAB - Booth #1421
Antiope Videotex Systems, Inc., 1725 K St. Washington. D.C. 20006
Circle 206 on Reader Service Card

intensity obstruction lighting systems.
E -N -G Corp. (1637)
Will introduce a new switcher for ENG
vans. The switcher will have eight in-

puts and eight outputs incorporating
video DAs, audio mixer, source identifier, and color bar generator. Priced at
$3800. Will also show a new version of
the ENG station wagon which will feature all the equipment normally found
in ENG vans.

ESE (208)
Will bring for the first time the ES790A

Leddicons and vidicons, character dis-

1000 -event programmable timer with
random entry of events, simultaneous
outputs, keyboard programming, 32
output channels. Also introducing the
ES254 SMPTE code reader, operating either forward and reverse at high,
low, or very low speed; can be combined with thumbwheel comparators
for search and cue applications. Also
showing the line of digital clocks, mas-

tem, from captioning on up. New this
year are a smart encoder for test service in line 21 and a film encoder. May
demonstrate live captioning.

power tubes.

cators, time code generators and

EEV Inc. (925)
'
Will introduce diode gun versions of

EG&G (1710)

EXR Corp. will show the EX -3 psychoacoustic audio processor

the Leddicon and high -efficiency amp-

E

lifier klystron tubes for UHF transmitter application. Will feature its regu-

lar line of electron tubes, including

EEG Enterprises (1837)
Will demonstrate the entire line 21 sys-

play tubes, tetrodes, and klystron
NAB program schedule on page 147

Will feature its LS 158 and 159 high -

ter clock systems, audio level indireaders.

EXR Corporation
(booth not available)
Will show the EX -2 enhancement sys-

tem, which uses time and frequency
domain manipulation, 180 -degree

REASONS WHY

The Worm's

BUSINESS COMPUTERS
SHOULD COME FROM US

Precision Demod

Nt Best
COI 111,4

roia

.1141:O1

Y.

1
Our BAT' Systems Are BETTER
That Makes Us WORTH IT.

2

Our Systems Do MORE.
That Makes Us UNIQUE.

IV"
I31zrnet

3

We're from YOUR INDUSTRY
That Makes Us YOURS.
Since 1973 BAT' Business Computer Systems have been
installed at more Radio and TV Stations, large or small. For
a FREE analysis of your needs and costs, call (800) 243-5300,
or collect (203) 622-2400, or write 600 West Putnam,
Greenwich, CT 06830. See us at NAB Booth 509

STATION BUSINESS SYSTEMS

69

division

ad
CO

DATA CORPORATION
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at .7,275

You would have to pay an extra
$3,000-$5,000 to get a better precision
demod, and even then we are not so
sure it's better than our 3710. Compare features and performance for
yourself-send for our free data sheet.

185 Dixon Ave., Amityville, NY 11701
(516) 842-2300

A Geotel Company
Circle 208 on Reader Service Card
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AM
TRANSPARENCY
Typical phase and square wave performance: Continental's 317C-2

20 Hertz

1000 Hertz

7500 Hertz

50 Hertz

1000 Hertz

7500 Hertz

Continental's
317C-2 50 kW
AM transmitter
gives broadcasters
a new standard
of performance.
Here's why.

It delivers superb audio
quality and faithfully reproduces
the most complex audio
processing. It is ready for
AM stereo.

The 317C-2 offers broadcasters
transparency and high
efficiency.

Continental's newest transmitter
comes from a field -proven
design and offers broadcasters
excellent performance with
unmatched efficiency, reliability,
simplicity and maintainability.

Continental's 317C-2 is a 50 kW
broadcast transmitter built for
today's programming demands.

Continental transmitters meet
today's sophisticated
programming requirements. And

they'll be ready for the coming
evolutions in AM broadcast
programming.

For information and a brochure on the 317C-2,
phone (214) 381-7161 or write to: Broadcast
Marketing Dept. Continental Electronics Mfg.
Co.; Box 270879 Dallas, Texas 75227;

Telex: 73-398

etexiturnicaL
SEE US AT THE NAB SHOW - BOOTH 100
Circle 242 on Reader Service Card

cR)

phase notching, and other techniques to
improve perceived qualities of music.

Eastman Kodak Co. (1118)
Will stress the theme of "film magic

-

the magic of film origination allows
you to post -produce on any broadcast
medium." The complete line of motion
picture products for program origination, post -production, and distribution
of TV programming will be on display.

Echolab (625S)

New this year is SE -3, the Designer
Series, a microprocessor -controlled
special effects generator that accommodates 10 synchronous or asynchronous video sources and is expandable to interface with editing systems
via an RS -449 channel. Also on view
will be the SE -2 color special effects
generator, a self-contained model.

Edcor, Inc. (205S)

Will show a new multiplex cable
snake that incorporates eight channels
into one line of cable. Also showing the
line of headphone distribution amp-

The Eurrig FL -1000 cassette deck is cpmputer-interfaceable for automated systems

include enhancement, noise reduction,
DOC, variable blanking, and RS -170A
sync output.

lifiers, mixers, and wireless micro-

Eigen Video (1113)
Will exhibit its videodisc recorders for
slides, slow mo, and animation, includ-

Edutron (1815)

ing the slide and slow mo version of the
high -band color disc recorder.

phones.

Will introduce a new time base corrector which the company says will set "a

new standard." No details on the new
TBC will be released until the first day
of the convention. Will also feature two

other TBCs, the ECD-1H and the
ECD-2H. Options on the second model
Excalibur Industries will
introduce a new line of
custom cases

Elcom Specialty Products, Inc. (419)
Will show new AM and FM transmitter line, including units bought from
Cetec Broadcast Group. Among them
are 250 W, 1 kW, 5 kW, and 25 kW FM

ter. Also showing the line of audio processing equipment, including the Level
Guard AGC amplifier, Insta-Peak dual
spectrum peak limiter, the WBL series
of composite limiters, and the MP -12
AM audio processor.

Electro Controls (1100)
Will feature its Lite Cue memory control system with radio remote control
capability.

Electro Impulse, Inc. (1130)
Will show the full line of dummy loads,
RF power meters, calorimeters.

transmitters and a 1 kW AM transmit-

Electrohome Ltd. (1003)
Will bring a new line of monochrome

monitors (nine to 23 inches), new
monochrome rackmount monitors

(nine to 17 inches), and a new color

monitor. The D2000 Series color
studio monitor will be displayed in 19
and 25 -inch versions.

Electro & Optical Systems Ltd.
(1511)

Will feature a display of new high -re-

solution industrial color monitors

from Barco. A television production
calculator and a time code synchronizer, both shown in prototype last year,
will be on hand in refined, production
models. Alo new is a vertical interval

time code generator/reader. The
complete line of time code readers and
generators will be shown.

The Electronic Engineering Association (1807)
Information not available at press time.
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Be a double all-weather winner at the NAB.
1. See the state-of-the-art all-weather ENG lens.

2. Pick up your angenieux lens badge fora chance
to win an all-weather prize.

Come to Booth 904 for details

Introducing
the fastest, lightweight,
all-weather ENG zoom lens
9-135mm, f/1.5
Once again, Angenieux has created the
state-of-the-art lens with all the features
you've asked for, in Electronic News Gathering
FAST f/1.5,
with a transmission factor of 1.1.

Operates under extreme low light level
conditions, where other lenses cannot.

Sealed unit with waterproof switcheskeeps the environment out.

Built-in 2x range extender.

Rocker switch zoom control.
Close focusing to 32 inches with
full zoom for extreme close-ups.
Specify the advanced angenieux 15 x 9
lens for your next lightweight camera
and be the new ENG leader.

15 x 9
IMO

angenieux

angenieuxcorporationof amen.
120 DERRY RD., HUDSON, N.H., 03051 (603) 880-1710
13381 BEACH AVE., VENICE, CA 90291 (213) 821-5080
190 DON PARK RD., MARKHAM, ONT. L3R-2V8 (416) 495-5454
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Electro-Voice, Inc. (1816)
Will introduce two or more new production mixers from Tapco (related

Recordex is a low-cost
record booster from
Faroudja Laboratories

firm); also a new line of phantom powered lavaliere condenser mics.
Showing in addition the full line of
studio microphones and monitor loudspeakers.

Emcee Broadcast Products (1017)

Will introduce a compact 1000 W
high -gain UHF amplifier using existing tube type and solid state drivers,
Model TOA 1000C. Also featured will

Eventide Clockworks, Inc. (177S)

be the line of translators and MDS

Will introduce a new time com-

translators.

pression system for altering the time of
programs and commercials without altering pitch. Also showing the BD -955

English Electric Corp. (1018)
This newcomer to NAB will show its
full range of studio and theater lamps,
featuring compact source discharge

digital delay and special effects unit,
the H-499 Harmonizer special effects

metal halide types.

system, and the computer -based system

for spectrum analysis using standard
computers and oscilloscopes.

Farrtronics (1723)
New this year are audio consoles, with

and without CMX computer editing

Will show its special design video
cases.

Featuring its line of color weather radar
equipment.

F
Fairchild Camera & Instrument/

Enterprise Radio, Inc. (120)
Will have full information on Enter-

CCD Imaging (1315)
Will introduce a new solid state color

prise satellite service for radio stations,
with applications for affiliation, etc.

camera using the CCD 221 device.
Also on view will be the CCD 321
video delay lines, a line scan device
(LIDS) for telecine applications; and

Eumig-U.S.A. Inc. (1841)

CCD 221 solid state imaging devices.

Will show the FL -1000 cornputer-inter-

Farinon Video

faceable cassette deck for automated

See Harris

commercial insertions, with up to 16
cassette players operable as a single

Faroudja Labs, Inc. (1712)

system.

Will feature the Image System, intro-

program control, production, and

version of the Image System with

higher chroma and luminance signalto-noise reduction; Playback One will
also be on view. New products include
Recordex, a lightweight, low-cost record booster, and a new line of adaptive
comb filter separators.

Excalibur (1628)

Enterprise Electronics Corp. (1820)

duced last year. Record One is a new

system interface. Also at the show will

be intercom systems and belt packs,
audio distribution amplifiers, and audio
patch fields.

Fernseh, Inc. (1208)
New this year are the FTP-4000 16/35

mm telecine projector, a frame -by frame telecine color correction sys-

tem, the Pan Scan option for the
FDL-60 telecine system, and a full line
of video monitors. Items from the general product line will include the Com-

positor r graphics system, the Mach
Ones videotape editing system, the
KCK and KCP-60 studio cameras, the

KCA-100 ENG camera, the BCN-5
one -inch portable cassette VTR, the

BCN-20 one -inch portable VTR,
BCN-51 one -inch studio VTR, BCN-

100 one -inch multicassette VTR,

TMM-205 optical multiplexer, FDL-60

digital telecine system, TDF-2 digital

noise filter, TCS-1 machine control
system, Automax machine control

,,e,,,,ficgatiltits,fltsowttrygra71,,t,,t,"t

and switching system, TVS/TAS 1000
video/audio distribution switcher, sync
generators, and terminal equipment.

Fiberbilt (1817)
Will introduce a new case for the Apple
small business computer system. Will
also feature its regular line of carrying
and shipping cases for all video and TV
equipment.
PLAYBACK

Fidelipac, Inc. (204)
Will introduce Audio Technica line of

professional phono cartridges as exFaroudja Labs' Record One is the new version of the Image System
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clusive distributor. Also showing com-

plete line of magnetic tape carts and

Our assignment from Beverly Seeger, President, and David Seecer, general manager, of
TODAY VIDEO-one of New York's newest video services facilities-was to design a system
tha: would never become obsolete.
What we did was develop a modular, building-block concept that can expand, be added -to
or upgraded within a basic structure.
Phases 1 and 2-the central equipment room and 2 color correction roomsare now completed.
Phase 3-a fully -equipped post -production operation with 4 1" C-ormat VTR's, a CMX 340X
editing system, a 3 -channel Quantel digital effects system, a color Chyron IV and a CDL 480-8
switcher- is now under construction.
And Phase 4-a second editing facility-is now in the plann ng and design stages.
And that's how TODAY VIDEO works like tomorrow. And tomorrow and tomorrow
End tomorrow!

A.F. ASSOCIATES INC.
Better video systems by design.
100 SjONEHUPST COURT, NORTHVALE, NJ C7647 (201) 7,57 -1000.
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V. 14 V, 12 V, and 8 V in 25 AH, 10
AH, 5 AH, and 2.5 AH ratings.

duction consoles for radio and television and for van use and the line of
loudspeakers.

accessories, flutter meter, test tape

carts, etc.
Film/Video Equipment Service Co.,
Inc. (1818)
Will emphasize the line of Portable Energy Products, Inc. sealed lead acid battery belts and packs and chargers for
cine cameras, video cameras and recorders, and portable lights, in 30 V, 16

Imero Fiorentino Associates (523S)
Will feature a wide range of facility and

Flash Technology (931)

production services, including TV

Will introduce the FTB 319, a twi-

studio and set design.

Fitz -Co Sound, Inc. (626S)

night beacon. Will also show the regular line of obstruction lights and lighting controllers.

Will show for the first time a new
automation system for radio, Model
AAE-1. Also showing the line of pro -

Exhibit hours: Sunday, Monday,

Wednesday, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.;
Tuesday, 9 a.m.-8 p.m.

better believe it!
The Ferrograph RTS2
test set can reduce

audio test time up to 30%.
Here's how. You connect only a single input
and output lead to the component Lnder test. You
perform all routine checks for frequency response,
distortion, wow and flutter, signal-to-noise ratio, drift,
gain, input sensitivity, output power and more just by
pushing buttons with this single instrument. You read the
results directly in percent or dB so there's no arithmetic or
guesswork.

Ferrograph RTS2 speeds your testing of tape
recorders in all formats, turntables, preomps, line and
power amps, equalizers and other signal processing
components. It's easier and faster to use than separate
test instruments; yet, it costs far less than other all -function
test sets. For complete specifications, and details about
how you can acquire the RTS2 at no risk, circle reader
service number or contact: Neal Ferrograph USA, Inc.
652 Glenbrook Road, Stamford, Connecticut 06906,

Frezzolini will show its line of on -board
batteries for ENG/EFP cameras

(203) 348-1045/Telex: 64-3678.
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The Frezzi-Flex' FR - 16 is the latest 16 mm
camera from Frezzolini

Master Control Automation
takes the "excitement" out of
Broadcasting. But it adds reliability.
From the people who brought you
BIASTM now comes Master Control

Automation. It insures an accurate flow
of event activity while simultaneously
listing reports, reconcilhng aired spots,
and preparing the log for subsequent
billing.
And it's all possible through the
most sophisticated software system on
the market for on -air switching. Master
Control Automation will control any
on -air switcher regardless of manufacturer. It receives the program log and
manages switching activity without

operator intervention. You monitor the
entire process at one or more control
terminals with a minimum of effort. And
you know it's working right.
Master Control Automation TM is a

part of the total system umbrella ....
Network Control SystemT.mCornplete
broadcast automation with BIAST,' BUY
LINET"(Avail Submission and Electronic
Mail), Feature FilmT,m (Inventory and

Amortization), and Financial Accounting Packages. Available together or
separately. Call us today for a demonstration at (901) 345-3544.
The simplest, most efficient way to
run a television station.

BROADCAST DIVISION
DATA COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION
3000 DIRECTORS ROW
MEMPHIS TENNESSEE 38131

VISIT US AT BOOTH 2145 AT THE NAB.
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For -A Co. of America (1326)
Will unveil the VD -103 and VD -106

distribution amplifiers, the TSG-

5000 sync generator, BC -5000 back
color generator, CB -5000 color bar
generator, TCG-3900 and TCR-3900

VITC generator and reader, CVF-

6000 quarter -inch VTR and remote

control box, and VTW-600 video
typewriter. Also on view will be the

FVW-910 and CC -910 video writers,
the CCS-4200 color corrector, and the
ALC-4100 automatic level controller.

Fuji Magnetic Tape will
feature its entire line of
videotapes

Fort Worth Tower Co. (819)
Showing antenna towers, prefabricated

equipment buildings, antennas for
satellite earth stations.

Frezzolini Electronics, Inc. (1608)

Will introduce a new line of On-

BoarPt' FrezziP battery packs. The

power packs mount on the back of most

current video cameras without cable
connections (except for RCA TK-76
models). Frezzolini will also show its
latest model Frezzi-Flex® lightweight
portable 16 mm cameras, featuring a
redesigned film gate of parallel, lapped

steel balls to provide precise focus and

completely redesigned rear control

emulsion pick-up. There are also some
improvements in the Frezzi-Liter por-

panel with a knurled -edge thumbwheel
as well as the on -off toggle switch. The
regular line of Frezzolini products will

scratch -free pictures without film
table camera lights with a more efficiently cooled socket, a re -engineered
contact design for longer bulb life and a

Beaveronics, Inc.

be shown: portable battery pack/belts
for ENG/EFP cameras, in -board batteries for VTRs, fast charge systems for

aven
Write or phone for details.

venue

Port Washington, New York 11050
Tel: (516) 883-4414

STUDIO PRODUCTION VIDEO SWITCHING SYSTEMS
(Also available in PAL and PAL -M versons)
FOR MODERATE SIZE FACILITIES
MODEL B1-154

FOR SOPHISTICATED FACILITIES
MODEL B1-156

$12,990.00

$21,795.00

r,''

15 -input,
6 -bus with

15 -input, 4 -bus

two full mix/

mix/eff /key amp with
downstream mix/key amp
Many optional features in-

eff /key systems
and dir. pgm and
pre busses: many
options available,
DSK, quad. etc.

cluding DSK Et quad -split, etc.

FOR REMOTE Et SMALL
PRODUCTION
FACILITIES
ed.
MODEL
J Et D 712
$7,400.00

ENG Switcher
Model J Et D 705
$7,990.00

12 -input, 4 -output

mix -effects amp with
downstream mixer, includes
downstream preset Et program
busses with cut bar, RGB chroma key

ilAilll
.-ra
1--s
terilli

5111 16

All Beaveronics Switching Eq
Master control switchers AFV
with audio breakaway

Routing switchers with AFV
CHECK BEAVERONICS FOR:

Specialized custom switchers
Selected terminal equipment

BM/E MARCH, 1981

BUILT IN COLOR BLK AND BKG
SELF CONTAINED SYNC GEN
INDEPENDENT COLOR BLK OUTPUTS TO CAMS
SELF CONTAINED CASE
5 INPUTS INCLUDING BLK AND BKG
32 PATTERN MIX/EFF/KEY WITH POSITIONER
ADDITIONAL SEPARATE MIX BUSSES
PREVIEW FEATURES
FRONT PANEL ANGLE ADJUSTABLE

a Tw War Warranty
OTHER ITEMS AVAILABLE FROM BEAVERONICS
FAVAG MASTER CLOCK SYSTEMS
Available with accuracy
better than 1 second/yr.
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FEATURES:

GO WITH THE
EST.

Feel confident. Feel secure.
Feel that you can tackle any video
location problem and come out
looking better than ever before.
We've got the accessories to help. As a few
examples will confirm!
The Power To Do As You Wish. Our sensational
Pagbelts, considered the finest, safest and best
engineered. Fast -charging, too-our Pag Speed Charge
4000 delivers a full -charge in a record -setting 40 minutes
for the 4 A.H. model and only 70 minutes for the 7 A.H.
Pagbelts come loaded with innovative safety and
performance features including our exclusive safety -lock.
Unlike some other belts, you can't hurt yourself or your
equipment by accidentally using your belt while charging.
And Pagbelt's Nicad cells are specifically designed for
video's heavy power -drain. so you're not powerless in any
situation. Our advanced electronic charge systems
prevent other kinds of problems too-by assuring a
precise 100% charge everytime-automatically sensing
temperature, pressure and voltage. Also available, the
exceptional lightweight multi -feature Paglight complete
with versatile accessories and rugged aluminum carry case.
Moral- and Equipment -Support. Who wouldn't feel
confident with our light, compact Bilora professional
tripods! These exceptional units feature heads with
movement so smooth, you'd swear they were fluid. (And
only the prices tell you they're not.)
Choose from a wide range of sizes and capacities-our little giant fold -away (just 20" compacted,
with a surprising 18 lb. capacity) all the way to
our heavy-duty combo workhorse for studio or
location (100 lb. capacity).
All Biloras boast a number of refinements,
including built-in bubble levels; extra -long 15°
pan handles with left and right mounts; slot mounted camera screws that guarantee perfect
balance at all times. And more.
Gain Control. To complete your shooting gear,
add our super -rugged CVMM-15 professional
broadcast quality belt -mountable portable mixer. This
little beauty puts all the control you need at your fingertips. Three microphone inputs, each with independent
gain. Built-in phantom supply for shotgun microphones. Output level selectable for either microphone
or line. Master output level control. Peak -reading
LED meter. Monitor output. And more.
All in all, a mixer designed with the latest up-to-theminute technology, the finest state-of-the-art components
and built like a tank by Foundation Instruments.
All The Best. From Comprehensive. How can you help
but feel secure when you use the best?
For more information contact your Comprehensive
dealer or call us TOLL FREE at 800-526-0242. In New
Jersey and Metro New York call 201-767-7990.
Telex: 13-5139.

Conn0

SUPPLY CORPORATION
148 Veterans Drive, Northvale, NJ 07647

In Canada. 751 Wall Street. Winnipeg. Man . R3G 2T6

Beta and VHS cassettes, and video

G

head cleaners.
Ni-cad batteries, and portable lighting

systems.

Fujinon Optical, Inc. (1117)
Will introduce a new A30x11 ESM

Gardiner Communications Corp.

ENG lens, an 01.6 model with a built-

Will introduce its new 5.6 meter fiber-

in 2X extender to give it a range of 11 to

Fuji Photo Film U.S.A., Inc., Magnetic Tape Div. (1307)
Under the theme of "the professional
choice," will exhibit its two-inch and
one -inch professional videotape, one inch Beridox tape, U-Matic cassettes,

660 mm. There will also be a new line
of electronic cinematography lenses.

The regular line will include BCTV
lenses for one -inch and 11/4 -inch tubes,

ENG/EFP lenses for 35 -inch color
cameras, and a complete line of ENG
accessories.

(1828)

glass receiving antenna. The dish is
constructed from eight fiberglass petals
that provide a better surface tolerance
for improved reflector efficiency. The

new design on the prime focus feed
gives better cross -polarization isolation. Will also offer two new satellite
receivers. The model 4100 is manually

tunable with 24 channel synthesized
circuitry, single input, equipped for
four audio subcarriers, integral power

tgors

supply for low noise amplifiers. Model
4200 is remotely controllable with 24
channel, synthesized tuning, dual input, automatic polarity switch,
equipped to receive four audio sub carriers.

Garner Industries (1120)
Will have production models of Model

1100 eraser for one -inch videotape.
Also showing its line of erasers for
audio tape video cassettes and equipment for duplication of quarter -inch
[11111111T:111

II - the market's newest video t.lre

editing system offers some.significant differencE!E_-.
United Media has taken a totally new look at the desires and
requirements of the industry in developing Commande- II.
The results - a technologically. supericr 9diting sys-en
at a significantly lower price.
Like $40,000 for a complete
4 VTR system - any combination
of playback and record for multiple
format masters (expandable to
3 more VTR's plus switcher).
Like automatic switcher control
for double re-entry with 3
independent M/E amplifiers.
Like video levels variable in 10%
increments with mix rates from
1 to 999 frames.
Like automatic cut
listing with a single

keystroke - and
automatic list
management for
shortening,
lengthening or
rearranging scenes.

tems (1104)

Will show its line of incandescent,
Quartzline, and tungsten -halogen
lamps for TV and film.

The Gerstenslager Co. (526, 528)
No information available at press time.
Company makes bodies for ENG/EFP
vehicles.

Cliff Gill Enterprises (160)
Will feature Eumig cassette systems for
radio program automation.

Glentronix (U.S.), Inc. (1824)
New products will include the 1605
Adam Smith synchronizer, low-cost
time code equipment, a transmitter
and monitoring fault report system;
an encoded machine control system, a
digital thermometer, and a time and
temperature display unit. Will also
show its general line of Telcom Research time code equipment, Torpey
Scientel sideband analyzers, and the
Pentronics logic analyzer board for

judge for yourself -

ACR25.

call Bob Ricci

Allan Gordon Enterprises, Inc.

at 714/630-8020
today.

(1917)
4075 Leaverton court, Araheim, CA 928)7
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General Electric Co. Lighting Sys-

Controls & Engineering clock systems,

Now editors
can have a real choice.

198

tape.

Will introduce the Elemack camera
dolly and the MAC video animation
system. Also showing the line of audio
and video systems and accessories, in -

EMCEE

translators
offer advantages
from hill top
to bottom line
On site, the EMCEE solution to TV translator
requirements is quite uncomplicated. A translator must go on the air quickly. Stay on the air
continuously. And require a minimum of time
and attention to accomplish both.
An approach you probably share.
With that in mind, EMCEE developed the new
TUA1000C amplifier.* A one -thousand watt
unit that shares the high gain, efficiency and
reliability of the entire EMCEE line. And introduces further improvements like compact
single bay construction. Solid-state control
circuitry. LED status indicator. A slide out RF
cavity and more. Which makes the TUA1000C
amplifier the perfect solution for either conventional or new low power TV applications.
EMCEE also offers an uncomplicated
approach to complete turnkey services,
contract installation and maintenance and
system design applications.
And that's where the bottom line advantage
lies. Because no matter what your translator
requirements may be, EMCEE can help you
reach all of your market. All of your broad-

EMCEE
BROADCAST
PRODUCTS
a d vision of
ELECTRONICS, MISSILES & COMMUNICATIONS, IINC.

P.O. Box 68
White Haven. PA 18661 U.S.A.

Phone toll free: 800-233-6193
(In PA. cal collect: 717-443-9575)
TWX: 510-655-7088
Ans: EMCEE WHHV
Learn about the advantages of
EMCEE translators at the NAB Convention,
Booth 1017

cast day.
*Type acceptance applied for

© 1981 EMCEE Broadcast Products
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self-contained hands -free on -air telephone system. Showing in addition the
Model 2531 Triband FM audio processing amplifier.

The Great American Market (1628)
Will unveil new RDS/HMI portable

battery -operated and fresnel lens
lights, a diamond light curtain, and
the Lighthesizer 212 programmable
sequencer. Will also display lights,
control equipment, Excalibur custom
cases, projection systems, patterns,

eluding Swintek wireless mic systems
and Spectra light meters.

Gorman -Redlich Mfg. Co. (173)
Will introduce a new digital AM antenna monitor. Also showing the line

Groton Computer (118)
Will have full information on nationwide business automation system for
traffic, billing, and general ledger,

special effects, and custom projection
services.

of NOAA weather receivers for the 160

NAB

MHz band, and complete EBS equip-

available with color in terminal display
and on printed reports. New feature is

availability of interface for standard
small computers to act as "smart ter-

program schedule on page 147

ment.

minals" for system. A new operation of
the Groton Radio Network, subsidiary,
is a series of entertainment and instruc-

David Green Broadcast Consultants
Grass Valley Group

(125)

(1210)

Will introduce the new 440 series rout-

Exhibiting for the first time the Ex-

numeric control panels, a fiber optic

a complete radio studio with components from companies represented, in-

calibur AC -6 stereo console. Will have

ing systems with complete alpha-

video link, and the 3430 V video delay

DA. Will also show, from its regular
product line, the 1600 and 300 series
production and post -production

cluding Electro- Voice Sentry speakers,
Technics turntables, Stanton phono cartridges, Otari recorders.

switchers with Mark 2 digital video ef-

Gregg Laboratories (403)

fects system and E-MEM II effects

is continuing its activity in buying radio
time from broadcasters and selling it to
advertisers.

H
HM Electronics, Inc. (1509)
Introducing a new wireless intercom

Will introduce a turntable preamplifier, multiband television audio

memory system; the Model 200 modu-

lar automation system; the 4S master
control switcher; the 400 series routing
switcher system; the 3250 series SOH

processing system with loudness controller; multiband AM audio processing amplifier with broadband gain con-

other signal distribution processing and
synchronizing equipment for audio and
video.

troller, five -band compressor, and

phased sync generator system; and

Winsted

tional "featurettes" offered as syndicated programs. The Radio Network

allowing up to five stations to function
in full duplex, or as many as wanted in

push -to -talk. Can be interfaced with
any RTS or Clear-Com hard -wired
intercom. Also showing the complete
line of hand-held and body -pack wire-

five -band distortion -cancelling peak

limiter; also Telemix, a completely

THE MATCHMAKERS
for the customized approach
to videoproduction centers.

1" VTR
CONSOLE
Winsted's new model 3100
console is designed for space
efficiency and operator
convenience. VTR turntable
rotates for complete machine
servicing, viewing comfort.
Monitor bridge adjusts in 1"
Increments. Several models
available.

Amtron AM -26 Color Monitor
The practical, professional way to give your

For full -line catalog of
editing, production and
dubbing consoles, tape and
film trucks, film and
videotape storage systems,
call toll -free or write:

audience the BIG picture.

THE WINSTED CORP.

several Amtron monitors tailored for quality

A 341 square inch screen, proven Trinitron
(TM Sony) single -gun color system and
superior Amtron engineering all add up to a
unique value .

Minneapolis, MN 55420

MODEL

612/888-1957

3100

See us at NAB Show Booth #823
Phone Toll -Free

Winstead
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. and the AM -26 is only one of

color display.

8127 Pleasant Ave. So.

1-800-328-2962

.

3(orm34stalScte4W

21J1111T20 N
Amtron Corporation, Aptos, California 95003
(408) 688-4445
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Verify your RS -170A with a dynamic,

Anotier p us. -he Videoscope can alive egaally
accurat.? resJIts n source-to-soL -ce
in a
`on "A- System.
And because i: is viewed on a slarca-d video

easy to read video display
that's light years ahead.
The rew RS -170A Video Line Output specificat ons
are desicned to insure a ccnsistent relationship
between video burst and 3ync phase, particularly
during tape record and playback.

The vidicon tube is going
the way of the vacuum tube.
CCD semiconductor technology is now giving us smaller,
lighter, faster, more rugged
cameras for television, surveillance, industrial measurement
and control, and a host of sc_entific
applicaticns.
As a pioneer in CCD development,
Fairchild offers both the CCD221 Area
Imaging Array Semiconductor Sensor
and the CCD2000C Camera System.
And we'r?, not talking about samples.
We're tailing about volume. Fairchild
is the world's largest manufacturer cf
CCD Imaging products.
The 4;38 x 380 Matrix Array

CCD221 meets all NTSC resolution
requiremems for television with no

lag or geometric distorton. And its specs are
spectacular. Including a
gamma of unity, high dynamic range, lcw-light-level
capability, high frame rates and
_ow power requirements.
The CCD2000C Camera we
buil-. around the single -chip CCD221 is
-rely 103% solid-state and provides NTSCcompatible composite video signals.
For complete :mformation and specifications on either he CCD221 Array or the
sensational CCD2000C Camera, contact
CCD ImagmAdvanced
Fairchild
Technology Group, 4031 Miranda Ave.,
Technology
Palo Alto, CA 94.304.

Telepho ne.:
(415) 493-8001.
TWX: 910-373-1227.

FAIRCHILD
A S:hlumberger Company

The CCD221 Sensor

It oes for cameras
what the transistor did
for computers.
I

Fairchild Camera and Instrument C orp
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less intercom receivers and transmitters

and field pack four -channel receiver
with triple diversity.

Hallikainen and Friends, Inc. (514)
Showing the new PCC series of trans-

mitter control computer systems,
which use a standard high-level language allowing user to tailor system

operation easily; it also works through
existing digital remote control system

for economy in purchase. Interface
with Moseley PBR-30 will be shown as

an example. Also showing the TVA
series of audio mixers with AFV; the
LOG series of program logging systems; the TAX161 time announce controller.

Harris Corp., Broadcast Products
Div. (301)
Will introduce a new live color camera, the TC-85, with computer setup
system that allows preproduction setup
of any number of TC-85 cameras in 45
seconds or less. A microcomputer is
used for each camera to eliminate camera interdependence. The auto setup allows a video operator to override computer settings and dial in artistic tinting

Harris's new TC-85 features compuer setup in a color studio camera

characteristics in individual cameras. A
new 16 -channel modular digital control

audio console offering programmable

keyboard entry, digital controlled
linear attenuators, and software -

oriented control will also be seen. The
booth will feature the TV -L line of low

band VIA TV transmitters, featuring

ultra -linear driver that uses a single,
conservatively rated tetrode and broadband Class A solid-state IPAs to drive
the final visual amplifier, with new 20
kW, 30 kW, and dual 4.0 kW models.
Also three medium wave transmitters:
the MW -5B 5 kW; MW -10A 10 kW;
and MW -50B 50 kW. The MW -50B

features a new high-speed op -amp
audio input state for improved audio
transient response.

Harris Farinon Video (301)
Will display its line of fixed and portable systems operating in the 2, 7, and
13 GHz bands for STLs, intercity relay,
and temporary networks. Also on view
will be frequency -agile portable and
-mini -portable" equipment for ENG,
remote pickup and relay systems, and

emergency services. A new product
introduction is possible, but no details
are available yet.

Harrison Systems, Inc. (507)

Will introduce the MR -3 series of
audio consoles with up to 36 inputs,
particularly suited to video sweetening
and post -production. Also showing the
MR -2 series of larger consoles.

Karl Heitz, Inc. (1809)
New items in the Gitzo line of camera
support equipment will include light

stands, video tripods with counterbalanced heads, leveling balls with
sliding or gearlift column for height
adjustment, and fluid heads. Also on
view will be Gitzo dollies, monopods,
mic booms, and projection stands and
The Autotron Star is a new business automation system from Harris

platforms; Pathe 16 mm and Double
Super 8 mm cine cameras, 15X6-90
BM/E MARCH, 1981
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MORE BANG
FOR THE BUCK
FROM UTAH SCIENTIFIC

CSP-1605 FIVE -BUS ALPHANUMERIC PARTY LINE CONTROLLER - $1,700

The CSP-1605 panel is one of 3 new series of routing switcher controllers from
Utah Scientific. Each of these new models features alphanumeric Preset/Status
displays with up to 1600 assignable name/number combinations to let your
operator address sources by their actual name - VT 14, CM 3, etc.
The CSP-1605 model pictured here can control five matrix busses and provides
current status readout instantaneously as busses are addressed. Input selection
is made by either one, two, or three keystrokes. Separate audio switching
and statusing is standard and, as with all Utah Scientific party line panels,
connection to the matrix is viz a single coax.
ALPHANUMERIC DISPLAY - 1600 NAME/NUMBER - SINGLE COAX CONNECTION

TRY THAT ON YOUR GRASCOMFERNSAMDYNATEK SWITCHER!

aj..11L177:11-4 SCIE/777F7C!
THE ROUTING SWITCHER COMPANY

2276 So. 2700 W. Salt Lake City, UT Phone 801-973-6840
TWX #910.925-4037
Visit us at NAB Booth #1629
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mm 01.2 zoom lens, interchangeable
C -mount lenses, and 400 -foot magazine; and Kinoptik Apochromats 16 and
35 mm cine/video lenses.

Hitachi Denshi America Ltd. (1404)
Will bring its complete line of one -inch

The Micro -Mac' is a new modular audio board from Harris

Type C VTRs, including HR 200
studio, HF 100 portable, and slow mo

of consoles and the line of broadcast
equipment from many manufacturers.

puterized studio camera with full automatic setup and the SK 91 high-perfor-

originate programming from the booth
four hours each day in studio set up with
equipment handled for sale.

one -inch machines; plus the entire
camera line, featuring a fully com-

FM station KFMS, Las Vegas, will

mance ENG camera. Information on
new products was not available for release at press time.
Exhibit burs: Sunday, Monday,
Wednesday, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.;
Tuesday, 9 a.m.-8 p.m.

Howe Audio/BCP (438)
Introducing a new 8000 series of audio
consoles; also showing the 7000 series

The latest in Gitzo heads and tripods will be
shown at the show by Karl Heitz

BM

cz7

The FINEST

Radio Broadcast Console
you can buy
The BMX is designed for the broad-

console. Advanced circuitry

caster who wants the design, performance and features of a custom

yields low noise and distortion

console, at an "off the shelf" console
price and delivery.

along with excellent frequency response and headroom/overload
capability.

off control as well as
remote control facilities.

The microphone modules feature
remote control of on, off, cough
and talkback while the line mod-

formers, and Ernest Turner/Crompton

ules provide the commands for
audio patch points for the con- the control of turntables and carvenient connection of auxilliary tridge/'tape decks. In addition, the

Meters are typical of the first class
of components used throughout the

signal processing equipment.CMOS
Logic is used for input channel on/

Penny and Giles Conductive Plastic
Faders, Deane Jensen Audio Trans-

_dvIk

BMX

.

.

.

All input and output modules feature

on, off and cue status of the line
modules is remote controllable.

Best by Design, Construction, Performance and Features

Ask the broadcaster who owns one

Pacific Recorders & Engineering Corporation
1100 Roselle Street, San Diego, California 92121 . (714) 453-3255
Circle 222 on Reader Service Card
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regular line of custom shipping cases
will also be displayed.

Industrial Sciences, Inc. (1115)
New to NAB are the 200 Series video

production switchers. The 200-1,

200-2, and 200-3 feature 20 inputs and

one to three PolyKey Effects (PKE)
systems, plus a downstream transition

unit that includes "flip-flop" mixer,
auto transition, fade -to -black, pulse

processor, pointer generator, and

HUM'S Mt
k3

ri

downstream keyer with edging. The
200 EdiFex is a compact 10 -input unit
with a full PKE. Also new will be the

559 genlock sync generator and 560
SMPTE alignment standard color bar
generator. Other products on display
will include the 902 and 1200 Series
video production switchers and 931 and
921 master control systems.
The AVF-150 connector panel will be introduced by Hughes

Hughes Electronic Devices Corp.
(Hedco) (1635)
New items on display will be 8/1 and
16/1 audio and video routing switchers in one RU frame; combined audio

and video distribution frame; pulse
distribution amplifiers; equalizing

distribution amplifiers. Also showing
compact multibus audio and video routing switchers; audio and video distribu-

tion amplifiers; 75 -ohm 0.1 percent
terminations.

Hughes Helicopter (booth not assigned)
Will display a fully equipped Hughes
300-C ENG helicopter.

and a sophisticated digital control
studio/field camera with full auto-

Informational Processing System

matic setup and triax capability. A new

Will feature weather satellite recorders
and color computer graphics system to
enhance satellite weather pictures.

high -resolution color monitor line
utilizing in -line gun CRTs will also be

introduced. Ikegami's regular line of

products will be shown: HK -357

studio/field camera with triax/multicore interface, HK -312 studio camera,
HL-79DA ENG/EFP camera, ITC -350
ENG/EFP production CCTV camera,
EC -35 electronic cinematography camera, TKC-970 telecine camera, and the
TM series of monitors.

Illinois Wire and Cable (2015)
Distributors of electric and electronic
wire and cable of many manufacturers.

I and B Tower Construction Co.,
Inc. (320)
Will introduce new tower lighting systems. Will also show the line of towers
and tower lights.

Image Video Ltd. (1822)
New products will include a programmable microprocessor -based master
control automation switcher system
with 32 audio/video inputs; a microprocessor -controlled machine assignment

system capable of assigning and controlling up to 160 machines; a new -gen-

IGM Communications (101)
Will introduce an interface for CBSI
accounting and traffic automation to
the Basic A program automation sys-

eration, high-performance routing

stacarts, Go -Carts 24, 42, and 78, the
Basic A program system, and the CBSI
business system.

itor capable of monitoring up to 128

tem. Also showing the line of In-

Ikegami Electronics (USA), Inc.
(817)

Will introduce a new ENG/EFP 2/3 inch prism camera with capability for
attachable VCR, a new high -quality,
medium priced studio/field camera,
206
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switcher featuring large expandable
matrices and single -wire control; a

standalone border generator for
graphics and character generators; and
a microprocessor -based voltage monindividual dc voltage sources. Also on

(1908)

Inmark Corp. (329)
Will feature the Comet Ltd. line of
fixed and variable vacuum capacitors,
including a new compact high -voltage

tester.

Innovative Television Equipment
(1405)

Will demonstrate three new fluid
heads, two new tripods, and a new
portable counterbalance pedestal for
EFP applications. Also featured will be

the complete line of ENG/EFP/studio
camera support dollies, tripods, pedestals, pan/tilt heads, and accessories for
all camera sizes and applications, dem-

onstrated in actual use under 32

cameras at the booth. ITE equipment
will also be found in the exhibits of
camera and lens manufacturers.

Integrated Sound Systems (2013)
Will introduce the TDM 8000 time

compressor for music and speech,
which alters total program time without
change in pitch. Compansion unit is the
TBM 8002 for FM and stereo program
material.

Interand Corp., Telestrator Div.

view will be custom-made control

(929)

panels, a routing switcher, a 10 by one
AFV switcher with remote control, and
a status generator display.

electronic animation and video art

Will introduce new model TelestratoP

systems with Auto Probes electronic
trajectory system for moving and color-

Impact Case Sales (1724)

ing all video sources via stylus. Also

New this year are shock -mounted
cases for broadcast equipment. The

a low-cost, high-performance system
for sports and news. The Telestrator/

new will be the Telestrator Model 300,
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NoiseReducerFrameSynchronizerTimeBaseCorrector.
The new Thomson-CSF
9100 Digital Video Processor
gives you all three capabilities
-yet costs only slightly more
than ordinary systems.
We developed noise reduction technology that delivers up
to 15 dB of S/N improvement
in four presettable settings.
So satellite signals become
clearer. Film -to -tape transfers
are less noisy, less grainy.
And for ENG applications, signals come out sharper, without
the excessive low -frequency
chroma noise identified with
3/4 -inch VTR's.

But here's what makes the
9100 such a wise investment.

We've added a frame
synchronizer that gives you the
added feature of freeze-frame
capability. A built-in line -by-line
time base corrector for Yt"
VTR's. And, a convenient 4 x 1
switcher frees valuable cross points while a processing amplifier provides complete output
signal control.
Only Thomson-CSF gives
you so much versatility and
signal improvement in a single
video processor.
The new Thomson-CSF
9100 Digital Video Processor.
A lot more than noise reduction.
For just a little more money.
Call or write today for corn-

See us at NAB Show Booth #919
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plete specifications and/or a
demonstration at your facility.
In the Northeast:
Frank ShuteIt

(203) 327-7700
Mid -Atlantic:

Al Audick
(202) 296-9189
Southeast.
Frank Benson

(404) 487-6756

Mid -West:

Tom Lorenzen
(312) 356-5575
Southwest:
Marty McGreevy
(713) 933-1700
West:

Mike Clayton
(213) 849-2188

ThomsonCSF

Broadcast, Inc.

Thomson CSF Broadcast, Inc
37 Brown house Road
Stamford, Connecticut 06902
Tel. (203) 327-7700
TWX (710) 474-3346

ENGINEERING

LABS, INC.

111111101
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1020 N. FILLMORE ST.,
ARLINGTON, VA 22201 (703) 528-5861

MINICHARGERS® AND MINIPACKSTM

FOR ALL YOUR POWER NEEDS!
Our 25 year record of reliability has been built into all our products.
Perrott equipment is developed under the finest standards of design and engineering.

NEW PRODUCT

O

THE COMPACT LIGHTWEIGHT AND
VERSATILE PE 100 MINICHARGER® IS

PERROTT'S VTR BATTERIES ARE PROVIDED IN 3 AH LEAD ACID, 4 AH NICKEL

AVAILABLE SINGLY OR IN MULTIPLES OF
UP TO 8 UNITS.

CADMIUM OR 8 AH SILVER ZINC PACKS.

THE EQUALIZER IS A LIFE EXTENDING
SYSTEM FOR SILVER CELLS PROVIDING 4
TO 6 MONTHS ADDITIONAL LIFE FOR THE

CADMIUM BELTS FOR FILM AND VIDEO

PERROTT'S 4 AH AND 7 AH NICKEL

CAMERAS CONTINUE TO PROVIDE
PROVEN RELIABILITY.

BATTERIES.

c

THE POPULAR NEW KWIK-KLIPTM
SILVER AND NICKEL CADMIUM PACKS
GUARANTEE MORE FLEXIBILITY IN THE
FIELD.

O

THE CHOSEN FAVORITE! THIS LIGHTWEIGHT 12 AH BATTERY PACK DELIVERS

THE POWER AND RUNNING TIME REQUIRED FOR ENG.EQUIPMENT.

PERROTT'S 30 VOLT SUN GUN BELT

PROVIDES POWER FOR A 250 WATT
LIGHTING SYSTEM OR A VIDEO CAMERA.

See us at NAB Booth #1023

PERR077 PERR

oPERROTT PE
PERR077 PERR
Rorr P
PEP

R077

WE

LET US KNOW YOUR NEEDS
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CALL US COLLECT (703) 525-0770

fective editing" by introducing an A -B
roll editing controller capable of fully
automatic operation with search dials to

allow speeds from zero to five times

forward and reverse and optional
TAPAS automatic programmable animation systems and slide art sources
will also be exhibited.

International Tapetronics Corp.
(501)
Will show for the first time a new series

of reel-to-reel tape recorders, the 770
Series. Also showing the full line of
reel-to-reel and cart recorder/players,
including the new Series 99 cart machines, and the 1000 -unit multicart system.

Will introduce several new jingle
packages for radio stations. Will also
introduce a production music library

and a "drive module TV spot," a

commercial for television to be used in
radio promotion. Also showing the line
of jingles, promotional IDs, and related
materials.

Jatex, Inc. (1639)
Will emphasize its theme of "cost-ef-

kits, plus its line of electronic tool kits,
test equipment, and hand tools.

video list display; a rack -mounted color

K

bar generator with full and split -field

display; and a rack -mounted black
burst generator. Also on line will be
the VSEC 42TD editing control unit

KalaMusic (128B)

and the VGEN IV time code character
generator.

Will demonstrate syndicated programming in three main formats:

Jefferson Data Systems (1613)

KalaMusic Matched Flow is Beautiful
Music targeted to 25 to 54 listeners in
quarter-hour sweeps for live or automated stations; KalaMusic Category is

Will introduce its ENP Electronic
News Processing system, an in -station
computer for television and radio news

text entry and editing facility, prepares

Jam Creative Productions, Inc. (121)

Will introduce new electronic tool

expandable edit memory, printer, and

departments that connects to AP and
UPI wire services, includes complete

J

Jensen Tools, Inc. (3210)

news script and produces rundown
sheets, connects to a teleprompter or
character generator for on -air presenta-

tion, and offers complete storage and
retrieval of any news story. Also new
will be the System 90 in -station sales/
traffic and general accounting system
that runs on an IBM/34 computer.

the same in individual selections on
10 -inch reels for four hours of unattended operation; KalaMusic Lite Contemporary combines some of Matched
Flow with Adult Contemporary for 70
percent vocal content, bridging gap between the two.

Kaman Sciences/BCS (1419)
Emphasizing itself as the single computer company for all broadcast computer needs, Kaman will be introducing
its latest in-house demographics/sales

Jenel Consultants Corp. (1813)
Consulting engineering services for

proposal computer package. Also

broadcasters.

with inventory control packages for

displayed will be complete traffic/billing systems for TV and radio stations,

NOW Automatic Audio Measurements
end to end

in seconds

This microprocessor controlled Audio Transmission Test System has been purpose
designed for the Broadcast Industry to check 46 parameters in 3.5 seconds.
Model S1100

Broadcast Audio Transmission
Test System

SR1100 Receiver
G1100 Generator

marenno

MAIN PLANT: 100 STONEHURST CT., NORTHVALE, N.J. 07647 TEL: (201) 767-7250
TEL: (7141 857-2326

instruments WEST COAST: P.O. BOX 16577, IRVINE, CALIFORNIA 92713
See us at Booth #927
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Here. Now!
The world's first and only °
Weather Forecasting
Liter.

WEATHERCASTER CT -1000
Real-time local weather forecasting...animated

weather presentations...weather graphics...
whatever the weather occurance, Weathercaster
CT -1000 is ready.

The CT -1000 creates lives "weather character"

animations of its weather forecasts and other
weather simulations; also time -sequenced weather

map presentations showing present, past and
future weather locations and conditions.
The CT -1000 will also create news graphics.
Weathercaster's NTSC video output permits
full -screen personalized chromakey presentations.
For a live demonstration come to NAB...Booth
525. South Exhibit Hall. Hospitality Suite at Landmark Hotel.

I 4EA1HERCASI-ER
The Pioneer in environmental and weather forecasting computers
391 Chipeta Way, S.L.C., UT. 84108 (801) 581-5478
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films, news and cartridges accounting
and amortization programs, and cornputerized interface to auto switchers.

Kappa Systems (202S)
Will unveil the Communicator line of
software -controlled plant and studio
intercoms and audio routing systems
customized for station communications
and on -site work, such as political conventions.

Kings Electronics Co., Inc. (1026)
Showing line of video patch panels and
coaxial and triaxial connectors.

stressing the theme of "quality at mod-

camera. Also showing line of other

erate prices."

lights and lighting accessories, microphone booms, and suspensions.

L
LPB, Inc. (402)
Will introduce the Citation Series of
eight and 10 -channel stereo consoles

new Athena 6000 slow mo, freeze

frame telecine projector. The Athena
4000 telecine will also be exhibited.

with mono mixdown, clock, timer, and

reference oscillator. Also showing a
new series of AM transmitters with
outputs from 50 to 250 W, frequency
synthesizer, dual -standby operation,
and remote control options. Will show
also the line of Signature and Monogram consoles with five to 10 channels in

mono and stereo; audio distribution
amplifiers; turntable preamps; com-

pressor/limiters; studio furniture;

limited -area AM and FM transmitters
and accessories.

Klieg! Brothers (923)

L -W International (939)
Will bring a production model of the

Laird Telemedia, Inc. (901)
Will introduce the 7200 high -resolution

character generator and the 1060

video pointer Display will also feature

the line of film chains and character
generators.

Landy Associates (1102)
Will introduce the new Dubner charac-

ter generator. Also showing line of
audio and video accessories.

Will feature among its lighting and con-

trol equipment the new Performer II
and Command Performance memory

LTM Corp. of America (1016)

lighting control systems, plus portable
lighting kits, 1550 Series Klieglights,
Kliegpac 9 portable dimming system,

Will introduce the A97 audio mixer for

James B. Lansing Sound Co. (203)

addition to video recorders (Sony

Will introduce a new automated

fresnels, and the Performer memory
lighting control system.

Knox Video Products (1033)
Will display its character generators,

J

BVU-50, etc.), battery -powered with
two mic inputs, one mic or line input,
phantom power, equalization. Also introducing the small Luxarc and Ambiarc 200 W lights and a new compact

microphone mixer with digital control
to switch mics on and off, and discrimi-

nate against background noise. Also
introducing the Model 4301 broadcast

monitor loudspeaker, available with

light source, ac or de operated, all vol-

or without built-in amplifier. Will show

tages 12 to 220, for mount on any video

in addition other monitor speakers in

Like

our roots reach

television,

back to

As TV was making its public debut at
the New York World's Fair, Spindler &
Sauppe was introducing the world's

1939!

first automatic slide projector, the Selectroslide.
Television has come a long way since
1939, and so has Selectroslide....
PRODUCER 32 SELECTROSLIDE

SPECTUM 32 SELECTROSLIDE
Tailored to your budget, a high performance, sequential slide projector for busy film chains. Bring slides to
your monitors looking their best. Simple to operate,

reliable, easy to maintain. A workhorse. Use it with
our optional remote control, or
one of your own cus40"
torn design.

The ultimate film chain slide projector, offering exclusive microprocessor control with 45I -cue production
memory. Completely automated professional sound/
slide commercials, local news features, training programs, and other video presentations. Transfer slide
programs to video tape or film in real time. Use it with
our full function, rack -mount control er.
-

MOCK.103132

16 Dissolve Rates
Left and Right Crawls
Supers and Animation
High Speed Random Access

EXHIBITORS ARE USING
SELECTROSLIDE PROJECTORS

Spindler,

Sauppe

IN NAB BOOTHS It 900, =1208,
AND =817. TAKE A LOOK,

130 34 Jcitiwy Street
North Hollywood, CA. 91605
(213) 764.1800
TLX SPINSAUPPE LSA 651306
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Lee -Ray Industries, Inc. (1707)
Showing a new tape cartridge system
for recording and new monitor for
classroom use. Also showing standard
line of audio units.

line, including the Model 4313.

LeBlanc and Royle Communications
Towers Ltd. (1319)
Will show its line of tower sections, and

describe services in the engineering,
fabrication, installation, and commissioning of communications towers and
related products.

frame and DAs. The booth will also
feature sync/subcarrier phase monitors,

sync generators, video processing
amplifiers, master clocks, and digital
and impulse clocks from the general
product line.

Leitch Video Ltd. (1212)
New this year will be the DTG 100
NTSC digital test signal generator,
the VPA 330 NTSC video processing

amplifier, the SPG 140P PAL sync
generator, the APU 170 PAL automatic phasing unit, and the FR 660
and FR 661 six -output DA mounting

SMPTE
TIME
CODE
na
The Athena 6000 projector is the latest from
L -W International

Now, for both video and film ap-

plication, Nagra introduces fully
self-contained, fully portable

SMPTE/EBU Time Coding utilizing
high reliability, high stability quartz
clocks in lieu of conventional pilot
circuits.

The new advance enables the

user to record SMPTE Time Code
on one track and audio on the other

track when operating the Nagra
Model "IS"; or two audio tracks
plus one Time Code track when
using the Nagra Stereo Model "IV SL."
With the aid of the Nagra master

clock, timing can be set not only

for the Nagra recorder but also for

the video recorder and the movie
camera generator having EBU/IRstandard. The system also includes

a playback decoder for checking

generators and a frequency/phase
comparator for occasional quartz
drift calibration.
Since SMPTE Time Code is synchronous, the portable Nagra Time

Coding system translates the 80
bit SMPTE code into the 4 bit EBU
code - where perforated magnet-

ic film is designated for 4 bit code
recording.
The Nagra SMPTE/EBU Time
Code... it's another commanding
reason why "Nagra is First with
Film and Video Professionals."

NAGRA
MAGNETIC RECORDERS, INC.
A Subsidiary of Nagra Kudelsio. Switzerland
East Coast:
19 West 44th Street, Room 715
New York, N.Y. 10036 (212) 840-0999
West Coast:
1147 N. Vine St.
Hollywood, Ca. 90038 (213) 469-6391
In Canada: Arri/Nagra, Inc. Mississauga, Ont. L4V-1J2 (416) 6774033

See Us At Booth 510 NAB Show
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L -W International's Athena 4000 projector
will also be displayed

Maxell gives
you the
professional
advantage.
If your p-ofessional or business
requirements call for the regular use of
blank audio or video recording tape, you
can't afford to lose production time because of inferior products. As a matter
of fact. you need the kind of tape that

consistently provides you with all the
advantages of performance and durability you depend on for professional
results. Wecall it The Professional Advan-

tage, and at Maxell we are dedicated to
giving you just that, with every audio and
video tape we make.

Our magnetic tape products
employ highly sophisticated formulations that reproduce original source
material with exceptional accuracy, whatever the applica:ion. Our binder system

and processing techniques assure that

what you record, you keep-without
dropouts, shedding. print -through or
distortion.
Our superior cassette shell technology provides the precision necessary
for smooth and quiet tape transport without slipping or jamming.
We make it our business to manufacture high quality products that give

you every advantage. You'll get the
professional results you demand, the
first time and every time you use a Maxell

audio or video tape. To discover more
about Maxell's professional advantages,
call one of our Regional Sales Offices:

Eastern Office, Moonachie. NJ (201)
440-8D20 Midwestern Office, Glenellyn, IL (312) 469-3615 Western Office, San Jose, CA (408) 238-2900

maxell
kP
ROFESSIONA
IN
PRODUCTS

LDUSTRIAL

A

The Professional Advantage
Maxell Corporation of America
60 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, NJ 07074
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The Citation series C -10S is a 10 -mix dual stereo audio console

The LPB Signature 11 model S-21 stereo console will a;so be shown

Lemo, USA, Inc. (1000)
Will exhibit the line of multicontact,
coaxial and triaxial connectors, television camera connectors, and stereo and
mono audio patch panels.

Lenco, Inc. (1206)
Will introduce the PVS 430 Video scope, which certifies RF 170A sub carrier to horizontal phase relationship,

and a new broadcast encoder. The
PCM 514 VTR bridge and teleproduction color monitor, seen last year in
prototype, will also be on view. Will
also display the complete line of terminal equipment.

Lexicon, Inc. (206)
Will show for the first time at NAB the

Model 1200 audio time compressor,
allowing playback of audio or videotape faster or slower than original recording without change of pitch. Will
also show from its product line the
Model 93 Prime Time digital audio
delay processor/mixer for special effects and the Model 224 digital reverberation system with stored programs

The A97 audio mixer for portable VTRs will be introduced by LTM

simulating a variety of acoustical
characters.

Libin and Associates (339S)
Distributing Sanyo electrical products
and Tri-flex indoor equipment.

Lightning Elimination Associates,
Inc. (317)
Will introduce new surge eliminators

for coaxial transmission line. Also
showing the line of dissipation arrays
for lightning protection; surge eliminators for power lines to sensitive solid

state equipment; choke -insulators for
guy wires. Will have information on
consulting service for lightning -proof
214
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Lexicon will introduce the model 1200 audio time compressorlexpander

BANK ON US

P

In the Rack or out of the Rack,
Videotek products are a wise investment.
And for good reason. Videotek concentrates
only on monitors; the most comprehensive line of
rackmount and tabletop professional color monitors. In addition, Videotek is emerging as a leading
manufacturer of Broadcast Test Equipment.
We are committed to provide quality products,

personalized service and excellence in field backup. Large impersonal corporations sometimes forget the Human Factors in conducting customer relations on a day to day oasis. We don't!
Videotek prod uc-.5 represent a solic capital inbank on year after year.
vestment. One you

The same Videotek monitor bank whose color pictures
are shown in the photograph above.

a14,
Videotek
215/32-p-2292
125 North Yor< Street, Pottstown, Pennsylvania 19464
9625 North 21st Drive, Phoenix, Arizona 85021 602/997-75;3
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system design, including proper
grounding.

Listec Television Equipment Corp.
(1027)

New in the line of "camera support
equipment for the '80s" will be the
Vinten Raven studio pedestal for
lightweight film production cameras,
the Vinten Plover remote pedestal
with constant pressure operation, and

the V inten ENG/EFP

pan and tilt

heads. Also new will be the Digivision
enhanced monitor prompting system
with bypass switch. The full Vinten
line of broadcast -quality camera
mounting equipment and full Digivi-

Lowel-Light will show a new series of mounting devices, including the Space -Clamp

sion line of monitor prompting systems

will be on display.

Live Sound, Inc. (127)
Will demonstrate a new syndicated

format, Country Beautiful, unan-

nounced music service designed for a
"different" sound in competitive markets. Also showing the ongoing series,

Big Country, 24 -hour voice -tracked
format with new track for every day,
customized for the station; and Big
Country II, for older or simpler automation systems, also localized to the station.

Logica (175S)
Will unveil the Flair microprocessorbased graphic art system with digitizing tablet. Also shown will be a teletext
system described as the latest version of
CEEFAX and the Context teletext system.

Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.
(136)
Will introduce a new line of audio distribution amplifiers aimed at highperformance applications; DAs will be

Lowel will also be showing a new line of portable light stands

optional build -ins for console line. Also

introducing the Bright -VU LED audio
level indicator, using 16 bar -type LEDs
to cover a 40 dB range. Will also show
the line of custom audio consoles; bal-

anced input phono preamps; power
amplifiers; presettable up/down program timers; and accessories.

Lowel-Light Mfg., Inc. (1004)
New products in the line of location
lighting equipment will include the
Grand Stand heavy-duty, lightweight

stand for large lights, reflectors,
booms, and devices; the Screw -In Stud

mounting device for lightweight lights
"111
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Logitek will introduce its Bright -VU

LED VU indicator
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HK -357A optimizes the capabilities of
d Diode Gun Plumbicon®, the picture
resolution, low lag, low noise and
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*c Correction for near -perfect
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Ikegami HK -357A
Broadcast Produc
West Coast: 19164

TX 77060; (713) 445-0

Ikegami Electronics (USA) Inc., 37 Brook Avenue, Maywood, N.J. 07607; (201) 368-9171.
ve., Torrance, CA 90501; (213) 328-2814; Southwest: 330 North Belt East, Suite 228, Houston,
0; Southeast: 522 So. Lee Street, Americus, GA 31709; (912) 924-0061.
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Visit us at Booth #817 at NAB

Coming Soon:
The

Saturn Series

DI D YOU KNOW...
Vital Industries manufactures the SQUEEZOOM

the only multiple channel video manipulation
unit in use throughout the world which will
accept non-syncronous signals without external
syncronizers?
The SQUEEZOOM is the easiest VMU to operate in

live production?
SQUEEZOOM has been in operation for 3 years
with over 100 units delivered world-wide?

We can deliver a multi -channel

SQUEEZOOM

immediately?
Vital Industries also manufactures television production and master control switchers, automation systems and a full line of terminal equipment?
If you are interested in purchasing Vital equipment, write for PRICES
and be surprised. Please include your title and name of company.

VITAL NEWS

Visit our Florida facility in Gaines-

HI TECHNOLOGY PRODUCT INNOVATORS

ville and put your hands on our
equipment operating in our new
Showroom, Production Studio

and Control Room. Equipped
with RCA TK 46 color cameras and

TH200 and TR600 VTR's you can

see and try out the VIX-114 Production Switcher, the PSAS, a 115

Master Control Switcher with
Automation, a 4 channel SqueeZoom, and the exciting new 250
P/N Production Switcher.

VITAL INDUSTRIES, INC.
MAIN OFFICE:
3700 NE 53rd Ave. Gainesville, FL 32601

PHONE: 904/178-1581
TWX: 810-825-2370 TLX: 80 -8572 -Vital -A -Gain
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and equipment; the Roll -Up Carrier
for equipment transport; and the Space
Clamp mounting device. The range of
Omni -light and D light focusing spotlights, Tota-light floods, Softlight 1500

portable softlight, Lightflector and
Variflector II sun or artificial light re-

flectors, and the complete system of
portable support, rigging, and lighting
control equipment will be displayed.

MCI, Inc. will
introduce the
JH-636 mobile
recording console

Exhibit hours: Sunday, Monday.

Wednesday. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.;
Tuesday, 9 a.m.-8 p.m.

Lyon Lamb Video Animation System
(439S)

Will introduce a new animation system, the VAS IV, a microprocessor based controller that drives an Ampex
VPR-2B one -inch recorder. System offers sync to 24 or 34 frames per second.

Will also show the prototype of a new

animation stand offering rotation in
any direction and calibrated to one hundredth of an inch.

M
McCurdy Radio, Inc. (308, 113)
Newscan from McInnis -Skinner now offers a high -resolution computerized graphics
package for weather and other visual presentations

Will bring a new series of economical
radio on -air and production consoles,
the 9800 Series, with new refinements.

Will also introduce a line of studio

cabinetry, with desks, turntable

mounts, console mounts, etc., the 8900
Series of audio consoles for television
production. Also bringing a new class

of product, an "announce turret,"

with inputs and controls for microphones for connection to on -air and
production consoles.

MCI, Inc. (133)
Are introducing the JH-636 mobile
recording console with 36 inputs and

24 outputs, aimed specifically at

mobile recording vehicles, with three band EQ, HP and LP filters, six effects

sends, VCA fader grouping. Also
showing the lines of recorders and consoles: the JH110B and 110BX tape recorders, mono to eight -track; JH-24 re-

corders, 16 and 24 tracks; JH-600
remix consoles with up to 52 inputs;
JH-45 Autolock synchronizing system.

McMartin will feature the new 8A -50K AM transmitter, which offers increased signal efficiency
220
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McMartin Industries, Inc. (300)
Will show for the first time the BA 50K, a new 50 kW AM transmitter.
Also showing the product line of AM

NEC DME'System features:
Single or dual channel operation with DME dual
system for simultaneous single -studio multichannel or two -studio single channel use.
Complete frame synchronization on all inputs
including TBC, freeze and Velcomp capabilities.
Intelligent digital control system with 18
complete memory locations of start and finish
position/size and special effects.
Automatic pan and tilt control with limit for not
going out of frame.
New vertical and horizontal inversion effects
including "tumble" using new digital control.
New "mosaic- effect with adjustable tile size for
dramatic visualization of show openings and
closings.

TTL pulse circuitry for sequential and external
triggering to permit extensive interface with
editors and other creative controllers.

NEC DME Control features:

Operation with DME or existing DVE Digital
Video Effects System for full digital control of
all system functions.
Memory capacity for 18 complete pattern
manipulations including start position and size,
finish position and size, posterization and

solarization effects, freeze frame or freeze field
and real time frame entry of effect duration ...
all effects instantly and exactly repeatable.
Automatic pan and tilt functions with selectable
limit to prevent pattern transition beyond
blanking.
Memory reveal function to permit image -track
effects by revealing the entire memory and
removing normal mask

Bridging of all memories to permit multiple
effect sequences up to 999 frames each for a
total capacity of 17,982 frames of preprogrammed effects.
Auto -freeze for pre -timed inc-emental freezing.

All digital construction including digital shaft
encoder instead of conventional faders.

NEC
NEC America, Inc.

Broadcast Equipmen: Division
130 Martin Lane
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007

'Registered Trademark 1980

SEE US AT NAB 1981, BOOTH 1301

NEC INTRODUCES THE
MOST FLEXIBLE DIGITAL EFFECTS
SYSTEM AVAILABLE!
All digital control
All function memories
All DVE compatible

Circle ;3C on Reader Service Card

and FM transmitters, audio consoles,

RPU equipment, stereo and SCA

generators, mono and stereo audio processors, FM modulation monitors, FM

exciters, SCA receivers, satellite/
microwave products.

3M Magnetic AudioNideo Products
Div. (815)

Will celebrate the twenty-fifth anniversary of videotape by introducing the

Scotch" MBU-18S mini Color Plus
videocassette and the MBU-45 Color
Plus videocassette. Will also feature its
entire line of video and audio tapes and
cassettes, audio and video accessories,

and hanger system under the Scotch
brand.

3M Video Products (815)
Will display its character generators,
routing switchers, one -inch C format
VTR, and digital audio recording system.

Magnasync/Moviola Corp. (1825)
Will introduce the Videola V-2000 De-

luxe film -to -tape transfer system,
similar to the V-1000 shown in prototype last year but housed in an upright
cabinet with built-in picture and waveform monitors. Production model of the
V-1000 will also be shown. Video out-

put is said to be of broadcast quality,
without flicker or jitter. A 24 -facet
hollow -prism optical system makes
Videola completely independent of TV

111111111111111111111111111111111

Magnavox (104)
Will demonstrate the latest refinements
in AM stereo receivers.

synchronization constraints. A stan-

dard camera in NTSC, PAL, or
SECAM format produces video limited

only by the resolution of the camera
itself. Videola handles 16 mm or 35
mm picture and sound (composite, optical or magnetic, separate magnetic)

through the use of interchangeable
transport modules.

Magnum Towers (324)
Will display its line of guy towers and
radio and television support towers.

Marconi Electronics, Inc. (927)
Will feature the MARK IX hand-held

3M will offer a new four -channel digital audio recorder

222
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Studio console and
monitor bridge are
options available with
3M's 77-7000 recorder

EFP color television camera, the
MARK IX television camera for
studio/field use, the MR -2 Type C for-

mat one -inch helical tape machines,
and the Marconi line of transmitter
equipment.

Marti Electronics, Inc. (307)
Emphasizing the RMC-30 30 -channel
all -digital remote control system. Will

introduce two new STLs, Models
TSL-2/450 and TSL-15/450, and a new

3M will feature the latest advancements in its D-8800 character
generator

OUR
POLLUTED

THE PRIML.PFTE

liinaWATERS
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bar minus
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A WZZZ Documentary 01980

Aug.

Sept.
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Charting capability

Character Flip Rotation

Area Forecast

wEitt2ariis
uazi
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Tues/Wed:
Thur!Fri:

Elt

2 Weather
Static headline, changing copy

Keyboard logo compose

State Senate

2CHOOL 12

20% Pcts.

OUT!

5th District

* r * *

,rd
D
Roberts R
Jameson

Please Drive
Carefully

99,876 39%
84,756 34%
67,543 27

A Public Service Announcement
from WZZZ-TV

WEZ

25% and 50% character reduction

Character reversal

Computer Election Interfaoe

Many of our capabilities
aren't even options
on other graphic generators.
that give you hundreds of fonts to
create and store.
And much more.
Plus the D-8800 talks to you in plain
English, at the keyboard. Not it codes
that so oaten take weeks, even months
to learn to decipher.
Call 3M today at 612-733-8132 and
ask for a demonstration. You'll quickly
discover the D-8800 is your only real
option. Or write on your letterhead to:
Video Products/3M, Bldg. 223-5E/3M
Center, St. Paul, MN 55144. In Canada
contact 3M Canada, Inc., P.O. Box
5757, London, Ontario, N6A-4T1.

Which is the do -all, top -of -the -line

graphics generator?
It may not be the one you think it is.
Unless you specify the D-8800
Graphics Generator System from 3M.
It's the graphics system that gives
you almost every creative capability
you could want.
Such as the features you see above,
photographed from a monitor using
graphics generated from the D-8800
keyboard with no external hardware.
And dual channel mix. Ten roll and
crawl speeds. Eight mask positions.
Both horizontal and vertical autocentering. Character reduction and italics

3M Hears You...
Circle 234 on Reader Service Card

3M

Merlin Engineering Works (1128)

generation of compact, highly portable
remote pickup equipment. Will show
other units from line of STLs for AM
and FM, and ENG communications
systems, including mobile repeaters,
automatic repeater stations, hand-held
transmitters.

New this year are one -inch VTR conversion kits to extend the playing time
of Sony and Ampex machines to 2%
hours. Also displayed will be custombuilt refurbished quad VTRs and accessories.

Media Service Concepts, Inc. (227S)
New this year is the Recall microcom-

puter ratings analysis program.
NAB program schedule on page 147

Matrix Systems (152)
Will feature new Data General installed

traffic/billing/accounting computer

systems; self -installed traffic/billing
software for most CP/M microcomputers; music rotation software and
systems, and call -out music research
software and systems. Also on view
will be the Matrix System 3 installed

traffic/billing/accounting computer
system.

Focus -Phone, a qualitative telephone
focus and group research service for
radio and television stations, will be
shown, as will custom weather reports
for broadcast stations.

MicMix Audio Products (406)
Will show the line of reverb units, including the XL305 and the XL260.
Also showing the line of audio processors.

Micro Communications, Inc. (1108)
New products will include low -power

Matthews Studio Equipment, Inc.
(1806)

New products will include the Video

Mini -Jib counterbalanced camera
support arm, the Mini-Vator cranking light stand, and the Tulip crane,
which reaches 20 feet in height and
carries both the camera operator and
assistant. Will also show the line of
location and stage equipment for light-

ing and camera control, including
overhead light diffusion sets, flags and

scrims, stands, dollies, dolly tracks,
mounting equipment, and accessories.

Maxell Corp. of America (1831)
Will show the line of video and audio
recording tape. Will unveil some new
products at the show.

diplexers and combiners for VHF,

UHF, and MDS power levels 10 W, 100

W, and 1 kW; low -power antenna for

VHF TV; and high -power UHF

waveguide switches in three, four, and
five -port versions. Also featured will
be coaxial transfer switch, switching
combiner systems,
super high -power TV diplexer, low -

power dual -cavity TV diplexer, TV
channel combiner, integrated switching

combiner, FM diplexer combiners,
high -power FM multiplexer, high power waveguide filterplexers and diplexers, high -power combiners, wave -

guide switch, water load, power combiners, harmonic filters, loop couplers,

dual FM antenna, dual transmitter
phase detector/compensator, circularly
polarized FM and VHF TV antennas,
and TV or FM antenna.

One of the new products being introduced
by Marti is the RPT-2 remote pickup
transmitter

Micro Consultants, Inc. (1207)
Information not available at press time.

Line includes the Quantel DPE 5000
Plus multiple -input digital production
effects system and DLS 6000 digital

library system, both premiered last
year, plus digital synchronizers, TBCs,

effects systems, and digital standards
converters.

Micro Control Associates, Inc. (310)
Will introduce an updated version of
the remote control system and a new

heterodyne aural STL.

Microdyne Corp. (1317)
Will show its line of satellite terminal
equipment, including the five -meter an-

tenna, five -meter transportable an-

Marti will also be showing the RNC15/30 digital remote control
224
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tenna, seven -meter antenna, and
1100-TVR (X24) B receiver.

INNER VIEW:

A closer look at Conrac Monitors

OINNOMI/NNOMEND//===1

Conrac's unique system uses a keyed back
porch video amplifier and. beam current sensing that
Registration made simple.
occurs during the vertical interval.
Conrac's Active Convergence System gives you
The video signal is ac coupled
complete control over color registration adjustments
to the video amplifier, thus
and greatly streamlines convergence checks.
eliminating the de component and
It uses 36 independent controls
retaining the level between black
to individually adjust nine separate
and white. It is then amplified
171111111
areas on the CRT screen -including
and applied to G1 of the CRT. The
L.,a411111111101.
corners!
feedback loop is completed when a
You spend less time on
sample cathode current (gated by
convergence checks 1111_111111111.1
the brightness pulse) is applied
and the adjustments you
to a sample and hold circuit.
make will be much more
1111111111
If the cathode current
accurate.
changes for any reason, the video
Ill
Conrac's system uses
amplifier's dc level is automat24 operational amplifiers to indeConrac's Active Convergence system
ically adjusted. Result: reference
pendently control red, green,
lets you adjust color registration on nine
black level will remain constant.

Active Convergence:

imint:-Aiiiiiiir
II" IIIILEmS

separate areas of the CRT.

and blue in each screen area

Conrac Technologly:

Vertical and horizontal waveforms are referenced for shap-

ing the signals that excite the
convergence yoke assembly
Dynamic blue lateral convergence
is achieved with operational

30 years of leadership.
Conrac's exclusive Beam Current
Feedback system automatically maintains
black level stability.

amplifiers.

Beam Current Feedback:
The Ultimate in Black
Level Stability.
Conrac's unique Beam
Current Feedback system
maintains a more stable picture
for a longer period of time.
It automatically maintains
black level stability-regardless of
CRT aging or component drift.
In fact, black level is held to
within 1% of peak luminance
level between 10% and 90% APL
(Average Picture Level).

DEO

- DC

AMPLIFIER

CONTROL
VOLTAGE

Conrac's track record
of technical innovation stretches
back nearly three decades.
And what we've learned since
then goes into every monitor we
make today. That's important
to you. Because the more
technology we pack into each
monitor, the more performance you'll receive from it.
Active Convergence and
Beam Current Feedback are just
two ways Conrac technology can
save you time and money.
For the complete inner
view of Conrac technology call or
write us today: Conrac Division,
Conrac Corporation, 600 North
Rimsdale Ave., Covina, CA 91722,
Telephone: (213) 966-3511,
Telex: 67-0437

Quality you can take for granted.

See us at Booth No. 809 at NAB '81

50 kW VHF power, greater efficiency.
4CX40,000G tetrode and cavities
from Eimac.
Eimac's new CV -2200 series
of practical, low-cost cavities
are available now. Combined

We back it up with know-how
and application engineering
information.

with Eimac's 4CX40,000G VHF
tetrode, this efficient, compact

the nearest Varian Electron Device Group sales office. Call or
write today.

E ectron Device Group
E mac Division
301 Industrial Way
San Carlos, California 94070
415.592-1221,
ext. 218

package is recommended for
FM broadcast service, VHF television. particle acceleration
and VHF radar.

Generating a measured power
output of 60 kW, the 4CX40,-

000G tetrode offers power
gains of 20 dB up to 218 MHz.
High stability is achieved with

the pyrolytic graphite grid
structure. And a highly efficient,

economical and quiet anode
cooling system is inherent in its
design.
Eimac supplies cavity and tube

to match your requirements.

50 kW FM broadcast cavity CV -2200
with 4CX40,000G tetrode.

More information is available
from Varian Eimac Division. Or
Circ.le 236 on Reader Service Card

varian

Microprobe Electronics, Inc. (408)
Will show a new Model 100MP programmer with microprocessor control,

available for 24 or 48 events. Also
showing a new "Contract 3" random
select controller for Carousels, Go Carts, or Instacarts that can control
three machines at one time.
Microtime, Inc. (1409)
Information on new products was not

Along with new
products, Microtime will
show its 2525
synchronizer

available at press time. The line of digi-

tal video and video processing equipment, including video synchronizers,
digital TBCs, signal processors, image
enhancers, and an automatic video programming system, will be at the show.

Micro-Trak Corp. (508)
Will introduce the M Series of studio
furniture units and the 6411 stereo
phono preamplifier. Also showing the
complete studio furniture line, audio
consoles, preamplifiers, audio distribution amplifiers, Ditty Desk, tape cartridge storage racks.

Microtime also will be
featuring the 2020 video

Microwave Associates Communications (1401)
Will introduce several new products in
its ENG and satellite systems for broadcasters. A new generation of helicopter
ENG systems will be on view, including mini -microwave transmitters, re-

tractable mounts for helicopters, and
advanced optical systems. New portable and mini -portables for the 2, 2.5,
7, 13, and 15 GHz bands will be at the

show, as will new satellite systems,
including HPA, uplink exciter, earth
station antennas, and frequency -agile
and single -frequency receivers. Also
new will be computerized monitoring
and remote control systems for ENG,
satellite, and broadcast facilities, and
new operator -controlled and automatic
tracking ENG antenna systems.

signal processor

ered monitor loudspeaker, a producer's listening unit, turntable with
preamps.

Moseley Associates, Inc. (505)
Will show the newest product in line,
MRC-2 microprocessor remote con-

trol system, with fully automated
supervisory control of remote transmit-

ters and earth satellite stations,

"smart" terminals at all sites, digital
operation, up to 99 remote sites. Also
showing other remote control and STL
systems from complete line: MRC-1

microprocessor or remote control;

TCS-2A microprocessor control; aural

STLs; RPL-3 and RPL-4 outside
broadcast links; telemetry return links;
audio limiters and gain control systems;
stereo and SCA generators and demodulators.

Midwest Corp./Mobile Unit Group
(1829)

New units in the line of mobile units
for television will include an ENG van
and an EFP van.

Mole -Richardson Co. (1008)
Will introduce a new 600 W Mole Quartz Teenie Mole solar spot fresnel
unit and The Mole Quartz Super cyclight. Will show a sampling of the regu-

lar line of lights, stands, and fixtures.

Keith Monks Audio USA (509S)
Showing for the first time at NAB a
record cleaning machine, the line of
microphone stands, the LS -18 pow-

A new remote control system for earth station receivers will be featured by Moseley
Associates
BM/E MARCH, 1981
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Nady FM tunable line, the Pro 400 and
500 receivers.

Nagra Magnetic Recorders (510)
Will show its line of portable tape recorders, including the Model E, designed for radio remotes. Other Nagra
products include hand-held mixers,
lavaliere mics, and tape timers.

-0._
averomotas,

NAB

Motorola will introduce a number of accessories for its communications systems

program schedule on page 147

NEAL Ferrograph USA, Inc. (504S)
Will show its quarter -inch tape machines, SP -74R logging system, two-,
three-, and four -channel cassette machines, and test equipment. including
recorder test set.
NEAS (220S)

Will show its automation systems for
traffic, sales, master control, and business (accounting and invoicing).

NEC America, Inc., Broadcast

Equipment Div. (1301)
New products will be announced in
Las Vegas. Other products to be shown
will include the DME digital mix ef-

fects system, TT -7000 Type C VTR,
FS -16 frame synchronizer, FM transmitters, TAKS-1000 production
switcher, TKA-105 routing switcher,

A new panel for the MX
series studio intercom
system will be shown by
Motorola

Motorola Communications and Electronics, Inc. (318)
Will show AM stereo equipment (unless FCC chooses a different system
before show). Also showing portable

digital strobe action "Actiontrak,"
stereo television exciter, AVDL,
and mobile communications systems,
base stations for mobile systems.

The Musicworks, Inc. (323)
Will show full information on syndicated radio programs for 24 -hour service: Alive Country (with major -market

personalities); Country 80 (unannounced modern country music);
Casual Country (announced and unan-

MARCH, 1981

Network (1615)
Will describe its music library program
formats with new monthly releases.

N

NAB the Necam II automation system
for use with 5000 series of audio consoles. Will also have the 542 series of

Will show the line of signal generators.

BM,'E

No information available at press time.

Rupert Neve, Inc. (1203)
Will exhibit for the first time at the

NTI America, Inc. (600S)
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S. David Ness Studios (1471)

Lifestyle (mass appeal, target 25-49).

nounced easy listening); Pop Adult

A new portable base 'repeater Station will be
introduced by Motorola

TAP -170 proc amp and other terminal
equipment, and a CCD camera.

portable and transportable console
units; the 5316 eight -bus stereo TV
production console complete with
Necam II automation; the 5315 four bus stereo TV production console.

Nady Systems, Inc. (1839)
Will show for first time the new 610
Series of VHF mini -receivers, com-

Newscan/Mclnnis-Skinner & Assoc.

patible with all VHF transmitters in line

New to the line of broadcast news

of wireless mic equipment. Showing
also the VHF 700 diversity receivers,
the VHF 600 receivers, the VHF 800,
900 and hand-held mic transmitters, the

(720)

automation systems will be the
Weathergraphic0 system for broadcast television, featuring high resolution display, large color selec-

Card Service Reader or 237 Circle

AFFORDABLE EDITING CREATIVE MAKING

inc. datatron,
910-595-1589 TVVX 9B;0 544 (714)
92680 Calif. Tustin, A.etiu, Dow 2942
Division Systems Inc.Nideo Datatrcn,

VANGUARD A GET
SETTER; TREND A BE capabilities. Vangiarc's
to close comes that buy can you system editing
another isn't simply There 'eature. SmaitS3er
Vanguard's with easily and quickly shed acco-npl
be can more and this All range. spec =ul thei'
over VTRs your for speeds play orated cal exact,
select automatically;
slots time iil tJ segment;
edit expand or compress motion; learlad subsequent

-
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time reaction
and postroll
prero Selectable

keyboard

without or with automatically, edi:s freeze-frame
-form Pe list. decision edit the in reflected and edit,
next your in repeated faithfully system, Vanguard
the by memorized is make you move every trol;
con- slide single a with all directions, change or it
freeze down, it slow up, action the speed you lets
SmartScan effects. edit freeze-frame and speed
high- slow-mo, of array dazzling a to door the
opens feature This editing. motion variable mode
learn TT" SmartScan is firsts Datatron of list long
a in Latest craft. editing the to dimensions new add
that res featL system editing new innovative fessionals
pro- editing creative giving in way the leads Vanguard

sources 4 to up
from -assembly Auto

management list edit
powerful Uncomplicated,

-coded color function, cated
dedi- screen; CRT green
eye-soothinc on display
status editing organized Well

memory list edit event 999

cverride with -tag, Auto

controls search tape speed
variable TM VaraScan Dual

-enteredboard
key- or on-the-tly marked
be can tines split and Edit

suttractioi

and addition

frame drop/non-drop mixed
performs calculator code
time scratchpad Built-in

memory pad
- scratch code tine -tier Five

formats standard
in I/O list edit
disk floppy or tape Paper

irdustry-

chains

film and decks tape of
types 40 over for Interfaces
assembly or insert
operation, track control or
code NTSC/PAL/SMPT/EBU

rolls sync'd A/B/C/D
and rolls A/B Performs

DVE and switcher
plus VTRs 5 Controls

All It Does Creatively VANGUARD
Editing, Professional To Comes It When

Setter Trend The

puter systems.

Nortronics/Recorder Care Div. (401)

tion, automatic display of NWS/FAA
weather data, operator input via keyboard and graphic tablet, and telephone

access to Weatherscan International
data base. Also on view will be the
Newscan

family of newsroom com-

Will introduce a new "Proformer"
Series of professional tape recorder
maintenance products, for broadcasters, recording studios, etc. Showing the established line of maintenance
equipment and accessories. Full information on magnetic head replacements
for all machines.

Fred A. Nudd Corp. (178S)
Will show the line of self-supporting
towers, including models of monopoles
with actual miniature antennas on top.

Will have information and pictures of
many completed tower projects to show
diversity.

Nurad. Inc. (198, 199)
New products this year will include the

Mini Pod'', Auto Transmit'',

Goldenrod" D -Series, and the
20PA15 power amplifier for ENG/EJ
operations. Other products on display
will include the dual -band Superquad

NADY VHF HAND-HELD MIC

II receive antenna system, a single band Superquad II with radome, the
Supertrac1M receive antenna systems
for airborne ENG/EJ operations, MC3
digital remote control systems, the 70

OR 1 Mini-SQ" with 70 PAS power
amp for 7 GHz operations, the original
Goldenrod series of transmit antennas, Quad receive antenna systems,

and associated ENG/EJ system components.

Nytone Electronics Corp. (1702)
NADY VHF 610A

NADY VHF 6108

NADY VHF 6100

The Nady 610 series of mini -VHF receivers will be premiered at NAB along with the other
NADY audio products

Will display its flying spot scanner systems with broadcast -quality color slide

reproduction, 80 -slide capacity, selfcontained, standalone operation, and
random access capability.

Standardize your color monitors to a true 065 at all

luminace levels, with ORAFIKOH instruments

TV Light Meter for rapid, precise
check of luminance.

Optical Color Comparator for
setting color temperature at all
luminance levels, to D65 or other
standards.

Electronic Color Analyzer for
transferring color temperature
readings from a master to other
monitors. Digital pre-settable
compensation for phosphor
batches.

POWER -OPTICS, INC.
1055 WEST GERMANTOWN PIKE

See us at NAB Booth #1017A

FAIRVIEW VILLAGE
PENNSYLVANIA

19409

TELEPHONE 215-539-5300

Circle 238 on Reader Service Card
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TELEX 84-6314

The big news is performance.
The good news is price.
it a natural for news broadcasting: Performance like
horizontal resolution of
500 lines center, a S/N ratio
AK -710. And the reasons
of 52 dB and standard illuare simple: High performmination of 200 footcandles
ance Saticon' tubes plus
prism optics-all for a news- at f/3.5. And for even more
light -gathering capabilities,
worthy price of $10,950t,

Once again Panasonic
makes headlines with our
newest ENG camera, the

The AK -710's compact

size, light weight and durable die-cast chassis
make it a natural for electronic newsgathering.
While the performance of a
high -index optical system
with built-in bias light and
three Saticon tubes makes

there's a 2 -position high -

gain switch.
You'll also get colors as
intense as the action, thanks
to the AK -710's automatic

white balance circuit and
built-in color temperature
conversion filter wheel. And
for minimal comet tailing,

the AK -710's feedback

beam control stabilizes
highlights that exceed
normal white levels with=
out reducing dynamic

after, go after it with the
AK -710. A newsmaking
camera from Panasonic.
For more information about
the line of Panasonic broad-

cast equipment, call your
range or resolution.
nearest Panasonic office.
Equally newsworthy is
the AK -710's built-in genlock Northeast -(201)348-7620
Southeast -(404)923-9700
and adjustable horizontal
and vertical blanking inter- Midwest -(312)364-7936
vals. With them the AK -710

can double as a system
camera. There's also an optional remote control unit,
as well as a 5" CRT viewfinder for studio use.
So if news is what you're

Circle 239 on Reader Service Card

Southwest -(214)258-6400
West Coast -(213)655-1111
*Manufacturer's sugg. price. (Lens not included)
Saticon is a registered trademark of NHK
(Japan Broadcasting Corp

Panasonic
VIDEO SYSTEMS A v

satellite signals, with addressable decode units.

O'Connor Creative Services (115)
Will show the extensive line of short time radio syndication programs cover-

O

pods, introduced last year, plus a full
range of fluid heads and camera supports for all sizes and weights of cam-

eras and the Hydro-ped hydraulic
pedestal.

ing a wide range of information and

Oki Electric Overseas Corp. (1801)

Oak Communications, Inc. (1517)
Will show for first time the "Sigma"

entertainment subjects.

addressable encode -decode system for
subscription television, for scrambling

O'Connor Engineering Labs (1122)

Will feature its LT 1200 TV standards
converter and 12 GHz receiver -only
satellite earth terminal.

video and audio signals, and the "Orion" system for similar encryption of

Information not available at press time.

Line includes high -quality wood tri-

Oktel Corp. (1715)
Will feature the BDR 400, BDR 300,

and DM 3000 series videodisc recorders.

NAB

program schedule on page 147

Olesen (1411)
Will bring its line of television lighting

equipment, TV studio layouts, dimming and distribution equipment, track
rigging for cycloramas and cyc screens,

studio fabrics and lighting grids, and
studio flooring.

Optek (1725)

Will introduce a small speaker box
with built-in amp; high -power rack mount amps in 25 W and 50 W ver-

sions; a cueing system for remote
ENG that tunes in the aural channel and

Save Big on Miller's Video Clecaiiince
Toshiba PK-39

Broadcast 3 -tube Plumbicon Camera
Fujinon 12:1 ENG/AC

Hitachi SK -91

Broadcast 3 -tube Plumbicon Camera
Fujinon 14:1 W/2X

Hitachi HR -100

1" Type C Portable VTR
W/AC/2 Batt./Quick Charger
Microtime 2525 Frame Store TBC/Synchronizer
Microtime 2100 Image Enhancer/Noise Reduction
Ikegami ITC240
Ikegami ITC350
Sharp XC700PS
Hitachi FP 20S
Hitachi FP 3060
Shintron 373NV
Shintron 350
Panasonic NV9600/
NV9240/NV-A960
JVC CR-4400LU
Edutron CCO-1H
Dynasciences 834
Shintron 640
Shintron 644
Shintron 643
Panasonic WJ5500A

CEFI

MIIIK

3 -Tube Saticon Camera, 12:1
3 -Tube Saticon Camera, 10:1
3 -Tube Saticon Camera, 14:1 W/2X
3 -Tube Saticon Camera, 10:1
1 -Tube Saticon Camera, 6:1

Switcher/SEG
Encoded Chroma Key
3/4" Editing System

ENG 3/4" Portable VCR W/AC/Anvil Case
Time Base Corrector
Image Enhancer
Portable SMPTE Generator
SMPTE Reader/Roster Display
SMPTE Printer only
.

SEG

List
Sale
Price
Price
$45,675 $25,000

39,150

29,150

36,500
24,995
7,295

29,930
18,750

23,775
16,315
19,970
11,180
6,500
7,510
3,000

14,500
11,685
13,760
6,275
3,250
4,700
1,890

14,445
5,092
4,150
3,500
1,650
4,500
1,500
3,950

9,600
3,342
2,100
1,225
1,100
3,000
1,000
2,625

3,725

L.MATTHEW MILLER Assoc.Ltd
Suite 1316, 205 East 42nd Street, New York, NY 10017
Telephone: (212) 687-1168 (800) 223-0620, Cable VIDEOUSA Telex 238917

VIDEO EQU I PM ENT* R ENTALS SERVICE/R EPA I RS V I DEOTAPE EDITING
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separates subcarrier; and a subcarrier
paging radio for remote ENG viewing.
The Model 8000 automatic bulk tape
degausser, seen in prototype last year,
will be on view in a production model
with several changes.

Orban Associates, Inc. (411)
Will have live demonstrations of the
Optimod AM, Optimod FM, equalizers

(graphic and parametric), de-essers,
stereo synthesizers, compressor/
limiters, spring reverbs.

Exhibit hours: Sunday, Monday,

Wednesday, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.;
Tuesday, 9 a.m.-8 p.m.

Allen Osborne Associates (2065)
New to NAB will be the NX series of

pneumatic telescopic masts from
Hilomast Ltd. of England. Also on
view will be the line of pneumatic an-

tenna masts designed especially for
mobile vehicles.

Osram Sales Corp. (301S)
Will display its line of HMI lamps, including HMI xenon lamps, tungstenhalogen lamps, and a special incandescent model.

Born into ENG, the HL -79A

adapts beautifully to EFP. The
accepted leader in ENG, the HL 79A, reinforced its position as the
preeminent portable camera at the
1980 Winter Olympics. Scores of
HL-79As covered the ski slopes, the
bobsled and luge runs and the skat-

ing rinks for the ABC Network.
Their performance brilliantly etched

transform it into the ideal camera
for sports and special events, commercials and high quality produc-

N.J. 07607, (201) 368-9171. West
Coast: 19164 Van Ness Ave., Torrance, CA 90501 (213) 328-2814;

nearly a mile from its base station.
Near -darkness is its frequent habitat; but it has knee control for bril-

Suite 228, Houston, TX 77060 (713)
445-0100; Southeast: 552 So. Lee St.,
Americus, GA 31709 (912) 924-0061.

tion. Triax equipped, it ranges

liantly lit scenes too.

Of course, you may need some
of its ENG flexibility for EFP too

into the world's visual memory, is

-like its shoulder action shape,

history. But the industry already

11.2 pound weight, 6 -hour clip -on
battery.

knows about the HL-79As capability.

Today, more and more broadcasters are learning that the HL 79A is a superior EFP color camera.
Options such as 4'/2 -inch electronic

viewfmder with return video, program and intercom audio plus gen-

lock - among other features -

Southwest: 330 North Belt East,

The specs and automatic features of the HL -79A are equally
outstanding. They're yours, along
with an eye-opening demonstration,

at your Ikegami distributor. Or

contact Ikegami Electronics (USA)
Inc., 37 Brook Avenue, Maywood,
Circle 241 on Reader Service Card

Ikegami HL -79A
Visit us at Booth #817 at NAB

For the second year in a row,
Scotch® 479 won the award for the best
picture of the year in a test of one inch video tapes.
We scored well in all of the twelve
categories tested, but especially well
in the categories that commonly represent picture quality: color dropouts, high
frequency dropouts, chroma noise,
signal-to-noise ratio and stop motion.
These were scientific, quantitative

tests, conducted as you would conduct

last. In fact, our sophisticated binder

and oxide coating are more advanced
than the binders and oxides on some
quad tapes. They had to be advanced to
meet the special durability demands
of one -inch video production.
So choose Scotch 479 for your
one -inch video production. You'll find it
looks good from repeated mastering all
the way through post production. And
we've seen the test results to prove it.

them yourself, with no room for brand
bias. The meters didn't play favorites. The
standards were the same for every
brand tested. And we tested every brand.
These kinds of test results don't
surprise us. We pioneered the invention
of video tape. And we've been setting
the standard for quality ever since.
Our quality has always been
consistent from the first replay to the

3M

series, MTR-90 multitrack, ARS-1000
automation playback, and others.

Otis Conner Productions, Inc. (182)
Will introduce new radio ID/promo
packages, including Certified Country, Come Home To XXXX, Close To
You, We Play Your Song, Let's Make
Music Together, and others. Will also
bring new TV promo packages, including Just Look At Us. Will also have

the line of format syndications.

Pace Inc. (1028)
Will introduce the Micro, a new field -

portable circuit board repair system
for removing and replacing circuit
board components. Other circuit board
repair equipment will be displayed.

Pacific Recorders and Engineering,
Inc. (511)
Will display Tomcat cart recorder/
players; BMX audio consoles; audio
distribution amplifiers, routing switch-

ers and systems; control room and
studio cabinetry.

Panasonic Co. Video Div. (1521)

Will announce new products at the
Otari will introduce a new tour-channei half -inch mastering recorder, the MTR-10-4

convention; details were not avilable at

press time. Panasonic's regular line of
ENG cameras, 34 -inch SMPTE and

programmable editors, VCRs, and
monitors will also be on display.

Otari will also introduce a new
quarter -inch four -channel
recorder, the Model 5050BQ
Series ll

Panasonic Professional Audio Div.
(600)

Will bring the new Technics R&B RS -

10A02 tape recorder, the Technics
R&B SV-P100 digital tape recorder,
the Ramsa WR8210 10 by 4 recording
mixer, and the Ramsa WM8100 push-

pull back electret microphone. Also
showing the line of Technics turntables,

speakers, Ramsa mics,

mixers,

amplifiers.

Parsons Mfg. Corp. (406S)
Will show its line of wheeled cases for
shipping and carrying portable production equipment.

Otari Corp. (503)
Will have for the first time at the NAB

the MTR-10-2 two -channel. and

MTR-10-4 four -channel production/

mastering tape recorders using

quarter -inch tape, with the MTR-10-4
convertible to half -inch tape. Both have
dc PLL servo tape transports governed

by microprocessor control systems.
Will also show the line of other tape
machines, including the 5050 Mkll

Patrick Computer Systems (171)
Will introduce the IC 686 computer
that incorporates business, word processing, traffic, and billing functions.
Also on view will be the IC 486 model
computer. Both will be demonstrated
with software written especially for the
broadcast industry.
BM/E MARCH, 1981
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cameras, VTRs, portable lighting,
video analyzers, video monitors, and
microwave equipment. Also on hand

try, designed for the 18 to 40 demographic. Also demonstrating several

cations equipment, the Minicharger

other full -format syndications and the
"Total Image concept" promotion and
sales campaigns for radio and TV stations.

Will display its lighting equipment and
fixtures. No further information available at press time.

Equalizer, Nicadomatic Analyzer, and
Microprocessor Evaluator specialized
test equipment.

NAB program schedule on page 147

Perrot Engineering Labs, Inc. (1023)

Peters Productions, Inc. (305S)

On display from the line of battery

Will demonstrate both in booth and in
hospitality suite a new Country adult
contemporary format, All Star Coun-

will be batteries for portable communi-

PEP, Inc. (1006)

series for battery packs, and the

packs and chargers will be silver -zinc,
Ni-cad, and lead acid battery packs for

Phelps Dodge Communications Co
(112)

Showing the line of FM antennas, co-

axial transmission line and components, harmonic filters, directional
couplers.

Philips Broadcast Equipment Corp.
(807)

Will unveil the LDK-14S camera

Record, play and dub
complete sporting events
and full-length movies
.

.

.

non-stop.
Record and playback up to
2 hours, 40 minutes on any
standard Sony BVH 1000, 1100,
and 1100A Type C VTR with
Merlin ME 238 conversion kit.
Extended play time allows most
full-length movies and sporting
events to be recorded on a single
121/2" reel. Ideal for master
playback when dubbing to small
format machines as well as for
cable and broadcast automated
programming.
The Merlin ME -238 field -

installation kit is only $3000.

A similar kit for the Ampex
VPR-2 will be available soon.

znEKLin

1880 EMBARCADERO,PALO ALTO, CA 94303

CALL TOLL FREE -800-227-1980
(California - Call Collect 415-856-0900)

Merlin Engineering has a full range of products
and assemblies for bringing your broadcast VTR
up to date, as well as complete engineering facilities
for custom applications. Write for your copy of the
Merlin catalog.
Circle 243 on Reader Service Card
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(latest version of the LDK-14) for EFP,

studio, and ENG. Also new will be a
20 -foot mobile van "production studio

on wheels" with complete three -

camera production system. Other products will include the LDK-25B multi -

conductor studio/field camera, the
LDK-5B triax studio/field camera, the
LDK-65 film camera chain, the PVR-2

one -inch console VTR and PRV-20
one -inch portable VTR, UHF/VHF
broadcast transmitters, LDM-3001 digital noise reducer, plus test and measuring equipment, sync and pattern
generators, VITS analyzer and generator, modulators, demodulators, and
oscilloscopes.

The Phoebus Corp. (521S)
Will introduce a new follow spot arc
lamp called the Ultra -Arc.

Porta-Pattern, Telecommunications
Industries Ltd. (1325)
Will introduce a full -field color bar
chart, application -matched subjective

color reference system, and a multiple chart storage case. Also on hand
will be the range of test charts, chart
systems, slides, films, transparencies,
transparency illuminators, high -resolution optical test media, and ENG/EFP
illumination accessories.

Potomac Instruments, Inc. (109)
Will have for first time at NAB a low distortion, frequency -synthesized AM
monitor receiver and a directional antenna parameter processor and logger.

Also showing the line of antenna

monitors, audio test equipment, wow
and flutter meter, field strength meters,
ATS, and others.

Power -Optics, Inc. (1017A)
Highlighting its theme of "new con-

cepts in remote control systems for
studios and legislative use," will feature its remote camera systems and
Grafikon monitor calibration equipment.

TAYBURN DOES IT AGAIN!

NEW "FREQUENCY AGILE" TRANSMITTERS AND RECEIVERS AT NAB BOOTH,#1708

Introducing the TBT-50 miniature, portable, 7 GHz electronic News Gathering Microwave Transmittercamera mounted, tripod mounted, helicopter mounted, or hand held teammate to our popular 2 GHz model.
Tayburn was first in bringing space age technology
to the broadcast industry with an automatic
tracking antenna system for helicopter ENG.

Tayburn was first to introduce a 26 db gain
steerable antenna system remotely controlled
by digital modems.

TBA-600A Autotracker 2 GHz, 7 GHz Availability
Continuous Rotation Low Wind Load, 100 lbs.

Now ... the smallest, lightest most versatile
portable transmitters and receivers available,
brought to you by the leader in state of the art
ENG microwave.

Tayburn Electronics
Helicopter Antenna Systems 2 GHz, 7 GHz
Availability Retractable Omni, Switchable Horns

6106 Ave. Ercinas Carlsbad, CA 92008
(714) 438-5444 TWX 910 322 1986
Circle 244 on Reader Service Card

300, and 500 W output, all solid state;
the FM exciter; SCA generator; and the
complete ATS.

Procart (315)
Will show the new Procart broadcast
carts for AM/FM and FM stereo, with
new XT Polymec plastic case.

QSI Systems, Inc. (1603)

Protech Audio Corp. (123)
Introducing a new Model 725/ATS
tone sensor for automation systems

series of color bar generators with

and an improved Integra Three line of
PC mic, booster and line amplifiers;
also introducing the PL -AMP intercom, single and dual -channel. Showing major items from the line of audio
amplifying and processing equipment.

distribution amplifier with front -

Exhibit hours: Sunday, Monday,

Wednesday, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.;
Tuesday, 9 a.m.-8 p.m.

ble, and compact. Will also display the
line of VideoPrompTer cueing equipment.
NAB program schedule on page 147

Will make several product introductions, including the CB7000 series

of color bar generators with video

Quad Eight Electronics (300S)
Will introduce a new modular broadcast console with expandable frame

source identification; the CB9300-9400

video source identification and single line vertical interval piggyback source
identification; a six by one utility video

using "bucket" units that bolt together,

each bucket holding four modules.
Available from eight -in two -out to
24 -in four -out. Also showing the firm's

panel control for gain and equalization;

VSID-81, new video source identifi-

new System 5 digital audio processor
and reverb unit with high-speed processing, 103 dB dynamic range, and
about 96,000 different settings. It has

clock systems with synchronous video;

provision for remote operation and can
be set over normal trunk from any room
in studio. Will also introduce the Model

cation boards; VT -10 10 -second
seven -segment countdown timer;
NVS numerical video slate; master
multiple displays; and time and tem-

perature video display over radar.

24 automated console, 32 mixing

Will also bring its line of single -line
vertical interval source identification

channels, with floppy disc editing unit,
mini edit panel with CRT readout, and

encoders and decoders, time date

SMPTE interface to videotape re-

generators, off -air 24 -hour audio/video

corders; it will be demonstrated in a

loggers, count -up timers, frame/field

video "sweetening session" in the

counters, and video source identifi-

booth.

cation with audio follow-through.

QEI Corp. (417)
Will show the Model 691 combined FM
monitor and spectrum analyzer; the line

of low -power FM transmitters at 150,

Q -TV (907)

Quick -Set (1012)

Will unveil the Mini Q -Prompter for
on -location use - lightweight, porta-

Will feature its complete line of tripods,

dollies, heads, and other support

0

.

.

. The Original

The Total
On -Camera Battery Sy tem
Longer -life, longer -running power, classic
durability and new electronic circuitry for
Fast or Standard Charge.
High capacity, high performance, NickelCadium cells in rugged ABS modules
with quick access, easy-on/off covers to
simplify inspection or replacement.
Second -to -none system reliability exactly
the same as the acclaimed Cine 60

Powerbelt - the industry standard.
"Total charging capabilities, anywhere..."
On the scene, 1 hour Fast Charge from
any 12 Volt car battery with our 3 lb. Car
Fast Charger-no heavy inverters needed.
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From A.C., charge 1 battery an hour with
our 3 lb. Model 9400 Fast Charger.
Fast Charge up to 4 batteries automatically, unattended - 1 per hour, four in
4 hours - with our new, 10 lb. High
'
Frequency, Multiple Fast Charger.
Standard Charge one battery overnight
with our High Frequency, Regulated
Charging unit.
Equipped to replace original equipment,

snap -mount batteries, e.g. for the new RCA
TK-86 and all other ENG/EFP cameras.

See your local Cine 60 dealer for the

eelSee Us At Booth #1037 NAB.
T

1

sl
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There's Always SomMhing Neu from One 642'''

NE 6

8430 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Ca. 90026
(213)461.3048

630 Ninth Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10036
(212) 56641762
TWX: 71
-2

:1454kt7
..,.

.

.

- ,.,.

Profit from the big picture...
affordable, airborne ENG

The Hughes Helicopters 300C makes airborne
Electronic Newsgathering affordable for most stations
and marketplaces. The newest addition to the ENG
field combines the Ahead of TIME technology of the
Hughes 300C and microelectronics to produce the
most economical airborne ENG system available.

The 300C's lightweight, durable design has
proven its reliability in the toughest applications.
All components are engineered for minimum
maintenance and kw operating costs. With a low
initial investment the 300C provides stations with
outstanding ENG capabilities. It provides a low
vibration platform for better pictures. Its small size,

Hughes Helicopters
Ahead of TIME Technology

maneuverability and wrap around cockpit design
allows you to follow all the action.
When equipped, with an I. M. Systems installed,
GHZ-12 watt miniature portable transmitter, the
3000 is the most cost effective newsgathering
helicopter ever
developed with
the capability for
live or tape delay
coverage and,.
ground -air -ground
relay.

To obtain the complete picture on the Hughes
300C-ENG and a free demonstration, contact:
North American Sales, Centinela & Teale Streets,
Culver City, California 90230, USA, or call
(213) 305-3054.

Circle 246 on Reader Service Card

You wanted precision video level control of
multiple, random sources! Now you've got it!
The Microtime 2525 SP system.
Only the Microtime 2525 SP insures precision
alignment and solid stability of all proc amp
controls for up to eight nonsynchronous video
sources. When used in conjunction with the
popular Microtime 2525 Video Signal Synchronizer, the programmable SP system can guarantee virtually perfect alignment of hue, set up,
video and chroma gain for any video source.
These sources are fed directly through the Microtime 2525 where they are time based corrected and synchronized.
Programmable features include:
Complete processing amplifier for 8
independent video signals
Time base correction or synchronization
of any one of 8 signals with automatic
optional mode selection
Full control of image enhancement and
noise reduction with the 2121 SP Video
Image Processor option.
The 2525 SP also includes operator cues
such as video confidence indicators human
engineered to minimize inadvertent switching to
idle channels. A digital control port is provided
to interface the system with existing broadcast
computers for station automation application. In

addition the light weight Engineering and
Director's Control Panels may be located up to
1000 feet from the equipment area to permit
installation in major broadcast system
complexes.
The Microtime 2525 SP System and the companion 2121 SP provide significant cost savings
over conventional processing equipment and
conserve valuable rack space in tight operating
conditions
The 2525 SP-another intelligent application
of framestore technology-from Microtime, a
world leader in video processing technology.
For more information about the 2525 SP System or Microtime s wide range of broadcast
products, contact your Microtime distributor or
get in touch with us directly.

MICROTIME
MICROTIME, INC, 1280 Blue Hills Avenue, Bloomfield, CT 06002 (203) 242-4242 TWX 710-425-1165
MICROTIME INTERNATIONAL, INC, Rokin 9-15, Amsterdam, Netherlands 1012 KK 020-23.07.34 Telex 16354 MI NL

See us at the NAB, Booth 1409
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on a properly
aligned machine
(see below)

ARISTOCART

will deliver
the finest
AM/FM sound
of any
NAB cartridge
on the market
Solid state circuit boards are one of the keys to the flexibility of QSI products

Alone among commercial tape
cartridges Aristocarts are fabricated in a single cavity precision

mold from engineering grade
plastic. Before shipping, each
cartridge is individually checked
for optimum phase stability and
frequency response. On any

properly aligned cart tape recorder we guarantee performance to or beyond NAB standards. Or we replace at our
expense. And we'll gladly show

you how to make the simple
modification to your equipment
to ensure peak efficiency with
any cartridge. Call or write us.

We guarantee it!
The CB7200 color bar generator is another OSI product being introduced

QSI Systems' color bar
identifier is one of the
new products being
introduced at this year's
show
4", Co

NAB
TYPE A &AA

equipment for both studio and ENG/
EFP application.

Quintek, Inc. (1959)

Will introduce the Audio Kinetics
Q -Lock 310 synchronizer for controlling up to three video/audio tape transports, with full auto locate and multi standard SMPTE built in; the Advanced

Music Systems digital reverb unit
with memory for nine preset reverb
programs; and the Advanced Music
disc mastering digital preview delay

with 16 -bit linear encoding and 96 dB
dynamic range. Also will show other
Audio Kinetics and Advanced Music

synchronizing and audio processing
systems and Court Acoustics equalizers.

CART RIDGE

(ARISTOCART:
The

artridge for people who rare how they sound

Manufactured by:
ARISJIOCART DIV. WESTERN BROADCASTING LTD.
505 PURRARD ST., VANCOUVER, CANADA V76 1M6
TEL: 1604) 687-2844

TELEX: 04-54639

Circle 248 on Reader Service Card
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R
RCA American Communications
(700)

Will describe its satellite distribution
services for television broadcasters.

RCA Broadcast Systems (700)
Will introduce the new high -power
model of the '17-6 Series VHF transmitters; other new products will be
shown in the booth. From the line, will

show TR-800 one -inch VTRs, TH200A recorder, TH-50 portable recorder, TCR- 100 video cart machine,

RTA-5SS all solid state 5 kW AM
transmitter, TK-29C telecine, TK-47

automatic camera, TK-86 portable
camera, TK-780 studio/field triax
production camera, and a circularly
polarized antenna.

NAB program schedule on page 147

Quintek will introduce the Audio Kinetics Q -Lock 310 synchronizer, which will control three
audio/visual tape transports

RCA Solid State (700)
Will have new Saticon tubes with improved photo conductors aimed at handling specular highlights well. From
the line, will show FM and AM power

Digivisiori
MONITOR PROMPTING
SYSTEM

from

the people
who bring you

VINTEN mounting
and support systems.

complete
systems in stock

LISTEC TELEVISION EQUIPMENT CORP.
39 Cain Drive, Plainview, New York 11803 / (516) 694-8963 / Telex 64 0470
4529 San Fernando Road, Unit "A", Glendale, California 91204 / (213) 247-9247

Fulmar

SEE US AT NAB - BOOTH NO. 1027
Circle 249 on Reader Service Card
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Mark VII

VICTOR DUNCAN
VIDEO
For more than 20 years, the Victor Dun-

can 'check and double check' symbol
has assured producers that the equip-

Nildouble

ment they needed was as clean and mechanically perfect as skilled technicians

could make it. Every camera package,
each light, even the smallest piece of

check

production gear has been carefully
checked, not once- but twice; before it
ever leaves our office.

The Standard for Electronic Production
Equipment
verified. The camera is mechanically
and electricalPy registered. The white
and black balance is adjusted. Colorimetry is double checked. The signal to
noise level is carefully monitored.

These double check procedures insure flawless performance in the field,
and guard against costly production tieups. "Check and double check" at Victor Duncan Video.

Each Video recorder is also subjected

to the same physical inspections, including the signal to noise levels. The
interchange of tapes from deck to deck
is carefully checked.

And then a second check is made of
the complete system as a unit; camera,

recorder, switchers and accessories.
These same careful steps are used on
This attention to detail begins with a

comprehensive physical inspection.
Each mechanical function of our video
cameras is carefully checked. Housing
screws are tightened, lens functions are

Rentals, Sales & Service

VICTOR DUNCAN, INC.
Copyright 1980, Victor Duncan, Inc.

each piece of equipment ordered.
Switchers, monitors, CCU's, all are put

through the same detailed electronic

tests before they ever leave our
department.

Film & Video Production Equipment
CHICAGO
661 N. LaSalle, Chicago, IL 60610 (312) 943-7300
DALLAS
2659 Fondren, Dallas, TX 75206 (214) 369-1165
DETROIT
32380 Howard, Madison Hgts., MI 48071 (313) 589-1900
Circle 250 on Reader Service Card

Research Technology
will show its
CineScan'"
high-speed film
preview with Quik
Trac speech
processor

tubes up to 55 kW, TV power tubes,
and camera tubes.

R.F. Technology, Inc. (1624)
Introducing a new microwave transmitter, 12 W at 2 GHz, using 12,28 V
dc or 120/240 ac, frequency -agile, dual
audio subcarriers, local or remote con-

trol. Also introducing new 7 GHz and
13 GHz fixed microwave systems; a

new hand-held wireless microphone
system in the 950 MHz band; and the

STROBEGUARD®
HIGH INTENSITY
OBSTRUCTION
LIGHTING SYSTEMS*

FOR TELEVISION AND

RADIO TOWERS AND
SIMILAR SKELETAL
STRUCTURES.

**EGaG
TECHNICAL PRODUCTS GROUP - BEDFORD DIVISION
35 CONGRESS ST., SALEM, MASSACHUSETTS 01970
TEL: (617) 745-3200

ATTENTION: GEORGE MANDEVILLE, PRODUCT MANAGER

QA -6 steerable on -camera automatic
ENG antenna. Showing other microwave systems for ENG and intercity
service.

R -Columbia Products Co., Inc.
(1703)

Will bring new wireless intercom
headphones, with base stations that
allow interface with existing hardwired systems: model TR-50 headphone; model T -5012B base station;
model R -50/2B base station. Also will

show other units in line of intercom
headphones and microphones.

Radio Computing Services (184S)
Will introduce the new "Selector," a

computerized system for choosing
music titles compatible with chosen

policies and guides. Will also introduce

the "Sampler," a music title survey
system; traffic and accounting systems; and the "News Machine," offer-

ing computer storage of news items
from many sources for instant recall
and editing.

Radio Programming/Management
(RPM) (333)
Will introduce a new syndicated format, Country One, assembled by Dan
Dixon of station WCXI, Detroit. Also
showing the line of formats, including
Classical Beautiful Music, Contemporary Beautiful Music, and Progressive
MOR. Formats will be demonstrated in
the booth and in a hospitality suite.
Radio -Television News Directors Association (150)

`FAA APPROVED as meeting or exceeding the requirements of Advisory Circular AC 150/5345-43 and
FAA/DoD Specifications L-856 plus FAA AC 70/7460-

Will highlight group's ongoing fight to
protect freedom of information in the
broadcast industry.

Ramko Research, Inc. (146)

1

Showing the Phase Master cart system;

See us at NAB Booth #1710
Circle 251 on Reader Service Card
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the line of audio consoles; the audio
router; audio distribution amplifiers;

turntable preamps; mic, line, and

monitor amps; Technics turntables and
reel-to-reel tape decks.
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YID
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o:u
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.

. uC
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DYNAMOS SYSTEM 21

What's up?
Plenty! CRT distribution switcher status monitors
are not new, but DYNAI R's SCA-250B is in a class
by itself. It makes the System 21 tell all.
It's a master control ... using easy to understand
keys, call for any one of the System 21's 1000 outputs. Connect it to any of the 1000 inputs, different
video and audio if desired.
Not enough? Load 80 preset selections. Edit at
will and then make all switches on the same vertical

Status by the output? Pick a number and you'll
see that output plus the next 49. Choose iumerics
or mnemonics. Roll through outputs 50 at a time.
Status by the input? Key in a source and the disin
right now
play lists all outputs on line
numerics or mnemonics.
There's more! So ask about System 21's capabilities. The SCA-250B is only a 5'4" example.

interval.

.

.

.

.

.

.

SYSTEM 21

IVr N A I IDIt 5275 Market Street, San Diego, California U.S.A. 92114; Phone: (714) 263-7711; TWX: (910) 335-2040
Circle 252 on Reader Service Card

Ramtek Corp. (434S)
Will introduce a new encoder which
will convert color computer graphics to

NTSC for broadcast video standards.
Will also show the 6214 color graphics
computer.
Exhibit hours: Sunday, Monday,

Wednesday, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.;
Tuesday, 9 a.m.-8 p.m.

Rangertone (506S)
Will feature a line of 16 and 35 mm
telecine film chain projectors and film
sound recorders with digital interlock.

Recortec, Inc. (1200)
Will show for the first time the LPA
long play attachment for nine -hour
play/record time on standard 3/4 -inch
VTRs and three-hour record time on
Recortec HBU-2860 recorder. Also
showing from the line the HBU-2860
high band U -format recorder, HBU4400

portable U -format recorder,

videotape cleaners and evaluators, and
videotape timer for quad machines.

Rees Associates, Inc. (623S)
Provides architectural and engineering
planning for the construction of broadcast facilities. Specializes in planning
for anticipated growth.

Research Technology International
(1112)

Stressing its theme of "film editing of

R -Columbia will introduce a wireless
headphone to go along with its new wireless
system

the future," will introduce a high-speed

videotape cleaner/eraser for 3/4 -inch
cassettes that features reduced dropouts
and head clogging; it operates at up to

30 times play speed. Also new is the

CineScan 16 mm film previewer,

compact and low in price. Items from
the general product line will include the
TV -120 editing system and Data -Film
computerized editing.
A new TV monitoring receiver, EKF-2, will be introduced at the convention by
Rohde & Schwarz

Rohde & Schwarz Sales Co. (1110)
New this year are the UPSF2 video

noise meter, the SPF2 test signal

generator, and the EKF2D demodulator, plus a Barco complex comb filter

(two lines). Also on view will be the
Barco lines of CTVM color monitors,
demodulators, and modulators.
4, VIDEO STORSPANN
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ROH Corp. (107S)
Will show the line of intercom systems.

Rosco Labs (1039)
Will show its line of color correction

filters, lighting gels, and other light
control materials.

Rohde & Schwarz will introduce a new video noise level meter, UPSF2
246 BM E
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Ross Video (1812)
No information at press time on new
products but will show from its regular
line the RVS-514 four -bus production
switcher and the 500 series of switchers.

The end of the endless loop.
Eumig's new FL -1000

makes cassettes the broadcast medium.
The Eumig FL -1000, an extraordinary new cassette tape
deck, has started a revolution in the world of broadcast-

ing. We believe-and radio engineers agree-that it will
soon make the cassette the standard tape format in the
broadcast industry.

is an awesome experience. One deck is rewinding while
another is playing, and still another is moving in fast -forward
to locate the next selector), Meanwhile, other decks are
copying from a network feed and recording an air check.

The FL -I000 is the world's first computer-inter-

The technology of the FL -I000 is so advanced that half a
dozen units can do the work of more than 100 individuall

faceable cassette recorder. Up to sixteen FL -1000

cartridge players-plus several reel-to-reel recorders.

decks can be controlled by any 8 -bit computer. Some
of the decks can be used for commercials; others for
news and weather; still others for music and station ID's.
And the location of every item on every cassette can
be stored at the beginning of each tape and then in
the computer, so any sequence can then be played back

And they do it better, at far less cost, with sound quality
comparable to that of the finest open -reel equipment.
And the Eumig FL -1000's have none of the mechanical
problems that plague endless -loop broadcast cartridges.

-automatically, with no human intervention, all day
and all night long.

Watching a bank of FL -1000's working together

To see the end of the endless loop, call Eumig about the
new FL -1000. Once you see and hear this amazing new
recorder in action you'll agree that this is the long-awaited
deck that will make cassettes the standard medium in
the broadcast industry.

eumfg®

Eumig (USA) Inc.. Ldkt. -.),,ccess business Park, 225 Community Drive.
Great Neck, New York 11020, (516) 466-6533
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RTS Systems, Inc. (1525)
Will introduce a microprocessor -as-

sisted communications system; a
self-contained squawk system; a dedi-

cated line master station switchboard; a new TW intercom power
supply; a 24 -channel dryline intercom

system; a 26 -output source assignment panel; and three new connector
distribution panels. Will also show
the line of TW intercoms, mixers, mic
and phono preamplifiers, distribution
and monitor amplifiers.

Exhibit hours: Sunday, Monday,

Wednesday, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.;
Tuesday, 9 a.m.-8 p.m.

Russco Electronics Mfg., Inc. (207)
Bringing new dial -up remote equipment for radio sportscasts, and telephone line equalization and interface
audio equipment for studio use. Also

Studer Revox will feature the PR99
professional audio tape deck (above)

The PR99 (below) has balanced input and
output with editing features such as
retractable headshield and tape dump
switch

S

showing the line of studio units, including turntables, phono preamps, mixers,

S.W.R. (1626A)
Will bring the complete high -power

audio power amplifiers, distribution
amplifiers, and others.

coax line, with thermocouple connector

Howe Audio History Is Made

.

.

.

See us at

NAB Booth 438S

Howe 7000
Stereo Console
.a.l3n.411
47-73

11114e041140411411411

Introducing

Simply Reliable.

Those words introduced the

Howe 7000 in 1979 Since then
the Howe 7000 consoles have

rapidly grown in popularity

Engineers are impressed with
Total Harmonic Distortion of
09% or lower, noise floor of -74

dBm, equivalent input noise of

-124 dBm or lower, channel
separation of better than 60 dB,
frequency response of 20 Hz to
20 k Hz ± 1 dB, and maximum
output of +24 dBm,

"Since the installation

BM/E MARCH, 1981

The 8000 1icis all the same per-

of our first Howe Series 7000 console last

summer, we have enjoyed consistently high
quality and no down -time. The operators are
delighted with the clean, straight -forward layout of

the controls and the useful special features of the
Howe Series 7000. The second Howe Series 7000 console is being installed in the KIMN newsroom, a high-

volume. 24 -hour mobile news operation. Again, the
Howe Series 7000 console offers the reliability, special

features, and error -free operation that we demand."
Chuck Waltman, Engineering Director, KIMN-KYGO,
Jefferson -Pilot Broadcasting, Denver, Colorado.

formance specifications and
high reliability of the 7000, but
with many new features, includ-

ing slide attenuators, pushbutton logic systems for on/off/
cue and remote start/stop,

simultaneous audition/pro-

gram 'bussing, fluorescent VU
meters and a built-in real-time
clock. As in the 7000 there is a
full width option panel and D,C
audio control.

howe audio productions, inc.

Call Howe Audio Marketing

P.O. Box 383

(303) 424-3231

Boulder, Colorado 80306

Circle 254 on Reader Service Card
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the Howe 8000.

Eventide Clockworks
ends the tyranny
of the clock.

Ask
Eventide:
Q How does the Eventide Timesqueeze
. system work?

A. In order to change the timing of an
. audio or video recording, first the tape
playback speed must be varied so that the
original play time is changed by the amount
desired. Second, the detrimental effects of
the speed change must be negated or corrected. In audio this means restoring the pitch

so that the announcer doesn't sound drunk
(on slowed tapes) or like Donald Duck (on
sped -up tapes, of course.) In video it requires
signal manipulation so that sync is not lost as

the VTR speed changes. Compatible one inch VTR's, equipped with their companion
TBC's can provide stable pictures at slow and
fast speeds.

The Eventide Timesqueeze system accomplishes time compression and expansion

by first computing and generating tape machine control signals to vary tape speed by
the proper amount, and then by correcting the
audio pitch, using the H949 Harmonizer." The
system can be configured in several ways. To
control an audio recorder, often the H949 Har-

monizer alone can be used. In other cases,
such as when very precise final timing is required, the crystal -controlled PTC945 Preci-

sion Tape Controller should be added, to

Introducing the Eventide Timesqueeze system.
It lets you control time. Specifically, the running time of videotape
and audiotape playbacks. With no editing, no "Donald Duck" audio
effects and no material eliminated. In fact the process is virtually
undetectable in use.
Think what this can mean! Did a local commercial come in at 321/2
seconds? With the Eventide Timesqueeze system, that spot will
fit in a 30 second slot. A 100 second news spot can fit a 90 second
news slot. You can even program a 95 minute movie package in a
90 minute slot. And the system works the other way too. It can
stretch time. For example, a 36 second musical background can be
stretched to cover a 40 second scene.
For television use, the Eventide Timesqueeze system controls your
one -inch variable -speed -capable VTR. Radio stations can use

the system to control most any pro -audio recorder. And Eventide
delivers full 15KHz audio response.

generate both the control signals for the tape
machines and to control the pitch ratio of the
Harmonizer. If the PTC945 is used, the final
component of the system becomes a compu-

ter. We recommend the Hewlett-Packard
HP -85 for its overall quality and reliability, but
any small computer with an IEEE -488 interface, including the inexpensive Commodore
PET can be used. The computer takes overall
control of the system, by sending messages
to the PTC945 and thence to the H949. All
functions, including tape timing can be controlled by the computer. The computer -con-

trolled Eventide system is unrivalled in
operating simplicity. Just answer the questions the computer asks on its CRT readout:
COMPUTER: HOW LONG IS YOUR TAPE?
OPERATOR: 67 SECONDS.
COMPUTER: HOW LONG DO YOU WANT
IT TO BE?
OPERATOR: 59.5 SECONDS.

What could be simpler? In fact you don't
even have to answer the first question. Just
cue up the tape and the computer will time it
for you and then automatically set the correct
pitch and timing.
A few words about the heart of the Eventide
Timesqueeze system , the H949 Harmonizer.
This unit performs the most difficult part of the

task, pitch change. Pitch changing requires
digitally sampling audio at a high speed and
then "reading out" that data at a variable rate.

How much does it cost to control time? Amazingly, as little as $3500
for the most basic system. The fully computerized system is only
$8500. So not only can you control time, you can control costs.
The Eventide Timesqueeze system. It gives you freedom of time.

See us at N.A.B. booth 177-S

E, ventide
tne next step

Eventide Clockworks Inc.
265 West 54th Street
New York, N.Y.10019

(212) 581-9290
Circle 255 on Reader Service Card

The varying input vs. output rate makes it
necessary to "splice in" or delete small segments of signal. To prevent "glitches" caused

by this process Eventide uses a proprietary
splicing algorithm which permits broadcast
quality to be maintained. Broadcasters and
producers will find many other uses for the
H949 Harmonizer, when it is not in time compression/expansion and pitch change use.
For example, the H949 can perform flanging,
time reversal, digital repeat and many other
audio 'special effects." TV and radio program
and commercial producers will find these additional uses invaluable.
Got a question about time compression or dig-

ital audio effects? Send it to "Ask Eventide"
265 West 54th Street New York, N.Y. 10019. If
we use your question in print we'll send you an
Eventide T-shirt, so include your size.

The Sigma 500 series
modular rack holds up to 10
plug-in modules and a

power supply

and manual coax switch.

units, including ENG mixers, multi boxes, and audio transformers.

Sacred Sounds (624S)
Will have information on items in line
of syndicated religious music, with a
number of items on demo in booth.

Saki Magnetics, Inc. (331)
Will introduce new heads for RCA and

Ampex recorders with stainless steel
wear bar center piece and Sakalogy
long life cores. Also showing the full
line of ferrite heads for most studio and

Sharp Electronics (1121)

Will introduce a parts kit for the

rite with high resistance to abrasion.

Scientific-Atlanta, Inc. (1119)
New to the line of broadcast earth stations will be a low-cost broadcast receiver. Also on exhibit will be a complete seven -meter earth station with
high-speed drive and earth station controller and a low noise amplifier earth
station.
NAB

program schedule on page 147

Sennheiser Electronics, Inc. (508S)
Are showing for the first time the new
HD -222 seal -cushion headphones for
broadcasting and consumer use. Also
introducing new narrow -band, 10 mW
wireless microphone systems, Models
Sk-1010-6 and FM -1-10-7. Will also

show the line of microphones and

System 500 frame holds up to 10 plugin modules plus plug-in power supply,

XC-700 ENG/EFP camera. The kit,
which will cost under $2000, will contain extra circuit boards and other components for field repair. Will also show

or 11 plug-in modules with external
power supply. The Sigma Interface
Adapter allows the mixing of audio,
video, pulse, and subcarrier distribu-

Saticon and Vidicon cameras, monitors, special effects generators, color
bar generators, and other products for

also feature the CSG-365 sync generator, the CSG-160 sync generator, the

broadcast production.

high-speed duplication equipment;
some have new single -crystal TDK fer-

Sigma Electronics, Inc. (1602)
Will introduce the System 500 video
and audio distribution amplifiers. The

Shintron Co., Inc. (1107)
Will unveil the model 374 Super 80
switcher, model 909 color monitor,
model 392 switcher, model 645 portable time code reader, and model 326

stereo DA. Also on view will be the

tion amplifiers in the same frame. Will
ADA-210 audio distribution amplifier,

and the VPA-100 video processing
amplifier.

Simmons Market Research (201S)
Will show examples of use of Simmons
market and audience data by radio, cable, and television managements.

general product line, including the 375

Super Switcher, 373 and 370 III
switchers, 505 character generator, 640
and 641 portable time code generators,

644 time code reader, 316 audio DA,

Singer Broadcast Products, Inc.
See CCA Broadcast Transmitters

336 video DA, 338 pulse DA, 339 sub carrier DA, 350 encoded chroma keyer,

Sintronic Corp. (126)

317 sync generator, and 318 genlock

Will bring a new 1200 -watt AM

sync generator.

Shively Labs (128A)
Showing the line of circularly polarized
FM antennas, transmission lines, pressurizing equipment, and FM panel antennas.

transmitter with solid-state low-level
stages and RF amplifier with tube type
4-500A. Also showing 3.5 kW FM,
5/10 kW AM, and 27.5 kW FM transmitters.

Skirpan Lighting Systems (1525)
New this year are Autocue/80, a visible

headphones for broadcasting and re-

Shure Brothers, Inc. (107)

memory lighting control system

cording.

Exhibiting the line of microphones and
audio mixers, emphasizing the SM81
mic and the SC39 series of phono pickup cartridges.

display, control, and recall lighting
cues; Cuelog, an economical computerized memory lighting control

Sescom, Inc. (905)
Showing the line of audio interfacing
250
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utilizing a unique combination of computer and video technologies to store,

THE ELECTROHOME
DIFFERENCE.

GET IT WITH THE FULL LINE OF ELECTRONOME
you choose Electrohome
video displays, you're in good
VIDEO DISPLAYS. When
company. All over the world,

experts in many fields including
data, graphics, broadcast, medical
education and industry, demand
the proven dependability of
Electrohome. They count on the
Electrohome difference.
Electrohome offers a broad
selection of competitively -priced
video displays. Attractive, durable,
color and monochrome products
are available in screen sizes

from 5 inches to 6 feet. Breadth
of line...it's an important part
of the Electrohome difference.
At Electrohome, we realize that

everyone's needs aren't standard,
so we will build video display
units to meet your special requirements. Custom flexibility...that's
part of the Electrohome difference.

Don't settle for second bestget the Electrohome difference.
For complete information on
video displays with the difference,
contact us.

ELECTROHOME
See us at NAB Booth #1003

ELECTRONICS
809 Wellington St. N., Kitchener, Ontario, Canada 112G 4J6. Telephone (519) 744-7111. Telex 069-55449
Circle 256 on Reader Service Card

time code reader/generator, and digital

metronome will be on view. New
products may be announced at the
show.

system; and MCP modular control
panels, designed for manual control of

solid state dimming systems. Astral
Dimmers and K Dimmers in 2 kW, 3
kW, 6 kW, and 12 kW versions will
also be shown.

Sono-Mag Corp. (309)
Will introduce the Mini Pro, a live -as-

sist programmer and mini -auto-

mation programmer combined. Will
show the ESP -1 carousel system.

Skotel (1720)
The line of TCR and TCG time code

NAB program schedule on page 147

reader/generators, PTC 100 portable

Stanton will feature its line of modular
cabinets for use with various video
equipment

Sony (1211)
Will show its full line of portable and
studio cameras, one- and N -inch tape

machines, and slow mo controllers.
Also Sony's full range of audio products including recorders, microphones
and other broadcast services. While no

information is available at this time,

'

It's
showtime
in Tokyo.

there are indications that the company
will have something new in editing.

Sound Genesis (330)
Will show Otari tape machines, Auditronics Series 200 on -air audio consoles, Aphex compressor/expander and
equalizer modules, Aphex grouper router, Sound Workshop consoles, BTX

sync systems, Aphex aural exciter,
Orban and UREI units.
g

Exhibit hours: Sunday, Monday,

EVPADCAST

Wednesday, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.;
Tuesday, 9 a.m.-8 p.m.

ECkPMENT
EXHIBITION
n, JAPAN '81

Sound Technology (1132)
Will introduce new optional accessory

October 21 to 24

tem: a 1/3 -octave spectrum analyzer

Sponsor:

Electronic Industries Association of Japan
Co -Sponsor: The National Association of Commercial
Broadcasters in Japan
NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation).

Science Museum, Tokyo.
4000 square meters of
exhibit space --see all the
newest advances in
broadcast equipment.

Management: JAPAN ELECTRONICS SHOW ASSOCIATION
No. 24 Mori Bldg., 3-23-5, Nishi-Shinbashi, Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

Circle 257 on Reader Service Card
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for Model 1500A tape recorder test sys-

that allows identification of noise components, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, and wow and
flutter components, 0.2 Hz to 200 Hz.
Also new will be a Sound Technology

test record for checking phono cartridge performance with the 1500A test

set: Will exhibit in addition the FM

alignment generator, signal conditioner, stereo test panel, and Model
1710A distortion measurement system

"WE DON'T SEE A $27,000
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SHARP'S XC-700

AND A $44,000 CAMERA:
LARRY HATTEBERG, CHIEF IOTOGRAI 'HER,
KAKE-TV (ABC's WICHITA AFFILIATE).

done it with a minimum of
"My cameramen were
pretty skeptical when Sharp® compromise.
Of course, there will
introduced the XC-700 last
always be differences
year.
Like a lot of pros, they just between an XC-700 and a
didn't believe that a $12,000* $44,000 camera. But reliability isn't one of them.
camera could be any good.
For day -in, day -out reportBut we were looking for an
ing, the XC-700 has held up
economical way to go from
as
well as any camera we've
film to tape, so we decided to
ever used, even the most
give Sharp a shot.
expensive ones.
We started using the
It's also easy to handle.
XC-700 at the Democratic
Convention last summer. And With the controls up front
by the time we were covering where a cameraman would
expect to find them. And
the World Series, we were
more features pound for
believers.
pound than all the cameras
In fact, we've got seven
XC-700's in our news depart- I've seen in its class.
They say it was designed
ment right now, and we're
by
cameramen, not engijust one camera away from
being an all Sharp operation. neers. But all I know is that
So we've made the transition to tape long before I ever
thought we could. And we've

the XC-700 has given our station a lot more for its money.
For $44,000, we didn't just
get a lot of camera. We got a
lot of cameras."
For more information, contact
your local dealer, or write
Sharp Electronics Corp.

Professional Products
Dept. BME-3
10 Keystone Place

Paramus, New Jersey 07652
Manufacturer's suggested retail price less lens.

SHARP

Circle 258 on fileaVer Service Card

Spin Physics, Div. Eastman Kodak
(1118)

in a version specifically for broadcasters.

Sphere Electronics (609S)
Will have a new Eclipse C TV production audio console; also the Satellite

1604 mixer, a 16-in/four-out rack -

mount model. Will have units in audio
truck in Best Audio booth (across the
aisle). Also showing equalizers for rack
or console mounting.

Will describe its quad video head refurbishing service, using a long -life ferrite
head.

Stanton Magnetics, Inc. (118A)
Will show for the first time the new

BA -26 pre -preamplifier, battery

powered, for use with the 98OLZS low

impedance phono cartridge. Also

NAB program schedule on page 1471

Stainless, Inc. (1009)
Will have photos and technical information on tower designs and installations.

system

Stanton will introduce its new 98OLZS
phonograph pickup

from Beaucart

Systemize Your Network News
Beaucart combines computer control with 8 top
quality recorder -reproducers to bring you the
System 8. This low cost system edits and
records APRadio and other network wire
services
. automatically. Its simple and
flexible keyboard entry allows you to specify
the exact cuts you wish to record. Then the preprogrammed micro -computer controls the
recording and provides air -ready cartridges.
Beaucart saves you time and effort while giving
you the most reliable, flexible way to systemize
your network news. Be sure to see the System 8
in booth 108 at the NAB Broadcaster's Convention.
.

.

Stanton will also feature a line of cleaners for

styli and records

showing the line of phono cartridges
and headphones. Introducing a new
series of RC4 record cleaning products.

Stantron Div. of Wyco Metal Products (1828)
Will introduce the new Stantron Cooling Base which attaches to the bottom
of the company's cabinet to provide air
cooling without using available rack
space. Will also introduce the model
1800 slope cabinet for housing monitor
and other equipment.

Station Business Systems (Div. Control Data Corp.) (509)
Introducing the new MPI music playlist and inventory system for radio,
Broadcast Products Division
UMC Electronics Co.
460 Sackett Point Road New Haven, CT 06511
(203) 288-7731 (in CT) Telex 96-3510
(800) 243-6178 (outside CT, toll -free)

Circle 259 on Reader Service Card
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with full format and demographic con-

trols built in, for high-speed music
selection and playlist printing for radio.
Also introducing the new PPI program

package inventory system for financial tracking and program planning for

TV/film/tape packages. Will display
the BAT 1700, BAT 1500, NEWS -

Beyer. We make the best

broadcast mics,too.

In recording studios, concert halls and theatres worldwide, Beyer is the
premier name in microphones. Loved by performers and respected by engineers.
Now that same Beyer quality is available in a full line of innovative broadcast microphones, to meet every need and solve every problem.
The Beyer MCE 5 is the world's smallest electret condenser and provides
true broadcast -quality audio from a 7 x 23 mm. cylinder weighing just 6.5 grams.
It has wide frequency response, but is immune to most body noises. And you can hide it
almost anywhere and connect it to a cable or a wireless transmitter.
If you can't get the mic near the sound source, try our Beyer MC 717 shotgun. It
has a directional gain of at least 20 dB and a 40-20K frequency response.
The MC 717 is part of a modular condenser mic system consisting of six
different transducer capsules plus amplifiers and phantom power supplies that
can be perfectly tailored for a wide range of broadcast situations. They're all
ruggedly built to handle ENG as well as studio work and can accept temperatures up to 160° and 99% humidity.
Other mics include: the M 55 - an omni-directional dynamic mic
that is especially suited for reporters and field interviews; the M 69 -a
uni-directional hypercardioid dynamic mic that is perfect for announcers on TV and a studio mic in radio stations: the M 88 -a
uni-directional cardioid dynamic mic with warm and full bass response that is ideal for booth or radio announce. This is easily one
of the best mics in the business - with a special suspension that
eliminates transmitted noise if hand held. Our M 201 is
another microphone with excellent vocal characteristics
that is favored by singers and reporters alike.
There are many more mics in the Beyer line, plus
stands, booms, headsets and accessories. Visit
your local Beyer distributor for more information

MCE 5

MC 717

and specs.

M 55

M 201

M 88

Beyer))))

Dynamic

BEYER DYNAMIC, INC.
5-05 Burns Avenue, Hicksville, NY 11801 (516) 935-8000
In Canada, H. Roy Gray, Ltd.
Circle 260 on Reader Service Card

M 69

carts and ACR25 Ampex cassettes and
multiple -purpose mobile storage systems with horizontal or vertical bases.

COM, and other business computer
systems.

Storeel Corp. (911)
Will highlight space -saving storage
systems for the television and radio industries, including a new double -entry

setup truck to be introduced at NAB.
Also on exhibit will be high -density
storage systems for TCR-100 RCA

Strand Century, Inc. (1204)
Will bring its new MiniPallette compact memory lighting control console, new portable dimmers and control console, Polaris Bambino 1 kW
five -inch fresnel, Mizar three-inch 500
W fresnel, Pulsar fiberglass 120 V and

30 V small floods, Kahoutec 5 kW
combination fresnel and softlight,
motorized remote control fresnels,
and pole -operated lights controlled
Reduction in size but not power is the theme
of Strand Century's line of lights

Unattended Transmitter
Monitor, Alarm & Control
Model 5003
Installed at remote transmitter
locations. Direct connection
to public telephone network,
leased lines, two-way radio or
microwave network. Feeds
data to Model 5004.

Strand Century will have a complete line of
laniro HMI Fresnelites"

alft
-)'

Model
5004
Central reporting and
recording unit. Five
groups of 8 status indicator lights, plus touch
button key pad.

Remote Supervisory Model 5003
Capable of monitoring and controlling up to 5 transmitters at one
remote site plus building status. It connects directly to dial -up public
telephone, radio, or microwave. Stand by battery power supply is
standard.

Central Model 5004
Displays the status of (8 to 48) remote contacts and has the hard
copy data logger to provide the permanent record of time of day,
date and status.
These two units can be equipped to provide building security

with recordings to notify local security forces.
Send for full color, 4 -page brochure.

M-v
1E
N

IILNIIII:

Strand Century's new laniro Bambino 2K
studio light is smaller and lighter but with the
same power

from the floor with pan, tilt, focus, and
switching functions. Will also show the
complete Strand Century/Ianiro prod-

uct line of fresnels, HMI units, soft -

lights, cyc lights, and portable lighting
kits, plus the Lekolite family of units
from 41/2 to 10 -inch lens (1 kW) and
light lifts, dimmers, stands, and lighting accessories.

Strike Systems, Inc. (in Hughes
Helicopter booth)
Will show new airborne ENG system
for the Hughes 300C helicopter and the

new Strike Eagle ENG system for
ground coverage, both offering a systems approach to hard news coverage.

Studer Revox America, Inc. (602)

212 House] Avenue Lyndonville NY 14098

Showing for first time at NAB the new
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MONROE ELECTRONICS, INC.
Phone: (716) 765-2254
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Revox PR -99 recorder for broad-

casters; the Revox PR -100 for automation systems; the Studer B67 Mk II re -

NEED A FULLY EQUIPPED 40 -FOOT PRODUCTION UNIT?

71,1,111Ifri

8'

MiniCamTlfNewslow5
,,,,ormyro",;

/,

A MID -SIZE ENG TRUCK
WITH MICROWAVE?

A NEWS
MAGAZINE VAN
WITH ON -BOARD
POWER?

THEN TALK TO MIDWEST'S
Selecting a vendor to supply a $100 thousand or $3 million
mobile unit is a great responsibility.

MIDWEST CORPORATION, the nation's largest video sales
and service organization, is the best choice for meeting your
needs, and here's why:

We handle major lines of all production equipment,
so we don't have to charge for two -stepping.

Our size

and volume means cost savings passed on

to you.

More than 20 years in television means expertise and
a good reputation.

MOBILE UNIT DIVISION !
We are the single source for custom vehicle, equipment,
installation and service.

When your mobile unit order calls for QUICK DELIVERY,
GOOD QUALITY, and COST EFFECTIVENESS, don't just
pick two ... pick MIDWEST, and get all three.

A PARTIAL LIST OF OUR MAJOR PRODUCT LINES:
Ampex, Cezar International, Conrac, Digital Video Systems, Fernseh,
Gerstenslager, Hitachi, Ikegami, ISI, ITE, Lenco, 3M Minicom, Microwave Associates, O'Conner. Panasonic, Quick Set, RTS Systems,

Scientific Atlanta, Sony, System Concepts, Tektronix, Van Ladder,
Video -Media, Videotek, Vinten and Wilbert Masts.

security and stability of a large and financially sound

Give Carl Raasch, Mobile Unit Sales Manager, a call and
or next mobile
allow MIDWEST to quote on your first

company.

unit requirement.

As a major division of UNR Industries, we offer the

.

.

.

CALL -

800-543-1584
(In Ohio 513-651-1904)

Request a copy

Mobile Unit Information

MIDWEST

1981 Video Products Guide
1981 CATV Products Guide
Midwest Capabilities Brochure

CORPORATION
1021 West 8th Street
Cincinnati, OH 45203

6

us at NAB in Booth 1829 or at our
Maxim Hotel Hospitality Suite.

See

A UNR Company

Circle 262 on Reader Service Card

FOR $2.25/HR.
YOU CAN GET
A HEAD OF
THE EIGHTIES.
Now you can cut quad recorder head costs and
improve your image at the same time. This latest
Spin Physics ferrite -tip head takes
picture quality and tip life into

the next decade at a
price that would have been right in 1976. Today's
$2.25 an hour maximum cost for a 1,000 -hour

prorated warrantied head is an incredible
bargain. It's well worth spending a few minutes
in our Booth 1118 at the N.A.B.

EP SPIN PHYSICS, INC.

A KODAK COMPANY

3099 Science Park Road
San Diego, California 92121
(714) 453-5410
Cable: SPINEX SAN DIEGO TWX: 910-322-1737

See us at Booth 1118 at the N.A.B.
Circle 263 on Reader Service Card

corder, an improved version of the
older B67; the Studer 369 audio mix-

ing console for complex production
work in small space, with up to 32 in-

puts, eight groups, and eight sub masters, well suited to van installations; the Studer 900 series of broadcast consoles; the Revox B710 cassette
recorder with microprocessor control,
four direct -drive dc motors, tape tension control in all modes, and new head

mounting for azimuth stability. Will
also show from its line the A800 tape
recorder, TLS 2000 synchronizing and
editing system, the A80 tape recorder
series, the electronic telephone hybrid,
and other Studer and Revox products.

Strand Century's
miniPalette is a
microprocessor -based
lighting controller
with remote focus

Swintek Enterprises, Inc. (1800)
Introducing the MK -200 Series of full
duplex communicators for remote stations (wireless RF intercom) with multiples of receive stations; also the MK-

gen, and arc discharge lamps for television, theater, and stage lighting.

200/CPS for TV camera mounting.
Also showing wireless microphones

System Associates (1422)

and intercom systems.

Sylvania Lighting/GTE (909)
Will feature its line of tungsten, halo-

sell, retained as long as necessary in a
flyer sent to TV professionals throughout the country. Also featured will be
the Nova Corp. universal tape cleaner.

Booth will highlight the company's
used broadcast television equipment

System Concepts, Inc. (1305)
Will feature the Quantafont "Q" series
graphic titlers, the QST Automatic Sub -

service, which includes a free listing of
equipment the customer wants to buy or

MINIATURE
CONNECTORS
Specify Lemo where connector size is
the important consideration. Both coax
and multicontact types are available.
Superb design and workmanship, ease
of connection and disconnection, and
ruggedness make Lemo

the front panel connector.

THE DISCMAKERS
BROADCAST SLO-MOTION
STILL STORE
WEATHER RADAR
GOVERNMENT

MEDICAL
EDUCATIONAL
INDUSTRIAL

Soo us at N.A.B.-booth 1000

57LZ27
P.O.BOX 6626, SANTA ROSA, CA 95401 707/523-0600

Circle 264 on Reader Service Card

kt-e1 Corporat-on
490 DIVISION STREET, CAMPBELL, CA 95008
(408) 374-1811
Circle 265 on Reader Service Card
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You know about
Cetec System 7000:
The world leader
in clean, clear
radio automation...
The radio world knows all about Cetec's System 7000, the
world champion in program automation.
It's the state -of -the -broadcast -art in fast, flexible, trouble -

free automation. Plug-in expandable-up to 10,000 memory
events, up to four CRT channels, up to 64 audio sources.
Plain -English input and output. Cleanest, clearest audio
specs in radio.
Cetec's 7000 is working 24 hours a day for winning
broadcasters all around the world. (Ask us any time for
names and addresses.)
Now Cetec offers the best of both worlds - System 7000
for award -winning program automation, and Cetec MAPS for
cost-conscious, profit -prone business -side automation.
Ready to make some real progress? Call Cetec, the broadcast automation specialists.

titling System with SMPTE/EBU time
code interface, and the QuantaNews
computerized television newsroom system.

T
T.A. Associates (224S)
Will describe its financing services for
broadcasters.

Taber Mfg. and Engineering Co.
(502)
Will show its line of bulk tape erasers

and replacement audio heads for
Ampex and RCA quad videotape machines. Also showing the Taberamp
replacement electronics for reel-to-reel
tape machines and describing its reconditioning service for audio heads.

William B. Tanner Co. (117)
Will demonstrate jingle/ID packages
both in the booth and in the hospitality
suite. Also demonstrating syndicated
formats in all styles of popular music.

Will have an important give-away in
the booth.

Tayburn Electronics (1708)
New to the line are the QBT-50A series

frequency -agile

mini microwave

transmitters and receivers; TBT/50A
small auto tracker; TBT/10/K series
microprocessor -based microwave system; and new helicopter antennas.
The general product line, including live
auto tracker, will be displayed.

Teac Corp. Of America (702S)
Will introduce the new Model 22-2
half-track mastering tape machine,
15 ips; and the new Model 22-4 four -

track mastering tape recorder,

15

ips. Also showing the line of tape machines, four -track to 16 -track, using
quarter -inch tape for four -track, half inch for eight -track, one -inch for 16 track. Also showing a new mixer, six-

in/four-out up to 24-in/12-out, including equalizers and pan pot. Teac
Video will introduce a new U -format
VTR made to military specifications.

Cetec

\N e

stlow
Iuoul
'105

S P")

Cetec Broadcast Group of Cetec Corporation
1110 Mark Avenue, Carpinteria, CA 93013 (805)684-7686 Telex 658-461
Circle 266 on Reader Service Card
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Teatronics Sales (1505)
No information available at press time
for this division of Ultra Audio Pixtec.

Technicolor Audio Visual Corp.
(1126)

Will introduce a new 1/4 -inch video recorder and battery which weighs seven
pounds. Will feature its complete line
of video accessories.

Tech Theatre (1709)
New this year is a location makeup
kit. The general line of makeup and
special effects products will be at the
show.

Tektronix (1111)
Will introduce the 7L14 digital storage
plug-in spectrum analyzer, the 523A
waveform monitor, the TSG7
SMPTE color bar generator, the 690

DT delta -gun shadow mask color
monitor, and the 1450-2 system BIG
demodulator with tunable down con-

verters. Also showing the AA 501
audio distortion analyzer, 492P spectrum analyzer, 468 digital storage oscilloscope, 308 data analyzer, 465B44 os-

cilloscope, 1900 digital test signal
generator, 1980 ANSWER system, and

assorted PAL and SECAM broadcast
equipment.

Tele-Cine, Inc. (1114)
Will show several new lenses from
Schneider, including a new lens for the

RCA TK-47 studio camera and additions to the company's long lens adaptations for hand-held ENG cameras.

Nov learn about
Cetec MAPS:
Our profit -wise

computerized
business system!
The business -wise MAPS radio management systems are
now offered by Cetec Broadcast Group, and everybody wins!
Now two excellent engineering and programming groups
are on the same team. That means CBG program automation
quality and the excellent management, accounting,
programming, and sales system called MAPS are both
available from Cetec.
Starting with Data General's powerful Nova minicomputers
and the versatile MAPS programs, CBG now brings you this
outstanding hardware/software system, designed by
broadcasters for automated broadcast business operations.
MAPS brings station management the computer -based
tools they need for precise controls, reporting, and forecasting.
Ready to streamline your station management systems?
Call Cetec, the broadcast automation specialists.

Telemet, Div. Geotel, Inc. (1010)
Emphasizing its theme of "transmitter
performance," will feature its precision demodulators, fiber optic systems

with and without sound, routing

Cetec
Telex will feature its intercom systems with
lightweight headsets

W e' INt

u

NAB

Automated Business Concepts division of Cetec Corporation
1110 Mark Avenue, Carpinteria, CA 93013 (805)684-7686 Telex 658-461
Circle 267 on Reader Service Card
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already in use at numerous stations.
Also manufactures a universal computer/character generator interface.

Television Engineering Corp. (1201)
Will introduce a new 23 -foot television

remote unit. Will feature its regular
line of peripheral equipment.

Television Equipment Associates
(1019)

Introducing improved video filters, the
Elcon evaluator for 44 -inch cassettes,

BCA/Drake intercom system, Avitel

video distribution equipment, and
Drake audio distribution equipment.
Also on view will be Matthey video and

pulse delays and video filters, Elcon
tape evaluators for one- and two-inch
tape, Racal intercom and sportscaster
headsets, and BCA interphone system.
The Telex wireless microphone system can be operated as either a dual or single -antenna
configuration

Television Products Co. (409S)
Will exhibit its line of camera pedestals

and introduce the model P-80, a fullsize state of the art pneumatic camera
pedestal.
Television Technology Corp. (1623)
Will introduce a 10 W VHF transmitter for low -power TV and solid state 20

W UHF television translators and

low -power TV transmitters. On view
from the general line will be the UST 106 100 W UHF TV translator, the
TVB 1 W VHF translator, the TVF-10
VHF amplifier, the XL1OFM 10 W FM

translator, and the T-99 1 W solar powered translator.

Telex Communications, Inc. (311)
Will introduce the new 3000 Series of
101/2 -inch reel-to-reel tape machines
for mastering, production, and automation. Will also have a new VHF
high -band wireless microphone sys-

tem with internal compression/
Telex's 3000 Series tape recorder/reproducer with RP85 preamplifier handles reels up to
10112 inches.

switchers, isolation amplifiers, thermal

equalizers,

sideband

analyzers,

spectrum/sideband analyzers, test sig-

nal generators, modulators, chroma
keyers, chroma keyer decoders, group

delay measuring systems, RF test

equipment, video and pulse DAs, video
DAs with clamp and equalization, and
pulse DAs with variable delay.

cue and Telescriptor. Other items will
include 2-1 600 -line vidicon cameras;
12.5 fl. 8 -1 -inch format lens; beamsplitters with second surface low reflectance coating; telepods for roll -around lens viewing; and a contrast enhancer/DA for greater script clarity.

expansion and simplex or diversity op-

eration. Also new will be the Model
TS -200 camera operator's headset
with electret microphone. Will show in
addition the line of other headsets and

microphones, intercoms, reel-to-reel

NAB program schedule on page 147

Telescript, Inc. (1025)
Will introduce the new MPS -DP mon-

itor prompting system at the show.

Will also bring its line of lightweight
monitor prompting systems, including
the 900 line monitor/prompters and
precision crafted transports, the Tele262 BM/E MARCH, 1981

Telesource Communication Services, Inc. (1810)
Will feature a new sports and weather

information package for interface

with station character generator system, in addition to its election program

Tiffen's new collapsible rubber lens shade
fits most ENG EFP cameras

NEW. VIDEO EDITING
LIST MANAGEMENT
WITHIN YOUR REACH.
Now videotape editing list
management is within your reach!
Convergence Corporation's easy -to operate, multi source ECS-104 List
Management Editing System offers
full auto assembly list management
capability at a very affordable price.
Unique Standard features
include:

JoyScrol'm Joystick scroll
TimeSearchTM Source & Record
VTR time search

"409" EMMY-winning "409"
program
CleanItRA Unique auto -clean
SyncTag" Special sync roll tag

Checklt" Automatic self

Dedcated reel number and edit

diagnostics
TenComTM Command generator*
The ECS-104 has all of the
standard EMMY-winning ECS-100
Series features, and more...

Battery back-up.*
Utilizes user bits in time code.
Most popular 1 inch, 3/4 inch, and

Auto assembly with audio select.
Full sync roll with listing.
600 edit lines internal storage.
Add, replace, delete and block
moves.

"Exchange" - Alternate edit

number keys.

1/2 inch interfaces.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

AVAILABLE

Floppy Disc System, Printer,
Command Generator Unit, Comment
Keyboard, Special Effects Switcher
with optional control panel, Battery
backup system, Cutlap and Liplock`,-)

register.

Preview BVB/VBV/In/Out/In-Out/
Open
Comment entry and storage.*

Contact us today for more
information.
"Requires Optional Accessory
SEE THE ECS-104 AT NAB, BOOTH I i01

CCOMFACIPINAMMICIPPI
HCCPAIWIAMIEGEPICE
1641 McGaw, Irvine, California U.S.A. 92714, (714)549-3146, TWX (910)595-2573
1 Lochaline Street, London W6 92J, United Kingdom, Telephone: 01-741-7211, Telex: 851-27950 MONREF G (Ref. 3801)
For information Circle 317 on Reader Service Card

For demonstration Circle 316 on Reader Service Card

plus its broadband VHF and UHF
transmitting dipole panels.

Tentel (1005)
machines, and cart machines.

Will show for first time its run-time
meter, which measures head/run time

problems on U-Matic VTRs.

Terracom - Loral Corp. (1043)
Will show the line of STL equipment,
including the TCM-6 series of micro-

wave transmitters and receivers,

Tennaplex (343)
Will feature its line of broadband UHF

on U-Matic VTRs by plugging line

switching equipment, program channel

cord into timer box. Also showing line

multiplexers, and the TCM-7 ENG
microwave transceiver.

waterproof and suitable for STL links,

of tape tension gauges for video and
audio recorders and the spindle height
gauge to prevent tape damage and other

Thermodyne International Ltd.
(1627)

log periodic antennas, completely

Will feature its complete line of shipping and operating cases for all types of

production equipment, with 80 standard, off -the -shelf models.

Thomas-CSF Broadcast (919)

Will introduce its new Vidifont

Graphics V character generator and
display its complete line of audio and
video products. The audio side will include the AM and FM Volumax auto-

matic peak controller, dual channel
auto distribution amplifier, Audimax
automatic level controller, and the
dynamic presence equalizer. On the

video side will be the Microcam

cameras, the TTV 1525 and 1650 color
cameras, the TTV 2705 slide scanner,

the Digital Video Processor and the
Vidiplex/Strap system for simultaneTiffen is offering a new carrying case for its complete line of filters

4

ous transmission and reception of alternating pictures.

COME SEE THE
WOLF COACH
DIFFERENCE

Booth #1225

200 Bartlett Street
Northboro, Mass. 01532

WOLF

(617) 393-2551

COACH
Circle 271 on Reader Service Card
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Thomson-CSF Electron Tube Div.
(128)

Will show for the first time a series of
power tetrodes for broadcasting satelites, 1 kW to 10 kW; also new travelling wave tubes for KU and C bands
and a 3 kW C band klystron. Also new
will be the THX-1130 CCD for miniature TV cameras. Showing the line of

other power tetrodes for UHF and
VHF, 100 W to 5 kW.

Tiffen Manufacturing (1606)
Will reveal a number of new products,
including the "Hi -Impact" filter case,

the Series 9 universal rubber lens
shade, a 41/2 "mini" collapsible lens

shade, new fractional filters, black
net and white net soft diffusion filters,
and a sepia filter. The line of special
effect and standard color filters and ac-

cessories for TV cameras and lenses
will be on hand.

Time and Frequency Technology,
Inc. (124)
Will introduce an intelligent computer
terminal for remote control operations
and the E -Alert receiver for the EBS
broadcasts and warnings. Will show the
line of TV, AM, and FM frequency and
modulation monitors, STL equipment,
and remote control equipment.

The Toshiba PK-60, to be shown for the first time at NAB, is one of the lightest ENGEFP
cameras on the market

Electronic Systems Div. (1214)

plug-in digital memory adapter designed to work with the Auto Setup

Will feature its new ultra -light compact, self-contained PK-60 ENG/EFP

duced to 20.6 W and S/N has been
increased to over -54 dB. Also on

color camera with Digital Data Lock, a

view will be the PK-39 portable color

Toshiba America, Inc., Broadcast

unit. Power requirements have been re-

ANNOUNCING

Delta's Newest
The Model RCS -1

Talking Remote Control

System

BOOTH 400
DELTA ELECTRONICS
5730 GENERAL WASHINGTON DRIVE
P.O. Box 11263 ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA 22312
TELEPHONE 703-354-3350 TVVX 710-832-0273
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Townsend Associates, Inc. (1007)
Will bring a new klystron pulser, all
solid state; a new line of low -power

ENG/EFP broadcast camera and the
PK-40A microprocessor -controlled
automatic color studio camera.

VHF and UHF transmitters; and a
new line of low -power and high -power
UHF antennas. Also on exhibit will be
low -power amplifiers.

Exhibit hours: Sunday, Monday,

Wednesday, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.;
Tuesday, 9 a.m.-8 p.m.

Trompeter Electronics, Inc. (1124)
Will unveil new armored RF cable
assemblies, armored camera cable assemblies, and fire retardant coax cable. The general line of RF connectors,
patching panels, and cable will also be
on view.

Tweed Audio (219)
Will show the line of broadcast audio
consoles.

U
UMC Electronics (108)
Will introduce the Beaucart III multi deck record/playback tape machine and

the Beaucart System 8 for automatic
recording of air -ready cartridges from
network transmission. The micropro-

cessor -based system features preselection of cuts and is based on the
The Commander I, United Media's basic edit controller, features LED display and variable
speed control

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!

Beaucart 100 playback/record cart machine, also on view. Will also display
the Beaucart 200 playback/record can
machines, the Beaucart 2 line of play -

swintek
The Leading Name In
Cordless Microphone Systems

JH 110-B RECORDERS

00

Buy your new MCI Tape Recorder from Audiotechniques and you'll always get the fastest delivery, installa-

tion by our factory trained technicians, and warranty
service with a smile. That's only a few of the reasons why
we're MCI's largest dealer.

CALL AUDIOTECHNIQUES

800-243-2598

Transmitters small enough to be hidden
almost anywhere, tiny microphones that

are so unobtrusive that they probably
won't even be noticed, hand-held microphones without the encumbrances of

hundreds of feet of wire -that's what cordless microphone systems are all about. But

there's one more factor of prime importance - reliability. If you're in television,
radio or film and you want a cordless mic-

rophone system that not only offers the

most advanced state -of -the art electronics

but the highest reliability rating in the industry, Swintek is the answer. There's a

Swintek transmitter and receiver to fit your

SEE MCI ADS PAGES 103-106

specific needs, no matter what your re-

audiotechniques

greatest name in cordless microphone
systems - Swintek.

652 Glenbrook Road, Stamford, CT 06902 Tel: (203) 359-2312
1619 Broadway, New York, NY 10019 Tel: (212) 586-5989

quirements. Check with us today about the

aian portion

enterprisesinc.

1430 N. Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood, CA 90028
Telephone: (213) 466.3561 (213) 985-5500
TWO: 910./21 4926 Cobb: 00110ENT

Circle 274 on Reader Service Card
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back, record/playback, and Monitor 2
machines, a Beaumaster stereo console
with dual redundant power supply, and
the Type 20 recorder/reproducer.

Ultra Audio Pixtec (1819)
Will have the new VA Series of audio
follow video switchers, with talley and
time code switching and stereo audio.
Also showing the line of waveform
monitors, vectorscopes, audio distribution and power amplifiers, battery powered and studio audio mixers.
Exhibit hours: Sunday, Monday,

Wednesday, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.;
Tuesday, 9 a.m.-8 p.m.

Unarco-Rohn (1021)
Will feature field towers for a variety of
broadcast needs.

Uni-Set Corp. (1106)
Will feature its modular studio staging
system and graphic design cart, plus a
new rear screen/chromakey module.

United Media's Commander II is a microprocessor -based edit controller that controls up to
eight VTRs

United Media, Inc. (1711)
The new Commander II computer based electronic video editor provides

control of up to eight VTRs and automatic switcher control of up to 999
frames. Features include list management, control of punched paper tape,

punched paper reader, high-speed
printer, dual disc, or TTY; sync step;
cut/list; auto/sync for built-in TBC;
selectable control track, and others.

nneupac

caRtRidges
give you
a pRopeR

fit.

Somebody else's
will just

give you
fits.

It's simple. A broadcast cartridge should seat properly in a
broadcast cartridge machine. But too many don't.
Fidelipac cartridges do. Fidelipac Model 300, 350 and Master
Cart cartridges all conform precisely to NAB AA standards
for both overall width and thickness.
So you get proper alignment with the tape heads in your
machines. And proper sound from your machines. With less
wow and flutter. Less mechanical noise. And fewer carts that
go bump in the night. Or on the air.
So the choice is obvious. Get a proper fit with Fidelipac
cartridges. Or have a proper fit with somebody else's.

FIDELIPAIC'
BROADCAST TAPE CARTRIDGES
Fideli Doc Corporoti.3n

10° GoithEr Drive - Mt. Laurel. NJ 08057 USA
TWX/1ELEX 710-897-0254 FIDELIPAC M.TLR
609-235-3611

Who mows more about tape cartridges than Fidelipac?
SEE US AT NAB BOOTH # 204
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matthews Mini -Jib
Matthews Mini -Jib offers an infinite number of camera positions
and smooth fluid action.
Matthews Mini -Jib rotates 360 degrees with a minimum diameter of
2 ft. (60,96 cm) and a maximum diameter of 71/2 ft. (228,60 cm).
Elevations from the floor to 7 ft. (213,36 cm).
Matthews Mini -Jib is the ultimate in portability and is compatible
with all dollies.

United Press International (903)
Will have all the services delivered to
NAB via satellite. Will feature all the
services of UPI, high-speed wires, UPI
Audio, Unifax Unislides, and Geosfax.

United Recording Electrical Industries (UREI) (607S)
Will have the line of power amplifiers,
limiter/compressors, equalizers, filters, broadcast consoles, and the Time
Align monitor speakers.

United Research Lab Corp. (414)
Will introduce an auto -sense electronic

matthews

Camera

Mart

STUDIO EQUIPMENT, INC.

The Hallmark of
the Matthews
Family:
reliability,
precision and
versatility

THE CAMERA MART, INC.
456 West 55th Street,
New York 10019
(212) 757-6977
Telex: 1-2078

Sales Service Rental
See the Matthews Mini

motion sensing system for tape recorders. Also showing the line of
Auto-Tec tape recorders, replacement
parts of Ampex and Scully machines,

Auto-Tec record/reproduce electronics, alignment tapes, motors of all
types, other accessories.

Ursa Major, Inc. (414A)
Are showing for the first time the new

eight -by -32 digital reverberation system. Also showing the Space Station
special effects system.

Circle 276 on Reader Service Card

U.S. JVC Corp. (159)
Will display its 3/4 -inch videocassette
recorders, players, and editors, along

with edit control systems, VHS

recorder/players, color cameras, color

monitor/receivers, and a color magnetic disc recorder.

U. S. Instrument Rentals (105S)
Will show Microwave Associates portable ENG equipment as exclusive distributor. Also will have information on

rental of instruments of all important
manufacturers.

U.S. Tape and Label Corp. (407)

COMPUTER EDITING

Showing the line of promotional
bumper strips and inside window labels
for broadcasters.

CMX 600
light -pen video -disc assembly

CMX 50
3/4 inch videocassette off-line editing

CMX 340
1 inch on-line editing with Digital Video Effects
Contact Larry Kingen 415/777-5777
One Pass Irc.
The San Francisco Production Center
900 Third Street, San Franciscc, California 94107

Circle 277 on Reader Service Card
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Utah Scientific, Inc. (1629)
Will introduce a metallic contact swit-

ching matrix and a hard -copy printout device that records all switching
events while flagging discrepancies and
operator errors. Will feature the AVS-1
series of audio and video routing switchers and control panels.

Utility Tower Co. (500)
Will have actual tower sections on display and will show lighting equipment,
galvanized hardware.

V
V&B Tower Construction Co., Inc.
(320)

Will emphasize its theme of tower design, maintenance, erection, and fabrication by introducing new tower lighting material. Will also display its line

of towers and tower lighting equipment.
Exhibit hours: Sunday, Monday,

Wednesday, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.;
Tuesday, 9 a.m.-8 p.m.

Thomas J. Valentino, Inc. (412)
Will introduce a new service, video

stock shots (many kinds of visual
background material) available for TV

broadcasters on U-Matic cassettes.

Also showing the extensive line of special effects sound recordings and background music for radio broadcasters.

Valtec Communications Fiberoptics
(1811)

Will demonstrate the Valtec VS -100
fiberoptic baseband video system, said
to reproduce studio -quality video over
distances of up to three km. Because of
the inherently noise -free transmission
by fiber optics, Valtec says there is no
need for expensive FM modulation/
demodulation equipment.
Varian Associates (306)
Will show the line of high power tubes
and klystrons for radio and television

broadcasting visual couplers, FM
broadcasting cavity amplifiers, exciters

for FM, UHF cavity amplifiers, AM/
FM/TV transmitters.
Versa -Count (516)
Under the theme of "new standards of
performance in FM radio exciters and
measuring equipment," will introduce
the EX -80 FM exciter, with 0.008 percent harmonic distortion and better than
80 dB S/N for both AM and FM noise.

Courtesy of Northwest Teleproductiore

fiThe camera (CEI 310) never ceases to amaze

mefl, Bill Sherwood, Chief Engineer.
Northwest Teleproductions, Minneapolis, constantly move their 7
CEI 3 TOs and 2 CEI 330s around the country. "Their reliability is

outstanding," Sherwood continued, "If I had written engineering
specifications for a camera, including our operational requirements,
the CEI 310 would fit those specs... and then some."
And, yes-Northwest still has the CEI habit.

ii Our 310s are so versatile, you can turn them

into 330s. They're all very stable...very little
trouble 99, Mike Orsburn, VP., Engineering.
Video Tape Associates, Hollywood, Florida, covers the South with
their 9 CEI 310s and 3 CEI 330s. From copter shots... to boats..
strapped to cars... and just plain remote production in any one of
five vans, VTA shoots football, baseball, soccer, not to mention the
production of commercials for many national sponsors.

The MM -80 modulation monitor,

And, yes-VTA still has the CEI habit.

capable of measuring the performance

To find out why they got the CEI habit,
call Bill Sherwood (612) 835-4455,

of the EX -80, will be reintroduced.
Will also show the line of FM modula-

tion monitors, FM translators, TV
translators, audio DAs, low-cost FM
exciters, STLs, FM transmitters up to
250 W, and automatic video processor.

Video Associates Labs (1716)
Will introduce a keyer which will interface with the Apple 2 and key over any

NTSC video source with broadcast
quality.

or Mike Orsburn (305) 920-0800,
or our Director of Marketing.

cep

880 Maude Avenue
Mountain View, CA 94043
415/969-1910 Telex: 348-436
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Change
Sound to
Silence
with a

TABERASER
This rugged, heavy duty bulk tape eraser wipes sound from
all magnetic tapes, cartridges, cassettes and magnetic film
stock; handling up to 2".
It erases with minimum residual noise because the field
automatically diminishes at the end of each 30 -second cycle.
A thermal control and blower keeps the unit below 71° C.

Available for 60Hz or 50Hz operation.
For the distributor in your area-Call or write:

Video Data Systems (1523)
Will introduce the new TPT-2500 tele-

vision production titter. The basic
system utilizes a 16 by 20 character
matrix, with graphic symbols, 32 pages
internal memory, and an optional digi-

tal cassette memory. The MCG-2599
message character generator is intended

as a standalone system with internal
sync and color background. VITL Vertical Interval Transmission Link -

is a new simplex transparent communications system utilizing standard
television signal and the vertical interval for data transmission.
Videomagnetics (1808)

Will show new ferrite heads for
Ampex and RCA quad recorders.

Videomedia (1403)

Will introduce the new Z6000 multi source editing system. Other editing

systems on display will include the
Mini Z, Z6 -B, Z6 -D, Z6 -C, and Z6 -E.

TABERManufacturing & Engineering Company

2081 Edison Ave. San Leandro, Ca. 94577 (415) 635-3831

Videotek, Inc. (1611)
Will show a new waveform monitor

Circle 279 on Reader Service Card

for video signals, the TSM-5, with
five -inch CRT; a new vectorscope; and

a new audio program monitor,

Ursa Major Is a Sound Improvement
A ur versatile new digital reverb unit is the most useful sound processor
U a broadcaster can buy today. The SPACE STATION"' can give added
presence and body to a live announcer's voice, enhance music and
speech for more sophisticated in-house commercials, simulate an endless variety of acoustic
spaces, and generate unusual special effects. The
SPACE STATION can even create a spacious
mono -compatible "stereo" version of the source
that is especially effective to anyone listening in
the limited confines of a car.
If you're curious about how the SPACE
STATION can improve your station's sound,
write for our special broadcast demonstra-

tion cassette ( $2.00 each). For
reverberation quality and variety, for
special effects features, and for price.
the SPACE STATION is the best
sound improvement you can
make.

APM-2R, dual -channel with built-in
speakers and VU meter. Also showing
the line of color monitors and demodulators.

Vidicraft Inc. (180S)

Will introduce a new test signal
generator. Will feature the Detailer II
image enhancer and the Video Fader.

Viscount Industries Ltd. (1802)
Will bring its line of small portable pro-

duction switchers, including models
1107, 1127, and 1150B.

Vital Industries, Inc. (921)
Will introduce the Saturn series of
microprocessor control switchers and
a new CRT terminal control unit for
the SqueeZoom video manipulation
unit. SqueeZoom will be on view, as
will the 114 production switcher, the
115 master control switcher, and the
250 P/N switcher.

Demonstration cassettes for
broadcast and recording applications are available for $2.00 each.

if,_avk

URSA MAJOR, Inc.
Box 16 Belmont. MA 02178 Telephone 16171 089-0303
Telex 921405 URSAM8JOR BELM
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Ward -Beck Systems, Ltd. (1216)
Display will have three sections: first,
units from the line of consoles; second,

a complete operational radio studio
with all equipment mounted in finished

cabinetry, with consoles, turntables,
tape machines, etc. Third section will
be a demonstration of communications
systems in pleasant operating surround-

ings, showing a new line of microprocessor -controlled intercoms. The
intercom will be linked to a number of
other booths on the floor to show quality of operation.
Exhibit hours: Sunday, Monday,
Wednesday, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.;

Tuesday, 9 a.m.-8 p.m.

The

Perfect
Companions
VSM-5, the latest in a series of professional test
equipment from Videotek. A television Vectcrscope
which provides bright, sharp, easy -to -observe vector
displays on a 5 -inch CRT. Available as a separate
unit, or rackmounted ... The Perfect Companion to
our popular TSM-5 Waveform Monitor

Weathercaster, Inc. (525)
Will introduce two weather forecast-

ing computer systems for broadcasting: the CT -1000 colorgraphic wea-

ther forecasting computer for television, with animated weather presentations, and the R-300 for radio with
LED display or optional voice synthesizer.

Weathermation (1625)
Will introduce a fully digital system for
receiving satellite weather information
with user -selectable background colors
and maps. Will introduce new features
for color remote radar system: pan and

zoom, two-color underlays, pseudo sweep, and eight -frame storage capa-

Quality Lenlino

Videotek. Inc.

"25 North York Street. Port -,town. Perin-)ylvdrnd 19464 / Telephone 215) 327-2292
9625 North 21st Drive Phoenix. Arizona 85221 / Tplephonn160", I 997-7523
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city.

Weather Services International/
AutEx Systems (Suite in The Dunes)

QUALITY COLOR
SWITCHERS

Will introduce its real-time on -air
computerized color graphics system,
which accesses WSI's comprehensive
data base of weather, sports, and business information and interfaces directly
into the station video chain to produce
up -to -the -second information graphics
ready for broadcast.

Western Union Telegraph Co.
(1401A)

Will show the satellite distribution sys-

tem for radio and television broadcasting and cable television, with the
three operating Westar satellites.

Wilkinson Electronics, Inc. (302)
Showing the line of AM and FM transmitters, plus dummy loads and associated RF equipment.

ON
Dl SPLAY

N.A.B.

Winsted Corp. (823)
Will feature new concepts and the latest
in video furniture with a complete range

of editing and VTR consoles, equipment racks, and space -saving tape stor-

age systems. New this year is a one inch VTR console with full overhead

BOOTH ti

14tE

1802

AST 99th AVENUE
VANCOUVER. B.C.
CANADA V5X 2W9
PHONE (604) 327-9445
TELEX 04-508605
A
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First We Developed the
All -Pneumatic

Camera Pedestal,
Now We've Refined It
Into the Ultimate
Studio Camera Mount!
The P25
Based on our workhorse P-20,
improved with features from our
larger units:

,

All welded steel
construction
Easy -rolling
8" wheels
20" of vertical
travel

The Vinten 702 pedestal offers a flexible base for all types of studio cameras

bridge that accommodates a 12 -inch
color monitor, audio, waveform moni-

at NAB
And, Previewing

tor, and vectorscope; also new
"Super -Pak" tape storage system for

studio. The non -computerized system
can be used by any graphic artist, the
company states.

3/4 -inch videocassettes, designer -type,

low -profile editing/production console, and vertical equipment racks.
Items from the general product line will
include editing consoles for 3/4 -inch and

World Tower Co., Inc. (420)
Will show the line of antenna towers.

one -inch tape formats, videotape and

film storage systems, videotape and
film trucks, equipment racks, dubbing
racks, and post -production consoles.

Xedit Corp. (223)

Will introduce a new sound pulse
Robert Wold Co., Inc. (1221)
Will introduce a new satellite distribution service called Satellite Express.
Service is in conjunction with AP and

will offer rapid distribution of proThe P-80
The ultimate
production pedestal, featuring:
A totally new column system,
designed for smooth stability
& reliability
Single ring for steering & lifting
37" of vertical travel
See us at NAB Booth 409S!

TeteVision
Products Co.
9016 Aviation Blvd.
Inglewood, CA 90301
(213) 776-3276
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gramming for radio and TV stations.
Will also show regular line of satellite
services, including portable earth sta-

generator for synchronizing film strip
production. Also showing the line of

tape splicing blocks and tabs for all
widths of tape, including those acquired from Editall Corp. Will shOw in

addition a drift and flutter test instrument.

tions.

Wolf Coach, Inc. (1225)
Will display a 26 -foot straight frame,
three -camera production truck built for
WPS X -T V at Penn State.

Zei-Mark Corp. (1643)
Will display its line of optical multiplexers.

Zenith Radio Corp. (505S)
Frank Woolley & Co. (507S)
Will introduce the Motion Master video

animation system that prepares
camera-ready art in the user's own

Will show for the first time the SSA V-1

subscription TV decoder in an all channel version, displayed jointly with
American Television and Communications Corporation.

ON THE CX HER HAND,
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Space -guzzling, multi -conductor cables are
With a microprocessor -based 3M routing
pushbutton
eliminated. And so are unnecessary output
switcher, you can eliminate the problems
panels. Because with our system, outof hard wiring once and for all. And
X -Y
Machine
control
control
puts can be reallocated as required.
specify just about any type of control
The heart of the system, the Model 6500
you want.
microprocessor, as well as controlling the
It all depends on how you'd like to set it up.
routing matrix, can be integrated with a machine
Our design engineers can then tailor the matrix
control system to offer absolute
for you. From your smallest
production control o: film chains,
requirement on up to any desired
D
VTR's and other production machines.
size. And they'll help you select the
Model 6500
Or it can be used as a stand-alone
Microprocessor
control that's best suited to your
z
U
machine control system which offers
needs, too.
0
Controller
the same coaxial wiring and expandThe choice is yours. Touchpad,
ability of the routing switcher panel.
thumbwheel, illuminated or L.E.D.
F nally, a routing switcher whose growth
pushbutton, machine, X -Y, or alphanumeric
doesn t depend on the size of your building.
universal control. Even a terminal control that
For more information aocut 3M
lows you "supervisory" control
routing switchers, or a custom
Universal
throughout the system, or computer
alphanumeric
design consultation for your studio,
control through our RS -232 port.
call collect, (612) 736-1032.0r write on
What's more, 3M routing switchers
your letterhead to: Video Products/3M, Bldg. 223-5E/
are easily expandable. Start with a matrix that matches
3M Center, St. Paul, MN 55144.
your present requirements. Then as your studio grows,
your routing switcher does, too. With the simple
THE ROUTING SWITCHERS THAT GROW
addition of extra frames and switch cards.
AS YOUR NEEDS GROW.
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much cleaner on the air

More than 100 GVGTM1 1600-4S Master Control

switchers, many with M200 modular Automation
Systems, are giving broadcasters worldwide that
sought-after better on -air look. Letter after letter
praises system reliability, ease of operation, and
smoothness of the 1600-4S/M200 combination.
One writer states, "-on -air discrepancies have
almost been totally eliminated". Echoes another,
our station's M203 system "-virtually eliminated
operator switching errors".

I

The bottom line? One engineering manager
informed GVG their M205 system "-makes us
look like our best operator is switching 24 hours
a day, every day!" "We look much cleaner on the
air-" reports a 1600-4S enthusiast, and an M203
user stated, "-the on -air look became smoother
and more professional".

You can see the GVG 1600-4S and M200
systems in action at NAB '81.
Or ask our customers...

THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP, INC.,
P.O. BOX 1114 GRASS VALLEY CALIFORNIA 95945 USA
A

TEL: (916) 273-8421 TWX: 910-5308280

TEKTRONIX COMPANY

Booth 1210 / NAB at Las Vegas / April 12-15 1981
Circle 285 on Reader Service Card

SAVE YOUR
TUSH with
our T.U.S.H.*!
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INTV Convention Reflects Growing

Strength Of Independent Operations
THE OVERALL ATMOSPHERE of the

eighth annual convention of the Association of Independent Television sta-

tions (INTV) was one of rising optimism for the indies, particularly in the
areas of programming and competitive

equality with affiliated competitors in
their markets.
The major news to come out of the

convention was the unveiling of an
eight -month study conducted by Burke

Marketing Research for INTV. The

doubts about the competitive equality
of affiliates and independents."
Other issues that were discussed by
the delegates to the convention were the
increasingly high cost of programming,

tions. The opportunities for additional

Leavitt Pope, president of WPIX-TV,
New York, which originates the INN
service, said that plans were underway
by INN for a mid -day newscast to be
sent via satellite for 11:30 a.m. airing.

The report was hailed as a "breakthrough" by Herman Land, president
of INTV, who labeled the Burke study
"the top INTV priority for implementation in 1981." Land's comments were
backed by Sherman Cooper, chairman
of INTV and president of WGN-TV,

tape tension gage

news service for independents were
outlined by both ITNA, the Independent TV News Association, and INN,

the Independent News Network.

both independent and affiliated TV stations.

1

TENTELOMETER®

local production by the independent sta-

some $340,000, revealed that, in esers' reaction to commercial messages
- in believability, commercial recall,
persuasiveness, attitude towards sales/
copy messages, or perception - when
the same commercials were tested on

video tape recorders
work right

the growing fractionalization of home
audiences, and the importance of more

Burke study, which set the INTV back
sence, there was no difference in view-

Now Tentel has 3
products to make your

Pope also noted that INN currently is on

46 stations and is in nine of the country's top 10 markets.
The potential for additional satellite -

transmitted programming, for ad hoc

If you don't have a TENTELOMETEW

for measuring tape tension, you're
in worse shape than you know!
Thousands are in use throughout
the world! Send for our 16 -page
instruction manual.

2*

TENTEL U-matic
Spindle Height
(T.U.S.H.) gage

networks as well as news, was outlined

by Harry Pappas, a member of the

board and president of Pappas Telecasting of Fresno, Calif. Pappas noted
that 46 of the 56 member stations of
INTV were equipped with earth sta-

Chicago, who noted that the study

tions, providing a solid nucleus of audi-

"should go a long way to lay to rest any

ence and markets for ad hoc networks

Save your valuable tapes from edge
damage and binding and breakage
problems simply and easily.
"Greatest thing since soap," says
one customer. U-matic now, BETA
and VHS soon.

3

TENTEL TIMER
hour meter
For measuring the
number of hours ci
"run" time to allow
preventative main-

tenance to be per
formed to prevent
down time.

Send or call for information and
prices on the complete Tentel line.
We want to help. We've already
helped thousands.
Our toll -free number is
1-800-538-6894
(U.S. not including California)

8 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

TENTEL
The INTV board gets together for a group shot at the convention. President Herman Land is
second from left in front row; Elmer C. Snow, back row, far left, was just elected treasurer

1506 Dell Avenue
Campbell CA 95008
(408) 377-6588
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CAREERS

IN DIGITAL
VIDEO
Your chance to build up

your image-with the
company that's changing
the look of television.
The last few years have marked

a technological explosion in digital video-particularly computer -

and other forms of programming possibilities.
Perhaps the most provocative session
at the convention was the sports discus-

sion moderated by Bob Wormington,
president of KBMA-TV, Kansas City.
With James Fitzgerald of the NBA's
Milwaukee Bucks, William Y. Giles of
the Philadelphia Phillies, and Wiles
Hallock of the NCAA fielding a veritable barrage of questions on sports programming, the session provided a great
deal of heat but not much light. From
the standpoint of getting specific answers to sports questions, one of the

most important programming areas for
many independent stations, there was

little of a concrete nature. The broad
generalizations drawn by the panelists,
despite some extremely sharp prodding
from moderator Bob Wormington and

WPIX-TV prexy Leavitt Pope, gave
the general feeling that the major sports
groups are playing it close to the chest
until they see which way the cable ball
bounces.
Overall, however, the record turnout
(527 registered participants) mingled

and mixed in an atmosphere of re-

strained optimism. President Herman
Land put this feeling into words when
he projected a 40 percent increase in
INTV's membership for 1981: "The
future is largely with us."
BM/E

controlled special effects for TV.

MCl/Quantel was there. From
the beginning.

We spearheaded the developof state-of-the-art digital

ment

video equipment. And we are

Reagan Transition Team
Addresses INTV Via Satellite

continuing to revolutionize the industry with developments that are
changing the face of television.
Our efforts have recently been
rewarded with an Emmy for the
development and implementation
of digital techniques for the production of video special effects.
To continue our award -winning
achievements, we need dedicated
people with an eye for the future.
Our success has created opportunities for people with a wide range
of talents including engineering,
field service, marketing and administration.

We are based in the San Fran-

cisco Bay Area, cultural hub of
the West. Excellent career opportunities, however, are available at
our regional offices as well, which
are responsible for all service and
marketing activity throughout the
U.S. and Canada.
Picture yourself in the oppor-

tunity of a lifetime .

.

.

INTV delegates get "big picture" of Reagan transition team

and let

that image come to life.

Palo Alto, California 94303; (415)

Highlighting the INTV convention was
a two-way satellite -transmitted report
on the FCC by the Reagan transition
team. The production for the two-way

856-6226. An equal opportunity

audio, live transmission event, pre-

employer.

sented before an SRO luncheon

optimistic,

See us at NAB-booth 1207

gathering on Monday, January 19,

chances for a review of the recent FCC
CATV deregulation.

Please contact Ms. Marsha Verse,
MCI /Quante!, P.O. Box 50810,

was arranged by the Robert Wold Co.
Beamed on a large screen at one end

of the huge dining room, the unique
broadcast was transmitted from the
news studios of WTTG, Washington,
where the panel was assembled.

MCl/QUANTE'.
The digital video people
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Former FCC chairmen Dean Burch
and Richard Wiley, former FCC commissioner Margarita White, and transition team chairman Michael R. Gardner made up the panel. They predicted
that President Reagan would appoint
at least four new members to the FCC
within the next six months, including a
new chairman to replace Charles Ferris. They also projected that the low power VHF proposal might find tough

sledding with a newly formed FCC and
that license renewal legislation would

be high on the agenda for the new
Commission.
Transition team members were less

however,

about

the

Wiley opined that the new FCC
would take a long look at the Faimess

Doctrine and that Congress would

take some definite steps on First
Amendment issues. Panelists agreed
unanimously that Congress should attack the problem of copyright legislation immediately because of the palpable unfairness of the current structuring.

White brought cheers from some
delegates when she spoke out in favor

of maximum broadcast deregulation.
"Broadcasters," she said, "should not
have to compete with one hand tied
behind their backs."

BRING THE
EVENT HOME

WITH
whatever the
News, sports, entertainment
big or little, bring it home with Wold
Communications. Wold offers what it takes to get
your live broadcast signal off the ground and where
you want it.
.

.

.

event,

Terrestrial long lines, space -borne transponders,
satellite earth stations, both fixed and transportable.
Uplinks and downlinks. Wold Communications has

this and more to meet your radio and television
electronic delivery needs.

From its first satellite transmission of a live
sporting event in 1975 to the return of the freed
hostages from Iran in 1981, Wold Communications

has been there. For almost a decade Wold has
handled point to point feeds of nearly every major
league team.

Cost efficient, unchallenged in experience and

reliability, Wold has interconnected radio and
television networks to meet the specific needs of
broadcasters, producers, syndicators and sponsors.

Call a Wold representative and see how we can
bring your next event home.

= COMMUNICATIONS

a division of
The Robert Woid Company
NEW YORK

Empire State Building
New York, NY 10118
(212) 947-4475

WASHINGTON, D.C.
8150 Leesburg Pike
Vienna, VA 22180
(703) 442-8550

LOS ANGELES
11661 San Vicente Blvd.
Los Angeles. CA 90049
(213) 820-2668

Visit the WOLD COMMUNICATIONS' Hospitality
Suite at the Dunes Hotel and Exhibit Booth #1221 at
the Las Vegas Convention Center during the NAB
Convention
Circle 287 on Reader Service Card

ELECTRONIC INTERLOCK

MAGNETIC FILM
RECORDERS and REPRODUCERS

THE STANDARD OF HOLLYWOOD
AND THE WORLD
FOR FILM AND TELEVISION RE-RECORDING
ELECTRONIC LOOPING
HIGH SPEED DUBBING
TELECINE MAGNETIC FOLLOWERS
HIGH SPEED PROJECTORS
VIDEO TAPE -FILM INTERLOCK SYSTEMS
TOTAL FACILITY ENGINEERING

Sydney
Magna-Techtronics (Aust.) Pty., Ltd.
P.O. Box 150
Crows Nest NSW 2064, Australia
Telex 24655
London

Branch & Appleby
42 High Street
Harrow -on -the -Hill

Middlesex HAI 3LL.
England

MAGNA -TECH ELECTRONIC CO., INC.
630 Ninth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10036
Telephone (212) 586-7240
Circle 288 on Reader Service Card

Telex 126191

Cables "Magtech"

INTERPRETING THE

fccatu_kioNs
FCC Adopts Deregulation Proposal
By Frederick W. Ford and Lee G. Lovett; Lovett Ford and Hennessey, P.C., Washington, D.C.
IN WHAT IS LIKELY the final major policy action by the

Federal Communications Commission under chairman
Charles D. Ferris, the Commission has handed a major
victory to the advocates of radio deregulation. In a six to
one vote on January 14, 1981, the FCC voted to adopt
virtually all of the proposed changes set forth in the 1979
Notice of Proposed Rule Making.' According to chairman
Ferris, "The rhetoric of 'deregulation' is now translated
into reality."
Specifically, the four regulation changes include:

The elimination of community ascertainment procedures;

The end of limitations on hourly commercial time;
The removal of rules requiring maintenance of comprehensive program logs; and
The modification of nonentertainment obligations.
At press time, the text of the Report and Order of this
major decision had not yet been published. However, the
Commission expects the text to be ready by the middle of

February. In addition, opponents of the decision have
already appealed. So, the final outcome of radio deregulation will likely be determined by the courts.
In the meantime, the message of the Commission is

clear: leave radio "regulation" to the marketplace and
minimize federal involvement. We expect that the new
Commission, which will be soon dominated by appointees of President Reagan, will probably support this
view.
This article will outline these policy changes, as well as

briefly review the evolution of radio regulation.
History of FCC radio regulation
The Radio Act of 1912 was the first attempt by the U.S.
government to control radio broadcasting. This act gave
the Secretary of Commerce and Labor the authority to
license radio stations and operators. The lack of authority
to authorize particular frequencies resulted in chaos on the
airwaves. This fact, together with the apparently developing monopoly of the industry by major communication
companies, led to the Radio Act of 1927, the foundation
of present-day regulations.
The Act of 1927 not only regulated technical aspects of
the industry, such as allocation of frequency bands, assignment of specific frequencies, and control of station
power, but also mandated that radio stations were to be
licensed and operated "in the public interest." This public interest standard resulted in the Communications Act
of 1934, the FCC Report on Public Service Responsibility
of Broadcast Licensers ("Blue Book"), the Fairness Doc-

trine, the development of ascertainment standards, and
the Primer on Ascertainment of Community Problems.
Now it has been invoked as the rationale for deregulation.

New "structural" focus of regulation
The Commission evaluated its deregulation proposal in
light of the present-day composition of the industry and
prevailing attitudes toward regulation. The goal of FCC
regulation is to insure that through its rules, policies, and

decisions, the radio frequency spectrum is used most
effectively for the benefit of the public.2 In this decision,

the FCC has determined that the best way to serve the
public interest is through easing some regulations and
eliminating others altogether.
In the past, FCC regulation has focused on "content related" policies. The Commission has imposed programming standards, time limitations, and other content related regulation to insure program diversity. Lately, the

Commission has attempted to reach this goal through
other means - structural regulation. Equal employment
opportunity (EEO) rules, the minority ownership policy,
more effective use of the broadcast spectrum, and expansion of the AM band exemplify this new regulatory
thrust. The Commission envisions that structural regulation will have the same result as the stringent content
direction. According to the Commission: "The course
that appears to be in the public interest, with respect to
commercial AM and FM broadcasting, is the one that
permits the market to dictate the programming decisions
while the Commission regulates the structural aspects of
that medium."3
Community ascertainment procedures

In 1927 there were only 681 radio broadcast stations in

the entire United States. Today there are nearly 9000
commercial and noncommercial stations. This tremendous increase in the number of radio stations has resulted
in heightened competition between stations for the largest
percentage of listeners. In order to attract these listeners,
the stations must structure their programming to meet the
varied needs of the community. The Commission stated

that this natural market process, instead of the detailed
ascertainment procedures used until now, will be more
effective in determining the needs and problems of a
licensee's community.
'Docket No. 79-219, 73 FCC 2d 457, 46 RR 2d 237 (1979).
'See Id., 46 RR 2d at 246.
'Id., 46 RR 2d at 247.
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FCC Rules And Regulations
The proliferation of stations addressing the interests of
all manner of minority programming preferences, tastes,
and interests in recent years indicates an awareness of the
importance of those groups in the community. Already
416 radio stations in 239 markets provide regularly scheduled Black -oriented programming. In addition, 270 stations in 1973 markets provide regularly scheduled Spanish -language programming; 44 stations in all provide
full-time Spanish -language programming. Overall, programming exists in 63 foreign languages or dialects.'
The Commission noted that another added benefit of
abolishing the existing ascertainment procedure is the
elimination of much unnecessary paperwork. Under the

new decision, the only required paperwork related to
programming will consist of the programming schedule
from either a new, assignment, or transfer applicant, or a
similar proposal whenever a present licensee wishes to
expand its coverage area.
Even though addressing the community needs is still a

paramount consideration for new or renewal license
applicants, the ascertainment process itself will not be an

issue in either comparative or renewal proceedings.
Community ascertainment issues have already been
designated by the Commission in many pending applications. At this time, it is still unclear how these cases will
be affected by the decision. However, it appears that these

issues will probably be dismissed.

Commercial guidelines
A study conducted for the FCC, which was included in

the notice, showed that consumers would not listen to
over -commercialized radio stations. The study cited the
popularity of commercial -free hours, among other things,

as examples of this contention. The Commission also
pointed out that most licensees not only meet the present
guidelines for maximum commercial time (18 to 20 minutes per hour, plus additional time during political campaigns), but also usually program commercials far below
the maximum. Furthermore, if the individual radio sta-

tions take advantage of the "no guideline" policy, the
Commission reasoned that any tendency towards excessive commercialization would be contained by pressure

from the market.5 If licensees were not to curb such
practices, they would go out of business because they
would get no support from consumers, advertisers, Or
other individual radio station owners.

percent of those surveyed considered news either "very
important" or "important" and that the respondents paid
attention to content.6 Various studies based upon data
from license renewal applications have shown that broadcasters generally have responded to demand for news and
public affairs with nonentertainment programming in
amounts significantly over the minimum. So, modification of the guidelines will likely not result in any real
decline of nonentertainment programming.
Program logs

The FCC states that the elimination of program logs is a

logical consequence of the other deregulation changes.
Since the greater portion of the program logs were concerned with nonentertainment programming and commercial time allocations, the Commission decided to
eliminate the requirements for detailed logs. The Commission reasoned that the station's public files will contain

sufficient information for routine station monitoring by
the public and the Commission itself.
Change, not revolution

The Commission cautioned that the changes in regulation policy do not mean that all control will be lifted
from the radio industry. Federal law requires that the FCC

be concerned about guarding "the public interest" in
radio broadcasting. It should be noted that the FCC has not

eliminated the guidelines for ascertainment, commercial

time, and nonentertainment programming. The Commission has merely shifted the responsibility to the individual stations to monitor community needs and provide

appropriate programming for these needs. Through this
shift of control, the FCC hopes to maintain a high standard
in broadcasting - the most benefits with the lowest cost.

As noted above, there will still be certain structural
regulations such as EEO, minority ownership, and technical requirements and specifications. The standards outlined in the Fairness Doctrine will also be maintained.
Even though the Commission will still entertain peti-

tions' to deny, consumer complaints, and other submissions to guard against possible market failure, there
are rule modifications for renewal challenges. Now, petitioners must show that a licensee is doing little or no
programming to meet community needs. The quantity of
local nonentertainment programming or advertising will
no longer be the sole basis for petitions to deny. Under the
new deregulation policy, a licensee can respond to these
allocations by pointing to its own programming that dealt

one segment of the community. In this light, the Commission felt that specific time requirements for nonentertainment programming are now unnecessary. The modification of the nonentertainment guideline would allow
each station to serve its own audience. The FCC believes

with local issues or cite the programming schedules of
other radio programmers in the community.
However, as noted above, the thrust of the deregulation
proposal is clear: the marketplace and consumer tastes and
needs will be the primary factors in the operation of radio
stations. Failure to address the needs of the market will
result in failure of the business.
This decision is a major event in the history of the radio
industry. All licensees are encouraged to read the decision
in its entirety when it becomes available. Station staff
should also be fully briefed on the contents of the deci-

that more community issues will be addressed through this

sion.

Modification of nonentertainment guidelines

Today, because of the large number of radio stations
and the individualistic attitudes of Americans, most radio
stations specialize in one area of programming or target

policy, given the large number of stations.
The Commission provided statistics to support its posi-

tion that the public demands news and public affairs
programming. This has been evidenced by the success of
all -news formats in major cities. An Associated Press
study cited by the Commission found that more than 86
280 BM/E MARCH, 1981
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'Id., Appendix, Tables 4,5,6,7,8, 46 RR 2d at 279-285.
5"Freedom and Responsibility - Law: Code or Czars,- speech delivered by
chairman Frederick W. Ford, April 5, 1960, reprinted in Congressional Record
April II, 1960, Vol. 106 p. 3186.
6AP Research, "Radio News Listening," cited in Id., Table 9, 46 RR 2d at 286.
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Introducing...
the Editor -in -Chief.

Stickler For Details

Stays in Budget

Fast, accurate decisions and a "mind"
for details, that's why Z-6 editing systems are in demand by broadcast
newsrooms throughout the country.
With a Z-6 system, you get frame
accurate editing, plus all the useful
functions of the SMPTE Time Code,
without all the problems.
What's more, a Z-6 can track
SMPTE Drop Frame or Non -Drop
Frame, 24 -frame film rate, or any
other time base. And, it will "translate" codes for you, adding or subtracting real, decimal or mixed
numbers for precise scene and
program length computation.

Best of all, a Z-6 editing system is a
financially sound investment. Just
purchase the version that meets your
present requirements.
If you don't need features like multiple source, effects or multi -event
memory, you won't be penalized for
not buying them.
Since every Z-6 editing system is
fully upgradable, all you pay is the
difference between the price of the
model you own and the price of the
model you want.
For details on the entire line of Z-6
systems, call or write today:

Easy to Work With
Dissolves, wipes, animation, effects,
split edits and text editing. The more
arduous the editing session, the more
you'll appreciate working with a Z-6.
Since each key on the Z-6 has a definite, single function, the entire system is easy to use and understand.
Its Auto Edit feature and full lookahead/behind logic simplify the handling of complicated editing tasks.

With a Z-6, you can pick in or out
points on -the -fly; maintain "lip sync"
throughout the entire tape during all
editing procedures; and do A, B, C
external rolls on one pass.
Then, when you're finished editing, you won't have to make a dub because the Z-6 can automatically
edit an exact duplicate tape for you.

Knows Who's Boss
When you're working with a Z-6 editing system, you are Chairman of the
Board. Its microprocessor -based controls were developed by editors for
editors. And, its features are designed to take the drudgery out of editing.
For example, the Z-6 automatically
loads edit point locations so you can
edit pictures instead of numbers. Its
ability to randomly locate single
frames on any tape in the system
saves you time. And, its operator
prompting messages are intended to
prevent the type of errors which could
result in the need for major re-editing.
Circle 290 on Reader Service Card

ideomedia
Professional Television Systems

250 North Wolfe Road
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
Telephone: 408-733-6500

SPEAK OUT

wonders how many TV production
people and graphic designers have
critiqued the available displays or inquired as to the improvements possible
with near -term technology. Are we fail-

ing to remember the experience in the

character generator field? The ac-

"A Standard Interface For TV Sets
Can Keep Pace With
Changing Technology,"
Says Gene Leonard
IT APPEARS that we are approaching the

erated by the placement of additional

ceptance of that equipment was negligible until high starting -point resolution, multi -font, proportionally spaced,
camera -equal, typographical capabilities were introduced.
The quality shown to date by teletext
has not been highly regarded by those
graphics designers whose comments I

have heard. The 80 by 72 element

graphic grid (teletext) or 240 by 240
grid (Philips) or the 240 by 320 grid
(Telidon) are a far cry from the 30-40
nanosecond starting -point resolution of
broadcast -quality character generators

with their grids of 1250 to 1600 horizontal points by 480 vertical points.
The public expects, and the artistic folk

adoption of a new standard in the video

transmitter gear, production and

industry - that of teletext. Only slight
hesitation should arise from the consid-

graphic facilities, by the marketplace
promotion and cost of production tool-

eration that there remains some disagreement as to whether it should be

ing may convert that standard into
stasis.

require, the display flexibility and quality which with two -level video can be

teletext, Telidon, or Antiope. A some-

Perhaps more information is generally required before those of us not on
the EIA Teletext Committee can make

starting -point resolution.
It may be argued, and it may be true,

what longer hesitation may be

suggested by the idea that, if adopted,
there may be a whole new subclass of
TV receivers embodying new hardware
adding $50 ($100? $200??) to the cost
of a set. An even longer pause may arise

when we consider that the inertia gen-

reasonable judgments. Based, however, on the technical data available
(see, for example, the March 1980
issue of IEEE's Spectrum) and demonstrations during the last year or so, one

achieved only by providing high
that the immediacy and the pseudo interactivity of teletext (or Antiope or
Telidon) more than offset primitive
graphics. By the time that has been
truly demonstrated in the marketplace,

however, both the primitive graphic
and pseudo -interactivity constraint may
well be bypassed by other than teletext
technology.

The "parade" type of selection used

by teletext and its comrades with

"page -turning" times of up to 20 -odd
seconds represents a poor compromise
between access time (page -turning rate)

and system capacity in hundreds of,
pages. (Thousands of pages are simply
out of the question in a parade.) A truly
interactive system wherein the head -

end response to the individual subscriber's demand (a la the return -flow via -telephone of Viewdata/Prestel) allows an enormous increase in one of the
basic figures of merit (viability) of the
system, namely:

Capacity in Pages
Peak Access Time Per Page
If one restricts the application to over the -air transmission, it would be foolish
to overlook the telephone as a method
for return data flow.

If one considers the implication of
multiple -channel (30? 50? 125??) cable, the viability of the limited solution
to visual interactivity in the home offered by teletext suffers even further.
Certainly in such a cable environment,

high -quality, individualized, interactive video will appear shortly, if indeed it has not already done so by the
time this column is published.
Gene Leonard is president of Da Vinci Systems Group, Inc.. of Port Washington. N. Y.

One suggested use for part of the
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Perfect
Timing
Perfect
ice

Speak Out
teletext technology is captioning for the
deaf. Here the requirements are totally
different. There is no interactivity requirement. There is no loss of graphic
quality on the screen. The inability of a
particular section of the viewers to receive audio is being overcome by special equipment in the TV set. A video
"hearing -aid" is being paid for by

those who need it. The argument is
sound indeed for part of the teletext
technology. The argument offers no

support for the teletext system.
If we do plan to make the TV set the
information center in the home, then let
us as quickly as possible seek a generalized solution. Let us have EIA recommend that the standard, at least color
receiver, have an interface plug with
standard characteristics. For example,
the outputs from the TV set by means of
a standard interface could be:

Composite video
Composite sync
Regenerated subcarrier

Audio

One ampere of protected + 12 volts
(so we don't need a line cord on our

0

associated gadget)
Via the same interface plug, we could
provide inputs to the TV set that would

Il02i24i21

allow:

Tuning control from the external
equipment

R, G, and B video

Audio

Switching levels to select between
external inputs and internal set signalling

Datametrics SP -710
SMPTE Time Code Reader
Designed for the Production Environment

Compare Features
Full speed -frame accurate decoding
Integral multi -function character generator
Remote control capabilities

Optional data outputs for editing system use

$1980.00

Available from stock
Contact nearest Datametrics' Dealer
or factory.

datametrics
Datametrics Inc., 340 Fordham Road, Wilmington, MA 01887
Tel: (617) 658-5410 TWX: 710-347-7672

See our new line of SMPTE Code
products at NAB booth #1612
Circle 291 on Reader Service Card
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suggestions for signals at this interface
as long as their cost is small.

This way, a single external adapter
could provide teletext, Antiope, hard

copy printing, or anything else our
technologists can dream up and our
marketeers market. The overhead
added to the TV set would be nominal
and the versatility enormous.
The suggestion that television sets be
built with an appropriate interface is not
a new one, but it seems peculiarly appropriate at this time when the prolifer-

ation of information services to the

Compare Price
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I am certainly open to additional

home has such wide interest and prom-

ises to be delivered over such a wide
variety of carrier systems from a wide
variety of sources. If we build the teletext equipment into the receiver on a
truly modular base, we still do not accomplish the same degree of freedom of
access as would be done were a proper

interface provided. We should recog-

nize that we are locked into NTSC,
PAL, and SECAM and avoid being
locked into any other systems, at least
until the new wideband TV standards

are ready and a brand conversion is
initiated.

BM/E

MOBILE -TV VANS
To fit your requirements

Authorized
Representatives
for Leading
Manufacturers
HITACHI

DPS-1

Broadcast Quality Cameras
One Inch Type "C" VTPts

Synchronizers
TBCs

CONRAC

DATATRON

Color -Monochrome
High Grade Monitors

Editing Systems
Tempo 76 - Vanguard

3M

SONY

SONY

D8800 -Professional
Character Generators

Quality
Video Equipment

Lab Series
Professional Audio

CHRISTIE THOMSON CSF
Battery/Charger

Audio/Video

Systems

Equipment

Strand/Century - Lenco - Tektronix - Fernseh/Telemation - Technics - Crown
Plus Many Others

(215) 223-8200

Ask for
Bob McTamney

LERRO

ELECTRICAL CORPORATION
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS DIVISION
3125 North Broad Street, Philadelphia, PA 19132

Capabilities include
Engineering and
Turnkey Installations

SERVING THE CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES
Circle 292 on Reader Service Card
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Strong words? We're prepared to back them up. Just listen
to GAIN BRAIN II and you'll agree it's the only real advancement in dynamics control in nearly a decade.
GAIN BRAIN II is fundamentally different from any other
limiter/compressor device, including our own Allison GAIN
BRAIN I. The others struggle along with Peak and RMS detection methods that squash and flatten the life out of music, as if
it were a laboratory test signal. GAIN BRAIN II treats music
waveforms with greater respect and understanding. It does this
by means of exclusive circuitry: Linear Integration Detection,
Log Domain Processing, Peak Reversion Detector Correction,
and the most transparent VCA ever created by man-namely our

technology that allows GAIN BRAIN II to solve the great
limiter paradox: tight control vs. musical integrity.
GAIN BRAIN II can give you the flattest VU meter output
of any limiter' compressor device in existence, while maintaining an unheard of degree of integrity to the subtle dynamics of
music and speech. And it's a ducker, too.

24

And the GAIN BRAIN II phenomenon is just the begin-

2

1.5
1.3

10
mt.

atten.

that understands MUSIC

Sure, these are new words; we invented them. Just like we
invented the technology that goes with them. Audibly effective

8

30
50

and ducker (voice-over device)

own EGC 101.

6..

10
12
14
16
18
20

Now...a limiter/compressor

ratio

ning. Get your copy of our GAIN BRAIN II literature package.
Once you've read it, you'll understand the full implications of
our new technology. Better yet, get yourself a GAIN BRAIN
II. Your ears will tell you all you need to know.

:1)

KEPEX II Our original KEPEX® is credited as the most successful
signal processing device of the 70's. We're flattered by the imitators
who widely advertise claims that they have "improved" on our design.
One fact remains: More studios buy KEPEX than all of the imitations combined, yet we seldom advertise the equipment. Does that tell
you anything?

There does, however, exist a genuine "improved KEPEX". It's
not a copy though, it's an original in its own right. We call it KEPEX
11®. New technology from the ground up. New capabilities for the 80's:

new controls, new functions, and best of all, dramatic new levels of
audio transparency thanks to our EGC 101 VCA.
Today, more people buy KEPEX II than all of the others. Find out
why this is true.

Travelling Goodies New for the 80's ... the TR-804 Processing package. It holds
KEPEX II®, GAIN BRAIN IL and the host of unique processing equipment now
under development at VALLEY PEOPLE. TR-804
combines all of the advantages of a portable

"goodie box" for the freelance engineer/

VALLEY
PEOPLE, INC.
a nrerger of ALLISON RESEARCH & VALLEY AUDIO
P.O. Box 40306/2820 Erica Place
Nashville, Tennessee 37204
615-383-4737

producer, with the benefits of multiple device rack mounting for the serious studio.
Ample connections and powering assure
its ability to accept future products.

TELEX 5;8b10 VAL PEOPLE NAS
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zero crossing is never assured, a triac does not surge or
wear out like a relay. The cost of one circuit is less than
$7.00, much less if you have an SCR and triac on hand
(not including the cost of the switch).

MAT

The circuit is easily adapted for positive on -off control,
which is the way I use it to turn on and off mic warning
lights. The power supply is entirely uncritical and can be
arranged to run on a 6 V bulb or an LED near the pushbutton or in the pushbutton controls. Low voltage dc control
keeps ac voltages away from the console altogether.
If you use this circuit to start all your equipment, you
can have one master on -off switch and then add a parallel
collection of switches of the equipment in series with the
main switch. Everything would turn on at once that way.
The dc power supply would have to be regulated in this

CONTEST

case.

VOTE NOW

Ballot On Reader Service Card
78
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Editor's Note: Before attempting to implement any Great Idea
involving the modification of equipment, station personnel should
check with the equipment manufacturer to insure that no violation
of warranty will occur.
If the Great Idea involves any technical standards governed by
the FCC, stations should make sure that the idea will in no way
cause a violation of FCC rules.
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8. Triac Turntable Starting System
Jeffrey S. Close, Boulder, Colo.

Problem: To design a low-cost solid state turntable

rr

starting system.
Solution: These circuits have been in operation for over
six months at WCWS, Wooster, Ohio, where I was chief
engineer until returning to graduate school this fall. My
triac controls are part of an entire home-brew IC console I
built for WCWS last spring. The DJs at the station were
accustomed to two momentary switches for turntable con-

trol. When I changed from relay control to solid state
control I kept the momentary switches. The circuit is
isolated to protect the operator and block RF. Although

> rr

Close's triac turntable starting system

ACR-25 card or any other logic device to indicate intermittent problems - the type that are so intermittent that it
is virtually impossible to have the card you suspect on an
Chris Coto, Maintenance Engineer
WJZ-TV, Baltimore, Md.
extender at the time of failure.
Solution: Form a latch configuration with a 7432 and
Problem: To design a unit that could be mounted on an
7408 that can be used as a storage device of both positive

9. Troubleshooting Intermittents
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Schematic for Cote's intermittent troubleshooting device
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Great Ideas

The VTR TECHNICIAN

and negative going pulses. The idea is to connect the SET
input where you suspect the problem is occurring and the
RESET

to a point after the fact, for example: SET to cue

command and RESET to play command. If the unit does not

cue, check the indicator. Should the LED be out, the

Typical Helical Time Base

and Tension Error.

trouble is behind that point. If the LED is on, on the other
hand, move ahead.
A series of small binding posts and wire jumpers may
be added to the board to increase its versatility. As shown
the unit will give an indication and reset on positive going
pulses. If you wish to set on negative pulses, connect B to
C and use A as the input. Reset on negative pulses. Break
H to J and use J as the input. Or, you can disable the latch
and use the unit as a simple high -low indicator by breaking
E to F and jumpering E to D. C would then be the input and
A the inverted input.
I constructed my particular unit on a 31/2 -by -one -inch
PC board and backed it with a scrap of teflon. Note that the
needed external 5 V supply can be derived from the board

or machine being worked on. This will entail a total of
four connections.

10. ENG Mast Alarm
Jim Mattison, Manager AudiolVideo Services
Rio Radio Supply, McAllen, Texas

Problem: To design a device to stop the mast engine
and sound an alarm when excessive pressure is applied to
the ENG mast.

0
Normal NTSC/RS170
with Color Burst.

Helps you diagnose video problems.
Checks helical tape playback skew error.
Checks Quad head tape playback errors.

VAL
C.OES PULSE

CPO -1

FOSS PULS,
6E14E000011

PYS

Solution: Use the pneumatic switch as illustrated to
break the primary power lead to the ignition coil and
connect the Mallory Sonalert across the contacts (n/c) of
the pneumatic switch. This circuit will stop the engine
when pressure is applied to the mast as well as inhibit

starting with mast up. The Sonalert will immediately
sound when the ignition switch is turned on if there is

CROSS PULSE GENERATOR
for Quad and Helical VTR's

11. Teletype Trouble Alarm

by

AIDS°
of colorado

VIDE

1930 CENTRAL AVE., BOULDER, CO 80301
Phone (303) 443-4950
Send for Free Application Notes.
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G.E. Channells, Chief Engineer
WAYB, Waynesboro, Va.

Problem: To design a device that will immediately turn
off the teletype stepper switch when five, seven, or 10 bell alert signals are transmitted via TTY.
Solution: This teletype alarm works very well - and
except for the stepper, it all came from the junk box! It
counts five, seven, and 10 bells, alerting the operator

Save a buck!
Economy means THOMSON-CSF UHF -TV tetrodes

By now, the soaring cost
of electrical energy isn't news
to anyone. And the situation isn't
likely to improve in the near future.
For UHF -TV transmitters and
translators, there is a way to save,
though - with THOMSON-CSF's
advanced -design, Pyrobloc°-grid

tetrodes. Featuring the best
available electrical efficiency,
remarkably high gain and superior
linearity, these new tubes in your
TV -transmitter are just like money
in your pocket!
The outstanding THOMSON-CSF
UHF -TV tetrode family presently

includes a 5-kW*tube, the TH 393,
a 10 -kW* model, the TH 382,
and the TH 582, which delivers up
to 20 kW*. Check'em out. The
sooner you install THOMSON-CSF
tetrodes, the sooner your savings
will start.
*Values for video -carrier amplification.

staasd_
See us on ourVetki

N2 XPr"" 195
at 12-15

0111

1111111 THOMSON-CSF

.,111111'

THOMSON-CSF ELECTRON TUBES / 750 BLOOMFIELD AVENUE / CLIFTON N., 07015 / TEL.: (1 201) 779.10.04 - TWX: 710.989.7149
BRAZIL - Sao Paulo
THOMSON-CSF COMPONENTES DO BRASIL Ltda
TEL (11) 542 4722

GERMANY - Munchen
THOMSON-CSF GmbH
TEL.. (89) 75 10 84

FRANCE - Boulogne-Billancourt

UNITED KINGDOM - Basingstoke
THOMSON-CSF COMPONENTS

THOMSON-CSF DIVISION TUBES ELECTRONIOUES
TEL (1) 604 81 75

AND MATERIALS LTD.

TEL (256) 29 155

ITALY - Roma
THOMSON-CSF TUBI ELETTRONICI SRL
TEL.: (6) 638 14 58

SWEDEN - Stockholm
rHOMSON-CSF KOMPONENTER
& ELEKTRONROR AB
TEL (8) 225815

SPAIN - Madrid
THOMSON-CSF COMPONENTES V TUBOS
TEL (1) 419 58 42

JAPAN - Tokyo
THOMSON-CSF JAPAN K K
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Channells's teletype alarm

when any of these are sent. It resets itself on these or any
other numbers. If trouble develops in the teletype line it
will turn the stepper off.
The parts for this circuit are as follows: RL-1, stepper

reset relay, normally open, contacts 6 V dc coil; RL-2,
same as RL-1; RL-3, news light relay, normally open,
contacts 120 V ac coil; RL-4, EBS light relay, same as

RL-3; RL-5, auto reset relay, 10k dc coil (Potter & Brumfield KCP11); RL-6, stepper off, same as RL-3; T-1, 120
V ac to 6.3 V; T-2, 120 V ac to 12.6 V; PL -1, #47 light
for bulletin and urgent reports signal; PL -2, same as PL -1
(indicates EBS received); PL -3, regular 120 V bulb (indicates when stepper is off); ST -1, ST -2, Guardian stepper
TM 22K190.
1. Eligibility: All station personnel are eligible. Consultants to

Rules for BM/E's 1981
Great Idea Contest
Mail to:
Editors. BM/E

1981

Entry Form

295 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10017

Name

Title

Station Call Letters

City

State

Zip

Telephone No.

Licensee
Class of Station at which idea is used (check one)
TV

AM

FM

Category: Audio

RF

Video

Control

Objective or Problem: (In few words; use separate sheet
for details)

Solution: (Use separate sheet -500 words max)
I assert that, to the best of my knowledge, the idea
submitted is original with this station; and / hereby give
BM/E permission to publish the material.
Signed
Date

the industry may enter if the entry indicates the specific station
or stations using the idea or concept. Manufacturers of
equipment or their representatives are not eligible.
2. How to Enter: Use the Official Entry Form on this page or
simply send BM/E a description of your work. State the
objective or problem and your solution. Include diagrams,
drawings, or glossy photos, as appropriate. Artwork must be
legible but need not be directly reproducible and not exceeding
three in number. Camera reproducible material is preferred.
Length can vary, but should not exceed 500 words. BM/E
reserves the right to edit material. Entry should include: Name,
title, station affiliation, and the class of station-TV, FM, AM.
Indicate if idea is completely original with you.
3. Material Accepted for Publication: BM/E editors will make
all decisions regarding acceptability for publication. If
duplicative or similar ideas are received, BM/E editors will judge
which entry or entries to accept. A $10 honorarium will be paid
for each item published.
4. Voting: Every reader of BM/E is entitled to rank the ideas
published. This can be done on the Reader Service Card in the
magazine or by letters or cards sent to the BM/E office. To vote,
readers should select the three ideas they like best and rank
them 1, 2, or 3.
5. Winners: Top rated entries in the year -long tally will become
winners in each of the three major categories (AM, FM, TV).
Final winners will be picked in February, 1982, and announced
in the March, 1982, issue of BM/E.
6. Prizes and Awards: Three top prizes will be awarded; a

programmable electronic calculator will be awarded for the
highest rated entry in the respective categories of AM, FM, and
TV. Ten engineering slide rule calculators will be awarded as
secondary prizes for the highest rated entries in the following
additional categories (top three winners are not eligible for
these prizes): audio (three prizes, one each in the AM, FM and
TV categories); RF (three prizes, one each in the categories of
AM, FM, TV); Control (three prizes, one each in the AM, FM and
TV categories); Video (one prize in TV).
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"Our
Auditronics
on -air and

production
consoles
pay off
three ways",
says Chuck Cooper, General Manager of
W4KOR in Starkville, Mississippi. "When

it came time to rebuild this station. we
wanted to go first-class all the way to
the tower. Of course, that meant starting with first-class consoles for both on air and production. But when you own a

1 kW station in a small market, you've

got a modest budget to work within,
and you can't afford to make a mistake."
"So we took our CE, PD and Op. Mgr. to

NAB to look at everybody's hardware
with an open mind to make sure we got

the best value for our money. We believe we got it in our two Auditronics
110 consoles. First, our on -the -air people love the Auditronics boards, and being able to show this type of equipment
helps us to attract the level of talent we
want."
"Second. in a small market like ours, the

stations do most of the commercial
production, and the quality we get out

of this Auditronics production board
has helped us capture 80% of the production work in The Golden Triangle.
Third, the Auditronics boards give us an
audibly superior on -air quality that sells
very well to our advertisers, and that's

the real bottom line."

If you'd like to know more of what
WKOR's Chuck Cooper and 500 other
satisfied users in both small and large

markets have learned about Auditronics console quality and pay -back,
circle reader service number or call us
for complete information and the name

of your nearest demonstrating Auditronics dealer.

auditronicx inc.
3750 Old Gerwell Road
Memphis, Tennessee 381 1 8

(901) 362-1350

Circi.e 296 or Reader ServIce Card
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Profitable Production LI
starts here! CICDCICIL)
Profitable production in the
80's requires efficient, costeffective operation...which starts
with cost-effective cameras. And
Philips offers the greatest value
in field and studio cameras
today!
At NAB, Philips will combine
live and taped demonstrations to
focus on:

New products, new features
designed for the 80's.

Demonstrations of production techniques used by some of

the most quality and cost-conscious broadcasters and production companies in the U.S. and
Europe.

How to increase bottom -line
profits without sacrificing
creativity or quality.
Financing for equipment, van
and studio.
It just may be one of the most
profitable half hours you (and
your Chief Financial Officer)
spend at NAB. Don't miss it.

Profitable Production starts here!

PHILIPS

PHILIPS

PHILIPS BROADCAST EQUIPMENT CORP.
A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY

91 McKee Drive, Mahwah, N.J. 07430
(201) 529-3800

Circle 297 on Reader Service Card

BROADCAST

EittIP3IENT
Digital Mix Effects

350

The DME (Digital Mix Effects) System
incorporates the maker's FS -15 frame

synchronizer, described as the first to
use energy efficient 16K RAM memory
chips for maximum operational stability, plus the DVP-15 digital video pro-

cessor and the DPC (Digital Program-

mable Controller). Special effects
possible with the system include fixed
and variable compression; expansion;

type of amp. The amplifier is separately powered from an unregulated dc
power supply that feeds all units within

the same frame. It is built into a standard 3U high by 1M wide equipment
module; up to 13 amps plus the MPS
3035 power supply can be housed in a
single frame. Non-standard units may
be available upon request. AVITEL.
Small Audio Mixer

352

The compact, portable MX80 mixer
offers a wide range of features in a
small package. Among the facilities
available on the unit's front panel are:
6 dB midrange equalizer; peak overload indicator/VU meter; individual

WE ALSO DOConsulting
System Design
Remote Trucks
Turnkey Installations

Competitive Equipment
Tulsa

St. Louis

918/494-9500

314/432-1164

Kansas City

816/842-9052
Springfield

417/882-1822

controls for each channel; built-in line
up oscillator; internal high -quality
electret mic; powerful monitor amp;

NAB Booth 1843

eicom

-the leading edge In television
Circle 298 on Reader Service Card

"On-Boaed"Frezii

fects patterns may be programmed

351

$9,850

Oklahoma City

series of pretimed still frames with the
incremental freeze control; exclusive
posterization /solarization, split, and
mosaic effects may also be created. Ef-

Video Distribution Amp

+ LIVE PRODUCTION

405/942-1339

video image, live or on tape. Action
sequences may be broken down into a

into the memory or controlled manually; a standalone control panel provides switcher independent operation.
The modular design allows addition
and expansion of capabilities at user
discretion. NEC AMERICA INC.

4 Buss
Lots of Effects

active components; high-pass filters

octave); variable gain/attenuation
flip, tumble, auto pan, and tilt of a

AUTOMATED EDITING EFFECTS
10 Input

channel phase reverse switches; plug-in

that eliminate wind noise and low -frequency rumble (filter slope is 12 dB per

positioning; freeze frame/ field; and

AE -3

two outputs (one unbalanced, one 600

Battery Packs

ohm balanced and high-level); rechargeable or throwaway batteries
(standard C cells); peak limiter; switch -

able meter illumination; and others.
Four input jacks, four mic power con-

trols, and several other features

are located on the rear panel. MaxiAs an independent unit, the VDA 3027
is

a high-performance, six -output

video DA with a preset 0 dB gain selec-

ted by a slide switch on the PC board.
One of the range of optional sub -units
may be plugged into the VDA to modify

its operation and provide cable

mum gain is 90 dB; THD is 0.1 percent

maximum; distortion is 0.005 percent

maximum. The mixer measures 3'h
by 91/4 by 73/4 inches and weighs 5

pounds, 3 ounces.

COHERENT

COMMUNICATIONS.

equalization, preset video delays, a dif-

Reliable, high -capacity O.E.M

ferential input, or other specialized
functions. The 6 dB gain mode com-

Tilting Camera And Stand

pensates for the insertion loss of any of
the plug-in sub -units. This configura-

Manufactured to meet the demands of
professional broadcast users, this new
tilting camera and stand are now avail-

tion provides an economical multi-

353

purpose function, quickly changeable
at any time, based on a single standard

able and were shown at the SMPTE
Exhibition. Built by Dage/MTI, the
camera offers over 1000 TV lines of

For more information
circle bold face numbers
on reader service card.

horizontal resolution, flatness of field,
and a small lightweight head with full
remote control. The stand, from Triple

S, allows smooth and accurate positioning for the camera. SYMCO INC.

or replacements for Hitachi,
Ikegami, Philips, RCA, Sony

and others.

Less than

1

hour

re -charge time with "FrezziFasl'im Chargers.

Made $n USA

For informrion N.J.1 2011427-1160 1N.Y.C.2121594 -2294

Frezzolirii Electronics Inc.

.

7 Valley Street Havothoineg107506 USX418:110-98134142 Heal

Export Agents:

AIIIIIIA:C112111181

11 Caesar Place.Moonachie.N.1.07074U.S.A. 1201)9390875
Telee: Cinecraft Moon TLX 13-8865Cables:Cinecraft Moonachie

Circle 299 on Reader Service Card
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Accurate
Field Strength
Measurements
Can Be
Easy
With the Model FIM-21, electromagnetic
field strengths can be measured to within

2% across the entire 535 to 1605 KHz
AM band. And to intensity levels as low
as 10 µV/m. Its integral shielded antenna

in the cover, front panel speaker, large
illuminated mirrored meter, and ganged
oscillator/receiver tuning, make it easy
to operate in the field. An optional
telescoping stand adds convenience. It's
also a versatile instrument - use it as a
tuned voltmeter for RF bridge measurements.

Contact us now for complete details on
our line of field strength meters.

Broadcast Equipment
Camera Stabilizing System

354

The Helico camera stabilization systems are designed as lightweight helicopter stabilizers for video and 16 or 35

mm film cameras. Helico I suspends
the camera from a pole mounted between the door frames of the helicopter; it weighs 12 pounds and can be
transported in a compact case easily
handled by one person. Setup time in a
Bell Jet Ranger is three to five minutes,

according to the manufacturer. Cameras up to 33 pounds can be moved in

any free or fixed position when

mounted. The Helico II, also weighing
12 pounds, is installed by attaching a
base to the aircraft seat frame's existing
holes. The systems can also be adapted

to boat and auto applications. Both
feature vibration -free shooting from

most helicopters; counterbalance
weight kits for nearly all film and video

OTOMAC INSTRUMENTS
932 PHILADELPHIA AVE.
SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND 20910 (301) 589-2662
Circle 300 on Reader Service Card

pro essuona ca ung system
wireworks microphone cabl
ester wireworks professiona
microphone cables wirework
lineboxes wireworks multitail
ireworks linetails wirework

hardwired microphone multi
cables wireworks multitrunk
ireworks multicable splittin
systems wireworks multirack
ireworks mic cable jumpe
sets wireworks microphon
multicable components grou

TgWO ThO

he source for all your audi
cabling needs

Wireworks Corporation 380 Hillside Ave. Hillside, NJ 07205 (201) 686-7400 TWX: 710-985-4675
Circle 301 on Reader Service Card
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cameras; operator safety (operator remains seated normally in aircraft); and
virtual elimination of wind -buffeting.
Helico I, $8995; Helico II, $10,995.
IMAGE DEVICES INC.

Videoscope

355

The PVS-430 videoscope is designed
for certifying correct SCH phase relationship. It does this by accurately
measuring the SCH phase relationship
and comparing the video inputs of a
switcher or mixer for precise and accu-

rate system timing. Subcarrier-to-horizontal relationship (specified by RS 170A) is not affected. Two outputs of

standard video format can be displayed on any monitor. A second video
input allows comparison of two video
sources, useful in timing multiple video
sources. Input voltage is 120/240 V ac,
50 / 60 Hz, 25 W; the unit takes up 13/4
inches of 19 -inch rack space. LENCO
INC.

For more information
circle bold face numbers
on reader service card.

Sealed Lead Battery Packs

356

Model SL -125 On -Board" battery
pack mounts to the backs of Hitachi
FP -40S and SK -91, Ikegami HL -79A,

JVC KY -2000U, and Sharp XC-700
portable video cameras and is completely compatible with existing battery pack mounting brackets. It fea-

tures sealed lead batteries, quick

NEWEST AUDIO PROCESSORS

AVAILABLE FOR DEMONSTRATION
AND EVALUATION Most brands in stock

,

We ship anywhere overnight

1=11
,

,

.erInga

Errol
Factory service for
warranty and repair

Telex NR, series Cart Machines

x_i

x it

NOZargillSnUE

41 41

& I )esIgn mut, M-nim)

-E. t

Telex Headsid,
=

s

_

cimdi.111)-oS; I hpu.,

Otari MX -7800
Eight track

.
d. lay Line

Otari
1. exicon 1200 Srech Compressor

5050-B
Half or
full track
( Star. ARS-1(X)0

hook -on, a quick -release latch, and

firm electrical connectors, with no
need for power cables. Weighing five
pounds, two ounces and measuring
57/16 inches by 3Vs inches by 31/4 inches,

the pack puts out 12 V dc, 5 AH and
provides power for approximately two
hours. It can be fully recharged in two

uromated tape deck

Tape Machines Monitors
Audio & Design AKG
Eumig
Auratone
Recording
Crown/PZM Oran
JBL
Ashly
Electro-Voice Revox
Tannoy
dbx
Neumann
Technics
PML
Dolby
Telex
DeltaLab
Sennheiser
EXR
Shure
o.Airit1,01
Eventide
ri)
Inovonics
Plus: Acoustic design and con16055 Ventura Blvd., Suite 1001
Lexicon
sultation services for your control
Marshall
Los Angeles, California 91436
room or production facility.
Orban
Phone (213) 995-4175 Tlx 651485
Circle 302 on Reader Service Card

Signal Processors.

Microphones

EVERyTHING

hours or less with the maker's SLC-125

fast charger or overnight with the
RTC -125

trickle charger.

$135.

FREZZOLINI.

Intelligent Autolocator

357

The microprocessor -based Intelocator

XT24 interfaces with the 3M M79,
Studer A80, and Ampex MM 1200. It
utilizes two separate counters, master
and intelocate, both operating in minutes and seconds. Other features in-

clude four pre- or immediate load
memories; an inches -per -second
speedometer for vari-speed reference;

full standard tape transport remotes
with LED indication; leverwheel numerics for -faster location point entry
with physical memory; high accuracy
of ± 2 seconds over 30 minutes of tape
at 15 ips; and automatic master count
freeze display for logging on tape run -

out. The two units that comprise the
XT24-a small calculator -style control unit and a compact logic computer

unit "brain" housed within the multitrack tape machine-are linked by a
26 -foot miniature multicore cable.
Special facilities include TILT, which re -

stabilizes the computer if affected by
external influence, and RESET, which
resets all computer memories. AUDIO

TDM-8000
Audio Time Compressor
The TDM 8000 allows recorded audit material to

compressing vijec taped segments, first run

be played back at faster rates than at which it
was recorcbd, with the original pitch remaining
unchanged. Its patented technology allows the

movies, records, commercials, interviews, etc.,
'o fit pre-deterrrynei time frames. And audience
retention will actually be improvec.

TDM 8000 to handle the most complex program
material, w th the lowest possible distortion and
minimum listening fatigue.
You'll find the TDM 8000 will be invaluable for

If you've been thinking that it's about tine
someore produced a tru y workable and
practical time compressor, tie tine has cone
for you ,o look i -Ito the TDM .3000.

INTEGRATED SOUND SYSTEMS, INC.
29-50 Northern Blvd., Long Island City, N.Y. 1110:1 (212) 729-E400
A Suosidory of The VSC CoraoratIon

KINETICS (U.K.) LTD.
Circle 303 on Reader Service Card
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sound degradation. Frequency re-

Broadcast Equipment
Headphones

358

DR -MS headphones, intended for accu-

rate monitoring of live recording, feature a lightweight, rugged design with a
fold -up, swing -out mechanism for easy
carrying and use. The newly developed

driver has a highly efficient samarium
cobalt magnet that permits weight to be
decreased while improving the damping characteristics. The driver also uses
a vapor -deposited metal film on the
high -excursion diaphragm to minimize

360

sponse is 15 Hz to 22 kHz. The unit will

Weather Colorizing

hours of use, according to the manufac-

Paint Box is a new feature of the Sat -

channels in terms of sensitivity and fre-

satellite picture receivers. Now stan-

handle large input levels over long

turer. Variations between the two
quency characteristics were kept to a
minimum, and a special cable
minimizes crosstalk levels. $65.
Microwave Antennas

SONY.

Weather line of colorizing weather
dard on all units, the feature gives users
the ability to impart natural land -mass
and water colors to any of the satellite

weather picture formats supplied by

359

Two new microwave antenna systems
for the 18.36-19.04 GHz fixed point-

to-point band include two -foot and
four -foot diameter high-performance
shielded parabolics plus a full line of
rectangular waveguide components.
The antennas are center -fed and have
continuous polarization orientation for
ease of installation and field alignment.
Both conform to FCC Part 94 and Part

21 (two -foot, Standard B; four -foot,
Standard A) requirements. Each antenna comes with a long -life Teglai

radome and a vertical tilt mount for
attachment to the 4.5 -inch diameter
pipe. ANDREW CORP.

For more information
circle bold face numbers
on reader service card.

NOAA. Sat -Weather receivers automatically receive, colorize, store,
and deliver video -formatted weather
satellite pictures received from NOAA
as black and white signals. The units
automatically colorize the two most
popular pictures desired by the user.
With the addition of Paint Box, a user
may colorize and add to memory any
NOAA-transmitted picture. ARVIN INDUSTRIES.

when you've

got it,

FLAUNT
IT!
And QEI's got it...the line of
broadcast equipment that the
industry is looking at...and buying.
FM ATS
AM, FM Stereo and SCA
Modulation Monitors
Stereo and SCA Generators
Low Power FM transmitters
FM Exciters
It's all here competitively priced
with on time delivery and complete
back up by QEI trained technicians.
For additional information
contact your authorized
QEI representative or

CORPORATION
Route 73 Kresson, NJ 08053 (609) 767-8052
We're flaunting ours at NAB Booth #417, Las Vegas
Quality -Excellence -Integrity
Circle 304 on Reader Service Card
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ALLEN AVIONICS INC.
1.1/.1111.1.1[111.4111111,1114,
1

.111,101,11,,,,,,.01,1T

VIDEO L -C DELAY LINES
A complete line of passive switchable
and strappable Variable Delay Lines
manufactured specifically for the

video industry. Finest specifications
available anywhere. Lowest pricing.
Delivery from stock.

VIDEO
L -C FILTERS

u1

We manufacture a wide range of
Linear Phase Lowpass & Bandpass,
as well as the sharpest Lowpass, High-

pass & Bandpass Filters available in
the entire industry. NTSC Lowpass,
Band Reject & Bandpass Filters are
our specialties. Fastest delivery of
prototypes.
CALL/WRITE FOR CATALOGS
SEE US AT NAB - BOOTH 1633]

ALLEN AVIONICS, INC.
224 E. 2nd St., Mineola, NY 11501
Phone: (516) 248-8080
Circle 305 on Reader Service Card

UHF Antennas

361

LPS Series low -power UHF antennas
handle 1000 W and have a maximum
gain of 12.2 dBi. Null fill and beam tilt
are standard on the antennas, which are

51/2 to eight feet long. Radome and
structural support are provided by a
complete fiberglass encasement. No

guys are required. From $2950.
BOGNER.

pletely adjustable to conform to the
wearer's body, it features a camera
platform with a built-in, quick -attach/
quick -release plate; eye -to -eyepiece
and side -tilt adjustments; a three-inch
wide foam -lined shoulder support with
radius adjustable from 41/2 to six inches;
and a telescoping chest -support rod that

extends from eight to 12 inches, removable if desired. The brace measures

14 inches long by 17 inches high by
seven inches wide when extended, and
collapses for storage to 12 by 51/2 by 31/2

Shoulder Brace

362

inches. It weighs two pounds, nine
ounces. ARRIFLEX CORP.

The new Sachtler shoulder brace is
suited for use with most ENG cameras,
as well as all 16 mm and 35 mm flat -

Production Switcher

base motion picture cameras. Corn-

Model 6142 video production switcher
has eight inputs (including colorizer)
and three buses with two fader handles,
allowing flexibility in performing a dis-

363

circle with positioner; double reentry;
variable soft wipe; and pattern modulator with level and frequency adjustments. Internal or external keying that
can be mixed or wiped in, blink key,
spot-lite, and event timer are also included. The colorizer is internally connected to input 8 and features LUM. SAT.
and HUE controls. The switcher requires

sync and subcarrier drive inputs and
offers black burst output, loop -through
video inputs, and a blanking processor.

All input signals receive dual back
porch clamping. Each input also accepts synchronous, nonsynchronous,
color, mono, composite, or noncomposite signals. $4800. CROSSPOINT
LATCH.

Program Cortroller

364

-Jock -Mate- is a cassette controller
that random -accesses commercials or
music from any part of cassettes in any
sequence of six Eumig FL -1000 cassette decks. In addition, it will activate
five auxiliary sources (any combination
of reel-to-reel or cart recorders). The

device, intended for live assist (not

Aio

automation), can cue up music or

6142

solve to an effect and back again. The
self-contained unit also features 12 patterns, including diamond, square, and

commercials tightly within 1/3 second,

even by an inexperienced performer,
according to the manufacturer. C'LIFF
GILL LNTERPRISES.

NEW from LTM
for PORTABLE VTRs

CHANNEL
SOUND MIXER!
* Quick, secure mount!
* Weighs only 21/2 lbs.!
* Free access to all VTR controls!
* 2 mics. plus line or 3 mics. input!

SEE AND TRY IT AT N.A.B.:
LTM-BOOTH NO. 1016

LTM CORP. OF AMERICA

COMREX
BUILDS
BROADCAST
NEWS
EQUIPMENT
See us in Las Vegas at Booth 105

WITIIRMA\
P.O. Box 269 60 Union Avenue Sudbury, Massachusetts 01776
TEL: (617) 443-8811 TWX: 7'0-347-1049

1160 N. Las Palm. Avenue, Hollywood, CA 90088 (213) 460-8186
LTM

FRANCE 104 Boulevard Saln01/enIn 92400 Courbevole-Franet

Circle 306 on Reader Service Card
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cuing for sound, camera, and lighting
crews and direct instruction of crews
and performers. The QT- I transmitter
and QR-1 receiver are housed in com-

Broadcast Equipment
365

pact, impact -resistant cases. Power
comes from 9 V batteries. The trans-

This new wireless intercom equipment
allows the user to custom -design a system offering person -to -person intercommunication at distances up to 1000

mitter is FCC approved and operates in

Wireless Intercom System

so as to hold the overall mixer gain
constant. The mixers are also designed
to accurately compensate for the difference between coherent and non -coherent signals. Other features include bal-

anced mic or line level inputs with

the 150-216 MHz range, avoiding
interference from CB users. Audio performance is high voice -grade quality,
according to the manufacturer. A com-

plete line of accessories, including
single and double muff headsets or
separate earpieces and electret mics, is
available. CETEC VEGA.
366

Automatic Mic Mixers

Model 1674 (four -input) and 1678
(eight -input) automatic microphone

phantom power for condenser mics;

mixers incorporate the manufacturer's
patented gain -sharing principle, which
allows the system to deliver maximum
acoustic gain while helping to prevent

ging recorders; remote muting and
priority override control; switchable

TTL-compatible logic outputs for log-

200 Hz high-pass filters; and auto/di-

feedback in multi-mic operations.

rect bypassing in each channel. ALTEC

Analog circuits compare the level of
each input channel to the total of all

LANSING.

inputs and adjust the gain of each input
367

Limiter/Compressor/Ducker

feet. One-way, two-way, and multi way modes are possible. The system

For more information
circle bold face numbers
on reader service card.

offers unrestricted movement and

avoids potential shock hazards, suiting

it for broadcast applications such as

DON'T MISS THIS AT NAB
THE ELECTRONIC VISUALS 4060 COLOR SIGNAL MONITOR
A SINGLE HALF RACK WIDTH UNIT,
SWITCHABLE BETWEEN WAVEFORM
AND VECTOR DISPLAY

broadcast video systems ltd.
1438 N. Gower
Hollywood, CA 90028
(213) 460.2949

(416) 497-1020

Circle 308 on Reader Service Card

When accuracy Counts...Count on Belar

for 111111/F111/TII MONITORS
ro

II

(1)

9

r.

(41

9

1

9

ognition circuitry that allows it to

"comprehend" the performer's intent

011111 II I

I

Field Service
Engineers

See Us At NAB Booth #1631

1050 McNicoll Ave..
Toronto, Ont. 611W 2L8

Gain Brain II is a limiter/compressor/
ducker with proprietary waveform rec-

#

The Grass Valley Group, Inc. a
of television
broadcast equipment, is looking for
people who want challenging professional positions PLUS the added
attraction of working in a small town
leading manufacturer

nestled in the Sierra foothills.
These challenging positions combine chances for U.S. travel plus
marketing and engineering career opportunities.
Individuals with ex-

perience designing and/or maintaining television broadcast systems are
required to provide after -sales support

for our wide variety of complex systems.
Interested and qualified candidates

are invited to send a resume in confidence to Sylvia Smith, The Grass

Valley Group, Inc, P.O. Box 1114,
Grass Valley, CA 95945. An Equal
Opportunity Employer M/F /H.

9

0

Grass Valley Group

BELAR
AM MOW -1...N MONITOR

A Tektronix Company

BELAR CALL ARNO MEYER (215) 687-5550
ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET. DEVON. PA 19333 BOX 826 (2151 687-5550
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in terms of optimum output loudness
for each note. The effect claimed is a
significant improvement in the preservation of dynamic integrity during lim-

iting and less "limiter sound" than for
conventional peak or RMS responsive
devices. Front -panel controls include

Single Wire Control

368

These encoded control modules eliminate the large quantity of multiple conductor cables required between a tele-

cine or VTR and a remote control
panel. Up to 14 separate machine functions and 14 tallies are encoded on one
pair of wires. No special control panels

are required. The unit does not use a
party -line approach, eliminating possible interaction, simplifying servicing,

insuring modularity, and permitting a
phased -in approach to utilization, according to the manufacturer. The user
may convert to the encoded system as
new equipment is purchased without
affecting existing installations or may
change to encoded signals throughout

accepts standard composite video in the

monitor mode. Looping inputs (with
switchable 75 ohm termination) allow
multiple sets to be linked. An audio
input is also provided. VM-13, $449;
VM-19, $575. V.A.M.P. INC.
Video liest CEnter

370

The VTC-100 video test center is designed as a central junction point for
test signals and reference information
used in the testing and repair of video

equipment. The unit provides rear -

panel inputs for color bars, convergence, multiburst, test pattern, off air or cable RF, I kHz audio sine wave,

the plant. TORPEY CONTROLS & ENGINEERING.

Low -Cost TV Monitor

'nteractive gain control and controlled

mpact accentuation on percussive
tracks. Provisions have been made for
stereo intercoupling, side chain operation for frequency -dependent gain control, and remote VCA and/or remote
GR metering. $380. VALLEY PEOPLE.

369

This low-cost color receiver/monitor
comes in two versions: the 13 -inch
VM-13 and 19 -inch VM-19. Features
include the latest IC circuitry, quick start in -line picture tube, slotted mask,

black matrix, automatic fine-tuning,
and automatic gain control. A toggle
switch changes the set from receiver
mode to video monitor mode; the set

and (optionally) black burst. The rear
panel also has an eight -pin connector
for the bench monitor. Front panel sections permit VTR interface and monitor

interface. Any test signal may be
selected to be fed to either a VTR or
monitor under test via switches and/or
jumpers on the front panel. The unit
occupies 144 inches of 19 -inch rack
space. CANTER-REDMAN TECHNOLOGY.

CALDWELL A/V EQUIPMENT CO. LIMITED

cAVEC0

1080 BELLAMY RD. NORTH, SCARBOROUGH, ONT., CANADA M1H 1H2
PHONE (1161438.6230
TELEX 065-25237

TM

With the New 1601S
Sequential Controller

MCN 1200 NEWSWITCHER FEATURES:

Reel to Reel

Random Selector
Kartel

1 MICROPHONE INPUT

HEADPHONE JACK

12 INPUTS (switchable)
6 OUTPUTS (switchable)
1 OUTPUT (non-swltchable)

TERMINALS FOR EXT. SPK.
VU METER
3 WATT MONITOR AMP

PRE-SET MONITOR
CUTBACK FOR MIC.

CALDWELL EQUIPMENT, P.O. Box 853 Buffalo, NY 14240 Toll Free In NY

Reel to Reel

$1 275.
.800-462-7270

Circle 310 on Reader Service Card

19" Rack

an economical automation system that

The AUDIO FOLLOW VIDEO
You've always needed ... but couldn't find anywhere.

provides short walk away time. BC's programmable 1601S Sequential Controller

WITH BALANCED, STEREO AUDIO TALLY TIME -CODE SWITCHING, TOO

PASSIVE
SWITCHER

Mini One Bay...

gives access to 16 events - expandable

to 32 - from up to 9 repeatable audio
sources.

Programmable clock repeats
station format in 15 and 30 minute or 1
hour segments. Audio monitor alarm.
Complete stereo system $9970. F.O.B.
plant.

6, 8 & 12 input -stations requiring but 1 RackUnit space. BNConnectors for video & time -code (or balanced video or 2 standard,
isolated video sources per station). Screw -terminal audio strips.
3-24 v.d.c. external tally power (inexpensive accessory UAPower
Supply, UL -approved). Changeable designation strips. VA -series
4,

Switchers for rackmount or tabletop. Video sources internally

BROADCAST CONTROLS
9155 Brookville Road
Silver Spring, Maryland, 20910
(301) 587-3505
Circle 312 on Reader Service Card

terminated 750 except the pushbutton pressed.
See them at NABooth 1819 & L.A.VaieoShow booth 605

Ultra Audio Pixtee P.O. BOX 921 BEVERLY HILLS
A DIVISION OF AUDIO INTERNATIONAL, MIC.

CA 90213 2131276.2726

(Lw)
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Rainfall (Digita4 0.01" increments)
Temperature (Digita4 F° & C°)
Wind Direction & Speed

An updated version of the original Mark IV -T

Weatherminder, used in numerous radio
stations for the past 25 years. The basic instrument cluster for local programming. Designed

especially for the announcer's table. Professional equipment at modest cost.
Department B

Texas Electronics, Inc.
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BMIE
Broadcast Management Engineering
295 Madison Ave.
New York, New York 10017
Telex: 64-4001

Eastern & Midwestern States
295 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10017
212-685-5320

James C. Maywalt
Denis J. O'Malley
Western States
353 Sacramento Street
Suite 600
San Francisco, CA 94111
415-421-7330

William J. Healey
Rodger Wadley
3420 Ocean Park Blvd., Suite 3020
Santa Monica, CA 90405
213-450-7181

Bob Hubbard

United Kingdom/Europe
Chilberton House
Doods Road

ReigateSurrey, England
Telephone: Reigate 43521

Robert N. Burn
Bronwyn Holmes
Derek Hopkins
Japan, Far East
Eiraku Building
1-13-9, Ginza,
Chuo-Ku, Tokyo 104 Japan
03 (562) 4781
S. Yasui
K. Yamamoto

A totally new production console. incorporating
the latest in 'nigh -reliability state -of -II -le -art circuitry

SS8900

housed in a dramatically styled all -welded steel
housing. It has been totally engineered from the
star: to provide the maximum in operational ease
and flexibility; maximum cooling with power
components and air vents placed for optimum
convection airflow; hinged front panel, service
doors and all -modular construction for ease of
maintenance; and performance that will mcct or
exceed any operating specificaticn expected of a
modern console. It is available with up to 32
mixers and a range of output, auxiliary and DC
control units to suit any requirement.
Our experience gained in over 30 years of

engineering broadcast audio sysbms has been
incorporated in the design of the SS8900
console, ensuring the inclusion of the reliability,
quality, features and systems compatibility
expected by the modern broadcaster.
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McCURDY RADIO INDUSTRIES
TORONTO

(416)751-6262

CHICAGO
(312) 640-7077

In Our 4th Decade of Service To The Broadcast Industry
Circle 314 on Reader Service Card

Contemporary reflections!
A dazzling new performer has captured the spotlight in the sophisticated
world of contemporary sound.
Reflecting industry demands for comprehensive facilities, and studio
reproduction quality in a transportable console, Ward -Beck presents the
WBS T1202.
Another classic example of Ward -Beck's flawless dedication to engineering

excellence!

Ward -Beck Systems Ltd., 841 Progress Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M1H 2X4.
Tel: (416)438-6550.
Ward -Beck Systems Inc., 6900 East Camelback Road, Suite 1010, Scottsdale, Arizona 85251.

